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Abstract
The complexity of many dynamical phenomena precludes the use of linear models
for which exact analytic techniques are available. However, inference on standard non-
linear models quickly becomes intractable. In some cases, Markov switching processes,
with switches between a set of simpler models, are employed to describe the observed
dynamics. Such models typically rely on pre-specifying the number of Markov modes.
In this thesis, we instead take a Bayesian nonparametric approach in defining a prior on
the model parameters that allows for flexibility in the complexity of the learned model
and for development of efficient inference algorithms.
We start by considering dynamical phenomena that can be well-modeled as a hidden
discrete Markov process, but in which there is uncertainty about the cardinality of the
state space. The standard finite state hidden Markov model (HMM) has been widely
applied in speech recognition, digital communications, and bioinformatics, amongst
other fields. Through the use of the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP), one can
examine an HMM with an unbounded number of possible states. We revisit this HDP-
HMM and develop a generalization of the model, the sticky HDP-HMM, that allows
more robust learning of smoothly varying state dynamics through a learned bias to-
wards self-transitions. We show that this sticky HDP-HMM not only better segments
data according to the underlying state sequence, but also improves the predictive per-
formance of the learned model. Additionally, the sticky HDP-HMM enables learning
more complex, multimodal emission distributions. We demonstrate the utility of the
sticky HDP-HMM on the NIST speaker diarization database, segmenting audio files
into speaker labels while simultaneously identifying the number of speakers present.
Although the HDP-HMM and its sticky extension are very flexible time series mod-
els, they make a strong Markovian assumption that observations are conditionally inde-
pendent given the discrete HMM state. This assumption is often insufficient for captur-
ing the temporal dependencies of the observations in real data. To address this issue,
we develop extensions of the sticky HDP-HMM for learning two classes of switching
dynamical processes: the switching linear dynamical system (SLDS) and the switching
vector autoregressive (SVAR) process. These conditionally linear dynamical models can
describe a wide range of complex dynamical phenomena from the stochastic volatility
of financial time series to the dance of honey bees, two examples we use to show the
power and flexibility of our Bayesian nonparametric approach. For all of the presented
models, we develop efficient Gibbs sampling algorithms employing a truncated approx-
imation to the HDP that allows incorporation of dynamic programming techniques,
greatly improving mixing rates.
In many applications, one would like to discover and model dynamical behaviors
which are shared among several related time series. By jointly modeling such sequences,
we may more robustly estimate representative dynamic models, and also uncover in-
teresting relationships among activities. In the latter part of this thesis, we consider
a Bayesian nonparametric approach to this problem by harnessing the beta process to
allow each time series to have infinitely many potential behaviors, while encouraging
sharing of behaviors amongst the time series. For this model, we develop an efficient
and exact Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) inference algorithm. In particular, we
exploit the finite dynamical system induced by a fixed set of behaviors to efficiently
compute acceptance probabilities, and reversible jump birth and death proposals to
explore new behaviors. We present results on unsupervised segmentation of data from
the CMU motion capture database.
Thesis Supervisors: Alan S. Willsky
Professor of Electrical Engineering and Computer Science
John W. Fisher III
Principal Research Scientist
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Introduction
T HE study of dynamical phenomena is pervasive in fields as diverse as bioinformat-
ics, econometrics, and systems and control. For example, within bioinformatics one
might be interested in modeling recombination hotspots and ancestral haplotypes. In
econometrics, classical time series include daily returns of a stock index, the exchange
rate of a currency, or interest rate. Systems and controls applications are plentiful,
ranging from robotics to modeling the dynamics of aircraft. Within these fields, there
has been an explosion of data of increasingly complex phenomena, resulting in a push
toward building more intricate time series models and developing efficient inference
techniques. The challenges these datasets pose result from a convergence of factors:
the size of the datasets demand examination of time series analysis techniques that
scale effectively with the dimensionality of the data while the complexity of the dy-
namics precludes the use of standard linear dynamical models for which exact inference
techniques exist.
A small subset of time series data, such as the trajectory of a ballistic missile, can
be described by a single dynamical model that is well-defined through knowledge of
the underlying physics of the object we are observing. Slightly more complicated time
series, like a maneuvering passenger aircraft, can be described as switching between a
small set of dynamical models. However, many of the dynamical processes we encounter
are too complex for such modeling schemes. For example, describing human motion
requires the formulation of a model that represents the large number of degrees of
freedom provided by the many human joints. High performance aircraft or the dance
of honey bees [129] are other examples of dynamical systems with patterned, but very
intricate motions. In this thesis, we consider methods for learning dynamical models for
time series with complex and uncertain behavior patterns. Specifically, we address how
Bayesian nonparametric methods can be used to provide a flexible and computationally
efficient structure for learning and inference of these complex systems.
Although the true underlying dynamics of the phenomena of interest are generally
nonlinear, they can often be effectively modeled as switches among a set of conditionally
linear dynamical modes. These switching linear dynamical systems (SLDS) have been
used to describe, for example, human motion [133,140], financial time series [27, 94,154],
and maneuvering targets [43,145]. Within the control community, these models are of-
ten referred to as Markov jump-linear systems (MJLS). The different linear dynamical
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modes account for changes the phenomena exhibit: a person changes from walking to
running; a country undergoes a recession, a central bank intervention, or some national
or global event; an aircraft makes an evasive maneuver. Classical methods for infer-
ring the latent state of the switching dynamical process rely on defining a fixed, finite
set of models with known parameterizations and switching behaviors. In the case of
identifying switching dynamical processes, the field consists of only a fixed number of
directions: either relying on knowledge of the number of dynamical regimes and es-
timating the model parameters from the data, or relying on simplifying assumptions
such as deterministic dynamics when the number of models is not known. Further de-
tails are discussed in Chapter 4. Alternatively, emerging methods within the field of
Bayesian nonparametrics, specifically hierarchical extensions of the Dirichlet process,
offer promise in learning stochastic switching dynamical models with the flexibility of
incorporating new dynamical modes as new behaviors are observed. Furthermore, by
casting the problem of system identification within the Bayesian framework, one can
leverage the extensive theory and methodologies of this field.
The clustering properties induced by the Dirichlet process prior have been exploited
in many standard mixture modeling applications. Hierarchical layerings of Dirichlet pro-
cesses, such as the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) [162] and the nested Dirichlet
process [143], as well as generalizations of the Dirichlet process, such as the Pitman-Yor
process [72, 137], have proven useful in a variety of fields including genomics [187], doc-
ument modeling [19], natural language processing [58, 160], and computer vision [158].
Originally developed for static estimation problems, a burgeoning trend is realizing the
significant impact these methods can have on time series analysis, an impact which cuts
through the boundaries between machine learning, statistics, and dynamics and control.
One perspective of this analysis has been the development of Dirichlet process priors on
stochastically evolving distributions such as the dependent Dirichlet process [61, 111]
and the kernel stick-breaking process [39]. For example, imagine one has recordings
of a unknown collection of neurons. Due to either changing recording conditions or
changes within the neuron itself, the waveforms observed may vary with time. In such
cases, one would like to allow the model parameters to stochastically evolve [48]. Other
uses of these processes include the study of how a response density changes with pre-
dictors [39], or time-varying document topic modeling [156] in which the popularity of
various topics within a given domain evolve with time.
The complex time series we analyze in this thesis, however, have more patterned
behaviors that we would like to capture through models that allow repeated returns to
a set of simpler dynamical models. In such cases, instead of examining stochastically
evolving distributions as in the dependent Dirichlet process, we would like to nonpara-
metrically model the stationary transition distributions of a discrete-time Markov pro-
cess. That is, we would like to allow for switching processes with an unbounded number
of possible Markov states. A first attempt at such a model is the hierarchical Dirich-
let process hidden Markov model (HDP-HMM) [11, 162]. One of our contributions in
this thesis-the sticky HDP-HMM-provides improved control over the number of hid-
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Figure 1.1. Two examples of data we examine in the thesis. (a) A speech signal from which we aim
to infer the number of speakers and a segmentation of the audio into speaker labels; (b) A honey bee in
the beehive, performing a set of three dances indicated by the arrows: turn right, turn left, and waggle.
In this scenario, our goal is to discover these dances and to estimate dynamical models to describe
them.
den Markov model modes inferred by better capturing the temporal mode persistence
present in many real datasets. As a motivating example for the sticky HDP-HMM,
consider the problem of speaker diarization [185], to which we return in Chapter 3.
Here, an audio recording is made of a meeting involving multiple human participants
and the problem is to segment the recording into time intervals associated with indi-
vidual speakers. See Fig. 1.1(a). Segmentation is to be accomplished without a priori
knowledge of the number of speakers involved in the meeting; moreover, one does not
assume a priori knowledge of the speech patterns of particular individuals. For this
application, we show that producing state-of-the-art diarizations using the HDP-HMM
requires the sticky extension to properly account for the fact that a person currently
speaking is likely to continue speaking.
Both the HDP-HMM and its sticky extension make a strong Markovian assumption
that observations are conditionally independent given the mode. Such an assumption is
inappropriate for many of the datasets we examine. For example, consider the problem
of segmenting the dance of a honey bee into the turn right, turn left, and waggle dances
depicted in Fig. 1.1(b) [129]. (See Chapter 4 for explanation.) In such a scenario, even
conditioned on the dance mode, the observations of the honey bee position are highly
correlated and thus the overall dance cannot be well approximated by a hidden Markov
model. Motivated by such applications, in this thesis we also examine a Bayesian non-
parametric approach for learning SLDS, thereby capturing a broader class of dynamical
phenomena exhibiting more complex temporal dependencies.
While the Dirichlet process targets inferring a small set of representative dynamical
modes, there is still a question about the dimensionality of the parametrization for
the conditionally linear dynamical models. In the presence of limited data, one would
like to reduce the number of parameters that must be estimated. Additionally, finding
the minimal such dimension still yielding a model adequately describing the observed
dynamics can provide insight into properties of the underlying dynamical phenomenon.
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Figure 1.2. Motion capture skeleton plots for six examples of jumping jacks, each from a different
motion capture movie. Skeleton rendering done by modifications to Neil Lawrence's Matlab MoCap
toolbox [105].
To jointly address these issues, we propose a method of inducing sparsity in the temporal
dependency structure among variables.
In the problems discussed so far, we have assumed that we are interested in the
dynamics of a single time series. However, in many applications one is presented with
numerous realizations of related phenomena. One example we consider in Chapter 5 is
that of motion capture data depicting multiple people performing a set of related tasks.
In such cases, one would like to discover and model dynamical behaviors which are
shared among the multiple, related time series. For example, in the motion capture data
one might be interested in grouping all instances of jumping jacks from a collection of
videos, as displayed in Fig. 1.2. The benefits of such joint modeling are twofold: we may
more robustly estimate representative dynamic models in the presence of limited data,
and we may also uncover interesting relationships among the time series. Our proposed
method relates the set of dynamical behaviors each object exhibits through utilization
of a beta process prior [67, 165]. This specific choice of a Bayesian nonparametric prior
allows flexibility in the number of total and sequence-specific behaviors, and encourages
the time series to share similar subsets of the large set of possible behaviors.
0 1.1 Thesis Organization and Overview of Methods and Contributions
We now provide an overview of the contributions of each chapter, including method-
ologies and results, as well as an overview of the chapter structure. The introductory
paragraphs of each chapter provide more detailed outlines.
The overarching theme of the thesis is the proposal of methods for Bayesian nonpara-
metric learning of time series exhibiting complex dynamics that can be approximated
as switches among conditionally linear dynamical modes. For each of the Bayesian non-
parametric time series models that we present, we leverage the simple Markov struc-
ture and the induced conditionally linear dynamics to develop efficient inference tech-
niques. Throughout this thesis, we provide numerous demonstrations that our proposed
Bayesian nonparametric framework provides flexible and efficient methods for learning
simple representative models of dynamical phenomena from limited noisy observations.
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Sec. 1.1. Thesis Organization and Overview of Methods and Contributions
0 1.1.1 Chapter 2: Background
We begin by reviewing many of the statistical concepts that are utilized throughout
this thesis. The chapter starts by motivating the Bayesian, and more specifically the
Bayesian nonparametric, approach by presenting the de Finetti theorem. We then
describe exponential families of probability distributions and sufficient statistics. To-
gether, these concepts enable examination of prior distributions, namely conjugate prior
distributions, that lead to efficient inference techniques built upon in this thesis. We
present an analysis of a class of likelihood models and associated conjugate priors used
extensively in our models. The chapter then moves to discussing the graphical model
representation of joint probability distributions. We provide an introduction to graph-
ical models, with an emphasis on the directed chains and their associated inference
techniques that provide the basis for the models we consider and are fundamental to
our derivations. For the more general models we consider in this thesis, exact inference
is infeasible and we rely on the Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques outlined in this
chapter. We conclude the chapter with background material on the stochastic pro-
cesses we use in developing our Bayesian nonparametric models: the Dirichlet process,
its hierarchical extension, and the beta process.
* 1.1.2 Chapter 3: The Sticky HDP-HMM
Accounting for Temporal Mode Persistence
The existing Bayesian nonparametric approach to learning hidden Markov models
(HMMs)-the HDP-HMM [162]-utilizes the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) to
allow for an unbounded HMM mode space. However, as we thoroughly analyze in this
chapter, the HDP-HMM inadequately captures the temporal mode persistence present
in many real datasets such as the speaker diarization application described previously.
To address this issue, we augment the model with a bias towards self-transitions and
show that in our scenarios of interest this sticky HDP-HMM leads to both improved
segmentation performance as well as increased predictive power. Earlier papers have
also proposed self-transition parameters for HMMs with infinite mode spaces [11, 186],
but did not formulate general solutions that integrate fully with Bayesian nonparamet-
ric inference. One of the main contributions of this chapter is the derivation of an
exact Gibbs sampling technique that allows for a learned bias towards self-transitions
instead of relying on fixing this sticky parameter. As such, the model still allows for
fast-switching dynamics if they are present in the data.
Efficient Inference Leveraging Dynamic Programming
The direct assignment Gibbs sampler [162] developed for inference in the hierarchical
Dirichlet process was also proposed as the sampler for the HDP-HMM. This direct
assignment sampler marginalizes the HMM transition distributions and sequentially
samples the mode sequence. However, as we demonstrate in this chapter, sequential
sampling of a mode sequence with strong correlations leads to very slow mixing rates.
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This problem is exacerbated in the case of the sticky HDP-HMM in which the temporal
dependencies encoded in the prior are even stronger than in the HDP-HMM of Teh
et al. [162]. We instead consider a truncated approximation to the sticky HDP-HMM
and develop a sampler that harnesses efficient dynamic programming techniques to
block sample the HMM mode sequence. Specifically, we utilize a variant of the forward-
backward algorithm [139]. Such sampling techniques have been proposed for the finite
HMM [148], with analysis showing that blocked sampling requires more computation
time but leads to faster mixing rates than a direct sampler.
Learning Multimodal Emissions and Application to Speaker Diarization
Having developed the sticky HDP-HMM framework that accounts for temporal mode
persistence, one can examine extending the model to account for multimodal emission
distributions. Specifically, we consider Bayesian nonparametric learning of the emission
distributions by treating each as a mixture of Gaussians with a Dirichlet process prior.
The sticky HDP-HMM's bias towards generating sequences of observations from the
same latent HMM mode allows the model to disambiguate the underlying emission
distribution. In contrast, a similar extension of the HDP-HMM of Teh et al. [162]
to allow multimodal emissions exhibits considerable uncertainty in the choice between
rapidly switching amongst HMM modes with single Gaussian emissions or creating
persistent HMM modes and associating multiple Gaussian emission components. As a
motivating example, we consider the problem of speaker diarization and demonstrate
that the sticky HDP-HMM provides state-of-the-art speaker diarizations. We show that
such performance relies on the augmented model's ability to capture mode persistence
and multimodal emissions.
Chapter Outline
The chapter begins with a review of the HDP-HMM of Teh et al. [162], as well as
a demonstration that this model inadequately captures the temporal mode persistence
present in many real datasets. We then describe our proposed sticky HDP-HMM frame-
work and how one may place a prior on this self-transition bias parameter and infer it
from the data. Both the direct assignment sampler of Teh et al. [162] and the blocked
sampler we develop utilizing the truncated sticky HDP-HMM are subsequently out-
lined. The second half of the chapter focuses on extending the sticky HDP-HMM to
allow for Bayesian nonparametric learning of multimodal emission distributions. We
conclude with an analysis of the NIST speaker diarization database [126].
N 1.1.3 Chapter 4: Bayesian Nonparametric Learning of SLDS
Extending the Sticky HDP-HMM to Models with Conditionally Linear Dynamics
The fourth chapter extends the sticky HDP-HMM model of Chapter 3 to scenarios in
which a Markov switching model with conditionally linear dynamics provides a better
approximation to the observed dynamics than the HMM's assumption of conditionally
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independent observations. We consider two such models: the switching linear dynamical
system (SLDS) and switching vector autoregressive (VAR) process and refer to our
Bayesian nonparametric versions of these models as the HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-
HMM, respectively. The basic formulation we present uses a conjugate matrix-normal
inverse-Wishart (MNIW) [183] prior on the set of dynamic parameters assuming a fixed
model order (i.e., dimension of the SLDS continuous state vector or the autoregressive
order.) For the HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-HMM, we examine a set of synthetic datasets
demonstrating our ability to learn switching dynamical models with varying numbers
of dynamical regimes. We also examine our ability to segment a sequence of honey bee
dances (see Fig. 1.1(b)) and to detect changes in volatility of the IBOVESPA stock
index, showing performance competitive with alternative methods and consistent with
domain expert analysis.
Sparsity Inducing Priors for Model Order Identification
A more complete system identification of the switching dynamical models that we con-
sider would also involve learning the model order. Although our HDP-SLDS and HDP-
AR-HMM formulations assume that, respectively, the underlying state dimension or
autoregressive order are fixed, we propose using automatic relevance determination
(ARD) [9,112,124] as a sparsity-inducing prior in place of the conjugate MNIW prior.
We specifically encourage mode-specific sparsity in the dynamic parameters in a struc-
tured manner that leads to insight into components of the fixed-dimension state vector
or fixed set of autoregressive components that do not contribute to the underlying dy-
namics of the observed phenomenon. In addition to such insights, the sparsity-inducing
prior leads to improved parameter estimation in the presence of limited data. We apply
this model to a sequence of the honey bee dances, and demonstrate that the turning
dances are well-modeled by a single autoregressive component while the waggle dance
relies on two components.
Efficient Inference Leveraging Kalman Filtering
Just as we harnessed dynamic programming techniques in the truncated sticky HDP-
HMM blocked Gibbs sampler, for the HDP-SLDS we can leverage the conditionally
linear dynamics induced by a fixed mode sequence and incorporate efficient Kalman
filter computations to block-sample the latent state sequence. Such block sampling
of the state sequence was proposed for the finite SLDS in [25]. A later paper [26]
analyzed the benefits of an alternative sampler that sequentially samples the dynamical
mode sequence, analytically marginalizing the state sequence. We propose a sampler
that iterates between block sampling of the mode and state sequences, occasionally
interleaving a step of sequentially sampling the mode sequence.
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Chapter Outline
Chapter 4 begins with a description of our proposed HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-HMM
dynamical models. We then describe two possible priors for the dynamic parameters:
the MNIW prior and the sparsity-inducing ARD prior. We outline our Gibbs sampling
algorithm for both the HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-HMM under these two choices of
priors. Simulations on synthetic data and a sequence of honey bee dances demonstrate
that the developed HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-HMM are able to infer both the number of
dynamical modes and the underlying model order. We conclude by presenting variants
of these models that are commonly found in application areas such as econometrics and
target tracking. For the latter application, an alternative sampler harnessing the specific
structure of the model is also presented. We present results for the model variants on
the IBOVESPA stock index, and synthetic maneuvering target tracking data.
* 1.1.4 Chapter 5: Sharing Features among Dynamical Systems with Beta
Processes
Transferring Knowledge Among Multiple Related Time Series
The final main chapter of the thesis focuses on methods of transferring knowledge
between multiple related time series. We assume that each of the time series can be
modeled according to the switching dynamical processes of Chapters 3 and 4. We then
envision a large library of behaviors, with each time series exhibiting a subset of these
behaviors. Specifically, we examine the beta process [67, 165] as a method of tying
together the set of behaviors associated with the time series. This process encourages
sharing in the chosen behaviors while allowing time-series-specific variability.
One could imagine an alternative architecture based upon the hierarchical Dirichlet
process, similar to the model considered in Chapter 4. Specifically, consider a set
of HDP-SLDS's tied together by sharing the same set of transition distributions and
dynamic parameters. Such a model would assume that each time series was performing
exactly the same set of behaviors, and switching between them in the same manner.
In addition to allowing each time series to choose a unique subset of the full set of
behaviors, our proposed model using the beta process prior also enables multiple time
series to select the same set of behaviors, but to switch between them in a unique
manner. To test our proposed model, we analyze a set of exercise routine videos from
the Carnegie Melon University (CMU) motion capture database [169] and demonstrate
that we are indeed able to identify common motion behaviors. A benefit of our Bayesian
nonparametric approach is that we are also able to discover motions unique to a given
video.
Birth-Death RJ-MCMC for Non-Conjugate IBP Models
The model we introduce does not allow for conjugate analysis, and previous samplers
for the non-conjugate case either relied on approximations [59] or proposals from the
prior [117] that result in low acceptance rates in high-dimensional applications. In
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contrast, we develop a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) sampler that uses reversible
jump [60] birth and death proposals to explore the incorporation of new behaviors, and
exploits the finite dynamical system induced by a fixed set of behaviors to efficiently
compute acceptance probabilities.
Chapter Outline
We start by describing how the beta process may be used as a prior for relating the
switching dynamical processes of Chapters 3 and 4. Having established the generative
model, we describe an MCMC inference algorithm that allows for efficient exploration
of the set of possible behaviors. We conclude the chapter with empirical results on a
set of synthetic data, and on data from the CMU motion capture database.
N 1.1.5 Chapter 6: Contributions and Recommendations
We conclude by surveying the contributions of this thesis, and highlights of directions
for future research. Each chapter concludes with a lengthy discussion of areas of future
research. In this chapter we simply abstract and jointly examine common themes
appearing throughout the thesis.
* 1.1.6 Appendices
For readability and clarity of the main concepts of the thesis, the majority of derivations
are placed in a series of appendices appearing at the end of the thesis. These derivations
focus on determining the conditional distributions and message passing schemes used
in our MCMC samplers, and rely heavily upon the background material presented in
Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2
Background
N this background chapter, we review the statistical methodologies upon which our
contributions are based. We begin in Sec. 2.1 by motivating the Bayesian framework
through a discussion of exchangeability and de Finetti's theorem, which can be viewed
as a justification for the use of prior distributions. We then describe exponential families
of probability distributions and sufficient statistics in Sec. 2.2 and Sec. 2.3, respectively.
Together, these concepts enable examination of prior distributions, namely conjugate
prior distributions, that lead to efficient inference techniques, as discussed in Sec. 2.4.
In Sec. 2.5, we turn to discussing the graphical model representation of joint prob-
ability distributions that allows for the development of efficient inference techniques.
We first provide an introduction to graphical models, with an emphasis on the directed
chains and their associated inference techniques that provide the basis for the mod-
els we consider and are fundamental to our derivations. In Sec. 2.6 and Sec. 2.7, we
specifically consider two such simple directed chain graphical models that are the basic
building blocks for the more complex models we consider in this thesis: the hidden
Markov model and the state space model. For each of these models, we provide an
interpretation of their associated classical inference techniques in terms of the general
graphical model framework described in Sec. 2.5.
For the models we consider in this thesis, exact inference is infeasible and we rely on
Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques that are outlined in Sec. 2.8. Finally, we conclude
in Sec. 2.9 by providing background material on the stochastic processes we use in
developing our Bayesian nonparametric models: the Dirichlet process, its hierarchical
extension, and the beta process.
* 2.1 The Bayesian Framework
In this section we provide a brief motivation for the Bayesian approach and establish
some concepts that reappear throughout this thesis. The overarching goal of the thesis
is then to examine the flexibility a Bayesian approach can provide in the case of learning
dynamical systems.
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* 2.1.1 Modeling via Exchangeability
The concept of exchangeability is central to many statistical approaches, and may be
viewed as critical in motivating Bayesian statistics. Let us assume that we are aggregat-
ing data in an attempt to make predictions about future values of the random process
we are observing. If we were to make the strong assumption of the data being indepen-
dent, we would treat every new data point individually without using past observations
to predict future observations since:
n
p(yl,, ,Yn) = P(Yi) (2.1)
i=1
implies that
p(yn+l,Y.. ym I Y1, , n) = P(n+, .. , m) (2.2)
A weaker assumption that often better describes the data we encounter is that of
exchangeability, which states that the order we encounter the data is inconsequential.
Definition 2.1.1. A sequence of random variables Y, Y2,..., y,n is said to be finitely
exchangeable if
D
Y1, Y2, , Yn I Y7(1), Y7(2) , ., Y7 r(n) (2.3)
for every permutation 7r on {1,..., n}. Here, we use the notation = to mean equality
in distribution.
From this definition, we see that independence implies exchangeability, but not vice
versa. We are often in settings where data is continually accumulated, or in which
fixing an upper bound n is challenging. We would thus like to formalize a notion of
exchangeability for infinite sequences.
Definition 2.1.2. A sequence Y1, Y2,... is said to infinitely exchangeable if every finite
subsequence is finite exchangeable [15].
As is demonstrated in Bernardo and Smith [15], not every finitely exchangeable
sequence can be embedded in an infinitely exchangeable sequence.
Example 2.1.1. As an example of infinite exchangeability, consider an urn with b black
balls and w white balls. Draw a ball at random from the urn and replace that ball along
with n balls of the same color. Continue repeating this procedure infinitely many times.
Such an urn is typically referred to as a P6lya urn. Let yi = 1 if the ith draw from the
urn produces a black ball, and yi = 0 otherwise. Then,
b b+n w b+2n
b + w b+ w + n b+ w + 2nb + w + 3n
b w b+n b+2n
b+ wb + w + nb+ w+ 2n b + w+ 3n
=p(1, 0, 1, 1).
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The denominator is the same for all possible sequences since n balls are added at every
draw regardless of the color of the drawn ball. The sequence of terms in the numerator
simply depends upon how many previous times a black or white ball was drawn, not the
specific order. Using this argument, one can prove that every finite subsequence of data
generated from this urn procedure are exchangeable under this model. However, we can
clearly see that the data are not independent, nor even a Markov process.
Exchangeability has simplifying implications for inference since we can simply ignore
the order in which the data arrive. Sometimes, however, exchangeability is too strong of
an assumption. Relaxations include considering partially exchangeable data where some
auxiliary information partitions the data into exchangeable sets. For example, consider
a person flipping two biased coins, one on even throws and the other on odd throws. The
data are exchangeable within the set of odd or even tosses if these labels are provided.
There are many possible extensions and variations on the standard exchangeability
model; however, the end goal is to group data into exchangeable, and thus relatively
simple, blocks for which inference is more tractable.
A very important result arising from the assumption of exchangeable data is what
is typically referred to as de Finetti's theorem. This theorem states that an infinite
sequence of random variables yl, Y2,... is exchangeable if and only if there exists a
random probability measure v with respect to which yl, Y2,... are conditionally i.i.d.
with distribution v. Furthermore, this random measure can be viewed as the limit-
ing empirical measure. De Finetti actually proved this in the case of binary random
variables de Finetti [33], with the more general extension to arbitrary real-valued ex-
changeable sequences made by Hewitt and Savage [66] and Ryll-Nardzewski [146].
Theorem 2.1.1. If yi, Y2,... is an infinitely exchangeable sequence of binary random
variables with probability measure P, then there exists a distribution function Q on [0, 1]
such that for all n
p(yl, - Yn) = fI )yi(1 - 9)l-yidQ(d), (2.4)
i=1
where p(y,..., y,n) is the joint probability mass function defined by measure P. Fur-
thermore, Q is the distribution function of the limiting empirical frequency:1
Slim yi, 0 ~ Q. (2.5)
n-o n
i=l
Proof. Originally presented in [33]. See Bernardo and Smith [15] and Heath and Sud-
derth [65] for a proof in more modern terms. U
1 The notation x - F indicates that the random variable x is drawn from a distribution F. We use
bar notation x I F - F to specify conditioned upon random variables, such as a random distribution.
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This theorem can be interpreted as saying that if Yl, y2,. .. is an infinitely exchange-
able binary sequence, then it is as if the elements of this sequence are independent
Bernoulli random variables with probability of success 0, where 0 has distribution Q.
Furthermore, one can interpret Q as our belief about the limiting empirical frequency
of ones in the data.
From de Finetti's theorem, we see the motivation for the Bayesian perspective of the
parameter yielding the observations i.i.d. as a random quantity with some distribution
Q, rather than as a fixed and unknown quantity. We now state the more general form
of the de Finetti theorem.
Theorem 2.1.2. If yl, Y2,... is an infinitely exchangeable sequence of real-valued ran-
dom variables with probability measure P, then there exists a probability measure pA
defined on the space of all probability measures P(R) on 1R such that2
P(yl c AZ,...,yn e An) = pF( i (( )p(dV) (2.6)
Furthermore, p is the law of a probability measure v, where v is almost surely defined
by the limiting empirical measure. Namely,
v(B) = lim-1 E B(Yi), /- . (2.7)
n-+oo n i=1
where B ranges over all elements of the Borel a-algebra. The measure t is often referred
to as the de Finetti measure.
Proof. See Hewitt and Savage [66] and Ryll-Nardzewski [146]. M
From a generative perspective, the theorem states that if yl, Y2,-.. are infinitely
exchangeable, then there exists a measure A on measures such that:
i.i.d. (2.8)
Yi Iv v.
When we take the sets Ai to be (-oo, yi], we obtain a form of the above theorem in
terms of the random distribution functions F associated with the random measures v.
Example 2.1.2. As an informal presentation to provide some intuition for this the-
orem, let us return to the case of binary random variables. Assume the phenomenon
we are observing are realizations from a game, though we do not know the game being
played. Instead, we are simply observers of the outcomes of the game. For example,
2Here, we use V as the variable of integration when integrating with respect to the probability
measure p. We then use v as the random measure with law p.
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assume the observed phenomenon are flips of a coin with probability p of heads. The
limiting empirical frequency of heads (i.e., 1's) in infinitely many draws will be p almost
surely. The de Finetti theorem then implies that the de Finetti measure p is degenerate
on
v = p61 + (1 - p)So
because every such infinite sequence of flips of that coin results in the same empirical
measure. See Fig. 2.1(a). Here, we use 6i to be a measure concentrated at i.
On the other hand, assume we are observing draws from a P6lya urn starting with
b black balls and w white balls, adding n balls per round, as in Example 2.1.1. From
this example, we know that the data are exchangeable. We observe an infinite binary
sequence which gives us the following empirical measure:
v11 = 01 1 + (1 - 01)0.
We are provided with infinitely many such sequences from an urn in the (b, w) start-
ing configuration (i.e., infinitely many realizations from this game.) For each infinite
sequence, we build the empirical measure
vi = Oi61+ (1- Oi)o i= 1,2,....
De Finetti tells us that these vi are instantiations of the random measure v. In essence,
we can empirically build up the de Finetti measure p by examining the infinite collection
of empirical measures. Let us instead examine the distribution Q on 0. One can show
that Q is a Beta(b/n, w/n) distribution (see Sec. 2.4.2), as empirically demonstrated in
Fig. 2.1(b), implying that the generative process is
0 Beta(b/n, w/n)
yi l0 Ber(O),
where Ber denotes the Bernoulli distribution. This process is referred to as a Beta-
Bernoulli process. There are many other such games for generating infinitely exchange-
able binary sequences that we could be observing, each corresponding to a different de
Finetti measure. As the observer of these sequences, de Finetti simply tells us that
there exists a random probability measure which yields the data i.i.d.; we would need
to observe infinitely many sequences to actually reconstruct the distribution on this
probability measure associated with the underlying game.
We have seen in Theorem 2.1.1 that for infinitely exchangeable binary sequences,
there exists a random probability measure v that concentrates on {0, 1} implying that
this measure can be uniquely described by a single parameter 0. One can straight-
forwardly extend the argument in Theorem 2.1.1 to infinitely exchangeable sequences
taking values in {1,..., K}; here, the random measure yielding the data i.i.d. concen-
trates on {1,..., K} and is thus uniquely defined by a (K - 1)-dimensional parameter
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Figure 2.1. (a) Histogram of the empirical estimates of the probability of heads, p, in the coin-
flipping experiment from 10,000 trials. Each trial's estimate is based on 100,000 observations. The red
line indicates the true probability of heads. (b) Histogram of the empirical estimates of the parameter
9 that yields the exchangeable observations drawn from a P6lya urn i.i.d.. The histogram is the result
of 10,000 trials from an urn starting with 10 black balls and 6 white balls, and replacing 2 balls at every
draw from the urn. Each trial's estimate of 0 is produced based on 1,000 observations. The red line
indicates a Beta(10/2, 6/2) distribution.
S- {01,... , OK-1} [15]. Analogous to the examples presented in Example 2.1.2, pos-
sible underlying games include rolling a K-sided weighted die or drawing from an urn
with K different colored balls. When moving to infinitely exchangeable sequences tak-
ing values in the reals, the random probability measures v can be arbitrarily complex
and are, in general, defined by infinitely many parameters (i.e., v is a generic element of
P(R).) Some special cases exist in which the parametrization remains finite. For exam-
ple, if v is almost surely a Gaussian distribution, the parametrization solely consists of
a mean and variance. The more general case in which 0 may be an infinite-dimensional
parameter motivates the development of Bayesian nonparametric methods, some of
which we explore in this thesis. For example, the Dirichlet process of Sec 2.9.1 defines
a distribution on probability measures that concentrate at a countably infinite number
of elements of the reals (or the more general spaces we consider in Sec. 2.9.1.)
When we limit ourselves to the more restrictive class of finite-dimensional 0 (e.g.,
Bernoulli, multinomial, Gaussian random variables), we can invoke the following corol-
laries.
Corollary 2.1.1. Assuming the required densities exist, and assuming the conditions
of Theorem 2.1.2 hold, then there exists a distribution function Q such that the joint
density of Yl,..., Yn is of the form
n
p(yi,...,Yn) P(yi i)dQ(?9), (2.9)
i= 1
with p(. I d) representing the density function corresponding to the finite-dimensional
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parameter d O.
From the above corollary, it is simple to see how the de Finetti theorem motivates
the concept of a prior distribution Q(.) and a likelihood function p(y I -).
Corollary 2.1.2. Given that the conditions of Corollary 2.1.1 hold, then the predictive
density is given by
P(Ym+,, Yn I Y1,, Ym) = p(yi )dQ( 1,---. , ym), (2.10)
i=m+l
where
dQ(6_ yi,...,ym) fe > p(yi I O)dQ(O) (2.11)
Proof. The result follows directly from employing
p(ym+..., ,n I Yl, ',Ym) = P(Y ,Y)
along with Corollary 2.1.1. U
From the form of the predictive density in Eq. (2.10), we see that our view of
the existence of an underlying random parameter 0 yielding the data i.i.d. has not
changed. Instead, we have simply updated our prior belief Q(O) into a posterior belief
Q(O I y1,... ,ym) through an application of Bayes rule:
p(y I O)p(O) _ p(y I )p(O)
p( - p yy (2.12)fe) P(y d))p(i)dt p(y)
Here, we have written the rule in its simplest form assuming that a density on 0 exists
in addition to the conditional density on y. Although one can view the computation
of the predictive distribution in Eq. (2.10) as the objective in Bayesian statistics, we
will often limit our discussion to the process of forming the posterior distribution in
Eq. (2.11) from the prior by incorporating observations, since this is a fundamental step
in examining the predictive distribution.
From a practical perspective, we never have an infinite sequence of observations
from which to characterize our prior distribution. Furthermore, even if we had such a
quantity, the probability measure that the de Finetti theorem would suggest as yielding
the data i.i.d. might be arbitrarily complex. Thus, we are left with two competing
pragmatic choices in defining our prior:
(1) Tractable inference,
(2) Modeling flexibility.
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The issue of tractable inference often motivates the use of conjugate priors, as discussed
in Sec. 2.4. The goal of flexibility in our models leads to the study of Bayesian non-
parametric methods. A brief introduction to some specific classes of nonparametric
methods that maintain computational tractability is presented in Sec. 2.9.1-Sec. 2.9.4.
Another key aspect of the Bayesian framework we have established is in charac-
terizing a model, or likelihood distribution, p(y 1 0) for how our data are generated
conditioned a parameter value 0. This choice, too, is often motivated by practical con-
siderations that are typically coupled with those of choosing a prior distribution. We
do not develop a full analysis of model selection in this thesis, but begin the explo-
ration in Sec. 2.2. As practitioners, we do not actually know the underlying generative
process, but we can use a combination of our insight on the process (e.g., we know we
are observing heights from a given population and heights tend to be well-modeled as
Gaussian) and our adherence to computational limitations to define a model.
U 2.2 Exponential Families
Exponential families represent a fundamental class of distributions in statistics. They
arise as the answer to numerous, albeit related, questions. Within the Bayesian frame-
work: For what class of models does there exist a prior that leads to computationally
tractable inference [15, 141]? Frequentists arrive at the exponential family when ask-
ing: If there exists an efficient estimator, can we describe the class of models from
which the data could have been generated [87, 184]? Common to both domains: What
distribution is maximally random while being consistent with a set of moment con-
straints [15, 79,116]?
Definition 2.2.1. A parametrized family of distributions Pe = {P0} is a k-parameter
exponential family with natural parameter rl(-) = [i ('), ... ,-qk ()]', natural statistic
t() = [tl(),... ,tk(.)]T, and base distribution q(-) c e0( ) if each member Po of the
family has a density of the form
P(Y 0) = exp{n'T (8)t(y) - a(O) + 0(y)} (2.13)
= exp { 7i(o)ti(y) - a(O ) + =(Y)} (2.14)
with respect to a dominating measure3 Mt. Here, y 4 is a point in the sample space Y,
which represents the support of the density. The function a(.) is referred to as the
log-partition function and ensures that the probability density integrates to 1. We will
denote this family by (0;q(.),t(.),30(.)).
3The dominating measure is the assumed measure on the considered measurable space, and as such
provides the measure with respect to which the Radon-Nikodym derivative is taken when defining
densities (amongst other measure-theoretic operations one could examine).
4We use the notation y rather than y to indicate that this quantity is allowed to be vector valued.
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The set of admissible parameter values, or the natural parameter space, for which a
constant a(O) exists are those such that
Jexp i(0)ti(Y) + (Y) dy <00. (2.15)
i=1
We could generalize Eq. (2.15) and the results to follow for a given measure p rather
than the assumed Lebesgue (or where appropriate, counting) measure. However, we
will omit this level of mathematical formality.
It is common to restrict oneself to examining families of distributions whose support,
i.e., the set of y such that p(y 8) > 0, does not depend upon 6.
Definition 2.2.2. An exponential family S(0; q(.),t(.), 3(-)) is called regular if the
support of each member of the family does not depend upon the value of the parameter
0.
Another form of exponential families that deserves a special name is when the
density of each member of the family depends linearly on the parameters, i.e., (0) =
[01,...I0k -
Definition 2.2.3. A canonical exponential family is one which depends linearly on the
parameter 8:
p(y 8) = exp {Tt - a(0) + /(y)} (2.16)
= exp Oiti () - a(0) + 0(y) . (2.17)
We will denote the canonical exponential family by 8(0; I(.), t(.), ,(-)).
One, in theory, can always consider an exponential family in its canonical form by
defining a family P. with the parameters as the possibly nonlinear mapping ri(0) -
[ri,...,rlk] and the log-partition function c(.) appropriately redefined. In practice,
however, it might be challenging to find the set of admissible values of rl and the form
of the log-partition function. Note that some references, such as Bernardo and Smith
[15], use the term canonical to refer to exponential families that also depend linearly
on the data.
Definition 2.2.4. For data y distributed according to p(y 0 8), a parameter 0 is termed
unidentifiable on the basis of y if there exists 01 $ 02 such that Pl, = Po2.
Lemma 2.2.1. If the set of natural statistics [tl(.),... ,tk(.)] are linearly dependent,
then the parameters [7,1,... , T7k] are unidentifiable from the data y.
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Proof. Assume, without loss of generality, that tk(y) = ctk-l(y) for some constant c.
Take 7, = i for i =,..., k - 2, = 77k-1 + C77k, and T1 = 0. Then,
= exp iti(y ) 
- ca() +13(y
k-2iti() ()t
=exp 7t()+(k- Tkt
-1 (Y) - ) ) 3(y) }
k-2= exp rlti(y) + rlk tk-l(Y) - a(O) + /3(y)
= p I ).
From the above, we see that whenever there are linearly dependent natural statistics,
we can find an equivalent, reduced-order exponential family. We will assume that we
always restrict ourselves to such reduced-order models. Note that the same issue arises
if the components of the natural parameter r(8) are linearly dependent functions of 0.
Definition 2.2.5. A minimal exponential family is one in which there does not exist a
non-zero vector a = [al,... , ak] such that
(2.18)I aiti(y)
is equal to a constant.
0 2.2.1 Properties of the Canonical Exponential Family
The following theorem leads to a number of useful properties of the exponential family,
specifically, the moment-generating property of the log-partition function.
Theorem 2.2.1. For any integrable function f(-) and any 0 in the set of natural
parameters, the integral
Sf(y) exp E Oiti(y) - a(0) + 3(y)} dy (2.19)
is continuous and has derivatives of all orders with respect to the parameters 8.
Proof. See Barndorff-Nielsen [8], amongst other texts.
p(y I n)
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Corollary 2.2.1. The expected value and covariance of the natural statistics ti(y) are
related to derivatives of the log-partition function by
Eo[ti(y)] = a(0) (2.20)
and
02
cov(ti(y), tj(y))= O-jO a( ), (2.21)
respectively.
Proof. We apply Theorem 2.2.1 to the following identity, arising from the unit integra-
bility of the density p(. 0 8):
Jexp { Oiti(y) - a(0) + (y) dy = 1.
Taking the derivative with respect to 0i,
ti(y)exp{ liE(YU) -c() +/(Y) dy= a(6). (2.22)
The first equality of the corollary results from noting that the left-hand side of Eq. (2.22)
is the expected value of ti(y) under the given exponential family. Differentiating again
with respect to Oj yields
t (y) - a a(O) ta(Y) - aa(0) exp {iOt(Y) - a(6)+ y) dy00 090 e I
- a(0) exp Ojt(y) - a() + 3(y) dy 0.
(2.23)
Identifying the first line of Eq. (2.23) as cov(ti(y), tj(y)) using the fact that - a(0) =
Eo [tj(y)], and identifying the integral of the second line as 1 completes the proof. U
The above implies that instead of computing potentially complicated integrals, we
can find the moments of a distribution by calculating the derivatives of the log-partition
function. We note, however, that finding the log-partition function is often a challenge
in and of itself. Another important implication of the above result is that since V 2c (_)
is a positive semi-definite covariance matrix, a(8) is a convex function in 0. For minimal
exponential families, V2 ca(-) must be positive definite, implying strict convexity. Such
interpretations of c(.) have important implications for the geometry of exponential
families that are exploited in variational approaches [176].
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U 2.2.2 Interpretation as Linearly Constrained Maximum Entropy Distribu-
tion
As alluded to at the beginning of this section, the exponential family can be derived
as the maximally random distribution subject to a set of linear constraints. To derive
this result, and to formalize our definition of randomness, we need to rely on some
information-theoretic concepts. See Cover and Thomas [31] for a more detailed explo-
ration of these terms.
Fundamental Quantities of Information Theory
Shannon's measure of entropy conveys the uncertainty of a discrete random variable y
taking values within a finite space Y:
H(y) = - Ep(y) log p(y), (2.24)
yEY
where p(y) is the associated probability mass function defining the law of y. If the log
is base 2, the units of this measure is in bits while for base e the units are nats. From
this definition, one can easily prove that
0 < H(y) _ log lYl. (2.25)
One can extend the idea of entropy to jointly random variables (x, y) - p(x, y), x E X,
in which case the joint entropy is defined as
H(x, y) = - E p(x, y) logp(x, y), (2.26)
xEX yEY
One can similarly define the conditional entropy of a random variable y given x:
H(y x) = - Ep(x, y)logp(y I x). (2.27)
xEX yEY
Using standard manipulations, one can show that the joint entropy H(x, y) is simply
the sum of the entropy of x, H(x), and the conditional entropy of y given x, H(y I z),
which has a nice interpretation in terms of conservation of uncertainty. The change in
entropy of a random variable y after an observation x is given by the mutual information
I(y; ) = E p(x, y) log p(x,y) (2.28)
yp(x)p(y)
=- E p(x,y)(logp(y) - logp(y Ix)) (2.29)
XEX yEY
= H(y) - H(y Ix). (2.30)
i X___ ;_
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The above definitions can be extended to continuous random variables by considering
differential entropy
h(y) = - p(y) logp(y)dy, (2.31)
and differential conditional entropy
h(y I) = - p(x, y)log p(y I )dydx. (2.32)
However, although discrete entropy is a non-negative quantity, differential entropy does
not have this property.
Finally, we define a measure of the distance between two densities p and q. The
relative entropy or Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence is given by:
D(pq) = p(y)logPY dy. (2.33)(p ]) = /yP p(y) lo )
Note that because KL divergence is not symmetric, it is not actually a distance metric.
From this definition, we see that mutual information can be interpreted as the KL
divergence between a joint distribution of (x, y) and the distribution assuming they are
independent random variables:
I(y; x) = D(p(x, y) lp(x)p(y)). (2.34)
Here, the mutual information is defined in terms of differential entropy.
Projections onto Exponential Families
Let us define a linear family of distributions for a random variable y as
t = p: Ep[tk(Y)] = k, k= 1,...,K}. (2.35)
This family is termed linear since for all pl, P2 C t, and for all A C [0, 1], p =
Apl + (1 - A)p2 E Lt.
Theorem 2.2.2. Let t(.) = {t(-),... ,tK(.)} be a set of functions defined on Y and
{L1p, /2,..., PK} be a set of arbitrary constants. Define the linear family
Lt = {p: Ep[tk()] = Pk, k = 1,... ,K}, (2.36)
and consider the element of this family, p*, which satisfies
p* = arg min D(p||q), (2.37)
pELt
where the support of q contains that of p. Then p* belongs to the exponential family
s = p : p(y) = exp Ak tk(y) - a(A) + log q(y) . (2.38)( k=1
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Proof. See Bernardo and Smith [15] for a proof. The basic idea is to minimize the
Lagrange function consisting of the KL divergence and a set of Lagrange multipliers that
enforce the linear constraints, as well as the constraint that p* must be a valid density.
These Lagrange multipliers end up as the natural parameters A of the exponential
family. E
If we take q(y) oc 1 for all y E Y (an improper distribution in the case when y is not
finite), then p* has the interpretation as the maximum entropy distribution that satisfies
a set of moment constraints. As an example, the maximum entropy distribution over
the real line subject to a second moment constraint is a zero-mean Gaussian distribution
with variance given by that constraint.
E 2.2.3 Examples
Many well-known classes of distributions can be cast within the framework of an expo-
nential family. We now present a set of examples of such manipulations.
Bernoulli
IYe-e
p(y 1 8) = 0y(1 - 0)1 - Y  y y E {0, 1} (2.39)
Inp(y 1 ) = yInO + (1 - y) In(1 - 0) (2.40)
= In y ) +y n(1- 0) (2.41)
n(o)
Geometric
p(y 0) = (1 - 0)0Y y {0, 1,2,... } (2.42)
Inp(y 0) = ln(0) y +ln(1 - 0) (2.43)
77(e) t(y) a(O)
Poisson
e-e
p(y 1) = YE {0, 1, 2,...} (2.44)
lnp(y 8) =ln(0) y - 0 - lny (2.45)
77(o) t(Y) a(o) o()
Exponential
p(y 0) = Oe- 0 y y > 0 (2.46)
Inp(y 0) = -0y + ln (2.47)
n(o)t(y) a(0)
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0 2.3 Sufficient Statistics
For the exponential family, we have seen that the densities only depend on the data
through the natural statistics t(y) and the base distributions q(y) cx exp{f(y)}. This
leads one to ask under what conditions are inferences using transformations of the data,
or statistics, the same as if we had used the data itself. One might additionally ask
what set of models yield a compact set of statistics, summarizing an arbitrarily large
set of data, that are sufficient for the inferences we wish to make. In the following, we
establish a formal framework for this data-processing concept.
Definition 2.3.1. Given a sequence of random variables Y, Y2 , with yj E Yj and
probability measure P, a sequence of statistics ti, t2,..., with each function tj defined
on the product space Yl x ... x yj, is said to be predictive sufficient for Y, Y2,... if
p(yil,... Yik I Y1 . ,Yj) = p(yil,... ,Yi I tj) Vj,k (2.48)
where {il,...,ik} are a set of indices not seen in {1,...,j}. Here, p(. I) is the
conditional density induced by the measure P.
That is, given tj = tj(y,... , yj), the values of the data yl,... , yj do not further
contribute to the prediction of future values of data.
Definition 2.3.2. Given an exchangeable5 sequence of random variables Y1,Y2,...
each with sample space y, the sequence of statistics tI, t 2 ,..., with each function tj
defined on the product space YJ, is said to be parametric sufficient for Yl, Y2... if
dQ( yl,...,y,) = dQ(9 tn) Vn > 1, (2.49)
for any dQ(O) such that
P(Yl,.,Yn) = p(y I )dQ(0). (2.50)
i=1
Informally, this definition of sufficiency implies that, given exchangeable data, pos-
terior inference using a parametric sufficient statistic results in the same analysis as
using the data itself. The following theorem provides a connection between a statistic
being sufficient for prediction and for posterior inference.
Theorem 2.3.1. Given an exchangeable sequence of random variables Yl, Y2, ..., each
with sample space Y, the sequence of statistics tl, t 2 ,..., with tj defined on the product
space Y , is predictive sufficient if, and only if, it is parametric sufficient.
Proof. See Sec. 4.5 of Bernardo and Smith [15] for a heuristic proof. U
5Unless otherwise noted, for an infinite sequence of random variables we use the phrases exchangeable
and infinitely exchangeable interchangeably.
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The following theorem identifies the structure in the probability model that leads
to the existence of parametric sufficient statistics, thus providing insight into how to
propose and test statistics for such sufficiency.
Theorem 2.3.2 (Neyman factorization criterion). The sequence of statistics tl, t 2 ,...
is parametric sufficient for an infinitely exchangeable sequence of random variables
Y1, Y2,... if and only if the joint density for yl,... , ym can be factored as
p(yl,..., ym 10 ) = hm(tm, O)g(yl,..., Ym), m > 1, (2.51)
for some functions hm > 0 and g > 0.
Proof. This proof follows that provided in Sec. 4.5 of [15]. Assume such a factorization
exists. Then, for any dQ(O) we may write
p(yl,..., ym O)dQ(O) hm(tm, 0)dQ(0)
dQ( "l" ) - feP( lI , y I d)dQ( ) - f hm(tm, )dQ(0)
The righthand equality depends on the data yl,..., ym solely through the statistic tm,
and thus, dQ(O I yl,...
,
Ym) = dQ(O I tm).
Conversely, assume that tm is a parametric sufficient statistic. Then,
p(yl,..., Ym I O)dQ(O)
P(Y, ) = dQ( I y,...,ym)
p(t I )dQ()
= dQ(O I tm) = (t I O)dQ(O)
p(tm)
The result follows by identifying that this must imply
p(y,...,ym I 0) = hm(tm, 0)g(yl,..., Ym)
for some hm > O0, g > 0.
From the Neyman factorization criterion, and from the fact that we can write the
likelihood of N i.i.d. observations from a k-parameter exponential family as
p(yl,..., yN 0 ) = exp 7(0) E t(Yn) - Na(0) + (Yn) (2.52)
n=l n=l
= exp rl(0)T  t(yn) - Na(0) exp i /3(Yn) (2.53)
n=1 n=l
we see that ,... =1  (),..., i=1 tk()}, n = 1,2,..., is a se-
quence of sufficient statistics.
Furthermore, the Pitman-Koopman-Darmois theorem [80, 141] states that a prob-
ability model admits a sufficient statistic whose dimension remains bounded as the
sample size increases if and only if it is an exponential family model. The first proof
of this result is due to Darmois [32] (in French), with two versions in English produced
independently by Pitman [136] and Koopman [98], each using slightly different technical
conditions.
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N 2.4 Incorporating Prior Knowledge
Within the Bayesian framework, motivated by the concepts presented in Sec. 2.1.1,
one is interested in incorporating a prior distribution on the latent model parameter 0
in order to make predictions about future data. Assuming the associated conditional
densities exist, as we will throughout this section, and given N i.i.d. observations, this
predictive likelihood is given by:
P(Y Y1,...,YN, A) - y I )p( IY,...,YN, A)d0. (2.54)
Here, we take the prior distribution itself to be contained within a family PA parame-
terized by a set of hyperparameters A E A. The hyperparameters are not fundamental
to the objective of our inference, and can simply be viewed as tuning parameters. As an
intermediary step in the process of predictive analysis, one might simply be interested
in examining the posterior density on 0:
p( y, A) (y O)p(O A) (2.55)feop(y I )p(6 A)dV
There are many perspectives on how one should choose a prior distribution on
the latent parameter 0. A subjective Bayesian would argue that one should choose
a distribution that encodes our subjective prior belief about the values of 0. On the
other hand, objective Bayesians aim to remain agnostic and employ a prior distribution
that is maximally uninformative, allowing the data to speak most loudly. Such goals
often lead to the use of "flat" priors (e.g., limiting forms of the conjugate families
discussed in Sec. 2.4.1), but with sometimes unintended implications [13]. A more
coherent framework for developing objective priors is that of reference analysis, first
introduced by Bernardo [14] and further developed by Berger and Bernardo [12]6. A
reference prior is one that-constrained within a class of candidate priors-maximizes
the uncertainty about 0 relative to the knowledge that could be gained about 0 from
repeated observations from the model. For any sufficiently regular prior p(O), as the
number of observations tends to infinity, the posterior of 0 concentrates about its true
value. Thus, the limiting mutual information
lim P(d, Y,., yk) log AdV 1, k) di9dy1:k, (2.56)
k-+oo yke P(0)P(Y,... yk)
or equivalently, the average divergence between the prior and the posterior:
lim P(Yl, ... y , Yk) p(g I Y,",yk)g10g9 I1,*** dYk dyl:k (2.57)k-oo k (kA )
provides a measure of the amount of missing information about 0 after receiving in-
finitely many observations from the model. A reference prior aims to choose from
6 See also [13] for a comprehensive survey.
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within a specified class the prior that maximizes this missing information. Thus, refer-
ence priors only depend on the asymptotic behavior of the assumed model7 . In finite
parameter spaces (i.e., I E = K, K < oc), the reference prior reduces to the prior that
maximizes the entropy within the class of candidate priors, as proposed by Jaynes [79].
For one-dimensional location and scale families, such as the family of univariate Gaus-
sian distributions parameterized by a mean (location parameter) and variance (scale
parameter), the reference prior is a constant for the location parameter (i.e., improper)
and equivalent to Jeffreys prior [81] for the scale parameter. For more complex models,
however, derivation of reference priors relies on numerical techniques. In addition, even
once a reference prior is derived, posterior inference can be challenging.
An alternative approach, largely considered a pragmatic choice, is that of conju-
gate priors. In many cases, these priors do indeed encode substantial information that
can strongly influence the analysis of 0.8 As we see in the following sections, the
parametrization of these conjugate priors can be viewed as adding pseudo-observations
when the model class is in the regular exponential family. Thus, choices of hyperparam-
eters that add few pseudo-observations are often viewed (with the caveats mentioned
above) as weakly informative while maintaining the computational benefits we describe
in Sec. 2.4.1. For the subjective Bayesian, the choice of a conjugate prior is also a prag-
matic one, and the hyperparameters allow for a simple method of tuning the distribution
to aspects of their prior belief.
* 2.4.1 Conjugate Priors
The use of conjugate priors is often motivated by practical considerations. Namely,
conjugate priors allow for a computationally tractable mechanism for incorporating
new data into the posterior distribution of the parameter 0. For an arbitrary family
PA of prior distributions, with p(O I A) E PA, the integral of Eq. (2.54) and in the
denominator of Eq. (2.55) may be intractable. If, however, p(y I O)p(O8 A) remains in
the family PA where every element of PA has some known functional form, then the
normalization constant is automatically determined by the definition of the distributions
in that family. This motivates the following definition of conjugacy.
Definition 2.4.1. A family PA of prior distributions on 0 E e is said to be conjugate
to a model class Pe, with p(y I0) E Pe, if the posterior remains in the family of prior
distributions:
p(8 y, A) E PA (2.58)
7This statement assumes the model provides conditionally independent observations given 0. If
instead there were dependencies in the observations, such as the time-series models we consider in this
thesis, the reference prior might be a function of the sample size.
sWe note, however, that there are special cases in which the conjugate prior and reference prior
coincide. For example, these priors coincide when 0 represents the mean of a Gaussian, and that mean
is subject to second moment constraints. In this case, both the reference and conjugate priors are
Gaussian, which can be derived utilizing the constrained maximum entropy results of Sec. 2.2.2 and
noting the equivalence of the reference prior and the maximum entropy prior for location families.
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for all possible observations y E y, likelihoods p(. 10) c Pe, and priors p(. IA) E PA. 9
Since we could simply take PA to be the set of all distributions, this definition alone
does not lead to the tractable inference we seek to define. Instead, one may consider
the likelihood in terms of a sufficient statistics t(.). From the definition of sufficiency,
we have
p(O I y, A) = p(O I t(y), A) cx p(t(y) I O)p(O I A) (2.59)
If t(y) is of fixed, finite dimension independent of that of y (i.e., the number of data
points), the family of prior probability distributions which satisfy
p(t(y) 8O)p(O I A) cx p(O I A') (2.60)
will lead to tractable inference. From this stricter definition, the Pitman-Koopman-
Darmois theorem [80] described at the end of Sec. 2.3 implies that the class of likelihoods
for which a conjugate prior family exists are those belonging to the exponential family
(regular or non-regular).
Conjugate Prior to the Regular Exponential Family
Given a model which is member of a regular exponential family, we may easily construct
the corresponding conjugate prior. Namely, for any member of S(O; rl(.), t(.), 3(-)), we
can write the likelihood as:
P(Y I ) = exp{q(o) T t(y) - a(0) + 3(y)} (2.61)
Given a set of N i.i.d. observations, we have:
p(yl,..., YN ) = exp {7(0)T Z t(Yn) - Nza(O) + Z3(Yn) (2.62)
n=l n=l
= exp n(0O)T t(yn) - No(0) exp Y (yn) (2.63)
n=1 n=1
If we choose PA such that
PA = {p(" I A) I p(0 I A) oc exp{trq(0) - Noa(0)}} (2.64)
with A = {to, No}, then
P(O I Y, ... YN, A) c exp{t'T q(0) - N'a(0)} (2.65)
= p(O I A') E PA (2.66)
9 Occasionally, we write p(y 10) to be explicit about the domain of the distribution, whereas here
we write p(. 0 8) to be clear that the distribution is a function of its argument for fixed 0, not a number
resulting from an evaluation at y.
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with A' = {t', N'} where
N
t' = to + E t(yn) (2.67)
n=1
N' = No + N. (2.68)
We note that the conjugate prior is itself in the exponential family. Namely, the prior is
in the canonical family S(to; I(.), r(.), -Noa(.)). As evidenced by Eq. (2.67)-Eq. (2.68),
we see that conjugate priors have the additional benefit of being interpretable as simply
adding No pseudo-observations with a total sufficient statistic to.
The likelihood of the data can then be written in terms of the normalizing constant
of a member of the exponential family:
P(Y,., YN A) =.p(0 I A)p(yl,..., YN )d
N N
Ie exp T/i) Et - Na t(&) + 0(y)
exp{tt(' ) - 7(A) - No(a)} d
N
= exp y(A') - y(A) + >p(y) (2.69)
n=1
where we use 7(') to denote the log-partition function of the conjugate prior family PA,
and the last equality follows from identifying the integral over E as integrating over an
unnormalized member of PA with parameter A' = {t', N'}.
In the following sections, we briefly outline some of the probability density and mass
functions, and the associated conjugate analysis that we utilize throughout this thesis.
All of these results may be derived using a combination of the results presented in
Sec. 2.4.1 along with manipulations similar to those in Sec. 2.2.3.
M 2.4.2 Multinomial Observations
Multinomial Likelihood Distribution
Consider a random variable y on a finite sample space y = {1,..., K}. Let the probabil-
ity mass function be denoted by 7r = [in, ... , rK]. The multinomial distribution [16, 51]
describes the probability of a string of N observations of y taking on values Yl,..., yn:
p(y1, kyn,) = Nk k 6(yn, k). (2.70)y Nk Nk! k nk n
We use the notation 6(j, k) to indicate the discrete Kronecker delta. When K = 2, this
distribution is referred to as the binomial distribution.
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Dirichlet Prior Distribution
The K-dimensional Dirichlet distribution [51] is the conjugate prior for the class of
K-dimensional multinomial distributions and is uniquely defined by a set of hyperpa-
rameters a = [al,..., aK]. The distribution has the following form:
pCa) = k) 0k-1, ak > 0, (2.71)
with F(-) representing the standard Gamma function. We denote this distribution by
Dir(al,..., aK). When K = 2, this distribution is referred to as the beta distribution,
which we denote by Beta(al, a 2 ). The first moment of the Dirichlet distribution is
given by:
Eoai (2.72)
Conjugate Posterior and Predictions
The conjugacy of the Dirichlet distribution implies that, conditioned on N multinomial
observations yi,..., YN, the posterior distribution of 7r is also Dirichlet:
p(rIYl,... ,YN, a) oc p(7rra)p(yl,... ,YN7r) (2.73)
K
xOC J7k-ak+Nk-1 oc Dir(al + N1 , ... , aK + NK). (2.74)
k+1
Using the normalizing constant of the Dirichlet distribution, and substituting into
Eq. (2.54), one can derive the predictive likelihood to be:
p(y = klyl,..., yn, a) = Nk + k (2.75)
N + oi
k=l
0 2.4.3 Gaussian Observations
Gaussian Likelihood Distribution
A Gaussian or normal distribution [51] is parameterized by a mean vector it and
covariance matrix E. This distribution often arises in the natural world and can provide
a useful description of continuous-valued random variables that concentrate about a
given value and have constrained variability. The distribution is defined over a sample
space Y = Rd and is written as
p(y , E) = (2)d/ 1/2 exp (y - )E-(y - ) . (2.76)
We denote this Gaussian distribution by A(p, E) or n(y; p, E) to be explicit about
the domain.
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Known Covariance: Normal Prior Distribution
For fixed covariance E, the normal distribution is the conjugate prior on the mean
parameter M. In the following, we assume a AN( o, Eo) prior for this parameter10 .
Known Mean: Inverse-Wishart Prior Distribution
When only the covariance E is uncertain, the conjugate prior is the inverse-Wishart
distribution [51]. The d-dimensional inverse-Wishart distribution, with covariance pa-
rameter A and v degrees of freedom, is given by
p(Ev, A) d d(d-1)) exp tr(vAE1) (2.77)
2 2 4 = 2
We denote this distributions by IW(v, A). The first moment is given by:
E[E] - (2.78)
v-d-1
Normal-Inverse-Wishart Prior Distribution
When both the mean and covariance are uncertain, the normal-inverse- Wishart dis-
tribution [51] is conjugate. This distribution defines a conditionally normal prior on
the mean, p I E -N (O, E/), and an inverse-Wishart distribution on the covariance,
E - IW(v, A). The joint prior distribution is then defined as
v+d+l N1 (1 _VT -
p(p, ,,A) 2 exp - tr(vAE1) - ( -T ) E-( - ) . (2.79)
We will use the notation A/WZW(N, 0, v, A) to represent this distribution1 1 .
Conjugate Posteriors and Predictions
Consider N Gaussian observations Y1, ... , YN with yi - r(p/t, E). We will outline the
posterior distributions for each of the three cases listed above. More explicit details can
be found in Gelman et al. [51].
For known covariance E, the posterior distribution on the mean /I is given by an
updated normal distribution:
= N (E01+ E 1  1 ( o + )-(-1 y), ( 1 + E-1)- . (2.80)
i=1
101n the limit as prior precision tends to zero (i.e., IE 11 --> 0), the reference prior p(l) c constant is
obtained.
1 1In the limit as n -- 0, v -1, and AI -- 0, the often proposed "noninformative" multivariate
Jeffreys prior is obtained: p(p, E) oc IE|-(d+1)/2 . Note, however, in the multivariate case, this is not
equivalent to the reference prior [13].
( 
__ r~ _~___~~~i
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For known mean it, the posterior distribution on the covariance E is given by an
updated inverse-Wishart distribution:
p(Ely, ... , , , A) -IW (v + N, A + (1/V) E(y i - )(yi- )T  . (2.81)
i= 1
Finally, when both the mean t and covariance E are uncertain, the posterior dis-
tribution is given by an updated normal inverse-Wishart distribution:
p(p, ElyI,...YN, 9, V, A) = AnZW(k,, v, A), (2.82)
where the hyperparameter update equations are:
S= r + N (2.83)
N
± = + Yn (2.84)
n=l
v=v + N (2.85)
N
/A = A + y ny 7 ; T -E YT" (2.86)
n=1
For the scenario where both p and E are uncertain, and a conjugate normal inverse-
Wishart prior is placed on these parameters, the predictive likelihood is given by a
multivariate Student-t distribution [51]:
p(yl,... ,yN, K, 9, V, A) =tv-d+1 , ~_ d) A , (2.87)
where a standard multivariate Student-t distribution t,(V, vA) is given by:
F((v + d)/2) lAK-/2 1(0 - 9)T (VA)-I(0 - ) (v+d)/2 (2.88)
p( = r(v/2)d/27d/2 V
When 0 > (d + 1), the posterior density can be approximated by a moment-matched
Gaussian:
R i(v - d + 1) )
For analysis on the accuracy of this approximation, see [157, Section 2.2].
* 2.4.4 Multivariate Linear Regression Model
Gaussian Likelihood Distribution
The normal multivariate linear regression model is one in which the observations, or
responses, yi E IRd can be described as a linear combination of a set of known regressors
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xi E In with errors accounted for by additive Gaussian noise:
Yi = xila l + - - + Xinan + ei ei A(0, E) (2.90)
We may combine a set of N response vectors into a matrix Y -= IY YN], the re-
gressors into a matrix X =[ ... XN] , and the noise terms into = [el ... eN]
and compactly write:
Y = AX + E, (2.91)
where A = [al ..- aN] is referred to as the design matrix.
Known Covariance: Matrix-Normal Prior Distribution
When the noise covariance E is know, the conjugate prior on the design matrix A is the
matrix-normal distribution [183]. A matrix A E Rd xm has a matrix-normal distribution
MAJ (A; M, V, K) if
IKI 2e~ tr((A-M)TV-1(A-M)K) (2.92)
p(A) = (2.92)2
Equivalently,
p(vec(A)) = A(vec(M), K - 1 0 V), (2.93)
where 0 denotes the Kronecker product. From this, we see that M is the mean matrix,
and V and K - 1 are related to the covariance along the rows and columns of A.
Matrix-Normal Inverse-Wishart Prior Distribution
The conjugate prior on the set of parameters A and E is the matrix-normal inverse-
Wishart prior. This distribution places a conditionally matrix-normal prior on A given
E,
AI E MA (A; M, K, E) (2.94)
and an inverse-Wishart prior on E,
E ' JW(v, A). (2.95)
Conjugate Posteriors and Predictions
Let D = {X, Y}. The posterior distribution of {A, E} decomposes as
p(A, E I D) = p(A I E, D)p(E I D).
I
(2.96)
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The resulting posterior of A is derived in Appendix F.1 to be
p(A I E, D) = MA/ (A; SyxSx, -1, Sx) , (2.97)
with
Sx = XXT + K Sy, = YXT + MK Syy = yyT + MKMT. (2.98)
The marginal posterior of E is given by:
p(E D) = IW (v + N, A + Syl) , (2.99)
where Sy = Sy - SS S
E 2.5 Graphical Models
Probabilistic graphical models provide a framework for compactly encoding the con-
ditional probabilistic dependency structure of a set of random variables. For surveys
of these models and their associated inference algorithms, see [85,103,157,176], with
seminal work by Pearl [134]. The framework of graphical models has allowed for the
development of many efficient inference techniques such as belief propagation [104,134],
and for advances in variational methods [176]. Such developments have provided an
ability to analyze large-scale datasets, which would not be feasible without harnessing
the sparsity in the parametrization of the full model. Additionally, the generic formu-
lation of the graphical model inference algorithms enables transfer of advances in one
domain to other domains in a straightforward manner. For example, many classical
models such as the hidden Markov model (HMM) [139] and state space model can be
formulated within the graphical model framework; the inference algorithms developed
specifically for these models-like the forward-backward algorithm [139], Viterbi decod-
ing [42], and Kalman filtering [90]-can be derived as special cases of generic graphical
model inference algorithms. The development of inference algorithms for the Bayesian
nonparametric extensions of these models that we examine in this thesis is considerably
simplified by representing the models within the graphical model framework.
* 2.5.1 A Brief Overview
A graph g = (V, 8) consists of a set of nodes V representing the random variables of
the model and edges 8 containing elements (i, j) E S which connect a unique pair of
nodes i,j E V. For an undirected graph, the element (i,j) E E if and only if (j, i) E 8,
which of course need not be true in a directed graph. Pictorially, a node is typically
represented by a circle, an undirected edge by a line, and a directed edge by an arrow
with the tail originating at the parent node and the head ending at the child node. See
Fig. 2.5. We primarily restrict our attention to directed graphs, since these graphs are
the most appropriate for describing the dynamical models we consider in this thesis.
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E 2.5.2 Directed Graphical Models
Let F(j) denote the set of parent nodes to a node i. This set is defined by
F(j) = {i E V (i,j) e 6}. (2.100)
A leaf node is one that has no children while a root node has no parents. For a directed
graph, the joint density decomposes as the product of the conditional densities for each
node i given its parents F(i):
p(y) = lp(xi I m(i)), (2.101)
iEV
where we use the notation XA to denote the set {xi I i E A}. For an acyclic graph
(i.e., one without a directed cycle going from some node i and returning to node i,)
one can verify that Eq. (2.101) defines a valid joint density. Namely, to verify that
the density integrates to 1, one can marginalize over nodes starting at leaf nodes and
ending at root nodes. For a directed graph, the sparsity of the model parametrization
is defined in terms of the relative ratio of nodes to parent nodes. As we will see, there
is not as significant a reduction in the representational complexity and computational
complexity of inference if each node has many parents.
Whereas the joint distribution is easy to define from a directed graphical model, the
conditional independence statements encoded by the graph are somewhat challenging
to directly infer. Consider the graphical model of Fig. 2.2(d). Without conditioning on
y, random variables x and z are independent:
p(x, y, z) = p(x)p(z)p(y I x, z) =- p(x, z) = p(x)p(z). (2.102)
However, these variables are not conditionally independent given y:
p(x, zly) oc p(x, y, z) = p(x)p(z)p(y I x, z)
Sp(x y)p(z I Y). (2.103)
This phenomenon is referred to as explaining away, Berkson's paradox, or selection
bias. For example, imagine that x represented whether or not an earthquake occurred,
z whether a burglar is trying to get into the car, and y the car alarm. Earthquakes and
car robberies might be independent a priori, but upon conditioning on the car alarm
being triggered, an increase in the probability of an earthquake results in a decrease
in the probability of a burglary since the earthquake "explains away" the fact that the
alarm was triggered. For general directed graphical models, instead of writing down the
joint distribution and deriving whether the conditional independence statement is true,
one can employ an algorithm called Bayes ball [150]. One can use such an algorithm
to verify the conditional independence statements that appear in the derivations in the
appendices of this thesis. The algorithm provides a set of eight scenarios, depicted
in Fig. 2.2, consisting of the eight possible three-node chains one can encounter in a
.. . .. ------ 
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Figure 2.2. Pictorial representation of the Bayes ball algorithm for determining the independence
statements in a directed graphical model. There are four possible three node combinations depicted by
the graphs of (a)-(d). For each of these structures, we examine the case of marginal independence of x
and z (top) or conditional independence of x and z (bottom) given an observation y (gray node). If a
ball starting at one of the x or z nodes can pass to the other, as indicated by the straight arrows, then
those two nodes are not (conditionally/marginally) independent. If the ball bounces back, as indicated
by a set of walls and curved arrows, then the nodes are (conditionally/marginally) independent. These
rules can be linked together in various combinations to examine larger graphical models.
directed graph based on directionality of the edges and whether or not the intermediary
node is an evidence node (i.e., observed). Some of the junction scenarios are bestowed
with a set of walls that deflect the Bayes ball. Two random variables xi and xj associated
with nodes i and j are then deemed conditionally dependent given the random variables
xvk associated with a set of evidence nodes Vk (which may be the empty set) if a
ball starting at one node can traverse the graph to the other node based on the rules
summarized in Fig. 2.2; the random variables are conditionally independent otherwise.
Another method of determining some statements of conditional independence, and ones
extremely useful for the inference algorithms we develop, is described in the following.
Markov Blanket
For a directed graph, a node is conditionally independent of all other nodes in the graph
given its Markov blanket which consists of the node's parents, children, and coparents.
The coparents of a given node are defined as those nodes that have a child in common
with the given node. The Markov blanket concept is depicted in Fig. 2.3.
Mixture Models and Exchangeability
The version of the de Finetti theorem in Corollary 2.1.1, assuming the distribution Q
has a parameterized density q(. I A), implies the following hierarchical Bayesian model:
n
p(y1,...,Yn,0 1A) = q(O I A) JP(Yi 10), (2.104)
i=1
which, based on Eq. (2.101), has a directed graphical representation shown in Fig. 2.4.
This figure contains both an explicit representation of the graphical model, as well as an
equivalent representation using plate notation to compactly represent the n observations
-
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Figure 2.3. Markov blanket for xt consisting of the node's parents, coparents, and children. The node
xt is then conditionally independent of all other nodes in the graph given its Markov blanket.
A A
Figure 2.4. Graphical representation of the hierarchical Bayesian model of n exchangeable random
variables implied by de Finetti's theorem. Each observation is an independent draw from a density
parameterized by 0, which itself has a prior distribution with hyperparameters A. Left: An explicit
representation of the graphical model. Right: A compact representation using a plate to denote n
replicates of the observations yi.
yi. The fact that this set of random variables is yielded conditionally i.i.d. given 0 can
be directly verified from the graphical model by using the Markov blanket concept or
the Bayes ball algorithm.
N 2.5.3 Undirected Graphical Models
Many inference algorithms for directed graphical models rely on first converting the
graph to an undirected form. This conversion process, referred to as moralization,
"marries" any coparents by connecting them with an undirected edge. Each directed
edge is then converted into an undirected edge. See Fig. 2.5. In the following, we
provide a very brief sketch of the theory of undirected graphical models that we employ
in subsequent sections.
Undirected graphical models, or Markov random fields (MRF), are typically used
when there is no causal structure to the data, as in images, which instead have spatial
dependencies. Whereas the directed graphical model is easily derived from the factor-
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(a) (b)
Figure 2.5. (a)-(b) Two directed graphical models that result in the same moralized (undirected)
graphical model shown in (c).
ization of the joint distribution, the form of an undirected model is typically formed
from a set of conditional independence statements. For an undirected graphical model,
if Vi, Vj and Vk are three disjoint sets of nodes, and if every path from a node in Vi to
a node in Vk passes through Vj, then Vj is called a separator. If the following holds for
every possible choice of such sets:
p(xv,, xk I xvj = p(Xv, I vj)p(Xvk, I x), (2.105)
then the set of random variables xv = {xi} is said to be globally Markov with respect to
the undirected graph 9. Eq. (2.105) implies that each node i in an undirected graphical
model is conditionally independent of all other nodes given its set of neighbors F(i):
p(xi I xv\i) = p(zxi I xr(i)), (2.106)
where V\i denotes the set of all nodes except for node i, and F(i) is defined just as in
Eq. (2.100) using the undirected set of edges S. This local Markov property can be used
to derive the Markov blanket property of a directed graph since the neighborhood of
a node in a moralized graph will solely contain the children, parents, and coparents of
the node in the directed graph.
It is important to note that in the conversion of a directed graph to its undirected
form, all of the conditional independence statements of the undirected graph hold for the
model of the directed graph. The converse is not necessarily true since the mapping is
many to one. Take, for example, the graphs of Fig. 2.5. The directed graph of Fig. 2.5(a)
encodes a model with xl and x2 marginally independent; however, in the moralized
graph this result cannot be directly deduced from the graphical model and instead
depends upon the parametrization. For example, the directed graph of Fig. 2.5(c) does
not (necessarily) have xl and X2 independent and has the same undirected graphical
representation. For the basic V-structure of Fig. 2.2(d), there is no undirected graph
that encodes the same set of independence statements. Conversely, for an undirected
graph consisting of four nodes xl, £2, 3, 4 connected in a four-cycle (i.e., each node
shares an edge with exactly two other nodes), none of the 16 possible directed graph
structures capture the same conditional independence statements. For tree-structured
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directed graphical models, in which the moralized graph does not contain any loops,
the set of conditional independence statements for both graphs is identical, implying
that undirected graph inference exploits all possible conditional independencies. In
Sec. 2.5.4, we present an efficient inference algorithm for undirected, tree-structured
graphical models that harnesses the conditional independence statements implied by
the graphical model. Because these statements for a moralized directed tree are the
same as those for the directed tree, the undirected inference is equivalent to inference
in the directed tree and leverages all possible efficiencies. The majority of algorithms
developed in this thesis simplify to iterative inferences on tree-structured graphs.
Given a general undirected graph G, the characterization of a joint distribution
satisfying the specified Markov properties is not as straightforward as in the directed
case. However, the Hammersley-Clifford theorem [21] provides some insight. Let C
denote the set of cliques in an undirected graph G, where a clique is defined as a fully
connected subset of nodes. If a distribution can be factorized in terms of non-negative
potential functions 0c(') defined on the cliques:
p(xv) c loc(xc), (2.107)
cEC
then the distribution is Markov with respect to G. Conversely, any strictly positive
density, p(x) > 0 for all x, which is Markov with respect to g has such a factorized
representation. Note that the full characterization of the joint distribution, a necessary
step for many inference tasks, can be quite challenging since it relies on computing a
normalization constant or partition function from an arbitrarily complicated product
of potential functions.
In some applications, it is useful to examine a pairwise Markov random field repre-
sentation in which the clique potentials are defined on the graph's edges:
p(xv) oc I Ob j(Xi, j) 1? k (Xi). (2.108)
(i,j)cE iEV
N 2.5.4 Belief Propagation
For most graphical models we encounter in applications, the joint state space X is
too large to explicitly characterize, and thus simple inference tasks can pose significant
challenges. For example, consider a graphical model with N nodes each taking one of K
possible values. The joint state space of such a graph is XI = KN. Naive computation
of the posterior marginal based on a set of observations y,
p(xi I y) = Iv\ p(xv I y)dxv\i, (2.109)
requires a sum containing K N - 1 terms in the case of the K-valued graphical model.
For tree-structured graphical models, however, such global inference tasks can be
exactly and efficiently computed by a recursion of local computations. This belief propa-
gation algorithm harnesses the fact that in an undirected tree (such as the one depicted
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Figure 2.6. Left: A tree graphical model with node xi dividing the tree into disjoint subgraphs. Right:
A simple tree graph for illustrating the concepts underlying belief propagation.
in Fig. 2.6(left)), any given node separates the tree into disjoint-and thus condition-
ally independent--subgraphs given the value on the separating node. Computations
performed within the subgraphs can then be combined to form the desired posterior
marginal of the chosen node.
For the graph of Fig. 2.6(right), the joint distribution can be factorized as follows:
p(x) oc 12 (x1, 2 )0 23(x 2 , x3)0 24 ( 2 ,x4 ) )1(x1)b 2(x 2)03 (x3)'4 (x 4). (2.110)
Then, computation of the marginal p(xl) can be accomplished by combining local com-
putations resulting from distributing the integrals over the terms of the product in
Eq. (2.110):
p(X1) oc ?1(X1) JX2 012(X1,X 2 )02 (X2)
[/ 3 , 23 (X2, X3)3 (X3)dX3  J 'IX 24 (X2,X 4 )04 (X4 )dx 4] dX2 . (2.111)
m32(x2) m42 (x2)
Here, we have defined a message mij (xj) as the result of a local integration over xi that
results in a function in terms of xj. In the above example, we would also define
m21(x1) O J2 ' 12 (x 1 , 2 )0 2 (x 2)m 3 2 ( 2 )m 42 (x 2)dx 2 . (2.112)
More generally, assume we additionally have a set of evidence nodes representing a
set of observations y = {yi} that are conditioned upon during inference. We assume a
structure in which the neighborhood associated with each observation yi solely contains
4--__
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node i (i.e., that of xi), and define a generic message from node j to node i as
mji(xi) = 0 i(x i yi) ij xi x j)  \i mkj(X) dj. (2.113)
ker(j)\i
That is, each outgoing message from node j is a function of IF(j)l- 1 incoming messages
to node j. The initial messages at leaf nodes are simply given by:
mT(xi) = X i(Xi, yi) ij(i, xj)dxj. (2.114)
Then, one can show that after passing all of the messages, the desired marginal can be
computed as
p(x y) = i (Xi, Yi )i mji (x), (2.115)
jEr(i)
with
Z = (x ,yi) mji(xi)dxi. (2.116)
X'i je(i)
See [157] for a more complete derivation, and for references to classical literature. Note
that tractable propagation of messages and computation of the normalization constant
in Eq. (2.116) relies on restricted forms such as discrete or Gaussian MRFs. Otherwise,
one can consider a discretization of the continuous beliefs or one of many approximate
inference schemes such as the Monte Carlo techniques we outline in Sec. 2.8.
A node can send a valid message to a neighboring node only when it has received
valid messages from each of its other neighbors. As such, one needs to implement a
schedule when running belief propagation. One possible choice is a serial scheme in
which a single node is selected as the root of the tree. Then, messages are passed
from the leaves to the root, followed by a pass from the root back to the leaves. See
Fig. 2.7(top). Alternatively, one can use a synchronous parallel update where every
node sends a message whenever it has received all IF(j)l - 1 incoming messages. This
schedule starts with all leaf node passing messages, as depicted in Fig. 2.7(bottom).
Finally, a parallel scheme involving message passing from all nodes at every iteration
is also provably correct. After L such iterations, the local marginal estimates will have
incorporated information from all nodes within a distance L [2]. Thus, the algorithm
converges after a number of iterations equal to the diameter of the tree. Typically, the
messages are initialized to be uniform over Xi in the case of a discrete-valued MRF. The
parallel scheme has obvious advantages over the alternative schedules in a distributed
implementation; in a serial implementation, such a schedule is typically inefficient but
is simple to code.
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scheduling schemes. Arrows indicate a message being passed. For the serial schedule, the node x was
requires O(N(N- 1)K 2 ) operations (for each of N nodes, integrate over N- 1 nodes
graphs with loops, and is termed loopy belief propagation. For graphs with large loops,
the inconsistencies or frustrations that can arise in more tightly coupled loops are less
pronounced and loopy belief propagation can yield good performance. In the Gaussian
MRF case, if loopy belief propagation converges, then it provides correct node means
(but in general gives incorrect node variances) [181]. For convergence results in discrete
and Gaussian MRFs, see [71, 113] for more details.
Many classical models, such as the hidden Markov model (HMM) or linear-Gaussian
state space model, have hand-tailored inference algorithms, such as the forward-backwardFigure 2.7. Graphical representation of the serial (top) and synchronous (bottom) belief propagation
scheduling schemes. Arrows indicate a message being passed. For the serial schedule, the node x, was
In terms of computational costs, the belief propagation algorithm can lead to a dra-
matic improvement over alternative approaches for computing marginals at all nodes.
For example, if each node can take on K possible values, and we have N nodes in total, a
brute force approach to calculating the set of marginals requires O(NKNl) operations
(K N-1 operations for computing the marginal at each of N nodes.) A naive application
of simply passing integrals through the product of the pairwise potentials in Eq. (2.108)
requires O(N(N - 1)K 2 ) operations (for each of N nodes, integrate over N - 1 nodes
with two nodes per clique.) The belief propagation algorithm simply requires O(NK 2 )
state space model, have hand-tailored inference algorithms, such as the forward- backward
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Figure 2.8. Graphical representation of a hidden Markov model (HMM) over n time steps. The
latent, discrete-valued Markov process zt captures the temporal dependencies in the observations yt.
algorithm and Kalman filtering and smoothing, that can be described within the more
general framework of inference on a graphical model. In Sec. 2.6-2.7, we examine the
HMM and state space models in detail and explore these connections in inference algo-
rithms.
* 2.6 Hidden Markov Model
The hidden Markov model, or HMM, is a class of doubly stochastic processes based
on an underlying, discrete-valued state sequence that is modeled as Markovian [139].
Conditioned on this state sequence, the model assumes that the observations, which may
be discrete or continuous valued, are independent. The HMM has proven a powerful
model in many applied fields including speech recognition [82,88,139], computational
biology [100, 101, 155], machine translation [127, 128], cryptanalysis [92] and finance [17].
Let zt denote the state of the Markov chain at time t and 7rj the state-specific
transition distribution for state j. Then, the Markovian structure on the state sequence
dictates that for all t > 1
Zt I Zt-1 7rzt_1 (2.117)
The state at the first time step is distributed according to an initial transition distri-
bution 7r°:
Z1 - o ° .  (2.118)
Given the state zt, the observation yt is conditionally independent of the observations
and states at other time steps. The observation is simply generated as
Yt I zt , F(Ozt) (2.119)
for an indexed family of distributions F(.) where 6i are the emission parameters for
state i. Assuming there exists a density associated with F(.), the resulting joint density
for n observations is then given by:
n
P(zl:n,Y:n) = 7r(zl)p(yl zi) p(zt I zt-1)p(yt I zt), (2.120)
t=2
-- -- I -VEEP- -
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Figure 2.9. Left: Lattice representation of an HMM state sequence sample path. Each circle represents
one of the K possible HMM states at various time steps. The highlighted circles indicate the selected
states, and the arrows represent the set of possible transitions from that state to each of the K possible
next states. The weights of these arrows convey the relative probability of the transitions encoded by
that state-specific transition distributions i7r. Right: Corresponding transition distributions 7rl, 72, and
7r3 for the lattice example.
from which we can infer a directed graphical model representation shown in Fig. 2.8.
One can use the Bayes ball algorithm of Fig. 2.2 on this HMM graphical model to verify
that an observation Yt is indeed conditionally independent of all other observations and
states when given the state zt.
One can view a sample path of the state sequence as a walk through a state versus
time lattice, such as the one depicted in Fig. 2.9. A similar diagram representing all
possible transitions is often referred to as a trellis diagram.
N 2.6.1 Forward-Backward Algorithm
The forward-backward algorithm [139] provides an efficient message-passing scheme for
computing node marginals of interest for problems of filtering p(zn Yl, -- - Yn), pre-
diction P(Zn+m I Yl, ... ,yn), and smoothing p(zn I Yl,... ,YN), N > n. This classical
algorithm has straightforward connections with the belief propagation algorithm of
Sec. 2.5.4. Following Rabiner [139], we define a set of forward messages
an (zn )  P(Yl, .. Y ,y, Zn) (2.121)
and backward messages
Onn(z,) A p(yn+1,...,YN I Zn). (2.122)
For the problem of filtering, we simply need the forward messages since
p(Zn I Y1, .. ,Yn) an(zn) (2.123)Ez an(z)
~; ~ ;;
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Similarly, for prediction we can utilize the Markov structure of the underlying chain to
derive that
P(Zn+m I Y, ... ,Yn) = zn+m- p(Zn+m zn+m-1) ... zn p(zn+l I zn)an(zn)(2.124)
which we show is equivalent to propagating the forward message without incorporating
the missing observations yn+1, .. , , Yn+m. The problem of smoothing, on the other hand,
utilizes both the forward and backward messages:
p(Zn I Y1,'''YN) = P(Y1,. .. ,YN I Zn)P(Zn) (2.125)p(y,...,y zNpI, )p(zN )
p(=, XIy ,..., yI) = (2.125)
an(zn)On(zn)
= a (2.127)
for any m.
We derive the recursions for these forward and backward messages by harnessing the
conditional independencies implied by the graph of Fig. 2.8. The recursions presented
in this section are utilized by many of the inference algorithms described throughout
the thesis and derived in the appendices. For the forward message,
an+(zn+1) = P(Yn+1 I Zn+) Ep(y,... ,yn I zn)p(zn+l I z,)p(zn) (2.128)
Zn
- P(Yn+1 I zn-l) On(Zn)p(Zn-l I zn). (2.129)
The backward recursion is similarly derived as
3n(zn) = P(yn+l IZn+1)P(Yn+ 2,... , YN I Zn+l)P(Zn+1 I zn) (2.130)
Zn+ 1
E P(Yn+I Zn,1)p(zn+l zn) 3n+l(zn+ 1). (2.131)
Zn+1
The forward initial condition and backward final condition are given by:
al(zi) = p(y1 , zi) = p(yl I z1)7 0o(zl) (2.132)
3N(ZN) = 1. (2.133)
To relate the forward-backward algorithm to belief propagation, we need to convert
the directed graph of Fig. 2.8 to its undirected form. In this case, the conversion simply
means exchanging directed edges for undirected ones. The relationship between the
algorithms is then readily apparent. Specifically, consider node zn with neighbors z-_ 1
_ ---.ii-iT11-i.-C^-~~r.(~~-i;jii ;~~i:iSi---:: 1__. ~__i ~i~-i-.-~YYCi~ .  . ^..- ..... -.. ~r~------- .--ill
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and z,+l, and evidence node y,. Choosing a sequential node ordering starting at zI for
the message-passing scheme, Eq. (2.115) simplifies to:
P(Z y ,YN) p(y n I zn)m ,n(zn)n+,n(n) (2.134)
Zn
with
mn-l,n(zn) = P(yn- Zn- )p(zn I zn-1)mTn-2,n-1(Zn-1) (2.135)
Zn-1
mn+l,n(zn) = P(Yn+ I Zn+I)P(Zn+1 I Zn)mn+2,n+(Zn+l1). (2.136)
Zn+1
From the above, we can make the connection:
an(Zn) = p(yn I zn)mn-,n(zn) (2.137)
in(Zn) = mn+i,n(Zn).
The prediction algorithm of Eq. (2.124) is trivial to derive within the belief propa-
gation framework. Consider an HMM graphical model up to time n and then append
a length m Markov chain with nodes Xn+l,..., Xn+m. The standard belief propagation
algorithm defined on this graph is then equivalent to the method described above.
U 2.6.2 Viterbi Algorithm
Given a set of HMM parameters, one might be curious about the most likely state se-
quence to have generated an observation sequence yi,..., YN. The Viterbi algorithm [42]
provides an efficient dynamic programming approach to computing this MAP sequence:
N
z = max 7ro(zl)p(yl z1 ) J p(Zn Zn-1)P(Yn I Zn) (2.138)
Z N n...ZN
en n
Note that choosing the MAP sequence is not necessarily equivalent to choosing the
maximum node marginal independently at each node:
in = maxp(zn yl,... , YN). (2.139)
Actually, such a maximum node marginal sequence may not even be a feasible sequence
for the HMM.
The Viterbi algorithm works on the dynamic programming principle that the min-
imum cost path to z, = k is equivalent to the minimum cost path to node zn-1 plus
the cost of a transition from zn-1 to Zn = k (and the cost incurred by observation y,
Compute the MAP hidden Markov model state sequence 2 1,..., iN as follows:
1. Initialize minimum path sum to state zl = k for each k E {1,..., K}:
S (zi = k) = - log wr0 (zi =k) - logp(yl I z = k)
2. For n = 2,..., N, and for each k E {1,..., K}, calculate the minimum path sum
to state zn = k:
Sn(zn = k) = -logp(yn I zn = k) + min {Sn-1(z-,_1)- log p(zn = k | zn-_)}
Zn-1
and let
znl(zn) = argmin {S-,_(zn_ 1) - logp(zn = k I z,_l)}
Zn- 1
3. Compute
min -logp(zl,...,zN I y,...,YN) = minSN(zN)
Zl,...,ZN ZN
and set
ZN = argminSN(zN)
ZN
4. Iteratively set, for n E {N - 1,..., 1}.
Zn = n n1
Algorithm 1. Viterbi hidden Markov model decoding.
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given z, = k.) These costs can be represented on edges and nodes in the trellis diagram
of Fig. 2.9. The MAP state sequence is then determined starting at node ZN and re-
constructing the optimal path backwards in the trellis based on the stored calculations.
The details of the Viterbi algorithm are outlined in Algorithm 1.
Viterbi decoding reduces the computation cost to O(K 2 N) operations instead of
the brute force O(KN) operations. Algebraically, the Viterbi algorithm is very closely
related to the max-product (or min-sum) algorithm that operates by distributing the
maximization (or minimization) operators over the elements of the product (or sum)
in Eq. (2.138). The max-product algorithm is equivalent to the belief propagation
recursion, except for replacing the integrals with maximizations.
* 2.7 State Space Models
A state space model provides a general framework for analyzing many continuous-
valued dynamical phenomena. The model consists of an underlying state xt E R n
driven by a set of deterministic control inputs ut E R m . The latent process produces a
set of observations Yt c R d . A stochastic state space model additionally incorporates
mutually independent and white process noise and measurement noise terms et and
wt, respectively. We assume these noise processes are zero-mean with covariances Et
and Rt, respectively. The process noise term can be used to account for disturbances
or uncertainties in the assumed dynamical model, while the measurement noise term
models noisy observation mechanisms.
* 2.7.1 Standard Discrete-Time Linear-Gaussian State Space Formulation
A discrete-time linear time-invariant (LTI) state space model is given by:
Xt+l = Axt + But + et (2.140)
Yt = Cxt + Dut + wt.
The time invariance of the model describes the fact that the parameters {A, B, C, D}
defining the linear state space model do not depend on the time index t. The terms et
and wt are noise processes which satisfy:
xo o Po 0 0
E ei e 0 Ei S . (2.141)
W i ) W 0 STij R6ij
This formulation ensures that the state sequence X1:T forms a continuous-valued, discrete-
time wide-sense Markov process [89]. Note, however, that Y1:T is not marginally wide-
sense Markov although the joint process (xt, Yt) is. When et and wt are Gaussian noise
processes, implying that the second order statistics fully characterize the stochastic
process, the state sequence forms a strict-sense Markov process: the state xt yields the
past, Xl:t-1, and the future, Xt+l:T, conditionally independent. Neither time-invariance
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nor linear dynamics is necessary for the strict-sense, discrete-time Markov process re-
sult.
In this thesis, we typically assume an uncontrolled (i.e., ut = 0) model:
xt+l = Axt + et (2.142)
Yt = Cxt + wt.
The graphical model for this process is equivalent to that of the hidden Markov
model depicted in Fig. 2.8.
U 2.7.2 Vector Autoregressive Processes
Many dynamical processes can be modeled as autoregressive (AR). That is, the observa-
tions are a noisy linear combination of some finite set of past observations plus additive
white noise. An order r vector AR process, denoted by VAR(r), with observations
yt E Rd , can be defined as
Yt = Ait-i + et et AN(0, E). (2.143)
i=1
Here, the observations depend linearly on the previous r observation vectors. We refer
to {A 1,..., A,} as the set of lag matrices. Every VAR(r) process can be described in
state space form by, for example, the following transformation:
A, A2 ... Ar I
Xt = . . xt-1 + et Y = [I 0 ... 0] xt. (2.144)
0 ... I 0 0
Note that there are many such equivalent minimal state space representations that
result in the same input-output relationship [34, 110], where minimality implies that
there does not exist a realization with lower state dimension (see Sec. 2.7.4 for further
details). On the other hand, not every state space model may be expressed as a VAR(r)
process for finite r [6]. We can thus conclude that considering a class of state space
models with state dimension r - d and arbitrary dynamic matrix A subsumes the class
of VAR(r) processes.
0 2.7.3 Switching Linear Dynamic Systems
Many complex dynamical phenomena cannot be adequately described by a single lin-
ear dynamical model. However, the dynamics can often be approximated as switches
between a set of linear systems in some probabilistic fashion based on an underlying,
discrete-valued mode of the system. This class of hybrid systems is commonly referred to
as a jump-linear system. When one takes the latent mode of the system to be a discrete-
time Markov process, this model is typically referred to as a Markov jump-linear system
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(MJLS) [30] or switching linear dynamic system (SLDS). Switched affine and piecewise
affine (PWA) models, which we do not consider in this thesis, alternatively take the
mode to be a function of the continuous state [130].
The SLDS we consider in this thesis can be described by:
Zt - 7rzt_1
xt = A(zt)xt-1 + et(zt) (2.145)
Yt = Cxt + Wt,
where zt represents the mode of the system at time t, and is defined by a discrete-valued
Markov process with transition distributions rj. Here, we assume the process noise is
mode-specific:
et(zt) , .(O, E (z t ) )  (2.146)
while the measurement mechanism is not. This assumption could be modified to allow
for both a mode-specific measurement matrix C (Zt) and noise Wt(Zt) - JA(0, R(zt)).
However, such a choice is not always necessary nor appropriate for certain applica-
tions and can have implications on the identifiability of the model, as is discussed in
Chapter 4.
We similarly define a switching VAR(r) process by
Zt 7Zt- 1
Yt = Az) y-i + et(zt).47)
i=1
Note that the underlying state dynamics of the SLDS are equivalent to a switching
VAR(1) process.
Both the SLDS and the switching VAR process can be viewed as extensions of the
standard HMM where instead of having conditionally independent observations given
the mode sequence, the system has conditionally linear dynamics. See Fig. 2.10 for
graphical model representations, and compare to that of the HMM in Fig. 2.8.
0 2.7.4 Stochastic Realization Theory
The models we have described so far assume that the dynamic parameters are known
and specified. The field of stochastic realization theory addresses the issue of construct-
ing a model that realizes a stochastic process with a given set of statistical properties.
One example of this is determining from a set of zero-mean, wide-sense stationary ob-
servations whether there exists an LTI state space model driven by white noise that
produces the same second order moments, and if so, finding such a model. A ques-
tion then arises as to the dimension of the underlying state of such a model, and more
specifically, finding the minimal such dimension. The theory is developed assuming
that the statistics of the process are available. In practice, however, applying the ideas
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Figure 2.10. Graphical models for the (a) switching vector autoregressive (VAR) process and (b)
switching linear dynamical system (SLDS) over n time steps. For both models, a discrete-valued
Markov process zt dictates the linear dynamical model at time t. For an order r switching VAR process
(shown here for r = 2), the conditionally linear dynamics are completely determined by the previous r
observations. The SLDS instead relies on a latent, continuous-valued Markov state xt to capture the
history of the dynamical process.
of stochastic realization relies on approximations based on estimates of a finite set of
these statistics (e.g., correlations over a fixed number of lags) from a finite set of data.
Such practices fall under the category of system identification. Model order reduction,
on the other hand, addresses the problem of finding a lower order approximation to a
given state space model. In the following, we review some of the methodologies rele-
vant to the models we consider. A more detailed presentation of this material can be
found in [107]. We restrict our attention here to linear dynamical systems, with a brief
overview of stochastic realization for the SLDS presented in Chapter 4.
Assume we are given a set of random variables y_-o:. Let
Y+= [yt Yt+ Yt+2 .. . (2.148)
Y = [t-1 Yt-2 Yt-3 .. . (2.149)
Eq. (2.142) implies that the state of any stochastic realization of this process must yield
the past and present conditionally independent:
p(y_, , I t) = p(Y I xt)p(Y+ I Xt). (2.150)
Exploiting this Markov property, it can be shown that the size of the minimal state
dimension that fully characterizes the second-order statistics of Y+ and Y_ must be
exactly the dimension of their cross-covariance:
A (1) A (2) A (3)
A (2) A(3) A(4)
S E[Y+Y]= A(3) A(4) A(5) (2.151)
•j
Il ~ -- _ dl I I
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If we have a realization of the form given in Eq. (2.142), we see that
EY T1+ CPxC T + R, 7 = 0;
CA'PCT = CA'-G, T > 0,
where Px is the steady-state covariance satisfying (assuming A stable),
E[xtxT] = Px = APxAT + E, (2.153)
and we may rewrite the Hankel matrix as
C
S= CA [G AG ... Ad-IG] - OR. (2.154)
-CAd - 1
Noting that 0 and R correspond to extended observability and reachability matrices,
respectively, for the system triplet (A, C, G), we may utilize the results from determin-
istic realization theory. These results inform us that a realization is minimal if and only
if (A, C) is observable and (A, G) is reachable. Such a minimal realization is unique
up to a change of basis in the coordinates of the state. Namely, we can define a set of
equivalent minimal realizations as:
M(A, C, G) = {(CT, T-1AT, T-1G) I T invertible similarity matrix}. (2.155)
For any such (A, C, G) to be a stochastic realization, it must also satisfy the following
set of positive real equations:
Px = APxAT + E > 0 (2.156)
A(0) = CPCT + R > 0 (2.157)
G = APxCT. (2.158)
The Kalman-Yakubovich-Popov (or positive real) lemma [91,189] states that there ex-
ists a Px satisfying the positive real equations if and only if the covariance A(T) is a
positive semidefinite function.
In practice, one does not have an infinite collection of correlations {A(T)}J=I, but
rather a finite set of observations Yi:T or correlations {A(T)} TI from which one wants
to produce a realization of the state space model. This necessarily leads to approximate
methods since the above rank and factorization methods cannot be exactly applied to a
finite Hankel matrix using the covariance estimates produced by Y1:T" Instead, there is a
wealth of literature that attempts to find a low-rank approximation to the finite Hankel
matrix, such as through principle component analysis or more sophisticated balanced
truncation techniques that aim to be coordinate-invariant. Note that such realizations
need not satisfy the positive real equations and care must be taken to ensure that the
state space realization is valid.
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U 2.7.5 Kalman Filtering and Smoothing
The Kalman filter [90] provides a recursive algorithm for estimating the underlying
state of a linear-Gaussian state space model given a set of observations and fixed model
parameters. Classically, the recursion is derived by exploiting the orthogonality prin-
ciples that arise from preprocessing the observations with a whitening filter, and then
building the linear least-squares estimate of the state from this white sequence. For a
detailed derivation, and for numerous properties and extensions of the standard Kalman
filter, see [89]. For the purposes of this background chapter, we simply present the al-
gorithmic outline and then build the connection with a message passing formulation.
Specifically, consider the state space model of Eq. (2.142). In Algorithm 2, we outline
the standard Kalman filter for computing the linear least-squares estimate 'tlt of xt
given yl,..., yt.
Algorithm 2. Kalman filter recursion for an LTI system.
Other inference tasks for which closed-form solutions exist include: fixed-point
smoothing to form an estimator t* IT for t* fixed and T > t*; fixed-lag smoothing
to form XT-klT for k fixed; and fixed-interval smoothing to form XtT for T fixed and for
all t < T. For each of these problems, there are multiple possible algorithmic solutions.
See [89] for more details.
Relationship to Belief Propagation
As with the forward-backward algorithm, the Kalman filter and the Rauch-Tung-
Striebel variant of the Kalman smoother can be related to the belief propagation algo-
1. Initialize filter with
Polo = Po
olo = 0
2. Working forwards in time, for each t E {1,..., T}:
(a) Compute
Kt = Ptlt_1 C(CPtlt_C + R) - 1
(b) Predict
Ptit- 1 = A±tl t-1
Ptlt-1 = AP_llt_l A T + E
(c) Update
Ptlt = Ptjt- 1  Kt(Yt - C.tlt-1 )
Ptlt = gtPt-1 - KtCPtt-1
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rithm of Sec. 2.5.4. Similar derivations to the ones presented in this section will prove
useful in the derivations in Appendices D and E.
For any state space model (i.e., model with a graphical representation as in Fig. 2.8),
the following recursions exist:
p(xt I y1,. , Yt) = p(,... ,Yt Xt) P(t I xt)p(xt I y,... , yt-1) (2.159)
p(yi, ... ,yt)
P(Xt+I I Yl, - , Yt) = p(xt+I,xt Yl,... ,yt)dxt (2.160)
X f P(Xt+i I Xt)p(xt I yl,...,yt)dxt. (2.161)
Assuming a linear-Gaussian state space model as in Eq. (2.142), these operations can
be evaluated in closed form and simply correspond to operations on Gaussian mean and
covariance parameters. Eq. (2.159) yields the update step of the Kalman filter, while
Eq. (2.161), commonly referred to as the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation, yields the
predict step. We will utilize these generic formulations in our derivation of the Kalman
message passing algorithm.
We start by defining a forward message in a similar manner to that of the HMM
forward-backward algorithm:
at+l(Xt+l) = [xp(xt+ I xt)at(xt)dxt] P(yt+l I Xt+1). (2.162)
From Eq. (2.161), we can directly infer that, as with the HMM,
at(Xt) Cc p(xt I Yl,..., Yt). (2.163)
Assume at(xt) N-l(xt; 8~,,,t t), where N-1 (0, A) denotes a Gaussian N(py, E)
in information form with A E- 1 and 0 = E-1p. We may write the integrand of
Eq. (2.162) in the following quadratic form:
p(xt+llxt) oc exp -1(Xt+1 - Axt)TE- 1 (xt+l - Axt) (2.164)
1 Xt+1 -1 -E- 1 A Xt+1
c exp 2 xt -AT - 1 ATE-1A J t [
at (Xt) oc exp -I(xt - 0t)T Aut(xt - Oft) (2.165)
1 Xt+1 0 0 Xt+l I Xt+l 
0
2exp02 t 0 A I t Xt O t
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Combining these terms, the integrand is given by:
p(xt+ Ixt)at(xt) oc exp
c exp {
- ( t
1 Xt+l
-- t
E- 1
-ATE-1
-E-1A
ATE-1A + Aftit
+ Xt+ 1
xt
Marginalizing over xt+1 using the standard Gaussian marginalization identity
£2
( [Xl] [Ol] [rail [A 112I) A2 2
x-1 2 ; 02 [A21  A2 J dx 2 = l(xi 01 - A12A 1 02, All1( 2 02 A  2  12
we obtain:
xtp(xt+1 xt) t(xt)dxt oc j.A-(xt+; Ot,t+lI, At,t+),
where
Ot,t+1 = E-1A(ATE-1A + At t
At,t+l = E-1 - E- A(ATE 1A + Aft)-1ATE-1
We can write our likelihood term as:
P(Yt+ll zt+i) Sexp +1 
-
Cxt+,)T R- (t+ - Cxt+1)
c exp - 1 l CTR-1Cx t + l + x  C T R - y t +
To combine these terms, we simply add the information parameters:
at+1(xt+1) c exp
Thus,
- T(At,t+l + cTRC)xt + T(Ot,t1 + CTR-lyt+I)}.
(2.171)
tfllt+l = Ot,t+1 + CTR-lyt+,
= E-1A(ATE-1A + Att -lo t + CTR-lyt+
At+lit+l = At,t+1 + CTR-
1 C
= E- - E-1A(ATE-1A + At)-t1AT- + CTR- 1C,
(2.166)
[ Xt+l
Xt
T
o I
(2.167)
(2.168)
(2.169)
(2.170)
(2.172)
i
Of)
-fttltT At(t - Oft)
- A12AlA21),
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1. Initialize filter with
010 = 0
o = 0
2. Working forwards in time, for each t E {1,...,T}:
(a) Compute
M = A-TAf A- 1tit
Jt = Mt(Mt + E -1)- 1
Lt = I - Jt.
(b) Predict
At-,t = Lt-iMt- 1LT 1 + Jt-l -1j
Ot-l,t = Lt-lA-Ot-lt-l
(c) Update
At = At-1,t + CTR-1C
Sti = Ot-i,t + CTR Yt
Algorithm 3. Stable forward information form Kalman filter recursion.
which is equivalent to a standard update-to-update Kalman filter in information form
with stt = (Aft) 1-t and Pt = (Att)-1. An equivalent form of this recursion (as-
suming A is invertible) is given by Algorithm 3.
We now examine the backward recursion. As in the HMM forward-backward algo-
rithm, let
t (Xt) = P(Yt+1, - - - , YT I Xt), (2.173)
and recursively define
i3t(Xt) oc JXt P(xt+l I xt)P(yt+l I xt+l)3t+1(xt+l)dxt+l.
A'+1
(2.174)
Assuming (t) -I(2T; ATIT± ITTI ) , an analogous derivation to that of the
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forward recursion provides the following backwards recursion:
b -1 T -1Ot-_lt = AE-1 (E- 1 + CTR- 1C + Alt+l) (CR lyt + tl(2.17t+5)
_ - ±E- (E-1 + CTRl +At- It = ATCIA_ ATN( I  -1C  Ablt+I)-_EI A
As in the HMM forward-backward algorithm, the posterior marginal is computed
by combining the forward and backward messages, and then normalizing:
p(xt I , . -- , YT) oc att(Xt)/3t(Xt). (2.176)
Replacing at(xt) and ft(xt) by their definitions in terms of the information parameters
otf b b we have:ti t t+ Atl+ 1 , we have:
p(xt I yl , YT) oc - 1 (xt; OB, Af )~t N (t; ob A1 ij+) (2.177)
,.. , tit tlt+lA)lt+)
oc -(xt; t t + it+x, it + Att+l). (2.178)
The connections between Kalman filtering and smoothing and belief propagation follow
exactly as they did for the HMM. See Eq. (2.137), replacing z, with xt and using the
definitions of at(-) and i3t() above.
0 2.8 Markov Chain Monte Carlo
As we have seen in Sec. 2.1, Bayesian inference (e.g., prediction or computation of
posterior parameter estimates) relies on integration with respect to some potentially
high-dimensional probability distributionl2. We will generically denote this distribution
by 7. Except in the simplest cases, such integrals cannot be computed in closed form.
Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods [57,142] provide a class of algorithms
that produce estimates of the desired integral based on iterative sampling, combining
Monte Carlo integration with samples from a specially constructed Markov chain. The
key feature of these methods is that the sampling procedure does not rely on sampling
from the distribution 7r, which is assumed to have an arbitrarily complex form.
* 2.8.1 Monte Carlo Integration
The first step in understanding Monte Carlo integration involves formulating the desired
integral as an expectation under the distribution 7r:
Sf (x)r(x)dx = E,[f (x)]. (2.179)
The Strong Law of Large Numbers [46] informs us that the sample average based on
a set of independent samples xi -N , i = 1,..., n, converges almost surely to the
1 2 Frequentists rely on integration for inference as well, and the techniques described in this section
are equally well-suited to such problems. However, per the theme of this thesis, we will focus on the
Bayesian framework.
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true expectation under 7. Thus, we may consider the following approximation, which
becomes arbitrarily precise for n sufficiently large:
E [f(x)] - f(xi). (2.180)
n
i=1
The assumption of having i.i.d. samples xi can be relaxed by examination of ergodic
theory [142]. The focus of MCMC methods is to develop an ergodic Markov chain
with stationary distribution 7r, which we refer to as the target distribution, such that a
sample path from this chain can be used to form the above estimate.
N 2.8.2 The Metropolis-Hastings Algorithm
The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm provides a generic method for constructing an er-
godic Markov chain, relying solely on defining a valid proposal distribution q(. ) and
evaluation of the target distribution 7r up to a normalization constant. It is assumed
evaluating 7r(x) is easy, but sampling from this distribution is challenging. The weak
conditions the proposal distribution must satisfy are described in Eq. (2.189)-Eq. (2.191)
to follow. The Metropolis-Hastings algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 4.
Given a previous sample x(t-1):
1. Sample x' - q(x' I x(t-1)).
2. Determine the acceptance probability:f I =(xI)q(x(t-1) Ix') I
p(x' x(t)) m 7r(x(t))q(x x(tl))1
3. Sample
x(t) p(x' x(t-1))6, + (I - p(x' x(t-1))) 6x(t-1),
where 6, is a Dirac mass at x.
Algorithm 4. Metropolis-Hastings algorithm.
The acceptance probability p(y I x) is defined only when 7r(x) > 0. However, as
long as 7r(x(o)) > 0, the chain defined in Algorithm 4 will have 7r(x(t)) > 0 for all t. We
use the convention that p(y I x) is 0 if both 7r(x) and 7r(y) are zero.
To analyze the properties of the Markov chain defined by the Metropolis-Hastings
algorithm, it is useful to examine a condition known as detailed balance.
Proposition 2.8.1. Let IC(y I x) = p(x,+l = y I xn = x) be the transition distribution
or transition kernel for a given Markov chain. If C(y I x) satisfies detailed balance:
C(y I )(x) = IC(x I y)w(y), (2.181)
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then the chain defined by this transition kernel has stationary distribution 7i. A Markov
chain satisfying detailed balance is said to be reversible with respect to ir.
Proof. Given a chain satisfying detailed balance,
KIC(y I x)(x)dx = IC(x I y)(y)dx = r(y) /I(x y)dx = (y), (2.182)
implying that ir is indeed a stationary distribution of the Markov chain. U
It is straightforward to show that the transition kernel defined by Algorithm 4
satisfies detailed balance. With probability p(y I x), the chain transitions from x to a
sample y - q(y I x); otherwise, the chain transitions back to x. Thus, the kernel is a
weighted mixture of the proposal distribution and a Dirac mass at x:
/(y I x) = p(y I x)q(y x) + (I - p(z I x)q(z I x)dz) x. (2.183)
To check the detailed balance condition of Eq. (2.181), we analyze each term of the
transition kernel separately. The Dirac mass satisfies the following equality trivially:
(1 - p(z x)q(z x)dz) 6xr(x) = (1 - fp(z y)q(z y)dz) yir(y). (2.184)
We derive the equivalence of the other term in the resulting detailed balance equation
as:
p(y Ix)q(y Ix)7(X) = q(y I x)w(x), q(y I x)i(x) < q(x I y)-(y);
q(x { y)r(y), otherwise.
= min(q(y x)xr(x),q(x I y)ir(y)) (2.186)
= min (q(x y)wr(y), q(y x)r(x)) (2.187)
= p(x I y)q(x I y)r(y). (2.188)
Therefore, as long as
U supp q(. Ix) D supp ir, (2.189)
xE supp 7r
the chain defined by the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm (Algorithm 4) will satisfy de-
tailed balance and thus define a Markov chain with 7r a stationary distribution. To prove
that the Markov chain indeed converges to 7r (i.e., 7 is the unique invariant distribution
for this chain and this distribution is reached from all initial states), we invoke some
mild conditions under which the chain is both aperiodic and Harris recurrent [142].
Jointly, these conditions imply ergodicity.
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A sufficient condition for the Metropolis-Hastings Markov chain to be aperiodic is
for events x(t) = x(t- l1) to occur with some positive probability. That is,
P[7(x(t-1))q(y I x(t-1)) < 7r(y)q(x(t-1) y)] < 1. (2.190)
Furthermore, if
q(y x) > 0 V(x, y) E Xx X, (2.191)
then the Metropolis-Hastings Markov chain is irreducible. It can be shown (see Lemma
7.3 of [142]) that an irreducible Metropolis-Hastings chain is also Harris recurrent. Thus,
any Metropolis-Hastings algorithm defined with a proposal distribution that satisfies
the conditions of Eq. (2.189)-Eq. (2.191) will eventually produce samples from the
stationary distribution 7 and
lim I f (()) = f(x)7(x)dx a.e. - w7. (2.192)
T-oo T
t=1
Discussion on the rate of convergence to the stationary distribution can be found in [57,
142]. In general, this burn-in period is challenging to quantify, except by conservative
bounds, and is especially challenging to assess in high-dimensional spaces. Convergence
can be greatly affected by the initialization of the Markov chain, and in practice, it is
common to run multiple chains from different initializations [50]. Multimodal target
distributions with low valleys between the modes can lead to poorly mixing chains that
stay in one region of the state space for long periods of time. Cleverly engineered
proposal distributions, such as through tempering [125], can play a significant role in
the success of a sampling algorithm.
0 2.8.3 Gibbs Sampling
The Gibbs sampler [57, 142] is a special case of the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm in
which the proposed sample is always accepted. The Gibbs sampler for n random vari-
ables (l, x2,-... , X,n) is summarized in Algorithm 5, from which we see that in order
to sample from the full joint distribution on n random variables, it is sufficient to
iteratively sample from each of the possibly univariate conditional distributions. As
discussed in Sec. 2.5.2, a node in a directed graph is conditionally independent of all
other nodes given its Markov blanket. Therefore, in the case of sparse graphs, the
conditional density from which we are sampling is dependent only on a small subset of
the other sampled nodes. We note that, as opposed to Metropolis-Hastings, the Gibbs
sampler requires knowledge of the full conditional distributions and an ability to sample
from them. Additionally, this algorithm is only applicable to models with at least two
random variables.
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Given a previous sample x(t - l ) = (t-1),... Xnt), generate:
W(t-) (t-1)).
1. x pi (x l X2  , ...,n ).
2. t) (t) t1) (t-1-)2. x2 -l2 2 X 1 2 ).
n. xn Pn(Xn I n-1)_
Algorithm 5. Multi-stage Gibbs sampling algorithm.
To ensure a reversible chain 13, which leads to a Central Limit Theorem result for
the estimator of Eq. (2.180) [142,167], the reversible Gibbs sampler performs a sweep
at every iteration from xl to xn followed by a sweep in the reverse ordering back to
xl. Another variant on the standard Gibbs sampler of Algorithm 5, as proposed by Liu
et al. [109], is to choose a random ordering for a single sweep-such an algorithm can
lead to improved rates of convergence.
To make the connection between Gibbs sampling and Metropolis-Hastings, consider
the proposal distribution at the ith step of the sampler in Algorithm 5:
qi(' I X) = pi(x I xzl,... ,Xi-lXi+l,... , Xn)
..... ... +.... (x... , X1 X'...,Xx), (2.193)
X~i-1,Xi+1-lXl .... n), (2.193)
where x = (xl,... ,n) and x' = (x ,... ,x'). That is, sample x from its Markov
kernel and set each x', j 0 i, equal to xj . For this proposal, the acceptance probability
is given by:
pi(x' , x) = min {7  )qi(x I x')
)(P)qi(.' 
I X). 
.
Pi(xi | xL,, Xi-l,Xi l, .. ,Xn)Pi(X~ I Xl,... ,X i-l,xi+1, 
,2n)
= 1,
implying that every proposed sample is accepted. Thus, one can interpret the full set of
n steps of Algorithm 5 as a composition of n Metropolis-Hastings steps with Markovian
kernels in which each proposal has acceptance probability equal to 1. If one were to
treat all n steps of Algorithm 5 as a particular Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, the global
acceptance probability of x' = (x ,... ,x') is typically not equal to 1. However, with
13A non-reversible Markov chain implies that the chain does not satisfy the detailed balance condition
of Eq. (2.181). However, since detailed balance is merely a sufficient condition for 7r to be a stationary
distribution, this does not preclude ir from being the stationary distribution of the Gibbs chain.
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the direct form of Algorithm 5 in which each step is a Metropolis-Hastings proposal
that is accepted (rather than modifying the algorithm to be a proposal distribution for
a sample x'), the convergence properties must be assessed differently than they were for
the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. In particular, each transition step does not satisfy
the sufficient conditions of Eq. (2.190)-Eq. (2.191) so the resulting Markov chain is not
necessarily irreducible. (Actually, each individual Markov kernel is never irreducible as
it is constrained to a lower dimensional subspace.)
The following proposition states that, based on a condition of ergodicity, the Markov
chain defined by Algorithm 5 indeed has stationary distribution 7r, as desired. We then
provide a sufficient condition for ergodicity.
Proposition 2.8.2. If (x(t)) is ergodic, then ir is the stationary distribution of the
chain defined in Algorithm 5.
Proof. The kernel of the chain (x(t)) is
C(X' I x) = pl(X' IX2, - 2n)P2 (X2 I X 3,3 Xn) ..' Pn(X'n 1 , , n-1) (2.194)
Using this kernel, one can show that
P(x' c A) A (X()IC(x x) r(x)dx'dx
= jr(x')dx',
implying that r is the stationary distribution. See [142] for further details. U
We now state a condition for the transition kernel defined by Algorithm 5, which,
if satisfied, implies the ergodicity of the chain. Weaker conditions based on positivity
constraints on the transition kernel exist (see Theorem 10.8 of [142]), but are more
challenging to verify.
Proposition 2.8.3. If the transition kernel associated with Algorithm 5 (see Eq. (2.194))
is absolutely continuous with respect to the dominating measure, the resulting chain is
Harris recurrent.
Proof. For a proof of this result, see [167]. U
If one of the Gibbs steps is replaced with a Metropolis-Hastings step (i.e., a hy-
brid sampler), absolute continuity is lost and further analysis is necessary to conclude
convergence of the resulting chain. Another important consideration is the fact that
the developed Gibbs sampler does not apply to changing numbers of parameters since
such changes imply irreducibility of the resulting chain. In such variable-dimension
cases, one can instead appeal to reversible jump MCMC [60]. Both a hybrid sampler
and reversible jump MCMC are employed in an algorithm developed in Chapter 5 (see
Sec. 5.2 in particular.) However, the analysis of these techniques is beyond the scope
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of this background chapter, and we refer the interested reader to Chapters 10 and 11
of [142].
We conclude by noting that a two-stage Gibbs sampler (n = 2) has special conver-
gence properties that do not apply in the general case of Algorithm 5. Some of these
special properties arise from the fact that in the two-stage sampler, each subchain is
also Markov allowing for component-wise study, which does not carry over to the more
general case. For this two-stage sampler, instead of using the notation x 1,..., Xn as
before, we use x and y to denote the two random variables of the model. An outline of
the two-stage sampler is presented in Algorithm 6.
Given a previous sample x(t-1):
1. Sample y(t) Pyx(Y I (t-1))•
2. Sample x(t) Pxly(x y(t))
Algorithm 6. Two-stage Gibbs sampling algorithm.
From the construction of the sampler in Algorithm 6, it is clear that (x(t), y(t))
forms a Markov chain. Interestingly, so does each subsequence (x(t)) and (y(t)), as
previously suggested. The transition kernel for the sequence of random variables (x(t)),
for example, is
(' )= Pxy(x' I y)pylx(y x)dy, (2.195)
and the marginal distribution px(') is indeed the stationary distribution of this chain:
Px(x')= Pxly(x' Iy)p(y)dy
=f xly(x' Iy) pylx(y x)px(x)dxdy
=J [J xy(x' I y)pyjx(y xy px(X)dX
= C(x' x)px(x)dx. (2.196)
Based on such results, interleaving Markov chain results and the duality principle [36]
apply. See Robert and Casella [142] for more details and for a full analysis of the
convergence properties of the two-stage Gibbs sampler.
* 2.8.4 Auxiliary, Blocked, and Collapsed Gibbs Samplers
In Sec. 2.8.3, we have assumed that it is feasible to sample from the full conditional
distributions of the variables of interest, and we have assumed that this sampling has
~;;~--x
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occurred by dividing the n random variables into n sampling stages. In this section, we
explore several Gibbs sampling variants: auxiliary, blocked, and collapsed. In the aux-
iliary variable sampler, a set of auxiliary variables, which are not the random variables
of interest in the inference, are added to the sampling procedure in order to enable
closed-form sampling of the variables of interest. In some cases, one can improve the
efficiencies of the sampler by block sampling multiple random variables jointly. Finally,
collapsed Gibbs sampling involves the analytic marginalization of random variables
from the model and then sampling the remaining variables from the reduced-order con-
ditional distributions (assumed to maintain a simple, analytic form.) Each of these
methods is summarized below.
Auxiliary Variable Sampling
There are some cases in which augmenting the random variables of interest x with
auxiliary variables or completion variables14 allows for closed form conditional distri-
butions for the augmented set y = {x, z}. Note that although (y(t)) forms a Markov
chain (by construction), the subchain (x(t)) need not. However, the subchain (x(t)) still
converges to the the marginal distribution px(') (see Theorem 10.6 of [142].) In the
standard mixture model we explore in Example 2.8.1, the completion variables z have a
physical interpretation as the mixture components that allow for Gibbs sampling of the
mixture weights {rk} and mixture parameters {Ok}. Estimation of the mixture weights
and parameters can then be performed by simply discarding the completion variables.
Often, the auxiliary variables are only added for a subset of the sampling stages,
and then discarded at other stages. That is, the auxiliary variables are sampled based
on the current MCMC configuration of the variables of interest, then some subset of
the variables of interest are sampled based on the sampled auxiliary variables. Finally,
the auxiliary variables are discarded when sampling the other variables of interest that
do not depend upon the auxiliary variables. Such sampling algorithms are developed
in this thesis, for example, in Sec. 5.2 and Appendix C.1.
Blocked Gibbs Sampling
There are also many scenarios in which jointly sampling variables can lead to statistical
efficiencies. Such blocked Gibbs sampling is especially useful when subsets of variables
are very strongly dependent. In such cases, large moves in the joint probability space by
standard coordinate-by-coordinate sampling may require stepping through deep valleys
in the posterior distribution that can be avoided with blocked sampling of variables.
Collapsed Gibbs Sampling
Finally, in some cases it is possible to analytically marginalize nuisance parameters
from the model and solely sample the variables of interest. In other cases, the variables
14 The choice of terminology often depends upon whether the variables added have a physical inter-
pretation in the model.
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A
K
N
Figure 2.11. Graphical model of a finite mixture model in which the model parameters are defined
with mixture weights 7r I - Dir(-/K,..., y/K) and emission parameters Ok - H, A - H(A). For
each of the N observations yi, a cluster assignment variable zi E {1,..., K} is sampled as zi I 7r - r,
determining the mixture component for generating observations yi I {Ok}, zi - F(Oz).
marginalized are actually the variables of interest, and sampling occurs on a chain from
which estimates of the desired variables can be formed. See Example 2.8.1. Analytical
marginalization of variables in a Gibbs sampler, often referred to as collapsed Gibbs
sampling, can aid in improving the mixing rate, especially when the marginalized ran-
dom variables are high-dimensional as this can dramatically reduce the dimensionality
of the search space.
However, there are scenarios in which such marginalization introduces dependencies
between the remaining random variables that can actually lead to slower mixing rates.
For example, let us consider the case of the hidden Markov model (HMM) described
in Sec. 2.6. Given a sampled set of transition distributions 7rj and emission param-
eters Oj, one can employ a variant of the forward-backward message passing scheme
to block-sample the entire state sequence zl:T (see Chapter 3.) On the other hand, if
one chooses to marginalize the transition distributions (assuming a conjugate Dirichlet
prior), then the state sequence no longer forms a simple Markov chain and thus block
sampling is no longer feasible-one must instead rely on sequentially sampling the state
zt conditioned on the state at all other time steps z,. .. , zt-1, t+l,..., ZT. Since the
temporal correlations in an HMM can be quite strong, such sequential sampling can
lead to very slow mixing rates. These mixing rate issues are examined in much further
depth in Chapter 3, with a general empirical conclusion that block sampling of strongly
dependent variables leads to more significant improvements in rates of convergence than
marginalization.
Example 2.8.1. Consider the finite mixture model of Fig. 2.11 in which each cluster
assignment variable zi E {1,... , K} indicates the mixture component associated with
observations yi. The model is defined by a set of mixture weights ir distributed as
r I ~y - Dir(7/K,..., 7/K)
and emission parameters Ok drawn as
Ok I H, A - H(A) k = 1,...,K.
.I -------- --- ~- - - I~ I - - -
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Assume we have N observations. The generative model then dictates that each for each
i E {1,... ,N}, we draw:
zi I 71r -- 7r
Yi {Ok }k=1, Zi F(Oz ).
In what follows, we assume the distribution F(Ok) has an associated conditional density
f(" I Ok).
Let us assume that our goal is to infer the set of model parameters consisting of the
mixture weights -7r [wi,. ., 7rK] and the emission parameters 0 {Ok k= 1. One cannot
simply employ a Gibbs sampler on these parameters since there do not exist closed-form
conditional distributions p(r , yi,... ,yN) and p(O I r, yi,... ,yN). Instead, one
could consider a completion or auxiliary variable Gibbs sampler in which the cluster
assignment variables z1,... , ZN are additionally sampled.
Let Z1:N = {Z 1 , ... , zN} and z\i = {zi,..., i-1, i+1 ,..., zN}. Then, one can sam-
ple each zi from
p(zi = k I z\i, Y1:N, , ) = p(zi = k I yi,r,)
( 7rkf(y i I Ok),
with the first equality following from the Markov properties implied by the graphical
model in Fig. 2.11. Conditioned on the cluster assignment variables zl:N, the mixture
weights 7r and emission parameters Ok are mutually independent. The mixture weights
can be sampled from the posterior Dirichlet distribution (see Eq. (2.74)):
N
p(X I Zl:N, ~) = Dir(NI + y/K, . . . , NK + a/K) Nk = 6(zi, k), (2.197)
i= 1
and the parameters Ok from their associated posterior (depending upon the form of the
prior H(A)):
p(Ok y I z = k}, A). (2.198)
Here, we have used the fact that the full conditional distributions for 7r and each Ok
simply depend upon the sampled values of the random variables contained within the
Markov blanket for that random variable's node. The resulting completion Gibbs sampler
is outlined in Algorithm 7.
Alternatively, assuming the base measure H(A) is conjugate to the likelihood model
F, 1 5 one could analytically marginalize the mixture weights 7r and emission parameters
0 and solely sample the cluster assignment variables zi. Based on a set of Gibbs samples
of Zl:N, one could then estimate a set of model parameters (the variables of interest)
from the distributions given in Eq. (2.197) and Eq. (2.198).
15 Conjugacy of the prior on 7r to the multinomial observations zi is already established by our choice
of a Dirichlet prior.
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Given mixture weights 7r(t-1) and emission parameters {0(t-1) K from the previous
Gibbs iteration, sample a new set of model parameters as follows:
1. For each i E {1,..., N}, independently assign observation yi to one of the K
clusters by sampling the cluster assignment variable zi as:
K K
z :) Z t-1) k (i I )(zi, k), Zi (t-) y I -1)
k=1 Ik=1
2. Sample a new set of mixture weights:
N
x7(t) Dir(Ni + ylK,... ,NK + 7/K), Nk = 6(z ,t) k)
i= 1
3. For each cluster k E {1,..., K}, independently sample new parameters from the
conditional distribution implied by the observations currently assigned to that
cluster:
8 ) ~ P(Ok I J I zt ) = k},A)
Algorithm 7. Completion Gibbs sampler for the finite mixture model shown in Fig. 2.11. Each
iteration resamples the cluster assignment variables for each of the N observations, and uses these
sampled values to resample a set of mixture weights and emission parameters.
Integrating over -7r and 0, the Markov structure16 of the graph in Fig. 2.11 implies
a posterior distribution on the cluster assignment variables that decomposes as:
p(zi I Z\i, Y1:N, 7, A) OC p(zi I z\i, 7)p(yi I ZI:N, Y\i, A). (2.199)
Based on the Dirichlet prior, the predictive distribution of Eq. (2.75) informs us that:
Nk- i + 7/Kp(zi = k I z\,) = N- 1 + N-i = 6(zj, k). (2.200)
ji
When considering zi = k, the likelihood term of Eq. (2.199) simplifies to:
p(yi I zi = k, z\i, y\i, A) = p(yi Iyj I zj = k, j / i}, A). (2.201)
Because H(A) is chosen conjugate to F, Eq. (2.201) can be analytically determined.
The resulting collapsed Gibbs sampler is outlined in Algorithm 8.
16Marginalization of 7r and 0 induces dependencies between the zi and yi not present in Fig. 2.11.
However, the Markov structure of the graph in Fig. 2.11 can be exploiting during the integration over
-r and 0 to produce the decomposition of Eq. (2.199).
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Given a previous set of cluster assignment variables 7r(t - l 1), sequentially sample new
assignments as follows:
(t-l)1. Set Z1:N = Z1: N
2. Sample a random permutation 7(.) of the integers {1,..., N}.
3. For each i E {T(1),... , T(N)}, resample zi as follows:
(a) For each k E {1,..., K}, determine the predictive likelihood of observation yi
based on an assignment to cluster k:
fk(yi) = p(yi I {yj I zj = k,j # i}, A).
This likelihood can be computed from a set of cached sufficient statistics
based on the results presented in Sec. 2.4.1.
(b) Sample a new cluster assignment zi as:
K K
zi - (Ni +  /ylK)fk(yi) (zi, k), Zi = Z(N i + ylK)fk(yi),
k=1 k=1
where N7i is defined as in Eq. (2.200).
(c) Update cached sufficient statistics to reflect the assignment of yi to cluster zi.
4. Set (t)ZI:T Z1:T"
Algorithm 8. Collapsed Gibbs sampler for the finite mixture model shown in Fig. 2.11. Each it-
eration resamples the cluster assignment variables for each of the N observations, having analytically
marginalized the mixture weights and emission parameters.
0 2.9 Bayesian Nonparametric Methods
As motivated by the discussion of de Finetti's theorem (Theorem 2.1.2) in Sec. 2.1, it
is theoretically desirable to consider models that are not limited to finite parameteriza-
tions, and in so doing one must define prior distributions on these infinite-dimensional
objects. Bayesian nonparametric methods avoid the often restrictive assumptions of
parametric models by defining distributions on function spaces such as that of proba-
bility measures. If suitably designed, these methods allow for efficient, data-driven pos-
terior inference. For a review of Bayesian nonparametric inference, see [120,157,178].
In the following sections, we briefly describe some classes of Bayesian nonparametric
methods: the Dirichlet process, its hierarchical extension, and the beta process.
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U 2.9.1 Dirichlet Processes
A Dirichlet process (DP) is a distribution on probability measures on a measurable
space O. This stochastic process 17 is uniquely defined by a base measure H on O and a
concentration parameter y; we denote it by DP(-, H). The Dirichlet process is formally
defined by the distributions induced on finite partitions of O.
Theorem 2.9.1. Let H be a probability distribution on a measurable space e, and y a
positive scalar. Consider a finite partition {A 1 ,..., AK} of O:
K
J Ak = Aj Ak = 0, J k. (2.202)
k=1
A random probability measure Go on E is a draw from a Dirichlet process if its measure
on every finite partition follows a Dirichlet distribution:
(Go(A 1 ), ... , Go(AK)) I , H - Dir(yH(A,), ... , yH(AK)). (2.203)
For each such base measure H and concentration parameter y, there exists a unique
stochastic process satisfying the above conditions, which we denote by DP (, H).
Proof. The proof of the existence of the Dirichlet process was initially provided by Fer-
guson [41], who invoked Kolmogorov's consistency conditions to establish the existence
of the Dirichlet process as a stochastic process with Dirichlet marginals. A more con-
structive definition of the Dirichlet process was given by Sethuraman [149]. U
Using Eq. (2.72) along with Eq. (2.203), it is straightforward to establish that for
any A C O,
E[Go(A) IH ] = H(A) Go I H, y - DP(y, H) . (2.204)
Based on an observation 0' - Go that falls within an element Ak of a given partition
{A 1 ,..., AK}, one can use the Dirichlet posterior analysis results of Eq. (2.74) to show
that
(Go(A1),..., Go(AK)) 1 0', H, -y Dir(,H(A1), ... , yH(Ak) +1, ..... H(AK)).
(2.205)
Here, we note that the observation 0' only affects the Dirichlet parameter of the arbi-
trarily small partition element Ak in which it is contained. Formalizing such an analysis,
17In elementary probability theory, random variables are functions whose range is R, whereas more
advanced probability theory allows random variables to range over more general spaces (e.g., function
spaces, spaces of probability measures, etc.). Stochastic process theory describes these more general
random objects.
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Ferguson [41] showed that a set of independent observations 0 ,...,, - Go, leads
to a posterior distribution
Go 0', ',H, ~ DP ( + N,- - H + - o , (2.206)
_ 
N
where 6o denotes a unit-mass measure concentrated at 0. From Eq. (2.204), we see that
for any A c O,
N
E[Go(A) 1,...,0', H,y = -H(A) + 6o (A), (2.207)
implying that,
lim E[Go(A) I 0,..., ON , H,7] = /3kk (A), (2.208)N--+oo
k=1
where { 6k}=1 are the unique values in the set of observations {(6}/, and 3k is the
limiting empirical frequency of Ok. Assuming the posterior concentrates about its mean,
Eq. (2.208) implies that a realization from a Dirichlet process is discrete with probability
one. Sethuraman [149] provides a formal proof of the discreteness of the Dirichlet
process random measures Go, and connects the weights 3k of this atomic measure with
a constructive procedure.
Stick-Breaking Construction
Consider a probability mass function (pmf) {/k}ok=1 on a countably infinite set, where
the discrete probabilities are defined as follows:
vk I -y Beta(1, -) k = 1, ,...
k-1 (2.209)
k = Vk f(1 - v) k = 1,2,....
f=1
In effect, we have divided a unit-length stick into lengths given by the weights /k: The
kth weight is a random proportion vk of the remaining stick after the previous (k - 1)
weights have been defined. This stick-breaking construction is generally denoted by
/3 - GEM(-y). Sethuraman [149] showed that with probability one, a random draw
Go ~ DP(y, H) can be expressed as
Go = E 0k6k Ok I H H, k = 1,2,..., (2.210)
k=l
From this definition, we see that the Dirichlet process actually defines a distribution
over discrete probability measures. The stick-breaking construction also gives us insight
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into how the concentration parameter y controls the relative proportion of the weights
k .
Alternative stick-breaking processes have been studied for cases in which the weights
vk are drawn from a more general Beta(ak, bk) distribution [72, 74]. When considering
a two-parameter (a, b) family with ak = 1 - a and bk = b + ka, one arrives at the
Poisson-Dirichlet, or Pitman- Yor, process [137]. This process has heavier-tailed weight
distributions than the Dirichlet process that have proven useful in applications such as
natural language processing [58,160], in which word frequencies closely follow a power-
law.
P61ya Urn Predictions
The Dirichlet process has a number of properties which make inference based on this
nonparametric prior computationally tractable. Once again, consider a set of observa-
tions {8} N
0 I Go ~ Go. (2.211)
Because probability measures drawn from a Dirichlet process are discrete, there is a
strictly positive probability of multiple observations f taking identical values within the
set {Ok}k=1, with Ok defined as in Eq. (2.210). Blackwell and MacQueen [18] introduced
a P6lya urn representation of the O that results from integrating over the underlying
random measure Go (distributed as in Eq. (2.204)):
i-1
0 Y01,...,0 H+ 1 1  (2.212)j=1
K NkyNi- + 1Y 6k. (2.213)7+ 1.H + 
-k=l
The second line is an equivalent representation of the first, but in terms of the unique set
of parameter {k}k=1, with Nk denoting the number of times each of these parameters
was observed in the set {0}i=1.
A formal argument is presented in [18]. We can informally begin to justify Eq. (2.213)
by once again considering Eq. (2.207). We first rewrite this expectation in terms of the
unique parameters Ok
E[Go(A) 1 ,...,0, ] =H(A) + Nk6 (A). (2.214)SO N 7 - + N 7 + NE O
k=1
Taking A to be the singleton set {Ok}, Eq. (2.214) implies that the marginal posterior
probability of 0'N+1 = Ok for all k such that Nk > 0 is proportional to Nk, the number
of times this parameter was previously observed. New parameter values are observed
with probability proportional to y.
The representation of Eq. (2.213) can be used to sample observations from a Dirichlet
process without explicitly constructing the random probability measure Go ~ DP(y, H).
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Chinese Restaurant Process
For each value 09, let zi be an indicator random variable that picks out the unique value
Ok such that
= 0zi. (2.215)
Eq. (2.213) implies the following predictive distribution on the indicator random vari-
ables:
K
p(zN+1= z zI,...N, YY) N 6(z,K + 1) + E Nk(z, k), (2.216)
k=1
where Nk = Z= 6(zi, k) is the number of indicator random variables taking the value
k, and K + 1 is a previously unseen value.
The distribution on partitions induced by the sequence of conditional distributions
in Eq. (2.216) is commonly referred to as the Chinese restaurant process. The analogy,
which is useful in developing various generalizations of the Dirichlet process we consider
in this thesis, is as follows. Take 0' to be a customer entering a restaurant with infinitely
many tables, each serving a unique dish Ok. Each arriving customer chooses a table,
indicated by zi, in proportion to how many customers are currently sitting at that table.
With some positive probability proportional to y, the customer starts a new, previously
unoccupied table K +1. From the Chinese restaurant process, we see that the Dirichlet
process has a reinforcement property that leads to a clustering at the values Ok-
Number of Unique Observed Values
From Eq. (2.216) we see that when
zi 0 ~ ~ GEM(y), (2.217)
we can integrate out 3 to determine a closed-form predictive distribution for zi. We
can also find the distribution of the number of unique values of zi (i.e., the number
of occupied tables in the Chinese restaurant process) resulting from N draws from the
measure 3. Letting K denote the number of unique values of {Zl,..., zN}, Antoniak
[5] derives this distribution to be:
p(K I N,y) F(Y) s(N,K)YK, (2.218)SF(3 + N)
where s(n, m) are unsigned Stirling numbers of the first kind [1].
Using Eq. (2.218), Antoniak [5] also observes that
E[K I N,-y] 7log ( + N) (2.219)
implying that the number of occupied tables in the Chinese restaurant process ap-
proaches (almost surely) y log(N) as N - oc.
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E 2.9.2 Dirichlet Process Mixture Models
The Dirichlet process is commonly used as a prior on the parameters of a mixture
model with a random number of components. Such a model is called a Dirichlet process
mixture model and is depicted as a graphical model in Fig. 2.12(a)-(b). To generate
observations, we choose
SI Go -~ Go
Yi F(O) (2.220)
Yi I Of , F(01)
for an indexed family of distributions F(.). This sampling process is also often described
in terms of the indicator random variables zi; in particular, we have
Z0I -3 (2.221)
Yi ] {Ok}=1,i F(Oz). (2.221)
The parameter with which an observation is associated implicitly partitions or clusters
the data. In addition, the Chinese restaurant process representation indicates that the
Dirichlet process provides a prior that makes it more likely to associate an observation
with a parameter to which other observations have already been associated. This re-
inforcement property is essential for inferring finite, compact mixture models. It can
be shown under mild conditions that if the data were generated by a finite mixture,
then the Dirichlet process posterior is guaranteed to converge (in distribution) to that
finite set of mixture parameters [75]. See Sec. 6.2.5 for further discussion of the vari-
ous asymptotic guarantees that have been established for models employing Dirichlet
process priors.
Limit of Finite Mixture Models
We can also obtain the Dirichlet process mixture model as the limit of a sequence of
finite mixture models, such as the one analyzed in Example 2.8.1. Let us assume that
there are L components in a finite mixture model and we place a finite-dimensional,
symmetric Dirichlet prior on these mixture weights:
1 7 - Dir(Q/L,... ,y/L). (2.222)
Let G = =l /k 6Sk. Then, it can be shown [74, 76] that for every measurable function
f integrable with respect to the measure H, this finite distribution GL converges weakly
to a countably infinite distribution Go distributed according to a Dirichlet process. That
is,
f(O)dG(O) i f f(O)dGo(0), (2.223)
as L -+ oo for Go DP(y, H). One can begin to justify this result by considering
the K-component mixture model of Example 2.8.1 and taking the limit as K -- oc of
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Figure 2.12. Dirichlet process (left) and hierarchical Dirichlet process (right) mixture models rep-
resented in two different ways as graphical models. (a) Indicator variable representation in which
ly ~ GEM(-y), OkIH,A - H(A), zi l ~ 3, and yil{Ok}%=1, zi ~ F(Oz,). (b) Alternative representation
with GolH,y ~ DP(y,H), 0elGo ~ Go, and yilj0 ~ F(O'). (c) Indicator variable representation in
which 01- ~ GEM(y), rkla, P ~ DP(a, P), OklH, A ~ H(A), zji7rj ~ rj, and yjij{Ok }kl,Zji ~ F(Oz).
(d) Alternative representation with GolH,y - DP(y,H), GjlGo ~ DP(ca,Go), OjilGj ~ Gj, and
yjigji ~ F(Oji). The "plate" notation is used to compactly represent replication [162].
Eq. (2.200), resulting in:
Nk-
p(zi = k I z\i, y) = N-1 (2.224)
for each instantiated cluster k. The probability of generating a new cluster is given the
remaining mass -y/(N - 1 + -y). Comparing these probabilities with those defined by
Eq. (2.216) (using exchangeability to treat zi as if it were the last observation), we see
the equivalence of both predictive distributions.
In some scenarios, such as one we examine in Chapter 3, it is desirable to maintain a
finite approximation to the Dirichlet process mixture model. One approach to producing
such a finite approximation is simply to terminate the stick-breaking construction after
some portion of the stick has already been broken and assign the remaining weight to a
single component. This approximation is referred to as the truncated Dirichlet process.
Another method, motivated by the convergence guarantee of Eq. (2.223), is to consider
the degree L weak limit approximation to the Dirichlet process [76],
GEML(a) A Dir(a/L,..., a/L), (2.225)
where L is a number that exceeds the total number of expected mixture components.
Both of these approximations, which are presented in [74, 76], encourage the learning of
models with fewer than L components while allowing the generation of new components,
upper bounded by L, as new data are observed. The two choices of approximations are
compared in [102], and little to no practical differences are found.
_ L
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* 2.9.3 Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes
There are many scenarios in which groups of data are thought to be produced by related,
yet distinct, generative processes. For example, take a sensor network monitoring an
environment where time-varying conditions may influence the quality of the data. Data
collected under certain conditions should be grouped and described by a similar, but
different model from that of other data. The hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP)
[162] extends the Dirichlet process to such scenarios by taking a hierarchical Bayesian
approach: the group-specific distributions Gj, with
Gj IGo, a - DP(a, Go) , (2.226)
are tied together via a global base measure Go, which is itself given a Dirichlet process
prior:
Go I H, y ' DP(y, H), (2.227)
As given by Eq. (2.204), for every A C O,
E[Gj(A) I Go] = Go(A). (2.228)
In this sense, we can interpret Go as an "average" distribution across all groups. Below,
we demonstrate that this specific choice of hierarchy implies that atoms are shared not
only within groups, but also between groups, as desired. The HDP is depicted as a
graphical model in Fig. 2.12(c)-(d).
Stick-Breaking Representation
Let {Yjl,... ,yjN} be the set of observations in group j. We assume there are J
such groups of data. Then, replacing each Dirichlet process random measure with its
associated stick-breaking representation (see Eq. (2.210)), the generative model can be
written as:
Go = EkC=1 / kk 0 1 ~ GEM(y)
Ok I H, A - H(A) k = 1, 2,...
Gj = E ~i1 ~ijt - j a GEM(a) j = 1,..., J
(2.229)3 t|Go - Go t = 1,2,...
I Gj - Gj yji~OF( O) j=1,...,J
i= 1,..., N.
See Fig. 2.12(d).
From this formulation, we clearly see how placing a Dirichlet process prior on Go
creates a shared (and unbounded) support for each of the group-specific distributions
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Gj. Namely, each group-specific set of support points Ot are drawn from the collection
of atomic masses of Go. Thus, there exists non-zero probability that different Gj share
support points. If Go were instead absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
measure, there would be zero probability of the group-specific distributions having
overlapping support.
Chinese Restaurant Franchise and the associated Table-Dish Representation
Teh et al. [162] have described the marginal probabilities obtained from integrating over
the random measures Go and Gj. They show that these marginals can be described
in terms of a Chinese restaurant franchise (CRF) that is an analog of the Chinese
restaurant process. The CRF is comprised of J restaurants, each corresponding to an
HDP group, and an infinite buffet line of dishes common to all restaurants. The process
of seating customers at tables, however, is restaurant specific. To build up to this CRF,
and to lay the foundation for modifications we make in Chapter 3, we first present the
generative process in terms of indicator random variables being drawn from the stick-
breaking measures / and iyj leading to a table-dish representation of the HDP. We then
marginalize these random measures to obtain the CRF.
More formally, we introduce indicator variables tji and kjt to represent table and
dish assignments. There are J restaurants (groups), each with infinitely many tables
(clusters) at which customers (observations) sit. Each customer is pre-assigned to a
given restaurant determined by that customer's group j. The table assignment for the
ith customer in the j restaurant is chosen as tji - rj, and each table is assigned a dish
(parameter) via kjt 03. One can think of / as a set of ratings for the dishes served in
the buffet line. Observation yji is then generated by global parameter
0"i = O,, = Okjt . (2.230)
The generative model for this table-dish representation is summarized below and is
depicted as a graphical model in Fig. 2.13:
tji I j ~ j (2.231)
Yji I {Ok c=1--, {kjt t=l, tji , F(Okjtji)
Marginalizing over the stick-breaking measures iij and 3 yields the following pre-
dictive distributions that describe the CRF:
Tj
p(tji I tjl,.. . ,tji-l,t) 0C fijt(tji,t) + a6(tji,T, + 1)
t=1 (2.232)
K
p(kjt I kl, k2 , ] j-1, kl, . " ", kjt-l,) oc E m.k(kjt, k) + -5(kjt, K + 1),
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Figure 2.13. Graph of Chinese restaurant franchise (CRF). Customers yji sit at table tjilFj i-j.
The first customer at each table chooses a dish kjt 0 .
where m.k = -j mjk and kj = {kjl,..., kjTj}. Here, ijt denotes the number of cus-
tomers in restaurant j sitting at table t, mjk the number of tables in restaurant j
serving dish k, Tj the number of currently occupied tables in restaurant j, and K the
total number of unique dishes being served in the franchise. We note that m.k is a
pooling of the number of tables serving dish k in each of the individual restaurants,
from which we see the sharing induced by the defined hierarchical model.
Eq. (2.232) implies that upon entering the jth restaurant in the CRF, customer
yji sits at currently occupied tables tji with probability proportional to the number of
currently seated customers, or starts a new table Tj + 1 with probability proportional
to a. Whenever a customer is the first customer to sit at a table in any of the J
restaurants, that customer goes to the buffet line and picks a dish kjt for their table,
choosing the dish with probability proportional to the number of times that dish has
been picked previously by any table in the franchise, or ordering a new dish OK+1 with
probability proportional to y. The intuition behind this predictive distribution is that
integrating over the dish ratings / results in customers making decisions based on the
observed popularity of the dishes.
Compressed Indicator Variable Representation
Since each distribution Gj is drawn from a Dirichlet process with a discrete base measure
Go, multiple O.jt may take an identical value Ok for multiple unique values of t, implying
that multiple tables in the same restaurant may be served the same dish, as depicted
in Fig. 2.14. We can write Gj as a function of these unique dishes [162]:
Gj = jk6ok, ir a,/  DP(a,/0), Ok I H H, (2.233)
k=l
_ -- _~ L __ dl
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Figure 2.14. Chinese restaurant franchise (CRF) with J = 2 restaurants. The currently occupied
tables each choose a dish 9tlIG j - Gj, where Gj Go, a ,- DP(a, Go) is a discrete probability measure so
that multiple tables may serve the same dish. Since G 1 has overlapping support with G2 , parameters
(i.e., dishes) are shared between restaurants.
where 7rj now defines a restaurant-specific distribution over dishes served rather than
over tables, with
Wjk = jt. (2.234)
tlkjt=k
Let zji be the indicator random variable for the unique dish eaten by customer yji,
so that zji - kjtj. A third equivalent representation of the generative model is in terms
of these indicator random variables:
7j I a, , ~ DP(a, )
zj I j - j (2.235)
ji I {k}, zji F(j)
and is shown in Fig. 2.12(c).
Limit of Finite Mixture Models
As with the Dirichlet process, the HDP mixture model has an interpretation as the
limit of a finite mixture model. Placing a finite Dirichlet prior on 3 induces a finite
Dirichlet prior on rj (using Eq. (2.203) and the fact that -rj ~ DP(a, /)):
/3 I - Dir(-y/L,..., y/L) (2.236)
7rj I a,,3 n Dir(ai ,. .. , aOL).
As L -+ c, this model converges in distribution to the HDP mixture model [162].
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* 2.9.4 Beta Process
In Sec. 2.9.1, we described how the Dirichlet process, and its hierarchical extension,
are useful in clustering applications (i.e., when it is assumed that the collection of
observations are partitioned into a discrete set of classes, each described by a single
parameter.) However, in many applications it is more appropriate to associate each
observation with a binary feature vector indicating the set of parameters that describe
the observation. For the clustering application, this vector would simply have a single
1 in the location corresponding to the index of the observation's cluster.
When given a large collection of observations, each described by multiple features, it
is useful to consider a featural model that induces sparsity in the feature space by encour-
aging sharing of features among the observations. Analogous to the Dirichlet process
inducing the Chinese restaurant process (CRP) clustering model with an unbounded
number of clusters, we explain how a different stochastic process-the beta process-
underlies the Indian buffet process (IBP) [62] featural model with an unbounded number
of possible features18 . Here, instead of associating a customer with a single dish as in
the CRP, each customer of the IBP chooses a collection of dishes. And, just as the
CRP encouraged the use of a sparse subset of the infinite collection of possible clusters,
the IBP encourages the use of a sparse subset of the infinite feature space.
The Beta Process - Bernoulli Process Featural Model
The beta process [67, 161] is a stochastic process within the class of completely random
measures [95, 96]; that is, evaluating a draw from a beta process over disjoint sets results
in measures that are independent random variables. The definition of a completely
random measure implies that the realizations are discrete, and thus described by a
weighted collection of atoms, just as in the case of the Dirichlet process. We note,
however, that Dirichlet process does not produce completely random measures since
the weights of its realizations are constrained to sum to 1 (i.e., they are probability
measures), inducing dependencies between the measures over disjoint sets. One can
instead show [95] that Dirichlet process realizations are obtained by normalizing the
completely random measures generated by the gamma process.
Consider a probability space E, and let B0 denote a finite base measure on E with
total mass B 0 (O) = a. Supposing first that Bo is absolutely continuous with respect to
the dominating measure, we define the following Levy measure [93, 106] on the product
space [0, 1] x O:
v(dw, dO) = cw-1 (1 - w) c- ldwBo(dO) (2.237)
Here, c > 0 is a concentration parameter; we denote such a beta process by BP(c, Bo).
1sSpecifically, the beta process is the de Finetti mixing distribution underlying the Indian buffet pro-
cess (IBP), just as the Dirichlet process is the de Finitti distribution underlying the Chinese restaurant
process. Historically, the IBP was introduced first by Griffiths and Ghahramani [62], who noted the
exchangeability of the feature vectors. From Theorem 2.1.2, exchangeability implies there must exist
an underlying measure yielding the feature vectors i.i.d.. As derived by Thibaux and Jordan [165], this
measure is distributed according to the beta process.
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Figure 2.15. (a) Top: A draw B from a beta process is shown in blue, with the corresponding
cumulative distribution in red. Bottom: 50 draws Xi from a Bernoulli process using the beta process
realization. Each blue dot corresponds to a coin-flip at that atom in B that came up heads. (b) An
image of a feature matrix associated with a realization from an Indian buffet process with a = 10. Each
row corresponding to a different customer, and each column a different dish. White indicates a chosen
feature.
A draw B - BP(c, Bo) is then described by
B = wkLOk, (2.238)
k=1
where (w1, 01), (w2, 82),... are the set of atoms in a realization of a non-homogeneous
Poisson process with rate measure v. This set is necessarily infinite, as v has infinite
mass. However, because v is a-finite, Campbell's theorem [96] guarantees that for a
finite, B has finite expected measure.
For a base measure B 0 containing atoms, the definition of the beta process measure
B must be altered. Let qk E (0, 1) denote the mass of the kth atom. A sample B
BP(c, Bo) necessarily contains this atom, with associated weight
wk - Beta(cqk, c(1 - qk)). (2.239)
The overall realization B is then the sum of independent contributions from the con-
tinuous and discrete components of B0 . For an example realization and its associated
cumulative distribution, see Fig. 2.15.
The beta process is conjugate to a class of so-called Bernoulli processes [165], de-
noted by BeP(B). A realization
Xi B - BeP(B), (2.240)
with B an atomic measure (i.e., having a representation as in Eq. (2.238)), is a collection
of unit mass atoms on 8 located at some subset of the atoms in B. In particular, for
............ . ...... .....
1111111 - nmom
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each atom Ok in Eq. (2.238), we independently sample 19
fik - Bernoulli(wk) (2.241)
and then set
Xi = fikk. (2.242)
k
Example realizations of Xi - BeP(B), with B a draw from a beta process, are shown
in Fig. 2.15(a).
For continuous measures B, we draw L ~ Poisson(B(e)) and then independently
sample a set of L atoms O - B(E)- 1 B. The Bernoulli realization is then given by:
L
Xi = Z j,. (2.243)
=l1
In many applications, we interpret the atom locations Ok as a shared set of global
features. A Bernoulli process realization Xi then determines the subset of features
allocated to object i:
B Bo, c - BP(c, Bo)
X I B - BeP(B), i = 1,..., N.
Because beta process priors are conjugate to the Bernoulli process [165], the posterior
distribution given N samples Xi - BeP(B) is a beta process with updated parameters:
B I X1,...,XN, Bo,c BP c+ N, Bo + +N i= (2.245)
c+N ± c+N EX'
= BP c + N,cC Bo/ + c N M ok (2.246)
k=1
Here, mk denotes the number of objects Xi that select the kth feature Ok. For simplicity,
we have reordered the feature indices to list first the KI features used by at least one
object.
The Indian Buffet Process
Computationally, Bernoulli process realizations X i are often summarized by an infinite
vector of binary indicator variables fi = [fil, fi2, .. .], where fik = 1 if and only if
object i exhibits feature k. As shown by Thibaux and Jordan [165], marginalizing over
190ne can visualize this process as walking along the atoms of a discrete measure B and, at each
atom Ok, flipping a coin with probability of heads given by wk.
the beta process measure B, and taking c = 1, provides a predictive distribution on
indicators equivalent to the Indian buffet process (IBP) of Griffiths and Ghahramani
[62].
The IBP is a culinary analogy inspired by the Chinese restaurant process, which is
itself the predictive distribution on partitions induced by the Dirichlet process [162].
The Indian buffet consists of an infinitely long buffet line of dishes, or features. The first
arriving customer, or object, chooses Poisson(a) dishes. Each subsequent customer i
selects a previously tasted dish k with probability mk/i proportional to the number of
previous customers mk to sample it, and also samples Poisson(a/i) new dishes. The
image of a feature matrix realization from an IBP with a = 10 is shown in Fig. 2.15(b).
Each row corresponding to a different customer, and each column a different dish.
White indicates a chosen feature.
To derive the IBP from the beta process formulation described above, we note that
the probability Xi contains feature Ok after having observed X 1 ,...,Xi-1 is equal to
the expected mass of that atom:
P(fik = 1 I X,... , Xi-1) = EBIX 1,...,Xi_1[P(fik = 1 I B)] = EBIX1,...,Xi_ 1 [Wk], (2.247)
where our notation EB['] means to take the expectation with respect to the distribution
of B. Using the posterior distribution defined in Eq. (2.246), we consider the discrete
and continuous portions of the base measure separately. The discrete component is a
collection of atoms at locations 01,...,K OK+, each with weight
mk
qk = , (2.248)
c+i-1
where K+ is the number of unique atoms present in X 1 ,...,Xi- 1. For each of the
currently instantiated features k E {1, ... , K+ }, we have
wk , Beta((c + i - 1)qk, (c + i - 1)(1 - qk)) (2.249)
such that the expected weight is simply qk, implying that the i th object chooses one
of the currently instantiated features with probability proportional to the number of
objects that already chose that feature, ink. We now consider the continuous portion
of the base measure,
c
c Bo. (2.250)
c+i - 1
The Poisson process defined by this rate function generates
Poisson ( c Bo()) = Poisson (c a (2.251)
c + i-1 c+ -
new atoms in Xi that do not appear in X 1,... , Xi- 1 . Following this argument, the first
object simply chooses Poisson(a) features. If we specialize this process to c = 1, we
arrive at the Indian buffet process of Griffiths and Ghahramani [62].
Just as with the Dirichlet process, hierarchical extensions [165] and stick-breaking
constructions [163] of the Indian buffet process have been developed. However, we will
not utilize such constructions in this thesis, so we omit the details of these processes.
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Chapter 3
The Sticky HDP-HMM
HIDDEN Markov models (HMMs) have been a major success story in many applied
fields; they provide core statistical inference procedures in areas as diverse as
speech recognition, genomics, structural biology, machine translation, cryptanalysis and
finance. Even after four decades of work on HMMs, however, significant problems
remain. One lingering issue is the choice of the cardinality of the hidden state space.
While standard parametric model selection methods can be adapted to the HMM,
there is little understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of such methods in this
setting, and practical applications of HMMs often fix the number of states using ad hoc
approaches.
Recently, Teh et. al. [162] presented a Bayesian nonparametric approach to HMMs
in which a stochastic process, the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP), defines a prior
distribution on transition matrices over countably infinite state spaces. The resulting
HDP-HMM is amenable to full Bayesian inference; in particular it is possible to compute
and sample from posterior distributions over the number of model states. Moreover,
this posterior distribution can be integrated over when making predictions, effectively
averaging over models of varying complexity. The HDP-HMM has shown promise in a
variety of applications, including visual scene recognition [97], music synthesis [68], and
the modeling of genetic recombination [186] and gene expression [10].
One serious limitation of the standard HDP-HMM is that it inadequately models
the temporal persistence of states. This problem arises in classical finite HMMs as well,
where semi-Markovian models are often proposed as solutions. However, the problem is
exacerbated in the nonparametric setting, in which the Bayesian bias towards simpler
models is insufficient to prevent the HDP-HMM from giving high posterior probability
to models with unrealistically rapid switching. As demonstrated in Fig. 3.1, HDP-HMM
sampling algorithms often create redundant states and rapidly switch among them.
To illustrate the seriousness of this issue, let us consider a challenging application
that we revisit in Sec. 3.4. The problem of speaker diarization involves segmenting
an audio recording into time intervals associated with individual speakers [185]. This
application seems like a natural fit for the HDP-HMM, as the number of true speakers
is typically unknown, and may grow as more data are observed. However, this is not a
setting in which model averaging is the goal; rather, it is critical to infer the number
of speakers as well as the transitions among speakers. As we show in Sec. 3.4, the
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Figure 3.1. (a) Multinomial observation sequence; (b) true state sequence; (c)-(d) estimated state
sequence after 30,000 Gibbs iterations for the original and sticky HDP-HMM, respectively, with errors
indicated in red. Without an extra self-transition bias, the HDP-HMM rapidly transitions among
redundant states.
HDP-HMM's tendency to rapidly switch among redundant states leads to poor speaker
diarization performance.
In contrast, the methods we develop in Sec. 3.1 provide a general solution to the
problem of state persistence in HDP-HMMs, and, along with other model extensions,
yield a state-of-the-art speaker diarization method. The success on this challenging
dataset is a profound demonstration of the efficacy of our methods for practical appli-
cations. The approach is easily stated-we simply augment the HiDP-HMM to include
a parmeter for self-transition bias, and place a separate prior on this parameter. The
challenge is to execute this idea coherently in a Bayesian nonparametric framework.
Earlier papers have also proposed self-transition parameters for HMMs with infinite
state spaces [11, 186], but did not formulate general solutions that integrate fully with
Bayesian nonparametric inference.
Another goal of this chapter, which we explore in Sec. 3.3, is to develop a more
fully nonparametric version of the HDP-HMM in which the emission distribution (the
conditional distribution of observations given states) as well as the transition distribu-
tion is treated nonparametrically. This is again motivated by applications-classical
applications of HMMs often find it necessary to use finite Gaussian mixtures as emis-
sion distributions in order to cope with multimodality. In the nonparametric setting
.................
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it is natural to replace these finite mixtures with Dirichlet process mixtures (or with
hierarchical Dirichlet process mixtures so as to tie emission distributions across states).
Unfortunately, this idea is not viable in practice, because of the tendency of the HDP-
HMM to rapidly switch between redundant states. By incorporating an additional
self-transition bias, however, it is possible to make use of Dirichlet process mixtures for
the emission distributions.
An important reason for the popularity of the classical HMM is its computational
tractability. In particular, marginal probabilities and samples can be obtained from the
HMM via an efficient dynamic programming algorithm known as the forward-backward
algorithm (see Sec. 2.6.1). In Sec. 3.1.3 and Sec. 3.3.2, we show that this algorithm
also plays an important role in computationally efficient inference for our general-
ized HDP-HMM. In particular, we develop a blocked Gibbs sampler which leverages
forward-backward recursions to jointly resample the state and emission assignments
for all observations.
N 3.1 The HDP-HMM and Its Sticky Extension
Recall the hidden Markov model, or HMM, of Sec. 2.6. Once again, let zt denote the
state of the Markov chain at time t and 7rj the state-specific transition distribution for
state j. The HDP described in Sec. 2.9.3 can be used to develop an HMM with an
infinite state space--the HDP-HMM [162]. Conceptually, we envision a doubly-infinite
transition matrix, with each row corresponding to a Chinese restaurant of the metaphor
introduced in Sec. 2.9.1. That is, the groups in the HDP formalism here correspond to
states, and each Chinese restaurant defines a distribution on next states. The Chinese
restaurant franchise (CRF) of Sec. 2.9.3 links these next-state distributions. Thus,
in this application of the HDP, the group-specific distribution, 7rj, is a state-specific
transition distribution and, due to the infinite state space, there are infinitely many
such groups. Since zt 7Zt,_,, we see that t-1 indexes the group to which Yt is assigned
(i.e., all observations with zt-1 = j are assigned to group j). Just as with the HMM,
the current state zt then indexes the parameter 8Oz used to generate observation yt. The
generative model is summarized below, and is graphically depicted in Fig. 3.2(a).
/17 - GEM(7)
7rj I , a - DP(a, ) j = 1, 2, ...
Oj I H, AX H(AX) j = 1,2, ... (3.1)
ztl 1rj l,Zt-1 - 7rzt_l t = l,... ,T
Yt I 10j J1,zt - F(Ozt) t= 1, ... ,T,
where we recall that GEM(.) denotes the stick-breaking construction (see Sec. 2.9.1).
By defining 7rj - DP(a, 0), the HDP prior encourages states to have similar transi-
tion distributions. Namely, utilizing Eq. (2.204), the state-specific transition distribu-
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Figure 3.2. (a) Graphical representation of the sticky HDP-HMM. The state evolves as
Zt+1I {rk}k=1,zt irzt, where 7rk j, 0, DP(a + , (03 + k)/(a + ,)) and 31-y GEM(y), and
observations are generated as ytl {Ok} =1, zt - F(Ozt). The original HDP-HMM has . = 0. (b) Sticky
HDP-HMM with DP emissions, where st indexes the state-specific mixture component generating ob-
servation yt. The DP prior dictates that stl{Pk}k(=l, Zt - Ozt for bkja - GEM(a). The jth Gaussian
component of the kth mixture density is parameterized by Ok,j SO yt I 0k,j kj=l, Zt, St -F(Ot,st).
tions are identical in expectation 1 :
E[7rjk I 3] =/3k- (3.2)
Thus, the state-specific transition distributions irj share sparsity in the state space, as
induced by 3. That is, the set of probable states visited from state i is related to that
of state j. However, as we see from Eq. (3.2), the HDP-HMM does not differentiate
self-transitions from moves between different states. When modeling data with state
persistence, the flexible nature of the HDP-HMM prior allows for state sequences with
unrealistically fast dynamics to have large posterior probability. For example, with
multinomial emissions, a good explanation of the data is to divide different observation
values into unique states and then rapidly switch between them (see Fig. 3.1). In such
cases, many models with redundant states may have large posterior probability, thus
impeding identification of a compact dynamical model which best explains the obser-
vations. The problem is compounded by the fact that once this alternating pattern
has been instantiated by the sampler, its persistence is then reinforced by the proper-
ties of the Chinese restaurant franchise, thus slowing mixing rates. Furthermore, this
fragmentation of data into redundant states can reduce predictive performance, as is
discussed in Sec. 3.2. In many applications, one would like to be able to incorporate
prior knowledge that slow, smoothly varying dynamics are more likely.
To address these issues, we propose to instead sample transition distributions rjy as
'In addition, the mean of these distributions, 1, has, in expectation, a monotonically decreasing set
of weights due to properties of its stick-breaking construction (see Sec. 2.9.1).
I e~ I I -~ _ I --- _ I ---
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follows:
I 7 - GEM(y)
S, DP (a+ ap + 6j (3.3)
Here, (a/ + r6j) indicates that an amount K > 0 is added to the jth component of Oa3.
Informally, what we are doing is increasing the expected probability of self-transition
by an amount proportional to K. Specifically, once again using Eq. (2.204), we see that
the expected set of weights for transition distribution 7rj is a convex combination of
those defined by 0 and state-specific weight defined by K:
E[T7rjk 1, K] k + ak+ 6(j, k). (3.4)
More formally, over a finite partition (Zi,..., ZK) of the positive integers Z+, the defi-
nition of the Dirichlet process in Theorem 2.9.1 dictates that the prior on the measure
7rj adds an amount t only to the arbitrarily small partition containing j, corresponding
to a self-transition. That is,
(Xj(Zi), ... , rj (ZK)) I a, p Dir(a,(Zi) + 6j (Zl), ... , aP(ZK) + K6j(ZK)) (3.5)
When K = 0 the original HDP-HMM of Teh et al. [162] is recovered. Because positive
K values increase the prior probability E[rjj 1 ] of self-transitions, we refer to this
extension as the sticky HDP-HMM. See Fig. 3.2(a).
The a parameter is reminiscent of the self-transition bias parameter of the infinite
HMM [11], a precursor of the HDP-HMM. The infinite HMM employs a two-level urn
model. The top-level process places a probability on transitions to existing states in
proportion to how many times these transitions have been seen, with an added bias
towards a self-transition even if this has not previously occurred. With some remaining
probability an oracle is called, representing the second-level urn. This oracle chooses an
existing state in proportion to how many times the oracle previously chose that state,
regardless of the state transition involved, or chooses a previously unvisited state. The
oracle is included so that newly instantiated states may be visited from all currently
instantiated states. While this urn model is an appealing description of probabilities
on transitions, the lack of an underlying random measure makes it difficult to specify a
coherent Bayesian inference procedure, and indeed the infinite HMM of Beal et al. [11]
relies on a heuristic approximation to a Gibbs sampler. The full connection between
HMMs on an infinite state space and an underlying Bayesian nonparametric prior,
as well as the development of a coherent inference algorithm, was made in [162], but
without the inclusion of a self-transition parameter (and hence with the potential pitfalls
mentioned previously.)
* 3.1.1 Chinese Restaurant Franchise with Loyal Customers
We extend the Chinese restaurant metaphor of Sec. 2.9.1 and Sec. 2.9.3 to the sticky
HDP-HMM, where our franchise now has restaurants with loyal customers. In addition
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Figure 3.3. (a) Graph of CRF with loyal customers. Customers yji sit at table tjilij tj. Each table
considers a dish k jtl3 - 0, but override variables wjtc a, r N Ber(/(a + K)) can force the served dish
kjt to be j. (b) Mapping of time indices to CRF restaurant indices, with the state sequence labeled
with a fixed set of assignments Z1:6 = [1, 2, 2, 3, 1, 2]. For example, y4 is seated in restaurant j = 2
(since z3 = 2 implies z4 - 72), and is the second customer to be seated in that restaurant. As such, Y4
is assigned a restaurant index y22. Observation yl is assigned to a special initial restaurant j = 0 due
to the fact that zi is drawn from an initial distribution r °.
to providing intuition for the predictive distribution on assignment variables, developing
this metaphor aids in constructing the Gibbs samplers of Sec. 3.1.2 and Sec. 3.1.3. In
the CRF with loyal customers, each restaurant in the franchise has a specialty dish with
the same index as that of the restaurant. Although this dish is served elsewhere, it is
more popular in the dish's namesake restaurant. We see this increased popularity in
the specialty dish from the fact that a table's dish is now drawn from the modified dish
ratings, namely,
kIt I +, 3, o  (3.6)
Specifically, we note that each restaurant has a set of restaurant-specific ratings of the
buffet line that redistributes the shared ratings 3 so that there is more weight on the
house-specialty dish.
Recall that while customers in the CRF of the HDP are pre-partitioned into restau-
rants based on the fixed group assignments, in the HDP-HMM the value of the state
zt-1 determines the group assignment (and thus restaurant) of customer yt. Therefore,
we will describe a generative process that first assigns customers to restaurants and
then assigns customers to tables and dishes. We will refer to zt as the parent and zt+l
as the child. The parent enters a restaurant j determined by its parent (the grand-
parent), zt-1 = j. We assume there is a bijective mapping f : t - ji of time indices
t to restaurant/customer indices ji. See Fig. 3.3(b) for an example. The parent then
chooses a table tji - irj and that table is served a dish indexed by kjt. Noting that
zt = zji = kjtji (i.e., the value of the state is the dish index), the increased popularity of
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the house specialty dish implies that children are more likely to eat in the same restau-
rant as their parent and, in turn, more likely to eat the restaurant's specialty dish. This
develops family loyalty to a given restaurant in the franchise. However, if the parent
chooses a dish other than the house specialty, the child will then go to the restaurant
where this dish is the specialty and will in turn be more likely to eat this dish, too.
One might say that for the sticky HDP-HMM, children have similar tastebuds to their
parents and will always go the restaurant that prepares their parent's dish best. Often,
this keeps many generations eating in the same restaurant.
The inference algorithm for the sticky HDP-HMM, which is derived in Sec. 3.1.2, is
simplified if we introduce a set of auxiliary random variables kjt and wjt as follows:
wjt Ia, -Ber ) Ber(p) (3.7)
S jt, Wjt = 0;kjt I kjt, wjt = wit- 1,
where Ber(p) represents the Bernoulli distribution with parameter p. Here, we have
defined a self-transition parameter p = t/(a + r,). The table first chooses a dish cjt
without taking the restaurant's specialty into consideration (i.e., the original CRF).
With some probability, this considered dish is overridden (perhaps by a waiter's sug-
gestion) and the table is served the specialty dish j. Thus, kjt represents the served
dish. We refer to wjt as the override variable. For the original HDP-HMM, when , = 0,
the considered dish is always the served dish since wit = 0 for all tables. This generative
process is depicted in Fig. 3.4(a). Our inference algorithm, described in Sec. 3.1.2, aims
to infer these variables conditioned on knowledge of the served dishes kjt. For example,
if the served dish of table t in restaurant j is indexed by j, the house specialty, the origin
of this dish may either have been from considering jt = j or having been overridden
by wit = 1. See Fig. 3.4(b).
A table-dish representation of the sticky HDP-HMM, analogous to that of Fig. 2.13
for the HDP, is shown in Fig. 3.3(a). Although not explicitly represented in this graph,
the sticky HDP-HMM still induces a Markov structure on the indicator random variables
zt, which, based on the value of the parent state zt-1, are mapped to a group-specific
index ji. This process is depicted in Fig. 3.3(b). One can derive a distribution on
partitions by marginalizing over the stick-breaking distributed measures iij and 3, just
as in the HDP (see Eq. (2.232)). The CRF with loyal customers is then described by:
Tj
p(tji I tjl,... , tji- 1,, a, r) cx fiijt6(tji, t) + (C + r')6(tji, Tj + 1) (3.8)
t=1
K
k=1
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(a) Generative (b) Inference
Figure 3.4. (a) Generative model of considered dish indices kjt (top) being converted to served dish
indices kjt (bottom) via override variables wjt. (b) Perspective from the point of view of an inference
algorithm that must infer kjt and wjt given kjt. If kt : j, then the override variable wjt is automatically
0 implying that kit = kjt, as indicated by the jagged arrow. If instead kjt = j, then this could have
arisen from the considered dish kjt being overridden (wit = 1) or not (wit = 0). These scenarios
are indicated by the dashed arrow. If the considered dish was not overridden, then kjt = kIt = j.
Otherwise, kjt could have taken any value, as denoted by the question mark.
where mrjk is the number of tables in restaurant j that considered dish k, and K the
number of unique considered dishes in the franchise. The distributions on wjt and
kjt remain as before, so that considered dishes are sometimes overridden by the house
specialty.
* 3.1.2 Sampling via Direct Assignments
In this section we present an inference algorithm for the sticky HDP-HMM of Sec. 3.1
and Fig. 3.2(a) that is a modified version of the direct assignment collapsed Gibbs
sampler of [162]. This sampler circumvents the complicated bookkeeping of the CRF by
sampling indicator random variables directly. That is, the sampler uses the condensed
indicator variable representation of the HDP instead of the table-dish representation
(see Sec. 2.9.3). The resulting sticky HDP-HMM direct assignment Gibbs sampler is
outlined in Algorithm 9, with the full derivation presented in Appendix A.
The basic idea is that we marginalize over the infinite set of state-specific transition
distributions 'k and parameters Ok, and sequentially sample the state zt given all other
state assignments z\t, the observations Yl:T, and the global transition distribution 3. A
variant of the Chinese restaurant process gives us the prior probability of an assignment
of zt to a value k based on how many times we have seen other transitions from the
previous state value zt-1 to k and k to the next state value zt+l. We denote the number
of transitions from j to k in Z1:T by njk. As presented in Algorithm 9, this conditional
distribution is dependent upon whether either or both of the transitions t-1 to k and k
to zt+l correspond to a self-transition, most strongly when n > 0. The prior probability
of an assignment of zt to state k is then weighted by the likelihood of the observation
yt given all other observations assigned to state k.
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HMM state sequence (blue) at Gibbs iteration 1000 overlayed on the true HMM state sequence (red).
Here, we see that a single true state is divided into multiple estimated states, each with high probability
of self-transition.
Given a sample of the state sequence Zl:T, we can represent the posterior distribution
of the global transition distribution b via a set of auxiliary random variables aljk mjk,
and w st, which correspond to the jth restaurant-specific seto twoable counts for each
considered dish and served dish, and override variables of the CRF self-transith loyal customers,
respectively. The Gibbs sampler of Algorithm 9 iterates between sequential sampling
of the state zt for each individual value of t givenof and z\t, sampling of the auxiliary
variables injk, mjSec., and wt given l:T and , and sampling of 0 given these auxiliary
variables.
0 3.1.3 Blocked Sampling of State Sequences
The H zDP-HMM sequential, direct assignment sampler of Algorithm 9 cand exhibit slow
mixing rates since global state sequence changes are forced to occur coordinate by co-
ordinate. This phenomenon is explored in [148] for the finite HMM. Although the
sticky HDist-HMM reduces the posterior uncertainty caused by fast state-switching ex-
planations of the data, the self-transition bias can cause two continuous and temporally
separated sets of observations of a given state to be assigned to two distinct states. See
Fig. 3.5 for an example. If this occurs, the high probability of self-transition makes it
challenging for the sequential sampler to assign those two examples to a common state.
Alternatively, we propose using a variant of the HMM forward-backward procedure
described in Sec. 2.6.1 to harness the Markovian structure and jointly sample the state
sequence Zl:T given the observations Yl:T, transition probabilities 7rk, and parameters Ok.
To take advantage of this procedure, we now must sample the previously marginalized
transition distributions and model parameters. In practice, this requires approximating
the countably infinite transition distributions using one of the approaches outlined in
Sec. 2.9.2. For this chapter, we choose to use the weak limit approximation because of
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Given the previous state assignments z(n-1) and global transition distribution 3 (n-1):
1. Set Z1:T = Z T(n- 1) and 3 =/,(n-1). For each t {1,..., T}, sequentially
(a) Decrement nz_,lz, and nztzt+l and remove yt from the cached statistics for
the current assignment zt = k:
(b) For each of the K currently instantiated states, determine
f) (a3zte + nkzt+l + 66(k, zt+)y= +nk.
for zt-1 = k, otherwise see Eq. (A.10). Also determine probability fK+1(yt)
of a new state K + 1.
(c) Sample the new state assignment zt:
K
zt fk(yt)(zt, k) + fK+(yt)J(zt, K + 1)
k=1
If zt = K + 1, increment K and transform 3 as follows. Sample b - Beta(l, y)
and assign PK +- bp and p +- (1 - b)Pki, where / = -k=K+1/3k.
(d) Increment nzt-,, and nztz+ and add Yt to the cached statistics for the new
assignment zt = k:
(Ak ,tk)<- (k, ilk)e( Yt J k -- lk 1
2. Fix z (n ) = Z:T. If there exists a j such that nj. = 0 and n.j = 0, remove j and
decrement K.
3. Sample auxiliary variables m, w, and in as follows:
(a) For each (j, k) E {1,... , K} 2 , set mjk = 0 and n = 0. For each customer in
restaurant j eating dish k, that is for n = 1,..., njk, sample
x Ber( aOk + r5(j, k)
n + a/k + 5(j, k)
Increment n, and if x = 1 increment mjk.
(b) For each j {1,... ,K}, sample the number of override variables in
restaurant j:
wj. -Binomial (mjj, p(p + /j(l - p))-l) ,
Set the number of informative tables in restaurant j considering dish k to:
mjk { mjk, j k;
mjj - wj, j= k.
4. Sample the global transition distribution from
0(n) , Dir(rh.l,..., I., )
5. Optionally, resample hyperparameters 7, a, and 6 as described in Appendix C.
Algorithm 9. Direct assignment collapsed Gibbs sampler for the sticky HDP-HMM. The al-
gorithm for the HDP-HMM follows directly by setting n = 0. Here, we assume Gaussian
observations with a normal-inverse-Wishart prior on the parameters of these distributions (see
Appendix A). The E and e operators update cached mean and covariance statistics as assign-
ments are added or removed from a given component.
i 
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its simplicity and computational efficiency. That is,
S17 r~ Dir(y/L,..., 7/L) (39)
7rj I c, K/,3 - Dir(al,1..., ac j + K,..., L),
where L is the chosen truncation level.
The Gibbs sampler using blocked resampling of zx:T is outlined in Algorithm 10,
with derivations found in Appendix B. A similar sampler has been used for inference in
HDP hidden Markov trees [97]. However, this work did not consider the complications
introduced by multimodal emissions, which we explore in Sec. 3.3. Recently, a slice sam-
pler, referred to as beam sampling [170], has been developed for the HDP-HMM. This
sampler harnesses the efficiencies of the forward-backward algorithm without having to
fix a truncation level for the HDP. However, as we elaborate upon in Sec. 3.2.1, this
sampler can suffer from slower mixing rates than our blocked sampler, which utilizes a
fixed-order, weak limit truncation of the HDP-HMM.
0 3.1.4 Hyperparameters
We treat the hyperparameters in the sticky HDP-HMM as unknown quantities and
perform full Bayesian inference over these quantities. This emphasizes the role of the
data in determining the number of occupied states and the degree of self-transition bias.
Our derivation of sampling updates for the hyperparameters of the sticky HDP-HMM
is presented in Appendix C; it roughly follows that of the original HDP-HMM [162].
A key step which simplifies our inference procedure is to note that since we have the
deterministic relationships
a = (1 - p)(a + ii)
S= p(a + ), (3.10)
we can treat p and a + K as our hyperparameters and sample these values instead of
sampling a and K directly.
* 3.2 Experiments with Synthetic Data
In this section, we explore the performance of the sticky HDP-HMM relative to the
original model (i.e., with the self-transition bias K = 0) in a series of experiments with
synthetic data. We judge performance according to two metrics: our ability to accu-
rately segment the data according to the underlying state sequence, and the predictive
likelihood of held-out data under the inferred model. We additionally empirically assess
the improvements in mixing rate achieved by using the blocked sampler of Sec. 3.1.3.
The results of Sec. 3.2.1 primarily demonstrate that the sticky HDP-HMM more rapidly
finds good segmentations of data with state persistence; in Sec. 3.2.2, the difference in
overall modeling power becomes apparent.
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Given a previous set of state-specific transition probabilities 7r(n - l ), the global
transition distribution p(n-1), and emission parameters 0(n-1):
1. Set r = 7r(n-l) and 0 = 0(n- 1 ). Working sequentially backwards in time,
calculate messages mt,t-1(k) :
(a) For each k E {1,... ,L}, initialize messages to
mT+,T(k) = 1
(b) For each t C {T- 1,...,1} and for each k E {1,...,L}, compute
L
mr,t-I (k) = 7 ck(J /(Yt; J, Ej)mt+l,t(j)
j=1
2. Sample state assignments z1:T working sequentially forward in time, starting
with njk = 0 and yk = 0 for each (j, k) E {1,...,L}2:
(a) For each k {1,... , L}, compute the probability
fk(Yt) 7zt_ (k).N/'(yt; k, Fk)mnt+1,t(k)
(b) Sample a state assignment zt:
L
zt E fk (yt)5(zt, k)
k=1
(c) Increment nz-_lz, and add Yt to the cached statistics for the new assignment
Z t = k:
Yk +- Yk E Yt
3. Sample the auxiliary variables m, w, and ~i as in step 3 of Algorithm 9.
4. Update the global transition distribution by sampling
P3 Dir(7/L + h.y,..., 7/L + ?mn.L)
5. For each k E {1,..., L}, sample a new transition distribution and emission
parameter based on the sampled state assignments
Fk - Dir(a1 + nkl,...,aI k+ r nkk,...,a 3L nkL)
Ok - p(O I A, Yk)
See Appendix B.4.1 for details on resampling Ok*
6. Fix 7r(n) = 7r, /(n) = 3, and 0 ( ) = 0.
7. Optionally, resample hyperparameters y, a, and K as described in Appendix C.
Algorithm 10. Blocked Gibbs sampler for the sticky HDP-HMM. The algorithm for the original
HDP-HMM follows directly by setting K = 0. Here, we assume Gaussian observations with an
independent Gaussian prior on the mean and inverse-Wishart (IW) prior on the covariance
(see Appendix B.4.1). The set Yk is comprised of the statistics obtained from the observations
assigned to state k that are necessary for updating the parameter Ok = /k, k }. The e operator
updates these cached statistics as a new assignment is made.
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Figure 3.6. (a) Observation sequence (blue) and true state sequence (red) for a three-state HMM with
state persistence. (b) Histogram of the inferred self-transition proportion parameter, p, for the sticky
HDP-HMM blocked sampler. (c) Hamming distance over 30,000 Gibbs samples from three chains using
the sticky HDP-HMM blocked sampler. (d) Similar plot for the original HDP-HMM.
U 3.2.1 Gaussian Emissions
We begin our analysis of the sticky HDP-HMM performance by examining a set of
simulated data generated from an HMM with Gaussian emissions. The first dataset is
generated from an HMM with a high probability of self-transition. The second dataset
is from an HMM with a high probability of leaving the current state. In this scenario,
our goal is to demonstrate that the sticky HDP-HMM is still able to capture rapid
dynamics by inferring a small probability of self-transition.
For all of the experiments with simulated data, we used weakly informative hy-
perpriors. We placed a Gamma(1, 0.01) prior on the concentration parameters 'y and
(a + Ki). The self-transition proportion parameter p was given a Beta(10, 1) prior. The
parameters of the base measure were set from the data, as will be described for each
scenario.
State Persistence
The data for the high persistence case were generated from a three-state HMM with a
0.98 probability of self-transition and equal probability of transitions to the other two
states. The observation and true state sequences for the state persistence scenario are
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Figure 3.7. For the observation sequence of Fig. 3.6, the median (solid blue) and 10th and 90
th
quantiles (dashed red) of Hamming distance between the true and estimated state sequences over the
first 1,000 Gibbs samples from 200 chains are shown for the (a) sticky HDP-HMM direct assignment
sampler, (b) original HDP-HMM direct assignment sampler, (c) sticky HDP-HMM blocked sampler,
and (d) original HDP-HMM blocked sampler.
shown in Fig. 3.6(a). We placed a normal inverse-Wishart (NIW) prior (see Sec. 2.4.3)on the space of mean and variance parameters and set the hyper arameters as: 0 01
pseudocounts, mean equal to the empirical mean, three degrees of freedom, and scalematrix equal to 0.75 times the empirical variance. We used this conjugate base measure
so that we may directly compare the performance of the blocked and direct assignment
samplers of Algorithms 9 and 10. For the blocked sampler, we used a truncation levelof L = 20.
In Fig. 3.7(a)-(d), we plot the 10th , 50th , and 90th quantiles of the Hamming distance
between the true and estimated state sequences over the 1000 Gibbs iterations using
the direct assignment and blocked samplers on the sticky and original HDP-HMM
models. To calculate the Hamming distance, we used the Munkres algorithm [121] to
map the randomly chosen indices of the estimated state sequence to the set of indices
that maximize the overlap with the true sequence.
From these plots, we see that the burn-in rate of the blocked sampler using the sticky
HDP-HMM is significantly faster than that of any other sampler-model combination.
As expected, the sticky HDP-HMM with the sequential, direct assignment sampler
(Algorithm 9) gets stuck in state sequence assignments from which it is hard to move(Algorithm 9) gets stuck in state sequence assignments from which it is hard to move
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Figure 3.8. For the beam sampler, we plot: (a) the median (solid blue) and 1 0 th and 9 0 th quantiles
(dashed red) of the Hamming distance between the true and estimated state sequences over the first
1,000 Gibbs samples from 200 chains, and (b) the Hamming distance over 30,000 Gibbs samples from
three chains. (c) Histogram of the effective beam sampler truncation level, Leff, over the 30,000 Gibbs
iterations from the three chains (blue) compared to the fixed truncation level, L = 20, used above (red).
away, as conveyed by the flatness of the Hamming error versus iteration number plot in
Fig. 3.7(a). For example, the estimated state sequence of Fig. 3.5(b) might have similar
parameters associated with states 3, 7, 10 and 11 so that the likelihood is in essence
the same as if these states were grouped, but this sequence has a large error in terms of
Hamming distance and it would take many iterations to move away from this assign-
ment. Incorporating the blocked sampler with the original HDP-HMM improves the
Hamming distance performance relative to the sequential, direct assignment sampler for
both the original and sticky HDP-HMM; however, the burn-in rate is still substantially
slower than that of the blocked sampler on the sticky model (Algorithm 10).
Recently, a beam sampling algorithm [170] has been proposed which adapts slice
sampling methods [142] to the HDP-HMM. This approach uses a set of auxiliary slice
variables, one for each observation, to effectively truncate the number of state transi-
tions that must be considered at every Gibbs sampling iteration. Dynamic programming
methods can then be used to jointly resample state assignments. The beam sampler
was inspired by a related approach for DP mixture models [177], which is conceptu-
ally similar to retrospective sampling methods [131]. In comparison to our fixed-order,
weak limit truncation of the HDP-HMM, the beam sampler provides an asymptoti-
cally exact algorithm. However, the beam sampler can be slow to mix relative to our
blocked sampler on the fixed, truncated model (see Fig. 3.8 for a comparison on the
high persistence dataset examined above.) The issue is that in order to consider a tran-
sition which has low prior probability, one needs a correspondingly rare slice variable
sample at that time. Thus, even if the likelihood cues are strong, to be able to con-
sider state sequences with several low-prior-probability transitions, one needs to wait
for several rare events to occur when drawing slice variables. By considering the full,
exponentially large set of paths in the truncated state space, we avoid this problem.
Of course, the trade-off between the computational cost of the blocked sampler on the
fixed, truncated model (O(TL2 )) and the slower mixing rate of the beam sampler yields
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an application-dependent sampler choice.
The Hamming distance plots of Fig. 3.8(a) and (b), when compared to those of
Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.7, depict the substantially slower mixing rate of the beam sampler
than the blocked sampler. However, the theoretical computational benefit of the beam
sampler can be seen in Fig. 3.8(c). In this plot, we present a histogram of the effective
truncation level, Leff, used over the 30,000 Gibbs iterations on three chains. We
computed this effective truncation level by summing over the number of state transitions
considered during a full sweep of sampling zl:T and then dividing this number by the
length of the dataset, T, and taking the square root. On a more technical note, our fixed,
truncated model allows for more vectorization of the code than the beam sampler. Thus,
in practice, the difference in computation time between the samplers is significantly less
than the O(L 2/L'ff) factor obtained by counting state transitions.
From this point onwards, we present results only from blocked sampling since we
have seen the clear advantages of this method over the sequential, direct assignment
sampler.
Fast State-Switching
In order to warrant the general use of the sticky model, one would like to know that the
incorporated sticky parameter does not preclude learning models with fast dynamics. To
this end, we explore the performance of the sticky HDP-HMM on data generated from
a model with a high probability of switching between states. Specifically, we generated
observations from a four-state HMM with the following transition probability matrix:
0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1
0.4 0.4 0.1 0.1
0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4
0.1 0.1 0.4 0.4
We once again used a truncation level L = 20. Since we are restricting ourselves
to the blocked Gibbs sampler, it is no longer necessary to use a conjugate base mea-
sure2 . Instead, we placed an independent Gaussian prior on the mean parameter and an
inverse-Wishart prior on the variance parameter. Since we can no longer jointly sample
the mean and variance from their posterior, our sampler now relies on iterating between
sampling the mean given the variance, and the variance given the mean, each of which
yields closed-form posteriors. See Appendix B.4.1 for more details. For the Gaussian
prior, we set the mean and variance hyperparameters to be equal to the empirical mean
and variance of the entire dataset. The inverse-Wishart hyperparameters were set such
that the expected variance is equal to 0.75 times that of the entire dataset, with three
degreee of freedom.
The results depicted in Fig. 3.9 confirm that by inferring a small probability of self-
transition, the sticky HDP-HMM is indeed able to capture fast HMM dynamics, and just
2 Conjugate base measures can impose restrictive assumptions, such as the scaling of the variance
with the mean in the case of the NIW prior.
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Figure 3.9. (a) Observation sequence (blue) and true state sequence (red) for a four-state HMM
with fast state switching. (b) Histogram of the inferred self-transition parameter, p, for the sticky
HDP-HMM blocked sampler. (c) Hamming distance over 30,000 Gibbs samples from three chains are
shown for the sticky HDP-HMM blocked sampler. (d) Similar plot for the original HDP-HMM. The
median (solid blue) and 1 0 th and 9 0 th quantiles (dashed red) of Hamming distance between the true
and estimated state sequences over the first 1,000 Gibbs samples from 200 chains are shown for the (e)
sticky HDP-HMM and (f) original HDP-HMM using the blocked sampler.
as quickly as the original HDP-HMM (although with higher variability.) Specifically, we
see that the histogram of the self-transition proportion parameter p for this dataset (see
Fig. 3.9(b)) is centered around a value close to the true probability of self-transition,
which is substantially lower than the mean value of this parameter on the data with
high persistence (Fig. 3.6(b).)
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0 3.2.2 Multinomial Emissions
In Fig. 3.6(c)-(d) and Fig. 3.9(c)-(d), we display the Hamming distance associated with
three chains over 30,000 Gibbs iterations for both the sticky and original HDP-HMM
using blocked sampling on the data of Sec. 3.2.1. From these plots, we do not see
the differences between the models that were present at burn-in (see Fig. 3.7). The
difference in modeling power, rather than simply burn-in rate, between the sticky and
original HDP-HMM is more pronounced when we consider multinomial emissions. This
is because the multinomial observations are embedded in a discrete topological space
in which there is no concept of similarity between non-identical observation values. In
contrast, Gaussian emissions have a continuous range of values in ]R' with a clear notion
of closeness between observations under the Lebesgue measure, aiding in grouping
observations under a single HMM state's Gaussian emission distribution, even in the
absence of a self-transition bias.
To demonstrate the increased posterior uncertainty with discrete observations, we
generated data from a five-state HMM with multinomial emissions with a 0.98 proba-
bility of self-transition and equal probability of transitions to the other four states. The
vocabulary, or range of possible observation values, was set to 20. The observation and
true state sequences are shown in Fig. 3.10(a). We placed a symmetric Dirichlet prior
on the parameters of the multinomial distribution, with the Dirichlet hyperparameters
equal to 2 (i.e., Dir(2,..., 2).)
From Fig. 3.10, we see that even after burn-in, many fast-switching state sequences
have significant posterior probability under the non-sticky model leading to sweeps
through regions of larger Hamming distance error. A qualitative plot of one such
inferred sequence after 30,000 Gibbs iterations is shown in Fig. 3.1(c). Such sequences
have negligible posterior probability under the sticky HDP-HMM formulation.
In some applications, such as the speaker diarization problem that is explored in
Sec. 3.5, one cares about the inferred segmentation of the data into a set of state labels.
In this case, the advantage of incorporating the sticky parameter is clear. However, it
is often the case that the metric of interest is the predictive power of the learned model,
not the accuracy of the inferred state sequence. To study performance under this metric,
we simulated 10 test sequences using the same parameters that generated the training
sequence. We then computed the likelihood of each of the test sequences under the set
of parameters inferred at every 10 0 th Gibbs iteration from iterations 10,000 to 30,000.
This likelihood was computed by running the forward-backward algorithm described
in Sec. 2.6.1. We plot these results as a histogram in Fig. 3.10(b). From this plot,
we see that the fragmentation of data into redundant HMM states can also degrade
the predictive performance of the inferred model. Thus, the sticky parameter plays an
important role in the Bayesian nonparametric learning of HMMs even in terms of model
averaging and predictive power.
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Figure 3.10. (a) Observation sequence (blue) and true state sequence (red) for a five-state HMM
with multinomial observations. (b) Histogram of the predictive probability of test sequences using the
inferred parameters sampled every 1 0 0
t h iteration from Gibbs iterations 10,000 to 30,000 for the sticky
and original HDP-HMM. The Hamming distances over 30,000 Gibbs samples from three chains are
shown for the (b) sticky HDP-HMM and (c) original HDP-HMM.
U 3.2.3 Comparison to Independent Sparse Dirichlet Prior
We have alluded to the fact that the shared sparsity of the HDP-HMM induced by 3
is essential for inferring sparse representations of the data. Although this is clear from
the perspective of the prior model, or equivalently the generative process, it is not im-
mediately obvious how much this hierarchical Bayesian constraint helps us in posterior
inference. Once we are in the realm of considering a fixed, truncated approximation
to the HDP-HMM, one might propose an alternate model in which we simply place
a sparse Dirichlet prior, Dir(a/L,...,a/L) with a/L < 1, independently on each row
of the transition matrix. This is equivalent to setting 3 = [1/L,..., 1 L] in the trun-
cated HDP-HMM, which can also be achieved by letting the hyperparameter -y tend to
infinity. Indeed, when the data do not exhibit shared sparsity or when the likelihood
cues are sufficiently strong, the independent sparse Dirichlet prior model can perform
as well as the truncated HDP-HMM. However, in scenarios such as the one depicted in
Fig. 3.11, we see substantial differences in performance by considering the HDP-HMM,
as well as the inclusion of the sticky parameter. We explore the relative performance of
the HDP-HMM and sparse Dirichlet prior model, with and without the sticky param-
eter, on such a Markov model with multinomial emissions on a vocabulary of size 20.
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Figure 3.11. State transition diagram for a nine-state HMM with one main state (labeled 1) and
eight sub-states (labeled 2 to 9.) All states have a significant probability of self-transition. From the
main state, all other states are equally likely. From a sub-state, the most likely non-self-transition is a
transition is back to the main state. However, all sub-states have a small probability of transitioning
to another sub-state, as indicated by the dashed arcs.
We placed a Dir(0.1,..., 0.1) prior on the parameters of the multinomial distribution.
For the sparse Dirichlet prior model, we assumed a state space of size 50, which is the
same as the truncation level we chose for the HDP-HMM (i.e., L = 50). The results are
presented in Fig. 3.12. From these plots, we see that the hierarchical Bayesian approach
of the HDP-HMM does, in fact, improve the learning of a model with shared sparsity.
The HDP-HMM consistently infers fewer HMM states and more representative model
parameters. As a result, the HDP-HMM has higher predictive likelihood on test data,
with an additional benefit gained from using the sticky parameter.
Note that the results of Fig. 3.12(g) also motivate the use of the sticky parameter
in the more classical setting of a finite HMM with a standard Dirichlet sparsity prior.
A motivating example of the use of sparse Dirichlet priors for finite HMMs is presented
in [83].
0 3.3 Multimodal Emission Densities
In many application domains, the data associated with each hidden state may have a
complex, multimodal distribution. We propose to model such emission distributions
nonparametrically, using a DP mixture of Gaussians. This formulation is related to the
nested DP [143], which uses a Dirichlet process to partition data into groups, and then
models each group via a Dirichlet process mixture. The bias towards self-transitions
allows us to distinguish between the underlying HDP-HMM states. If the model were
free to both rapidly switch between HDP-HMM states and associate multiple Gaussians
per state, there would be considerable posterior uncertainty. Thus, as we demonstrate
in Sec. 3.4, the sticky parameter is essential in effectively learning such models.
We augment the HDP-HMM state zt with a term st indexing the mixture component
of the zth emission density. For each HDP-HMM state, there is a unique stick-breaking
measure Ok - GEM(o) defining the mixture weights of the kth emission density so that
~li~:i: 
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Figure 3.12. (a) Observation sequence (blue) and true state sequence (red) for a nine-state HMM with
multinomial observations. (b) The true transition probability matrix (TPM). (c)-(d) The inferred TPM
at the 30,000th Gibbs iteration for the sticky HDP-HMM and sticky sparse Dirichlet model, respectively,
only examining those states with more than 1% of the assignments. For the HDP-HMM and sparse
Dirichlet model, with and without the sticky parameter, we plot: (e) the Hamming distance error over
10,000 Gibbs iterations, (f) the inferred number of states with more than 1% of the assignments, and (g)
the predictive probability of test sequences using the inferred parameters sampled every 1 0 0 th iteration
from Gibbs iterations 5,000 to 10,000.
st ~ zt,. Given the augmented state (zt, st), the observation Yt is generated by the
Gaussian component with parameter Ozt,s,. Note that both the HDP-HMM state index
and mixture component index are allowed to take values in a countably infinite set.
The generative model is summarized below, and is graphically depicted in Fig. 3.2(b).
17 ~ GEM(y)
7"j 1 ,, a~ DP(a, 0) j I a ~ GEM(a) j = 1,2,..
k,j I H,A ~ H(A) k,j = 1,2,... (3.12)
zt {T}"_l,7zt1, ~ 7e-1 St I {j,1'1, zt ~ lz t = 1,... ,T
Yt {Ok,j}'kj=, Zt, St ~ F(Ozt,st) t = 1, ... , T.
U 3.3.1 Direct Assignment Sampler
Many of the steps of the direct assignment sampler for the sticky HDP-HMM with
DP emissions remains the same as for the regular sticky HDP-HMM (Algorithm 9).
Specifically, the sampling of the global transition distribution 3, the table counts mjk
and fhjk, and the override variables wit are unchanged. The difference arises in how we
sample the augmented state (zt, st).
~6 1 ~1111111111 111........................~:::
The joint distribution on the augmented state, having marginalized the transition
distributions 7rk and emission mixture weights Ok, is given by
p(zt = k, st = j I z\t, S\t, Y1:T, 03 a, U, , A) - p(St = j I Zt =- k, z\t, S\t, Y1:T, u, A)
p(zt = k j Z\t, s\t, Y1:T, /, , , ). (3.13)
We then block-sample (zt, st) by first sampling zt, followed by st conditioned on the
sampled value of zt. The term p(st = j I zt = k, z\t, s\t, Y1:T, o, A) relies on how many
observations are currently assigned to the jth mixture component of state k, which we
denote by n'kj. These conditional distributions are derived in Appendix A.2 and the
resulting Gibbs sampler is outlined in Algorithm 11.
* 3.3.2 Blocked Sampler
To implement blocked resampling of (Zl:T, Sl:T), we use weak limit approximations to
both the HDP-HMM and DP emissions, approximated to levels L and L', respectively.
The posterior distributions for 3 and 7rk remain unchanged from the sticky HDP-HMM;
that of k is given by
Zk I l:T, 81:T, Oa Dir(u/L' + nkl,. , c/L' + nkL). (3.14)
The procedure for sampling the augmented state sequence (Z1:T, S1:T) is derived in
Appendix B.3. The resulting blocked Gibbs sampler for the sticky HDP-HMM with
DP emissions is outlined in Algorithm 12.
* 3.4 Assessing the Multimodal Emissions Model
In this section, we evaluate the ability of the sticky HDP-HMM to infer multimodal
emission distributions relative to the model without the sticky parameter. We then
apply this extended sticky HDP-HMM to the speaker diarization task.
* 3.4.1 Mixture of Gaussian Emissions
To test the model of Sec. 3.3, we generated data from a five-state HMM, where the
number of Gaussian mixture components for each emission distribution was chosen
randomly from a uniform distribution on {1, 2,..., 10}. Each component of the mix-
ture was equally weighted and the probability of self-transition was set to 0.98, with
equal probabilities of transitions to the other states. The large probability of self-
transition is what disambiguates this process from one with many more HMM states,
each with a single Gaussian emission distribution. The resulting observation and true
state sequences are shown in Fig. 3.13(a) and (b).
We once again used a non-conjugate base measure and placed a Gaussian prior on
the mean parameter and an independent inverse-Wishart prior on the variance param-
eter of each Gaussian mixture component. The hyperparameters for these distributions
I 
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Given a previous set of augmented state assignments (z: T ,1 s 1)) and the global
transition distribution /3(n- 1):
1. Set (Zl:T,1:T) ( ZI) ,8s1: ) and P = f(n-l1) For each t E {1,...,T},
(a) Decrement nzz, nztz and n' and remove yt from the cached statistics
for the current assignment (zt, st) = (k,j):
(IAk,j,:k,j) -- (Ak,j, k,j) e Yt kj +-- kj- 1
(b) For each of the K currently instantiated HDP-HMM states, compute
i. The predictive conditional distribution for each of the K' currently
instantiated mixture components associated with this HDP-HMM state
and for a new mixture component K' + 1
f;,K'+1(Yt) = ( t 0 y; o)
ii. The predictive conditional distribution of the HDP-HMM state without
knowledge of the current mixture component
nt ( a/ztl + nkzt+l + 
(z(, zt+f K (
fk(yt) = (a/3k ztl 1 k) zt+ kz (kZt+l) f(Yt) + 
f,K'+1 (Yt))
a n k . + j=1
for zt-1 # k, otherwise see Appendix A.2. Repeat this procedure for a
new HDP-HMM state K + 1 with KK+ I initialized to 0.
(c) Sample the new augmented state assignment (zt, st) by first sampling zt:
K
zt Efk(yt)(zt, k) + fK+l(Yt)6(zt,K + 1).
k=1
Then, conditioned on a new assignment zt = k, sample st:
Kk
st Zfkj(yt)6(st, I) + +,K ((ys)K 1).
j=1
If k = K + 1, increment K and transform p as follows. Sample b - Beta(1, 7)
and assign 3K -- b/3k and k -- (1 - b)/3O. If st = Kk + 1, then increment K(.
(d) Increment nzlzt,, nztzt+l, and n'tst and add yt to the cached statistics for
the new assignment (zt, st) = (k,j):
(fk,, tk,j) +- (#kj, -k,j) e Yt 1kj +- Vk,j + 1
2. Fix (z, s: ) = (Z1:T, S1:T). If there exists a k such that nk. and n.k ,
remove k and decrement K. Similarly, if there is a (k, j) such that nj= 0 then
remove j and decrement Kk.
3. Sample auxiliary variables m, w, and fin as in step 3 of Algorithm 9.
4. Sample the global transition distribution 3(n) as in step 4 of Algorithm 9.
5. Optionally, resample hyperparameters oa, ~, a, and K as described in App. C.
Algorithm 11. Direct assignment collapsed Gibbs sampler for the sticky HDP-HMM with DP
emissions.
Given a previous set of state-specific transition probabilities 7r(n-1), emission mixture
weights (n-l), global transition distribution (n-1), and emission parameters 0(n-1):
1. Set 7r -= 7r(-'), ' - (n-1) and 0 = 0(n-1) . Working sequentially backwards in
time, calculate messages mt,t-l(k) :
(a) For each k E {1,..., L}, initialize messages to
mT+1,T(k) = 1
(b) For each t {T - 1,...,1} and for each k E {1,...,L}, compute
L L'
i=1 £=1
2. Sample augmented state assignments (Zl:T, sl:T) working sequentially forward in
time. Start with nik = 0, n'j = 0, and Yk,j = 0 for (i, k) E {1,..., L} 2 and
(k,j) E {1,...,L} x {1,... ,IL'}.
(a) For each (k,j) {1,... ,L} x {1,... , L'}, compute the probability
fk,j (yt) = 7, (k)Ok (j)N(Yt; Pkj, Ekj)Tt+1,t(k)
(b) Sample an augmented state assignment (zt, st):
L L'
(zt, st) E fk,j(yt)J(zt, k)J(st, j)
k=1 j=l
(c) Increment nztzt and nz,zt and add Yt to the cached statistics for the new
assignment (zt, st) = (k, j):
Ykj - Yk,j E yt
3. Sample the auxiliary variables m, w, and ii as in step 3 of Algorithm 9.
4. Update the global transition distribution 3 as in step 4 of Algorithm 10.
5. For each k E {1,...,L},
(a) Sample a new transition distribution rrk and emission mixture weights 4 k:
7rk - Dir(aP 31  nkl,..., O/ k -- +fnkk, , aO/L +nkL)
Ok - Dir(o/L'+nkl,... , /L' + nL)
(b) For each j E {1,... ,L'}, sample the parameters associated with the jth
mixture component of the kth emission distribution:
Ok,j - p(OI A, Ykj)
See Appendix B.4.1 for details on resampling 0 k,j.
6. Fix 7r(n ) = , "(n) = 0, () = 3, and O( " ) = 9.
7. Optionally, resample hyperparameters o, y, a, and n as described in App. C.
Algorithm 12. Blocked Gibbs sampler for the sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions. Here,
we use an independent Gaussian prior on the mean and inverse-Wishart (IW) prior on the
covariance (see Appendix B.4.1). The set Yk,j is comprised of the statistics obtained from the
observations assigned to augmented state (k, j) that are necessary for updating the parameter
Ok,j = {Pk,j, Ek,j}. The E operator updates these cached statistics as a new assignment is
made.
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Figure 3.13. (a) Observation sequence (blue) and true state sequence (red) for a five-state HMM with
mixture of Gaussian observations. The Hamming distance over 30,000 Gibbs samples from three chains
are shown for the (b) sticky HDP-HMM and (c) original HDP-HMM, both with DP emissions. (d)
Histogram of the predictive probability of test sequences using the inferred parameters sampled every
1 0 0
t h iteration from Gibbs iterations 10,000 to 30,000 for the sticky and original HDP-HMM.
were set from the data in the same manner as in the fast-switching scenario. Consis-
tent with the sticky HDP-HMM concentration parameters y- and (a + rz), we placed a
weakly informative Gamma(l, 0.01) prior on the concentration parameter a of the DP
emissions. All results are for the blocked sampler with truncation levels L = L' = 20.
In Fig. 3.13, we compare the performance of the sticky HDP-HMM with DP emis-
sions to that of the original HDP-HMM with DP emissions (i.e., DP emissions, but no
bias towards self-transitions.) As with the multinomial observations, when the distance
between observations does not directly factor into the grouping of observations into
HMM states, there is a considerable amount of posterior uncertainty in the underlying
HMM state. Even after 30,000 Gibbs samples, there are still state sequence sample
paths with very rapid dynamics. The result of this fragmentation into redundant states
is a slight reduction in predictive performance on test sequences, as in the multinomial
emission case. See Fig. 3.13(b).
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CHAPTER 3. THE STICKY HDP-HMM
* 3.5 Speaker Diarization
The speaker diarization task involves segmenting an audio recording into speaker-
homogeneous regions, while simultaneously identifying the number of speakers. We
tested the performance of the sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions3 for this task on
the data distributed by NIST as part of the Rich Transcription 2004-2007 meeting
recognition evaluations [126]. We used the first 19 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients
(MFCCs), computed over a 30ms window every 10ms, as our feature vector. When
working with this dataset, we discovered that: (1) the high frequency content of these
features contained little discriminative information, and (2) without a minimum speaker
duration, the sticky HDP-HMM inferred within speaker dynamics in addition to global
speaker changes. To jointly address these issues, we defined the observations as aver-
ages over 250ms, non-overlapping blocks. A minimum speaker duration of 500ms was
set by associating two of these observations with each hidden state. To regularize the
learning in this high-dimensional space, we also tied the covariances of within-state
mixture components (i.e., each speaker-specific mixture component was forced to have
identical covariance structure.) See Fig. 3.14 for a block diagram of the processing of
audio into diarizations.
As in Sec. 3.4.1, we used a non-conjugate prior on the mean and covariance param-
eters of the Gaussian components of the mixture emissions. Specifically, we placed a
normal prior on the mean parameter with mean equal to the empirical mean and covari-
ance equal to 0.75 times the empirical covariance, and an inverse-Wishart prior on the
covariance parameter with 1000 degrees of freedom and expected covariance equal to
the empirical covariance. For the concentration parameters, we placed a Gamma(12, 2)
prior on -y, a Gamma(6, 1) prior on a + , and a Gamma(l, 0.5) prior on 0. The self-
transition proportion parameter p was given a Beta(500, 5) prior. For each of the 21
meetings, we ran 10 chains of the blocked Gibbs sampler of Algorithm 12 for 10,000
iterations for both the original and sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions.
For the NIST speaker diarization evaluations, the goal is to produce a single segmen-
tation for each meeting. Due to the label-switching issue (i.e., under our exchangeable
prior, labels are arbitrary entities that do not necessarily remain consistent over Gibbs
iterations), we cannot simply integrate over multiple Gibbs sampled state sequences.
We propose two solutions to this problem. The first is to simply choose from a fixed
set of Gibbs samples the one that produces the largest likelihood given the estimated
parameters (marginalizing over state sequences), and then produce the corresponding
Viterbi state sequence. This heuristic, however, is sensitive to over-fitting and will, in
general, be biased towards solutions with more states.
An alternative, and more robust metric is what we refer to as the minimum ex-
pected Hamming distance. We first choose a large reference set R of state sequences
produced by the Gibbs sampler and a possibly smaller set of test sequences T. Then,
3Although not presented here, the sticky HDP-HMM with single Gaussian emissions performed
significantly worse. It is well-established within the speech community that speaker-specific emissions
are multimodal, and thus models typically employ mixture of Gaussian emissions [185].
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Figure 3.14. Speaker diaraization block diagram. Raw audio is processed into Mel Frequency Cepstral
Coefficients (MFCCs) over 30 ms windows every 10 ms. The MFCCs are then separated into speech
and non-speech feature sequences. The results of these two steps are provided by ICSI using the
algorithms in [185]. We then average non-overlapping blocks of 25 speech features which are passed to
the sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions model. The state sequences produced by the Gibbs sampler
of Algorithm 12 are upsampled and the non-speech sequence inserted to produce the final diarizations.
for each sequence i in the test set T, we compute the empirical mean Hamming dis-
tance between the test sequence and the sequences in the reference set R; we denote
this empirical mean by Hi. We then choose the test sequence j* that minimizes this
expected Hamming distance. That is,
j* = arg min Hi.
iET
The empirical mean Hamming distance Hi is a label-invariant loss function since it does
not rely on labels remaining consistent across samples-we simply compute
l1 Hamm(i, j),
jER.
where Hamm(i,j) is the Hamming distance between sequences i and j after finding
the optimal permutation of the labels in test sequence i to those in reference sequence
j. At a high level, this method for choosing state sequence samples aims to produce
segmentations of the data that are typical samples from the posterior. Asymptotically,
this approach will minimize a posterior expected risk. Jasra et al. [78] provides an
overview of some related techniques to address the label-switching issue. Although we
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Figure 3.15. (a)-(c) For each of the 21 meetings, comparison of diarizations using sticky vs. original
HDP-HMM with DP emissions. In (a) we plot the DERs corresponding to the Viterbi state sequence
using the parameters inferred at Gibbs iteration 10,000 that maximize the likelihood, and in (b) the
DERs using the state sequences that minimize the expected Hamming distance. Plot (c) is the same
as (b), except for running the 10 chains for meeting 16 out to 50,000 iterations. (d)-(f) Comparison of
the sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions to the ICSI errors under the same conditions.
could have chosen any label-invariant loss function to minimize, we chose the Hamming
distance metric because it is closely related to the official NIST diarization error rate
(DER) that is calculated during the evaluations. The final metric by which the speaker
diarization algorithms are judged is the overall DER, a weighted average over the set
of meetings based on the length of each meeting.
In Fig. 3.15(a), we report the DER of the chain with the largest likelihood given
the parameters estimated at the 10, 0 0 0 th Gibbs iteration for each of the 21 meetings,
comparing the sticky and original HDP-HMM with DP emissions. The sticky model's
temporal smoothing provides substantial performance gains. Although not depicted
here, the likelihoods given the parameter estimates under the original HDP-HMM are
almost always higher than those under the sticky model. This phenomenon is due to
the fact that without the sticky parameter, the HDP-HMM over-segments the data and
thus produces parameter estimates more finely tuned to the data resulting in higher
likelihoods. Since the original HDP-HMM is contained within the class of sticky models
(i.e., when , = 0), there is some probability that state sequences similar to those under
the original model will eventually arise using the sticky model. Thus, the likelihood
metric is not very robust as one would expect the performance under the sticky model
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Figure 3.16. (a) True state sequence for the NIST20051102-1323 meeting (meeting 16), with labels 9
and 10 indicating times of overlapping- and non- speech, respectively, missed by the speech/non-speech
preprocessor. (b) True state sequence with the overlapping- and non- speech time steps removed. (c)-(d)
Plotted only over the time-steps as in (b), the state sequences inferred by the sticky HDP-HMM with
DP emissions at Gibbs iteration 10,000 chosen using the most likely and minimum expected Hamming
distance metrics, respectively. Incorrect labels are shown in red.
to degrade given enough Gibbs chains and/or iterations. In Fig. 3.15(b), we instead
report the DER of the chain whose state sequence estimate at Gibbs iteration 10,000
minimizes the expected Hamming distance to the sequences estimated every 100 Gibbs
iteration, discarding the first 5,000 iterations. Due to the slow mixing rate of the chains
in this application, we additionally discard samples whose normalized log-likelihood
is below 0.1 units of the maximum at Gibbs iteration 10,000. For the sticky HDP-
HMM, this results in using an average of 270 samples per meeting and, for the original
HDP-HMM, 464 samples. The disparity in these numbers arises from the fact that, as
further discussed in Sec. 3.6, the sticky model has more chains that have not mixed
by 5,000 iterations. rom this figure, we see that the sticky model still significantly
outperforms the original HDP-HMM, implying that most state sequences produced by
the original model are worse, not just the one corresponding to the most-likely sample.
One noticeable exception to this trend is the NIST-20051102-1323 meeting (meeting 16).
For the sticky model, the state sequence using the maximum likelihood metric had very
low DER (see Fig. 3.16(c)); however, there were many chains that merged speakers
and produced segmentations similar to the one in Fig. 3.16(d), resulting in such a
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Overall DERs (%) Min Hamming Max Likelihood 2-Best 5-Best
Sticky HDP-HMM 19.01 (17.84) 19.37 16.97 14.61
Non-Sticky HDP-HMM 23.91 25.91 23.67 21.06
Table 3.1. Overall DERs for the sticky and original HDP-HMM with DP emissions using the minimum
expected Hamming distance and maximum likelihood metrics for choosing state sequences at Gibbs
iteration 10,000. For the maximum likelihood criterion, we show the best overall DER if we consider
the top two or top five most-likely candidates. The number in the parentheses is the performance when
running meeting 16 for 50,000 Gibbs iterations. The overall ICSI DER is 18.37%.
sequence minimizing the expected Hamming distance. See Sec. 3.6 for a discussion on
the issue of merged speakers. Running meeting 16 for 50,000 Gibbs iterations improved
the performance, as depicted by the revised results in Fig. 3.15(c). We summarize our
overall performance in Table 3.1, and note that (when using the 50,000 Gibbs iterations
for meeting 16) we obtain an overall DER of 17.84% using the sticky HDP-HMM versus
the 23.91% of the original HDP-HMM model.
As a further comparison, the ICSI team's algorithm [185], by far the best per-
former at the 2007 competition, has an overall DER of 18.37%. The ICSI team's
algorithm uses agglomerative clustering, and requires significant tuning of parameters
on representative training data. In contrast, our hyperparameters are automatically set
meeting-by-meeting, as outlined at the beginning of this section. An additional bene-
fit of the sticky HDP-HMM over the ICSI approach is the fact that there is inherent
posterior uncertainty in this task, and by taking a Bayesian approach we are able to
provide several interpretations. When considering the best per-meeting DER for the
five most likely samples, our overall DER drops to 14.61% (see Table 3.1). Meeting
VT_20050304-1300 meeting (meeting 18) is an example for which providing multiple
solutions is helpful. For this meeting, multiple chains provided segmentations similar
to the one depicted in Fig. 3.17(b) with speaker 2 split into two inferred speakers. Ex-
amining the observations from this meeting, speaker 2 looks noticeably different over
time. However, another chain produced a segmentation which correctly grouped all
of the times corresponding to this speaker (see Fig. 3.17(a)). Although not useful in
the NIST evaluations, providing multiple segmentations could prove of importance in
practice.
To ensure a fair comparison on this dataset, we use the same speech/non-speech
pre-processing as ICSI, so that the differences in our performance are due to changes
in the identified speakers. Non-speech refers to time when nobody is speaking. The
pre-processing step of removing non-speech observations is important in ensuring that
the learned acoustic models are not corrupted by non-speech information. As depicted
in Fig. 3.18, both our performance and that of ICSI depend significantly on the quality
of this pre-processing step. In Fig. 3.18(a), we compare the meeting-by-meeting DERs
of the sticky HDP-HMM, original HDP-HMM, and ICSI algorithm, and in Fig. 3.18(b)
we plot the fraction of post-processed data that still contains overlapping- and non-
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Figure 3.17. (a) True state sequence for the VT_20050304-1300 meeting (meeting 18), with labels
9 and 10 indicating times of overlapping- and non- speech, respectively, missed by the speech/non-
speech preprocessor. (b) State sequence inferred by the sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions at Gibbs
iteration 10,000 chosen using the most likely metric. The corresponding DER is 20.48%. (c) State
sequence at Gibbs iteration 10,000 for the chain ranked fifth according to the likelihood metric. The
corresponding DER is 4.81%. Compare to ICSI's DER of 22.00% for this meeting..
speech 4 . It is clear from Fig. 3.18(a) that the sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions
provides performance comparable to that of the ICSI algorithm while the original HDP-
HMM with DP emissions performs significantly worse. Overall, the results presented
in this section demonstrate that the sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions provides an
elegant and empirically effective speaker diarization method.
0 3.6 Discussion and Future Work
We have examined some of the limitations of the HDP-HMM presented in [162], and
demonstrated the considerable benefits of a sticky HDP-HMM in which a separate
parameter captures state persistence. By developing a hierarchical Bayesian approach
in which a prior is placed on this state persistence parameter, this sticky HDP-HMM
provides a general solution that remains capable of capturing fast dynamics. One of
the main contributions of the work presented in this chapter is fully integrating this
4Not shown in this plot is the amount of actual speech removed by the speech/non-speech pre-
processor.
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Figure 3.18. (a) Chart comparing the DERs of the sticky and original HDP-HMM with DP emissions
to those of ICSI for each of the 21 meetings. Here, we chose the state sequence at the 10, 0 0 0 th Gibbs
iteration that minimizes the expected Hamming distance. For meeting 16 using the sticky HDP-HMM
with DP emissions, we chose between state sequences at Gibbs iteration 50,000. (b) Plot of the fraction
of overlapping- or non- speech in the post-processed data for each of the 21 meetings.
prior within the Bayesian nonparametric framework. For concise presentation, these
derivations were extracted to the appendices.
We have also shown that this sticky HDP-HMM allows a fully Bayesian nonpara-
metric treatment of multimodal emissions, disambiguated by its bias towards self-
transitions. Accommodating multimodal emissions is a necessary step in describing
the data found in many real-world applications, such as the speaker diarization task of
Sec. 3.5. Without providing any application-specific information, the sticky HDP-HMM
with DP emissions yields a speaker diarization algorithm strongly competitive with the
current state of the art. This application, along with extensive testing on synthetic
data, clearly demonstrate the practical importance of our extensions.
Finally, we presented efficient sampling techniques with mixing rates that improve
on the state of the art by harnessing the Markovian structure of the HDP-HMM.
Specifically, we proposed employing a truncated approximation to the HDP and block-
sampling the state sequence using a variant of the forward-backward algorithm. Al-
though the blocked samplers of Algorithms 10 and 12 yield substantially improved
mixing rates over the sequential, direct assignment samplers of Algorithms 9 and 11,
there are still some pitfalls to these sampling methods. One issue is that for each
new considered state, the parameter sampled from the prior distribution must better
explain the data than the parameters associated with other states that have already
been informed by the data. In high-dimensional applications, and in cases where state-
specific emission distributions are not clearly distinguishable, this method for adding
new states poses a significant challenge. The data in the speaker diarization task is
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Figure 3.19. Trace plots of (a) log-likelihood and (b) Hamming distance error for 10 chains over
100,000 Gibbs iterations for the NIST-20051102-1323 meeting (meeting 16).
both high-dimensional and often has only marginally distinguishable speakers, leading
to extremely slow mixing rates, as indicated by the trace plots in Fig. 3.19 of various
indicators such as Hamming distance and log-likelihood for 100,000 Gibbs iterations of
meeting 16. Many of our errors in this application can be attributed to merged speakers,
as depicted in Fig. 3.16(d). On such large datasets, the computation cost of running
hundreds of thousands of Gibbs iterations presents an insurmountable barrier. A direc-
tion for future work is to develop split-merge algorithms for the HDP and HDP-HMM
similar to those developed in [77] for the DP mixture model.
A limitation of the HMM in general is that the observations are assumed condition-
ally independent and identically distributed given the state sequence. This assumption
is often insufficient in capturing the complex temporal dependencies exhibited in real-
world data. In the following chapter, we consider Bayesian nonparametric versions of
models better suited to such applications, such as the switching linear dynamical system
(SLDS) and switching vector autoregressive (VAR) process. A first attempt at develop-
ing such models is presented in [44]. An inspiration for the sticky HDP-HMM actually
came from considering the original HDP-HMM as a prior for an SLDS. In such sce-
narios in which one does not have direct observations of the underlying state sequence,
the issues arising from not properly capturing state persistence are exacerbated. The
sticky HDP-HMM presented in this chapter provides a more robust building block for
developing more complicated Bayesian nonparametric dynamical models.
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Chapter 4
Bayesian Nonparametric Learning of
SLDS
L IN EAR dynamical systems (LDSs) are useful in describing dynamical phenomena as
diverse as human motion [133,140], financial time-series [27, 94,154], maneuvering
targets [43,145], and the dance of honey bees [129]. However, such phenomena often
exhibit structural changes over time, and the LDS models which describe them must
also change. For example, a ballistic missile makes an evasive maneuver; a country
experiences a recession, a central bank intervention, or some national or global event;
a honey bee changes from a waggle to a turn right dance. Some of these changes will
appear frequently, while others are only rarely observed. In addition, there is always
the possibility of a new, previously unseen dynamical behavior. These considerations
motivate us to develop a Bayesian nonparametric approach for learning switching LDS
(SLDS) models. We also consider a special case of the SLDS-the switching vector
autoregressive (VAR) model-in which direct observations of the underlying dynamical
process are assumed available. Although a special case of the general linear systems
framework, autoregressive models have simplifying properties that often make them a
practical choice in applications.
One can view the SLDS, and the simpler switching VAR process, as an extension of
hidden Markov models (HMMs) in which each HMM state, or mode, is associated with a
linear dynamical process. While the HMM makes a strong Markovian assumption that
observations are conditionally independent given the mode, the SLDS and switching
VAR processes are able to capture more complex temporal dependencies often present
in real data. Most existing methods for learning SLDS and switching VAR processes rely
on either fixing the number of HMM modes, such as in [129], or considering a change-
point detection formulation where each inferred change is to a new, previously unseen
dynamical mode, such as in [188]. In this chapter we show how one can remain agnostic
about the number of dynamical modes while still allowing for returns to previously
exhibited dynamical behaviors.
As we examined in Chapter 3, the hierarchical Dirichlet process (HDP) can be used
as a prior on the parameters of HMMs with unknown mode space cardinality [11, 162].
We proposed a variant on the HDP-HMM-the sticky HDP-HMM-that provides im-
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proved control over the number of modes inferred; we demonstrate that such control
is crucial for the problems we examine in this chapter. Our Bayesian nonparametric
approach for learning switching dynamical processes extends the sticky HDP-HMM
formulation to learn an unknown number of persistent dynamical modes and thereby
capture a wider range of temporal dependencies. We then explore a method for learning
which components of the underlying state vector contribute to the dynamics of each
mode by employing automatic relevance determination (ARD) [9, 112, 124]. The result-
ing model allows for learning realizations of SLDS that switch between an unknown
number of dynamical modes with possibly varying state dimensions, or switching VAR
processes with varying autoregressive orders.
Paoletti et al. [130] provide a survey of recent approaches to identification of switch-
ing dynamical models. The typical identification problem for these switching models,
in the most general sense, involves learning: (i) the number of dynamical modes, (ii)
the model order, and (iii) the associated dynamic parameters. Most approaches assume
that the model order is the same for each dynamical mode. For noiseless switching VAR
processes, Vidal et al. [174] present an exact algebraic approach. However, the method
relies on fixing the maximal mode space cardinality and autoregressive order, which
is assumed shared among modes. Additionally, extensions to the noisy case rely on
heuristics. Psaradakis and Spagnolo [138] alternatively consider a penalized likelihood
approach to identification of stochastic switching VAR processes.
For SLDS, identification is significantly more challenging, and methods typically
rely on simplifying assumptions such as deterministic dynamics or knowledge of the
mode space. If one knew the mode sequence, then one could partition the data ac-
cording to the underlying mode sequence and then employ the techniques described
in Sec. 2.7.4 for identification of single LDS. However, when addressing the issue of
stochastic realization or system identification of SLDS, we assume that the mode se-
quence is a latent variable of our model. Huang et al. [70] present an approach that
embeds the input/output data in a higher-dimensional space and finds the switching
times by segmenting the data into distinct subspaces [173]. This algebraic approach
assumes deterministic dynamics and claims robustness to moderate amounts of noise.
Kotsalis et al. [99] develop a balanced truncation algorithm for SLDS assuming the
switches between modes are i.i.d. within a fixed, finite set; the authors also present a
method for model-order reduction of HMMs 1. In [135], a realization theory is presented
for what the authors refer to as generalized jump-Markov linear systems (GJMLS) in
which the dynamic matrix depends both on the previous mode and current mode. The
authors mention that it is unclear whether a similar theory can be developed for the
standard SLDS we consider in this chapter. Finally, when the number of dynamical
modes is assumed known, Ghahramani and Hinton [52] present a variational approach
to segmenting the data into the linear dynamical regimes and learning the associated
dynamic parameters2
1The problem of identification of HMMs is thoroughly analyzed in [4].2The formulation of Ghahramani and Hinton [52] uses a mixture of experts SLDS representation in
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Many questions of observability and identifiability of SLDS in the absence of noise
are addressed in [172]. Specifically, a set of sufficient conditions are provided for the
initial continuous state x 0 and discrete mode sequence Z1:T to be observable given fixed
model parameters. The authors argue that if both the dimension d of the continuous
state and the number of possible modes K are unconstrained, there is an infinite set of
systems that realize the same set of observations Y1:T while differing in {xo, zl:T}. Even
when limiting one of these two degrees of freedom, the problem of realization is ill-posed.
In this chapter, we circumvent having to limit both d and K, and having to check the
detailed conditions provided in [172], by taking a Bayesian approach. One can interpret
the control literature on non-identifiable systems as arising in classical statistics when
multiple models have equivalent likelihood 3 . In the Bayesian approach that we adopt, it
is the specific prior we place on the parameters that allows us to distinguish between the
set of these equivalent models. Our choice of prior penalizes more complicated models,
both in terms of the number of modes and the state dimension describing each mode.
Thus, instead of placing hard constraints on the model, we simply increase the posterior
probability of simpler explanations of the data. As opposed to a penalized likelihood
approach using Akaike's information criterion (AIC) [3] or the Bayesian information
criterion (BIC) [147], our approach provides a model complexity penalty in a purely
Bayesian manner.
In summary, previous methods for identification of the SLDS we consider in this
thesis rely on assuming either: (i) deterministic dynamics, (ii) a fixed number of dy-
namical modes, or (iii) non-Bayesian penalties on model complexity. The approach we
present herein aims to address identification of mode space cardinality and model order
of SLDS and switching VAR processes within a Bayesian nonparametric framework.
We also demonstrate that allowing for variable order models provides insight into the
structure of the underlying phenomenon.
0 4.1 The HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-HMM Models
For greater modeling flexibility within the Bayesian framework, we take a nonparametric
approach in defining the mode space of our switching dynamical processes. Specifically,
we develop extensions of the sticky HDP-HMM of Chapter 3 for both the SLDS and
switching VAR models described in Sec. 2.7.3. For the SLDS, we consider conditionally-
dependent emissions of which only noisy observations are available (see Fig. 4.1(b).) We
refer to this model as the HDP-SLDS. The switching VAR(r) process, with r denoting
the autoregressive order, can similarly be posed using an HDP-HMM in which the
observations are modeled as conditionally VAR(r). This model is referred to as the
which M different continuous-valued state sequences evolve independently with linear dynamics and
the Markovian dynamical mode, taking values in 1,..., M, selects which state sequence is observed at
a given time.
3The definition of identifiability in the control literature differs from that in statistics, though with
obvious relations. There is also a concept of Bayesian non-identifiability in which multiple parameters
have the same posterior probability. See [15, 49].
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processes with the mode evolving as zt+1 {rk }=1, Zt 7r for rk a, n, /3 DP(a+, (a3+n6k )/(tK)).
Here, /3I - GEM(-) and Ok | H,A , H(A). The dynamical processes are as in Eq. (4.1).
HDP-AR-HMM and is depicted in Fig. 4.1(a). The generative processes for these two
models are summarized as follows:
HDP-AR-HMM HDP-SLDS
Mode dynamics zt 7rzt_-1  zt 7r Ztl 1
Observation dynamics yt = -__ A zt)yt-i + et(zt) xt = A(zt)xt-1 + et(zt)
Yt = Cxt + Wt
(4.1)
Here, irj is as defined in the sticky HDP-HMM, namely,
rj Ia, r,/3 DP a + , .+ (4.2)
The additive noise processes are defined as
et(k) , AN(0, E (k))  wt - AN(O, R). (4.3)
For the HDP-SLDS, we place a priors on the dynamic parameters {A(k), E(k) } and
on measurement noise R and infer their posterior from the data. We do, however, fix
the measurement matrix, C, for reasons of identifiability. As given by Eq. (2.155),
there exists a set of equivalent systems in terms of the input-output relationship. Let
c R dxn, n > d, be the measurement matrix associated with a dynamical system
defined by A and G, where we recall from Sec. 2.7.4 that G = AP OCT with P the
steady-state covariance matrix. Assume that C has full row rank. Then, without loss
of generality, we may consider C = [Id 0] since there exists an invertible transformation
T such that the triplet
(A = T- AT, C = CT = [Id ], G = T- 1 G)
~ --- i ~ i - I II
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is in the equivalence class M(A, C, G) as defined in Eq. (2.155). Since the measurement
matrix is shared for all modes of the HDP-SLDS, the similarity transformation T is
identical for all modes, implying that the change-in-basis of our state vector remains
consistent over time. Our choice of the number of columns of zeros in C is, in essence,
a choice of model order, and one which we address in Sec. 4.1.1.
For the HDP-AR-HMM, we similarly place a prior on the dynamic parameters,
which in this case consist of {Ak),..., A(k), (k)}.
The specific choices of priors we explore, and the resulting posterior distributions
conditioned on a set of observations, are described in Sec. 4.1.1. The Gibbs sampling
inference scheme is derived in Sec. 4.1.2, and iterates between the following steps for
the HDP-SLDS:
1. Sample the state sequence X1:T given the mode sequence z1:T and SLDS parameters
{A(k), E(k), R}.
2. Sample the mode sequence zI:T given the state sequence Xl:T, HMM parameters
{k }, and dynamic parameters {A(k), (k) .
3. Sample the HMM parameters {7rk} and SLDS parameters {A(k), E (k), R} given the
sequences, Z1:T, Xl:T, and Yl:T
The sampler for the HDP-AR-HMM reuses many steps of the HDP-SLDS sampler,
except for directly sampling the mode sequence zl:T based on the observations Y1:T
(whereas the HDP-SLDS relied on a hidden, sampled state sequence Xl:T for this step.)
Then, resampling the dynamic parameters simply uses the sequences zl:T and Y1:T. In
order to make the connections between the samplers for the HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-
HMM explicit in the following sections, we introduce the concept of pseudo-observations
'1:T. For the HDP-AR-HMM, the pseudo-observations are simply the original obser-
vations Y1:T. However, for the HDP-SLDS, the pseudo-observations are the sampled
state sequence X1:T. A block diagram depicting the connections between these samplers
is shown in Fig. 4.2.
0 4.1.1 Posterior Inference of Dynamic Parameters
In this section we focus on developing a prior to regularize the learning of the dynamic
parameters (and measurement noise) conditioned on a fixed mode assignment Zl:T. The
joint learning of the number of modes and resampling the mode sequence zI:T follows
as a straightforward extension of the methods described for the sticky HDP-HMM in
Chapter 3.
To analyze the posterior distribution of the dynamic parameters, it is useful to first
rewrite the dynamic equation for both the HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-HMM generically
in terms of the pseudo-observations bt in the following manner:
Ct = A(k)Ct-1 + et,
145
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HDP- ______________
SLDS
Model
parameters
Observations Block Estimate {7rk Ok
Oe:T sample model
11: zl:T parameters
HDP-AR-HMM
Pseudo-observations
~I :T
Figure 4.2. Block diagram of one iteration of the Gibbs sampler for the HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-
HMM. Assume there exists a previous sample of model parameters. Based on the model type, the
appropriate switch closes. If HDP-SLDS, there is an extra stage of sampling the latent, continuous
state sequence Xl:T. This sequence then becomes the pseudo-observations. If HDP-AR-HMM, the
pseudo-observations are simply the original observations Yl:T. The pseudo-observations are then used
to block sample the mode sequence Zl:T. Subsequently, a new set of model parameters are sampled
conditioned on the mode sequence and pseudo-observations.
where we utilize the following definitions:
HDP-AR-HMM HDP-SLDS
Dynamic matrix A(k) = [Ak) . . . A ( k )] G dx(d*r) A(k) = A(k) E I n x n
Pseudo-observations Pt = Yt ct = Xt
Lag pseudo-observations Ct = [y-1... yT-]T "Ct = Xt-1.
(4.6)
For the HDP-AR-HMM, we have simply written the dynamic equation of Eq. (4.1) in
matrix form by concatenating the lag matrices into a single matrix A(k) and forming a
lag observation vector ot comprised of a series of previous observation vectors. For the
HDP-SLDS, however, we see that inferences based on pseudo-observations actually rely
on a fixed, known state sequence Xl:T. Methods for resampling this state sequence are
discussed in Sec. 4.1.2. For this section (for the HDP-SLDS), we assume such a sample
of the state sequence (and hence {ot, it,}) is available so that Eq. (4.5) applies equally
well to both the HDP-SLDS and the HDP-AR-HMM.
Conditioned on the mode sequence, one may partition this dynamic sequence into K
different linear regression problems, where K = { zl,... , ZT} . That is, for each mode
k, we may form a matrix ,(k) with Nk columns consisting of the 4t with zt = k. Then,
-(k) = A(k) (k) + E(k), (4.7)
where p(k) is a matrix of the associated pt- 1, and E(k) the associated noise vectors.
I -L
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Conjugate Prior on {A(k), E(k) }
The matrix-normal inverse- Wishart (MNIW) prior (see Sec. 2.4.4) is conjugate to the
likelihood model defined in Eq. (4.7) for the parameter set {A(k), E(k)}. Although this
prior is typically used for inferring the parameters of a single linear regression problem,
it is equally applicable to our scenario since the linear regression problems of Eq. (4.7)
are independent conditioned on the mode sequence Zl:T.
We note that although the MNIW prior does not enforce stability constraints on
each mode, this prior is still a reasonable choice since each mode need not have stable
dynamics for the SLDS to be stable [30], and conditioned on data from a stable mode,
the posterior distribution will likely be sharply peaked around stable dynamic matrices.
Let D(k) = f{4 (k), C(k)}. The posterior distribution of the dynamic parameters for
the kth mode decomposes as
p(A(k), (k) I D(k)) = p(A(k) I (k), D(k))p((k) I D(k)). (4.8)
The resulting posterior of A(k) is derived in Appendix F.1 to be
p(A(k) (k), D(k)) = MAV (A(k); S S -k) Z-(k), S , (4.9)
with B-(k) denoting (B(k)) - 1 for a given matrix B, and
S k) ( (k) (k)T + K S (k) (k) I (k) T + MK
(4.10)S(k) = T(k)@(k)T + MKM T ,
where M and K are the parameters defining the matrix-normal portion of the MNIW
prior, as in Eq. (2.94).
Assuming an inverse-Wishart prior IW(no, So) on E(k), with So the scale matrix
and no the degrees of freedom, Eq. (2.99) gives us the marginal posterior of E(k):
p(E(k) ID(k)) = IW (Nk + n0 , S + , (4.11)
where S(k) = S(k) _ S(k)S-(k)S(k)T and and Nk = t I zt = k,t = 1,... T}I.
Alternative Prior - Automatic Relevance Determination
The MNIW prior leads to full A(k) matrices, which (i) becomes problematic as the
model order grows in the presence of limited data; and (ii) does not provide a method for
identifying irrelevant model components (i.e. state components in the case of the HDP-
SLDS or lag components in the case of the HDP-AR-HMM.) To jointly address these
issues, we alternatively consider automatic relevance determination (ARD) [9, 112, 124],
which encourages driving components of the model parameters to zero if their presence
is not supported by the data.
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For the HDP-SLDS, we harness the concepts of ARD by placing independent, zero-
mean, spherically symmetric Gaussian priors on the columns of the dynamic matrix
A(k):
p(A(kk)) - A/ (a(k);O,a (k)In . (4.12)
j=1
Each precision parameter ajk) is given a Gamma(a, b) prior. The zero-mean Gaussian
prior penalizes non-zero columns of the dynamic matrix by an amount determined by
the precision parameters. Iterative estimation of these hyperparameters a (k) and theJ
dynamic matrix A(k) leads to a k) becoming large for columns whose evidence in the
data is insufficient for overcoming the penalty induced by the prior. Having a(k)- o
drives a k) 0, implying that the jth state component does not contribute to the
dynamics of the kth mode. Thus, examining the set of large a k) provides insight into
the order of that mode. Looking at the kth dynamical mode alone, having a k) 03  
implies that the realization of that mode is not minimal since the associated Hankel
matrix H of Eq. (2.154) has reduced rank. However, the overall SLDS realization may
still be minimal.
In order to ensure that our choice of C = [Id 0] does not interfere with learning a
sparse realization if one exists, we must constrain the class of dynamical phenomenon
we may analyze. Imagine a realization of an LDS with
A= 0= 1 11
0.2 i]
Then, the transformation to C = [1 0] using
T= 0.5 1
leads to
A = T- 1T = 0.3 10.15 0.3
So, for this example, fixing C = [1 0] would not lead to learning a sparse dynamical
matrix A. Thus, in this chapter we restrict ourselves to ARD modeling of dynamical
phenomena that satisfy the following criterion.
Criterion 4.1.1. If for some realization R a mode k has a k) = 0, then that realization
must have cj = 0, where cj is the jth column of C. That is, for all possible realizations,
the set of observed state vector components is a subset of those relevant to all modes.
We assume, without loss of generality, that the states are ordered such that C = [Co 0]
(i.e., the observed components are the first components of the state vector.)
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For example, if we have a 3-mode SLDS realization 7R with
A(1) = [a) a1) 1) 0 0] A(2) [a2) a2) 0 a(2) 0
1  2  3  1  2  0 a4
A ( 3 ) [a 3)  3) a 3 ) 0 a3) , (4.13)
then the observation matrix must be of the form C = [cl c2 0 0 0] to satisfy
Criterion 4.1.1.
This criterion is sufficient, though not necessary, for maintaining the sparsity within
each A(k) while still fixing C = [Id 0]. That is, given there exists a realization R 1 of
our dynamical phenomena that satisfies Criterion 4.1.1, the transformation T to an
equivalent realization IZ2 with C = [Id 0] will maintain the sparsity structure seen in
R 1 , which we aim to infer with the ARD prior. The above criterion is reasonable for
many applications, as we often have observations only of components of the state vector
that are essential to all modes, but some modes may have additional components that
affect the dynamics, but are not directly observed. If there does not exist a realization
R. satisfying Criterion 4.1.1, we may instead consider a more general model where the
measurement equation is mode-specific and we place a prior on C (k) instead of fixing
this matrix. However, this model leads to identifiability issues that are considerably
less pronounced in the above case.
The ARD prior may also be used to learn variable-order switching VAR processes.
Here, the goal is to "turn off" entire lag blocks A k) (whereas in the HDP-SLDS we were
interested in eliminating columns of the dynamic matrix.) Instead of placing indepen-
dent Gaussian priors on each column of A(k) as we did in Eq. (4.12), we decompose the
prior over the lag blocks A k):
p(A(k) Cc(k)) A (vec(A k)); 0, O(k) d2 . (4.14)
i=1
Since each element of a given lag block A k) is distributed according to the same precision
parameter ai), if that parameter becomes large the entire lag block will tend to zero.
Example 4.1.1. For an order three HDP-AR-HMM with observations yt E R 2, the
dynamic matrix is of the form
A(k )  a (k) a(k) (k) a (k)  (k ) a(k)
a 2 3 4 5 6
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and is distributed as
a20i a- (k) 0 0 0
r (k) - (k)
p(A(k)I0(a))= 2,2i_ 0 0 0 ( 0 /P(A(k) (k)  0 0 0 a (k) 0i=1 1,2i /
S (k)  0 0 0 0 a - (k)
L 2,2i L
In order to examine the posterior distribution on the dynamic matrix A(k) , it is
useful to consider the Gaussian induced by Eq. (4.12) and Eq. (4.14) on a vectorization
of A(k). We first provide two examples of this transformation, and then a general form
followed by a derivation of the posterior distribution.
Example 4.1.2. Let us consider an HDP-SLDS in which xt E R3 such that
A(k) a (k) a(k) a(k)1
Then, the distribution induced on a vectorization of A(k) is given by:
0- a(k) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
S 0 al (k)  0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 a(k) 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 a (k) 0 0 0 0 0
= 0 0 0 0 0 a(k) 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 (k)  0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 k) 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a3 (k)  0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 a3(k)
Returning to the HDP-AR-HMM example of Example 4.1.1, the induced distribution
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is as follows:
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More generally,
vec(A(k)), where
our ARD prior on A(k) is equivalent to a N(0, Ek)) prior on
E(k) = diag (ak) ,...,a () ... k) ,.. (4.15)
Here, m = n for the HDP-SLDS with n replicates of each a k), and m r for the HDP-
AR-HMM with d2 replicates of a k). (Recall that n is the dimension of the HDP-SLDS
state vector xt, r the autoregressive order of the HDP-AR-HMM, and d the dimension
of the observations yt.) To examine the posterior distribution of A(k), we note that we
may rewrite the state equation as,
[t+1  Itl,4 "t, 2 f ... t,frIh vec(A(k)) + et+l(k) Vtlzt = k
_A tvec(A(k)) + et+l(k), (4.16)
where f = n for the HDP-SLDS and f = d for the HDP-AR-HMM. Using Eq. (4.16), in
Appendix F.2 we derive the posterior distribution as
p(vec(A(k)) I D(k), E(k), e(k))
(4.17)t=zt 1 -(k)t, -(k) T-C -(k) ~t-1
tlzt=k tlzt=k
Here, - 1(0, A) represents a Gaussian N(p, E) with information parameters 9 = E- 1/
and A = E - 1 . Given A(k), and recalling that each precision parameter is gamma
P ([aik)T
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distributed, the posterior of a (k) is given by
p(a(k) I A(k)) = Gamma a + L , b I (ij)e . (4.18)
The set SE contains the indices for which a ) has prior precision a(k), as illustrated in
the following example.
Example 4.1.3. Returning to the models of Examples 4.1.1- 4.1.2, for the HDP-SLDS
the sets S are defined as
S(k)(k) (k) a(k) a(k) a(k)l
1S =8 {a 1 2 ,  a,  13  32 ,a 33
For the HDP-AR-HMM, we have
S = {a(k) (k) a(k) (k)  (k) 52 (k) k),a(k) (k) a(k) , a(k) a( k )11 21 12 1 22 J 2 - 13 23 14 124 43 - 15 25 16 '26
Note that in this model, regardless of the number of observations Yt, the size of
Se (i.e., the number of a ) used to inform the posterior distribution) remains the
same. Thus, the gamma prior is an informative prior and the choice of a and b should
depend upon the cardinality of S. For the HDP-SLDS, this cardinality is given by
the maximal state dimension n, and for the HDP-AR-HMM, by the square of the
observation dimensionality d2.
We then place a separate inverse-Wishart prior IW(no, So) on E(k) and look at the
posterior given A(k):
p(E(k) I D(k), A(k)) = IW Nk +no, S(k +So) , (4.19)
where here, as opposed to in Eq. (4.11), we define
S(k= ( - A(k), t_ )(t - A(k)t-1 )T. (4.20)
tlzt=k
Measurement Noise Posterior
For the HDP-SLDS, we additionally place an IW(ro, Ro) prior on the measurement noise
covariance R, which we assume is shared between modes. The posterior distribution is
given by
p(R I Yl:T, Xl:T) = IW(T + ro, SR + Ro), (4.21)
where SR = E l(Yt - Cxt)(Yt - Cxt)T. If we wished to consider a model with mode-
specific measurement noise, we would simply partition the data according to the mode
sequence and examine the posterior:
p(R(k) Yl:T, X1:T, Zl:T) = IW Nk + ro, Sk) + Ro) V k, (4.22)
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1 Z2 Z3 .. 1 2 Z3 ...
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.3. Depiction of the HDP-SLDS sampling stages. (a) Sampling of transition and dynamic
parameters /, 7r, and 0 conditioned on a sampled state sequence xl:T and mode sequence Z1:T. (b)
Block sampling of the mode sequence z1:T conditioned on the sampled state sequence Xl:T, transition
distributions 7r, and dynamic parameters 0. (c) Block sampling of state sequence X1:T conditioned
on the sampled mode sequence Zl:T, dynamic parameters 0, and observations Y1:T. Hyperparameters
r,a, and -y are additionally sampled, but omitted here for simplicity. This animation also ignores the
optional stage of sequentially sampling z1:T marginalizing Xl:T.
where S = t=k(t - Cxt)(yt - Cxt)T. The derivations in the appendices con-
sider this more general case, while the subsequent sections of this chapter maintain the
assumption that the measurement mechanism is independent of the dynamical regime.
* 4.1.2 Gibbs Sampler
For inference in the HDP-AR-HMM, we use a Gibbs sampler that iterates between
sampling the mode sequence, ZI:T, and the set of dynamic and sticky HDP-HMM pa-
rameters. The sampler for the HDP-SLDS is identical with the additional step of
sampling the state sequence, Xl:T, and conditioning on this sequence when resampling
dynamic parameters and the mode sequence. Periodically, we interleave a step that
sequentially samples the mode sequence Z1:T marginalizing over the state sequence X1:T
in a similar vain to that of Carter and Kohn [26]. We describe the sampler in terms
of the pseudo-observations ot, as defined by Eq. (4.5), in order to clearly specify the
sections of the sampler shared by both the HDP-AR-HMM and HDP-SLDS. Refer to
Fig. 4.2 and Figs. 4.3-4.4.
Sampling Dynamic Parameters {A(k), E (k)
Conditioned on the mode sequence, zl:T, and the pseudo-observations, '1:T, we can
sample the dynamic parameters 0 = {A(k), E(k) } from the posterior densities of Sec. 4.1.1.
For the ARD prior, we then sample a(k) given A(k). In practice we iterate multiple
times between sampling a(k) given A(k) and A(k) given a (k ) before moving to the next
sampling stage.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.4. Depiction of the HDP-AR-HMM sampling stages. (a) Sampling of transition and dynamic
parameters 3, 7r, and 0 conditioned on the observations Y,,T and a sampled mode sequence Zl:T. (b)
Block sampling of the mode sequence zl:T conditioned on the observations Y1:T, transition distributions
7r, and dynamic parameters 0. Hyperparameters ,a, and y are additionally sampled, but omitted here
for simplicity.
Sampling Measurement Noise R (HDP-SLDS only)
For the HDP-SLDS, we additionally sample the measurement noise covariance R con-
ditioned on the sampled state sequence XI:T. In this case, we use the notation 0 to rep-
resent the set of dynamic parameters and the measurement noise covariance. Namely,
0 {A(k), E(k), R1.
Block Sampling Z1:T
As shown in Chapter 3, the mixing rate of the Gibbs sampler for the HDP-HMM can
be dramatically improved by using a truncated approximation to the HDP, such as the
weak limit approximation, and jointly sampling the mode sequence using a variant of the
forward-backward algorithm. In the case of our switching dynamical systems, we must
account for the direct correlations in the observations in our likelihood computation.
The variant of the forward-backward algorithm we use here then involves computing
backward messages mt+l,t(zt) oc p(t+l:T IZt, 't, 7r, 0) followed by recursively sampling
each zt conditioned on zt-1 from
p(zt I zt-1, 1 1:T , , ) oc p(zt I w' 1 )p(ot I 4t-, A(zt), E(zt))mt+1,t(zt). (4.23)
Joint sampling of the mode sequence is especially important when the observations
are directly correlated via a dynamical process since this correlation further slows the
mixing rate of the sampler of Teh et al. [162]. Note that as with the sticky HDP-HMM,
using an order L weak limit approximation to the HDP still encourages the use of a
sparse subset of the L possible dynamical modes.
Block Sampling X1:T (HDP-SLDS only)
Conditioned on the mode sequence zl:T and the set of SLDS parameters 0, our dy-
namical process simplifies to a time-varying linear dynamical system. We can then
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block sample X1:T by first running a backward Kalman filter to compute mt+1,t(xt) OC
P(Yt+l:TlXt, Zt+1:T, 8) and then recursively sampling each Xt conditioned on t-1 from
p(xt I Xt-1,Yl:T,Z1:T,O) oC p(xt I xt-1,A(zt) ,(zt))p(yt I xt,R)mt+l,t(xt). (4.24)
The messages are given in information form by mt,t-1(xt-1) cx JN-1t_(t-1i t,t-1, At,t-1),
where the information parameters are recursively defined as
dt,t-1 = A(zt) T  -(zt) At(CTR-lyt + t+1,t) (4.25)
At,t-1 = A(zt) T E- (z)A(zt) - A(zt) T -(zt)At E - (zt)A(zt)
with Tt = (E-(zt) + CTR- 1 C + At+,t) - 1. See Appendix D for a derivation and for a
more numerically stable version of this recursion.
Sequentially Sampling Z1:T (HDP-SLDS only)
For the HDP-SLDS, iterating between the previous sampling stages can lead to slow
mixing rates since the mode sequence is sampled conditioned on a sample of the state
sequence. For high-dimensional state spaces IRn , this problem is exacerbated. Instead,
one can analytically marginalize the state sequence and sequentially sample the mode
sequence from p(zt I z\t, Y:T, 7, ).4 This marginalization is accomplished by once
again harnessing the fact that conditioned on the mode sequence, our model reduces
to a time-varying linear dynamical system. When sampling zt and conditioning on the
mode sequence at all other time steps, we can run a forward Kalman filter to marginalize
the state sequence Xl:t-2 producing p(xt-1 I Y:t-1, zl:t-1, 0), and a backward filter to
marginalize Xt+l:T producing p(yt+l:T I Xt, Zt+I:T, 0). Then, for each possible value of
zt, we combine these forward and backward messages with the local likelihood p(yt I xt)
and local dynamic p(xt I xt-1, 9, zt - k) and marginalize over xt and t-1 resulting in
the likelihood of the observation sequence Y1:T as a function of zt. This likelihood is
combined with the prior probability of transitioning from zt-1 to zt = k and from zt = k
to zt+1. The resulting distribution is given by (see Appendix D.3 for full derivations):
p(zt = k Iz\t, Y1:T, T, 9) c zt- 1,_,(k) Frk(Zt+1)
A k)2 1/2 exp - l (k) A(k) kk) 9(k) , |b tT(A(k) + A b (t)-1 k) b))
Ak) Alt2/ 2 exp t t 2 t tlt  t t  t
(4.26)
with
A(k)= (Z(k) + A(zt)A-tl l1A(zt) T )- (4.27)
d(k) (E(k) + A(Zt)A-f A(Zt)T 1A(zt ) -f d
4 Note that the instantiated parameter values are used in this sequential sampling, and the resampling
of these parameters relies on the sampled state sequence so that one cannot simply iterate between
sampling the mode sequence and parameters.
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Here, f~f' and At are the updated information parameters for a forward running
Kalman filter, defined recursively as
A, = TR-1C + E-(zt) -_ -(zt)A(zt)(A(zt) T -(zt)A(zt ) + A- Itlt-1A(zt) T E_(zt)
flt CTR-lyt + E-(zt)A(zt)(A(zt) T E-(z)A(zt) + A{_lit_ 1) 1t-l . (4.28)
Note that a sequential node ordering for this sampling step allows for efficient up-
dates to the recursively defined filter parameters. However, this sequential sampling is
still computationally intensive, so our Gibbs sampler iterates between blocked sampling
of the state and mode sequences many times before interleaving a sequential mode se-
quence sampling step. The resulting Gibbs sampler is outlined in Algorithm 13, with
specifications for the MNIW and ARD priors provided in Algorithm 15 and Algo-
rithm 16, respectively.
* 4.2 Results
M 4.2.1 MNIW prior
We begin by analyzing the relative modeling power of the HDP-VAR(1)-HMM 5 , HDP-
VAR(2)-HMM, and HDP-SLDS using the MNIW prior on three sets of test data dis-
played in Fig. 4.5. We compare to a baseline sticky HDP-HMM using first difference
observations, imitating a HDP-VAR(1)-HMM with A(k) = I for all k. In Fig. 4.6 we
display Hamming distance errors that are calculated by choosing the optimal mapping
of indices maximizing overlap between the true and estimated mode sequences.
For all of the scenarios, we set the MNIW hyperparameters from statistics of the
data in the following way. We start by assuming the mean matrix M is 0, and setting
K = I,. This choice centers the mass of the matrix-normal distribution around stable
dynamic matrices while allowing for considerable variability in the matrix values. The
inverse-Wishart portion of the prior is given no = m + 2 degrees of freedom, which is
the smallest integer setting6 that maintains a proper prior. Recall that smaller degrees
of freedom implies a broader prior distribution.
For the HDP-AR-HMM, the scale matrix So is set to 0.75 times the empirical
covariance of the entire dataset. Setting the prior directly from the data can help
move the mass of the distribution to reasonable values of the parameter space. Ideally,
one would like to account for the uncertainty in A(k) when setting the distribution of
E(k) . However, this presents a challenge since the mode-specific covariance E(k) factors
into the the matrix-normal prior on A(k). Simply analyzing the observations Yt as if
A(k) = 0 for all k is made as a practical choice; our use of small degrees of freedom
aids in mitigating the affects of this ad-hoc assumption. The fact that the covariance
computed from a pooling of all of the data overestimates the mode-specific covariance
motivates our slight downscaling (by a factor of 0.75) of the estimate.
5Here we use the notation HDP-VAR(r)-HMM to refer to a HDP-AR-HMM with autoregressive
order r and vector observations.
6Note that it is not required to set the degrees of freedom to an integer.
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Given a previous set of mode-specific transition probabilities 7 "(n-1), the global
transition distribution O(n-1), and dynamic parameters 0 (n-1):
1. Set r = 7r(n -1), 0 = 3f(n-), and 0 = O(n - ) .
2. If HDP-SLDS,
(a) For each t E {1,..., T}, compute {fltt, Att} as in Algorithm 20.
(b) For each t c {T,...,1},
i. Compute {I~t1b, Alt} as in Algorithm 19
ii. For each k E {1,... ,K}, compute {dtk), Ak)} as in Eq. (4.27) and set
fk(1:T) Ak) 1/2 Ak) b-1/2fk(Yl:r) = ]~ . . . . + Att -1/2
1)(k)rA(k) 19 (k) (, k) + dbltTT (k) b -1 (7() + dbt )b
exp (2 tk) (k)k) k) t (Atk) + A t1 tk)
iii. Sample a mode assignment
L
zt - 7rzt,_l(k)7rk(Zt+l)fk(Yl:T)(5(Zt,k).
k=1
(c) Working sequentially forward in time sample
Sb-1
xt - A(xt; (E - ( zt) + At)-l(E-(Zt)A(zt)xt-1 + t9l), ( -(Zt) + )
(d) Set pseudo-observations 4 1:T = X1:T.
3. If HDP-AR-HMM, set pseudo-observations l1:T = Yl:T.
4. Block sample z1:T given transition distributions ir, dynamic parameters 0, and
pseudo-observations 01:T as in Algorithm 14.
5. Update the global transition distribution 3 (utilizing auxiliary variables m, w,
and fn), mode-specific transition distributions 7rk, and hyperparameters a, y,
and K as in Algorithm 10 of Sec. 3.1.3.
6. For each k E {1,..., L}, sample dynamic parameters (A(k), E(k)) given the
pseudo-observations 01:T and mode sequence Z1:T as in Algorithm 15 for the
MNIW prior and Algorithm 16 for the ARD prior.
7. If HDP-SLDS, also sample the measurement noise covariance
R IW T + ro, (yt - Cxt)(yt - Cxt)T + Ro
8. Fix (n , and t=
8. Fix 7r(n ) = r, (n) = 4, and 0(n ) = 0.
Algorithm 13. HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-HMM Gibbs sampler.
Given a set of mode-specific transition probabilities -r, dynamic parameters 0, and
pseudo-observations 'l.iT:
1. Calculate messages mt,t-l(k), initialized to mT+1,T(k) = 1, and the sample mode
sequence Z:T:
(a) For each t E {T,...,1} and k E {1,...,L}, compute
mt,t-l(k) = E 7rk(j)AF Ip; m_. t) -i -+1,t(j)
j=1 i=1
(b) Working sequentially forward in time, starting with transitions counts
njk = 0:
i. For each k E {1,... , L}, compute the probability
A(It) = (Yt; ZAs)lt, mt+,t(k)
ii. Sample a mode assignment zt as follows and increment nzz,,:
L
zt - E Trz, l (k) fk (Vbt) (zt, k)
k=1
Note that the likelihoods can be precomputed for each k e {1,..., L}.
Algorithm 14. Blocked mode-sequence sampler for HDP-AR-HMM or HDP-SLDS.
Given pseudo-observations '01:T and mode sequence Zl:T, for each k {1,..., K}:
1. Construct j&(k) and +(k) as in Eq. (4.7).
2. Compute sufficient statistics using pseudo-observations Ot associated with zt = k:
S(k) = (k)(k) T + K
S(k) = x(k) +(k)T + MK
S(k) = T(k)T(k)T + MKMT.
3. Sample dynamic parameters:
Z(k) ~ IW(Nkn+ n, S1- + So)
A (k) I (k) MN A(k); S S k) -(k), S0 ' 7M I
Algorithm 15. Parameter sampling using MNIW prior.
- . -===t52t&_ __ -- , - - __ _ ____ . , - , I -____ ___ _ - - -- - - .1 1
Given pseudo-observations 'bI:T, mode sequence Zl:T, and a previous set of dynamic
parameters (A(k), (k), (k)), for each k E {1,...,K}:
1. Construct 1't as in Eq. (4.16).
2. Iterate multiple times between the following steps:
(a) Construct E k) given a(k) as in Eq. (4.15) and sample the dynamic matrix:
vec(A(k) I (k), a( k)
"A'-( T l-(k)1  E- (k) + S 'I/T -- (k)tt-
tlzt=k tlzt=k
(b) For each f E {1,...,m}, with m= n for the SLDS and m = r for the
switching VAR, sample ARD precision parameters:
(k) (k) S( ,bE(ij)eSe 2
a I A - Gamma a + ,b) .
(c) Compute sufficient statistic:
S (k) (t - (k)t_j) t - A ( k ) -1 T
tlzt=k
and sample process noise covariance:
E(kk)(k) IW (Nk + no, S(k) + So
Algorithm 16. Parameter sampling using ARD prior.
When setting the HDP-SLDS inverse-Wishart prior on E(k), taking A(k) = 0 still
leaves us with ambiguity between the contribution from the measurement and process
noise terms in driving the covariance of the observations yt. In addition, for an HDP-
SLDS with xt E IER and Yt ER d, n > d (i.e., larger state dimension than observation
dimension,) we need a method for setting the mean of the extra n - d dimensions of
the process noise covariance. Thus, for the HDP-SLDS we use the following heuristic:
we set the upper d x d lefthand quadrant of the scale matrix So to be 0.675 times the
empirical covariance; the n - d x n - d lower righthand quadrant is set to be diagonal
with determinant equal to that of the upper righthand d x d block. We then set the
inverse-Wishart prior on the measurement noise to have ro = d + 2 degrees of freedom
and a scale matrix equal to 0.075 times the empirical covariance. Although we have
chosen this specific heuristic for setting the hyperparameters of the MNIW prior, we
have found that the results are fairly robust to various settings.
As in Chapter 3, we place a Gamma(a, b) prior on the sticky HDP-HMM concen-
tration parameters a + K and y, and a Beta(c, d) prior on the self-transition proportion
parameter p = / (a+K). We once again choose the weakly informative setting of a = 1,
b = 0.01, c = 10, and d = 1.
For the first scenario (Fig. 4.5(a)), the data were generated from a five-mode switch-
ing VAR(1) process with a 0.98 probability of self-transition and equally likely transi-
tions to the other modes. The same mode-transition structure was used in the subse-
quent two scenarios, as well. The three switching linear dynamical models provide com-
parable performance since both the HDP-VAR(2)-HMM and HDP-SLDS with C = 13
contain the class of HDP-VAR(1)-HMMs. In the second scenario (Fig. 4.5(b)), the data
were generated from a 3-mode switching AR(2) process. The HDP-AR(2)-HMM has
significantly better performance than the HDP-AR(1)-HMM while the performance of
the HDP-SLDS with C = [1 0] performs similarly, but has greater posterior variability
because the HDP-AR(2)-HMM model family is smaller. Note that the HDP-SLDS sam-
pler is slower to mix since the hidden, continuous state is also sampled. The data in the
third scenario (Fig. 4.5(c)) were generated from a three-mode SLDS model with C = 13.
Here, we clearly see that neither the HDP-VAR(1)-HMM nor HDP-VAR(2)-HMM is
equivalent to the HDP-SLDS. Note that all of the switching models yielded significant
improvements relative to the baseline sticky HDP-HMM. This input representation is
more effective than using raw observations for HDP-HMM learning, but still much less
effective than richer models which switch among learned LDS. Together, these results
demonstrate both the differences between our models as well as the models' ability to
learn switching processes with varying numbers of modes.
* 4.2.2 ARD prior
We now compare the utility of the ARD prior to the MNIW prior using the HDP-SLDS
model when the true underlying dynamical modes have sparse dependencies relative
_Jii
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Figure 4.5. (a) Observation sequence (blue, green, red) and associated mode sequence (magenta) for:
(a) 5-mode switching VAR(1) process, (b) 3-mode switching AR(2) process, and (c) 3-mode SLDS.
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Figure 4.6. Each row corresponds to an observation sequence of Fig. 4.5: (top) 5-mode switching
VAR(1) process, (middle) 3-mode switching AR(2) process, and (bottom) 3-mode SLDS. The associated
10th, 50th, and 90th Hamming distance quantiles over 100 trials are shown for the (b) HDP-VAR(1)-
HMM, (c) HDP-VAR(2)-HMM, (d) HDP-SLDS with C = I (top and bottom) and C = [1 0] (middle),
and (e) sticky HDP-HMM using first difference observations.
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to the assumed model order 7 . We generated data from a two-mode SLDS with 0.98
probability of self-transition and the following dynamic parameters:
0.8 -0.2 0 -0.2 0 0.8
A ) = -0.2 0.8 0 A(2) = 0.8 0 -0.2
0 0 0 0 0 0
with C = [12 0], E( 1) = E (2) = 13, and R = 12. The first dynamical process can be
equivalently described by just the first and second state components since the third
component is simply white noise that does not contribute to the state dynamics and is
not directly (or indirectly) observed. For the second dynamical process, the third state
component is once again a white noise process, but does contribute to the dynamics
of the first and second state components. However, we can equivalently represent the
dynamics of this mode as:
x1,t = -0.2xi,t-1 + 1el,t
X2,t = 0.8xl,t-1 + e2,t
where et is a noise term defined by the original process noise and x3,t, and can be shown
to be white. We also notice that the second state component solely relies on the first
component of the lagged state vector. Thus, one could rewrite the second dynamical
mode as a linear dynamical system with
-0.2 0
A(2) = 0.8 0 0
0 00
and process noise covariance appropriately redefined.
Notice that this SLDS does not satisfy Criterion 4.1.1 since the second column of
A(2) is zero while the second column of C is not. That is, the second state component
does not contribute to the dynamics of the second mode, but is directly observed.
Nevertheless, because the realization is in our canonical form with C = [12 0], we still
expect to recover the a 2 = a 2 ) = 0 sparsity structure. We set the parameters of the
Gamma(a, b) prior on the ARD precisions as a = |Se| and b = a/1000, where we recall
the definition of St from Eq. (4.18). This specification fixes the mean of the prior to
1000 while aiming to provide a prior that is equally informative for various choices of
model order (i.e., sizes |SeI).
In Fig. 4.7, we see that even in this low-dimensional example, the ARD provides
superior mode-sequence estimates, as well as a mechanism for identifying non-dynamical
state components. The histograms of the inferred c(k) are shown in Fig. 4.7(d)-(e).
From the clear separation between the sampled dynamic range of a( 1 ) and (aci) a,))
7That is, the HDP-SLDS may have dynamical regimes reliant on lower state dimensions, or the
HDP-AR-HMM may have modes described by lower order VAR processes.
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Figure 4.7. (a) Observation sequence (green, blue) and mode sequence (magenta) of a 2-mode SLDS,
where the first mode can be realized by the first two state components and the second mode solely by
the first. The associated 10th, 50th, and 90th Hamming distance quantiles over 100 trials are shown for
the (b) MNIW and (c) ARD prior. (d)-(e) Histograms of inferred ARD precisions associated with the
first and second dynamical modes, respectively, at the 5000th Gibbs iteration. Larger values correspond
to non-dynamical components.
and between that of (e 2 ) a 2) ) and c (2) , we see that we ae able to correctly identify
dynamical systems with a 0 and a 2) = a 2) = 0.
S4.2.3 Dancing Honey Bees
Honey bees perform a set of dances within the beehive in order to communicate the
location of food sources. Specifically, they switch between a set of waggle, turn-right, and
turn-left dances. During the waggle dance, the bee walks roughly in a straight line while
rapidly shaking its body from left to right. The turning dances simply involve the bee
turning in a clockwise or counterclockwise direction. These turning dances often start
at the endpoint of a waggle dance and form a C-like shape that typically returns the bee
to the starting location of the waggle dance. We display six such sequences of honey bee
dances in Fig. 4.8. The data consist of measurements yt = [cos(Ot) sin(Ot) xt yt]T ,
where (xt, yt) denotes the 2D coordinates of the bee's body and Ot its head angle .
Both Oh et al. [129] and Xuan and Murphy [188] used switching dynamical models to
SThe data for the six honey bee dance sequences, along with ground truth labels, are available at
http://www.cc.gatech.edu/ borg/ijcvpsslds/.
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Figure 4.8. Trajectories of the dancing honey bees for sequences 1 to 6, colored by waggle (red), turn
right (blue), and turn left (green) dances.
analyze these honey bee dances. We wish to analyze the performance of our Bayesian
nonparametric variants of these models in segmenting the six sequences into the dance
labels displayed in Fig. 4.8.
MNIW Prior - Unsupervised
We start by testing the HDP-VAR(1)-HMM using a MNIW prior. (Note that we did
not see performance gains by considering the HDP-SLDS, so we omit showing results
for that architecture.) We set the MNIW prior with mean matrix M = 0, K = 0.1 * Im,
degrees of freedom no = 6, and scale matrix So set to 0.75 times the empirical covariance
of a pre-processed observation sequence. The pre-processing involves centering the
position observations around 0 and scaling each component of Yt to be within the same
dynamic range. As in the synthetic data examples, we set the Gamma(a, b) priors on
the concentration parameters a+ and y to have a = 1 and b = 0.01, and the Beta(c, d)
prior on p to have c = 10 and d = 1.
We compare our results to those of Xuan and Murphy [188], who used a change-
point detection technique for inference on this dataset. As shown in Fig. 4.9, our model
achieves a superior segmentation compared to the change-point formulation in almost
all cases, while also identifying modes which reoccur over time.
Oh et al. [129] also presented an analysis of the honey bee data, using an SLDS
with a fixed number of modes. Unfortunately, that analysis is not directly comparable
to ours, because Oh et al. [129] used their SLDS in a supervised formulation in which
the ground truth labels for all but one of the sequences are employed in the inference
of the labels for the remaining held-out sequence, and in which the kernels used in the
MCMC procedure depend on the ground truth labels. (The authors also considered a
.......... ..  ...   
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Figure 4.9. ROC curves for the unsupervised HDP-VAR-HMM, partially supervised HDP-VAR-HMM,
and change-point formulation of Xuan and Murphy [188] using the Viterbi sequence for segmenting
datasets (a) 1-3 and (b) 4-6.
"parameterized segmental SLDS (PS-SLDS)," which makes use of domain knowledge
specific to honey bee dancing and requires additional supervision during the learning
process.) Nonetheless, in Table 4.1 we report the performance of these methods as well
as the median performance (over 100 trials) of the unsupervised HDP-VAR(1)-HMM
in order to provide a sense of the level of performance achievable without detailed,
manual supervision. As seen in Table 4.1, the HDP-VAR(1)-HMM yields very good
performance on sequences 4 to 6 in terms of the learned segmentation and number of
modes (see Fig. 4.10); the performance approaches that of the supervised method.
For sequences 1 to 3-which are much less regular than sequences 4 to 6-the per-
formance of the unsupervised procedure is substantially worse. In Fig. 4.11, we see
the extreme variation in head angle during the waggle dances of sequences 1 to 3.9 As
noted by Oh, the tracking results based on the vision-based tracker are noisier for these
sequences and the patterns of switching between dance modes is more irregular. This
dramatically affects our performance since we do not use domain-specific information.
Indeed, our learned segmentations consistently identify turn-right and turn-left modes,
but often create a new, sequence-specific waggle dance mode. Many of our errors can be
attributed to creating multiple waggle dance modes within a sequence. Overall, how-
ever, we are able to achieve reasonably good segmentations without having to manually
input domain-specific knowledge.
MNIW Prior - Partially Supervised
The discrepancy in performance between our results and the supervised approach of Oh
et al. [129] motivated us to also consider a partially supervised variant of the HDP-
VAR(1)-HMM in which we fix the ground truth mode sequences for five out of six of
9From Fig. 4.11, we also see that even in sequences 4 to 6, the ground truth labeling appear to be
inaccurate at times. Specifically, certain time steps are labeled as waggle dances (red) that look more
typical of a turning dance (green, blue).
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Figure 4.10. (a)-(c) The 10th, 50th, and 90th Hamming distance quantiles over 100 trials are shown
for sequences 4, 5, and 6, respectively. (d)-(f) Estimated mode sequences representing the median error
for sequences 4, 5, and 6 at the 200th Gibbs iteration, with errors indicated in red.
the sequences, and jointly infer both a combined set of dynamic parameters and the
left-out mode sequence. This is equivalent to informing the prior distributions with the
data from the five fixed sequences, and using these updated posterior distributions as
the prior distributions for the held-out sequence. As we see in Table 4.1, this partially
supervised approach considerably improved performance for these three sequences, es-
pecially sequences 2 and 3. Here, we hand-aligned sequences so that the waggle dances
tended to have head angle measurements centered about 7r/2 radians. Aligning the
waggle dances is possible by looking at the high frequency portions of the head angle
measurements. Additionally, the pre-processing of the unsupervised approach is not ap-
propriate here as the scalings and shiftings are dance-specific, and such transformations
modify the associated switching VAR(1) model. Instead, to account for the varying
frames of reference (i.e., point of origin for each bee body) we allowed for a mean j(k)
on the process noise, and placed an independent jN(0, Eo) prior on this parameter. We
set Eo to 0.75 times the scale matrix So of the inverse-Wishart prior on E(k). Since we
are not shifting and scaling the observations, we set the scale matrix So to 0.75 times the
empirical covariance of the first difference observations. We also use no = 10 degrees
of freedom, making the distribution around the expected covariance tighter than in the
unsupervised case. Examining first differences is appropriate since the bee's dynam-
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colored by the ground truth dance label sequence.
Sequence 1 2 3 4 5 6
HDP-VAR(1)-HMaM unsupervised 45.0 42.7 47.3 88.1 92.5 88.2
HDP-VAR(1)-HMM partially supervised 55.0 86.3 81.7 89.0 92.4 89.6
SLDS DD-MCMC 74.0 86.1 81.3 93.4 90.2 90.4
PS-SLDS DD-MCMC 75.9 92.4 83.1 93.4 90.4 91.0
Table 4.1. Median label accuracy of the HDP-VAR(1)-HMM using unsupervised and partially super-
vised Gibbs sampling, compared to accuracy of the supervised PS-SLDS and SLDS procedures, where
the latter algorithms were based on a supervised MCMC procedure (DD-MCMC) [129].
ics are better approximated as a random walk than as i.i.d. observations. Using raw
observations in the unsupervised approach creates a larger expected covariance matrix
making the prior on the dynamic matrix less informative, which is useful in the absence
of other labeled data.
ARD Prior
Using the cleaner sequences 4 to 6, we investigate the honey bee dance's variable order
structure by assuming a higher order switching VAR model and employing the ARD
prior. Namely, we choose an HDP-VAR(2)-HMM and use the same approach to setting
the hyperparameters as in Sec. 4.2.2. Although not depicted here, the Hamming dis-
tance plots for the HDP-VAR(2)-HMM with the ARD prior are indistinguishable from
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Figure 4.12. (a)-(c) Histograms of the inferred ARD hyperparameters for the learned turn right,
turn left, and waggle dance modes, respectively, at the 400th Gibbs iteration for the trials with Ham-
ming distance below the median. Larger values correspond to unnecessary lag components. Note the
horizontal axis scale in column (c).
those of Fig. 4.10(a)-(c) using the HDP-VAR(1)-HMM with the MNIW prior. Thus,
the information in the first lag component is sufficient for the segmentation problem.
However, the ARD prior informs us of the variable-order nature of this switching dy-
namical process. From Fig. 4.12(a)-(c), we see that the turning dances simply rely on
the first lag component while the waggle dance relies on both lag components. To verify
these results, we provided the data and ground truth labels to MATLAB's 1pc 10 im-
plementation of Levinson's algorithm, which indicated that the turning dances are well
approximated by an order 1 process, while the waggle dance relies on an order 2 model.
Thus, our learned orders for the three dances match what is indicated by Levinson's
algorithm on ground-truth segmented data.
1 01pc computes AR coefficients for scalar data, so we analyzed each component of the observation
vector independently. The order was consistent across these components.
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N 4.3 Model Variants
There are many variants of the general SLDS and switching VAR models that are
pervasive in the literature. One important example is when the dynamic matrix is
shared between modes; here, the dynamics are instead distinguished based on a switch-
ing mean, such as the Markov switching stochastic volatility (MSSV) model. In the
maneuvering target tracking community, it is often further assumed that the dynamic
matrix is shared and known (due to the understood physics of the target). We explore
both of these variants in the following sections.
N 4.3.1 Shared Dynamic Matrix, Switching Driving Noise
In many applications, the dynamics of the switching process can be described by a
shared linear dynamical system matrix A; the dynamics within a given mode are then
determined by some external force acting upon this LDS, and it is how this force is
exerted that is mode-specific. The general form for such an SLDS is given by:
Zt N 7Zt- 1
Xt = Axt- 1 + et(zt) (4.29)
Yt = CXt + wt,
where
et(k) N(p(k) E (k) ) wt AN(O,R). (4.30)
In this scenario, the data are generated from one dynamic matrix, A, and multiple
process noise covariance matrices, E(k). Thus, one cannot place a MNIW prior jointly
on these parameters (conditioned on M(k)) due to the coupling of the parameters in this
prior. We instead consider independent priors on A, E(k), and P(k). We will refer to the
choice of a normal prior on A, inverse-Wishart prior on E(k), and normal prior on f (k)
as the N-IW-N prior. See Appendix F.2 for details on deriving the resulting posterior
distributions given these independent priors. The appendix derives the distributions
assuming both mode-specific process noise parameters {p(k) (k) } and a mode-specific
dynamic matrix A(k). However, the derivations for a shared dynamic matrix A follow
directly by considering data from all time steps, not just those with zt = k.
Stochastic Volatility
An example of an SLDS in a similar form to that of Eq. (4.29) is the Markov switch-
ing stochastic volatility (MSSV) model. Hamilton [63] provides the seminal work in
proposing Markov-switching autoregressive models for econometric modeling; applica-
tions include modeling GNP [63] and interest rates [47]. Kim [94] extends such models
to the SLDS framework. The standard stochastic volatility model [152] is extended to
account for regime switching by So et al. [154], resulting in the MSSV. The MSSV as-
sumes that the log-volatilities follow an AR(1) process with a Markov switching mean.
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Figure 4.13. IBOVESPA stock index daily returns from 01/03/1997 to 01/16/2001.
This underlying process is observed via conditionally independent and normally dis-
tributed daily returns. Specifically, let yt represent, for example, the daily returns of
a stock index. The state xt is then given the interpretation of log-volatilities and the
resulting state space is given by [27]:
Zt  rZtl
Xt -- axt-1 et(zt) (4.31)
Yt = Ut(Xt),
where
et(k) - N(p(k) ,a 2 ) Ut(xt) . Af(O, exp(xt)). (4.32)
Here, only the mean of the process noise is mode-specific. Note, however, that the
measurement equation is non-linear in the state xt. Carvalho and Lopes [27] employ
a particle filtering approach to cope with these non-linearities. In [154], the MSSV is
instead modeled in the log-squared-daily-returns domain such that
log(y2 ) X= t + wt (4.33)
where wt is additive, non-Gaussian noise. This noise is sometimes approximated by
a moment-matched Gaussian [64], while So et al. [154] use a mixture of Gaussians
approximation. The MSSV is then typically bestowed a fixed set of two or three regimes
of volatility.
We test two variants of the HDP-SLDS on the IBOVESPA stock index (Sao Paulo
Stock Exchange) over the period of 01/03/1997 to 01/16/2001, during which ten key
world events are cited in [27] as affecting the emerging Brazilian market during this
time period. The daily returns are displayed in Fig. 4.13 and the key world event are
I~--- - --
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Date Event
07/02/1997 Thailand devalues the Baht by as much as 20%
08/11/1997 IMF and Thailand set a rescue agreement
10/23/1997 Hong Kongs stock index falls 10.4%
South Korea won starts to weaken
12/02/1997 IMF and South Korea set a bailout agreement
06/01/1998 Russias stock market crashes
06/20/1998 IMF gives final approval to a loan package to Russia
08/19/1998 Russia officially falls into default
10/09/1998 IMF and World Bank joint meeting to discuss global economic crisis
The Fed cuts interest rates
01/15/1999 The Brazilian government allows its currency, the Real,
to float freely by lifting exchange controls
02/02/1999 Arminio Fraga is named President of Brazils Central Bank
Table 4.2. Table of 10 key world events affecting the IBOVESPA stock index (Sao Paulo Stock
Exchange) over the period of 01/03/1997 to 01/16/2001, as cited by Carvalho and Lopes [27].
summarized in Table 4.2 and shown in the plots of Fig. 4.14. Use of this dataset was
motivated by the work of Carvalho and Lopes [27], in which a two-mode MSSV model
is assumed.
The first variant of the HDP-SLDS we consider, which we refer to as Model A, is
simply the HDP-SLDS of Eq. (4.1) operating on the raw daily returns. The second
variant, referred to as Model B, has a clearer interpretation as an MSSV model. Specif-
ically, we consider a model similar to that of Eq. (4.29) and operate on log-squared
daily returns. The difference between Model B and the form of the model in Eq. (4.29)
is that we use a DP mixture of Gaussian measurement noise model instead of the single
Gaussian model since this representation better matches the standard MSSV model.
We truncate the measurement noise DP mixture to 10 components. Both models are
assumed to have a one-dimensional underlying state vector (i.e., xt E IR.) See Table 4.3
for a summary of Model A and Model B.
For the IBOVESPA experiments, we used the same hyperparameter settings for the
prior distributions on the concentration parameters a, y, and K as in Sec. 4.2.1-4.2.3.
The prior distributions on the dynamic parameters were once again set from statistics
of the data.
For Model A, where we are considering raw observations and a MNIW prior, we
first pre-processed the data in the same manner as the honey bee data by centering the
observations around 0 and scaling the data to be roughly within a [-10, 10] dynamic
range. We then set the MNIW prior with M = 0, K = 1, and no = 3 degrees of freedom.
The expected process noise covariance was set to 0.75 times the empirical covariance of
the data. The IW prior on the measurement noise covariance, R, was given ro = 100
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Model A Model B
Mode dynamics zt - 7rz, l zt - 7rZt_-
Observation dynamics xt = A(zt)xt-1 + et(zt) xt = Axt- 1 + et(zt)
yt = Cxt + wt Yt = Cxt + wt
Noise distributions et(k) , AF(0, E(k)) et(k) ( N (k), E(k))
wt - A(0, R) wt _ e Iwn (0, R),
w - GEM(or), R ~ IW(nr, Sr)
Observation type Daily returns Log-squared daily returns
Table 4.3. Summary of two variants of the HDP-SLDS for detecting changes in volatility of a stock
index.
degrees of freedom and an expected covariance of 25. Our sampler initializes parameters
from the prior, and for Model A we found it useful to set the prior around large values of
R in order to avoid initial samples chattering between dynamical regimes caused by the
state sequence having to account for the noise in the observations. After accounting for
the residuals of the data in the posterior distribution, we typically learned R 10. For
the HDP-AR(r)-HMM's to which we compare in Fig. 4.14, we use M = 0, K = 10 * I,
and no = 3. Since the additional measurement noise was helpful in the Model A HDP-
SLDS, we allowed for larger noise terms in the HDP-VAR(r)-HMM's as well. Namely,
we set the expected covariance of the noise process to be equal to the sum of our
expected process noise and measurement noise in the HDP-SLDS case (i.e., 0.75 times
the empirical covariance of the data plus 25.)
For Model B, we rely on the N-IW-N prior described in Sec. 4.3.1. Since we are
allowing for a mean on the process noise and dealing with log-squared daily returns, we
do not perform any pre-processing of the data. For the normal prior on the dynamic
parameter a, we set the mean to 0 and the covariance to 0.75 times the empirical covari-
ance of the observations. This matches with the moments on a defined by our MNIW
prior when fixing the process noise covariance to its expected value (see Eq. (2.93)).
Our normal prior on p(k) is also given a 0 mean with covariance equal to 0.75 times
the empirical covariance. The IW prior on the process noise E(k) was given 3 degrees
of freedom and an expected value of 0.75 times the empirical covariance. Finally, each
component of the mixture-of-Gaussian measurement noise was given an IW prior with
3 degrees of freedom and an expected value of 5* r2 , which matches with the moment-
matching technique of Harvey et al. [64]. For the HDP-AR(r)-HMM's to which we
compare in Fig. 4.14, we once again place a zero-mean normal prior on the dynamic
parameter a with covariance set to the expected noise covariance, which in this case is
equal to 0.75 times the empirical covariance plus 5 * 7 2 (using the same rationale as in
Model A.) This IW prior on the noise parameter is given 3 degrees of freedom. As with
the Model B HDP-SLDS, the mean parameter pI(k) is given a normal, zero-mean prior
with covariance equal to 0.75 times the empirical covariance.
The posterior probability of an HDP-SLDS inferred change point for both Model A
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Figure 4.14. (a) Plot of the estimated probability of a change point on each day using 3,000 Gibbs
samples for the HDP-SLDS of Eq. (4.1) on raw daily return measurements. The 10 key events are
indicated with red lines. (b) Similar plot for the non-sticky HDP-SLDS with no bias towards self-
transitions. (c) ROC curves for the HDP-SLDS, non-sticky HDP-SLDS, HDP-AR(1)-HMM, and HDP-
AR(2)-HMM. (e)-(g) Analogous plots for the HDP-SLDS matched to the MSSV by using a shared
dynamic matrix and allowing a mean on the mode-specific process noise and a mixture of Gaussian
measurement noise model. For this matched model, we use log-squared daily returns.
and Model B is shown in Fig. 4.14(a) and Fig. 4.14(d), respectively. In Fig. 4.14(b) and
Fig. 4.14(e), we display the corresponding plots for non-sticky variants of these HDP-
SLDS models (i.e., with a = 0 so that there is no bias towards mode self-transitions.)
The Model A HDP-SLDS is able to infer very similar change points to those presented
in [27]. Interestingly, the HDP-SLDS consistently identifies three regimes of volatility
versus the assumed two-mode model of Carvalho and Lopes [27]. Without the sticky
extension, the non-sticky model variant over-segments the data and rapidly switches
between redundant states leading to many inferred change points that do not align with
any world event. The Model B HDP-SLDS performs similarly; the non-sticky variant
here once again rapidly switches between states, but not as frequently as in the Model
A case. Overall, although the state of the Model B HDP-SLDS has the interpretation
of log-volatilities, we see that the Model A HDP-SLDS can also capture regime-changes
in the dynamics of this stock index.
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In Fig. 4.14(c) and Fig. 4.14(f), the overall change-point detection performance of
the Model A and Model B HDP-SLDS are compared to that of the HDP-AR(1)-HMM,
HDP-AR(2)-HMM, and non-sticky HDP-SLDS. The ROC curves shown in these plots
are calculated by windowing the time axis and taking the maximum probability of a
change point in each window. These probabilities are then used as the confidence of
a change point in that window. For both Model A and Model B, we clearly see the
advantage of using an SLDS model combined with the sticky HDP-HMM prior on the
mode sequence.
* 4.3.2 Fixed Dynamic Matrix, Switching Driving Noise
There are some cases in which the dynamical model is well-defined through knowledge
of the physics of the system being observed, such as simple kinematic motion. More
complicated motions can typically be modeled using the same fixed dynamical model,
but using a more complex description of the driving force. Returning to the model of
Eq. (2.140), a generic LDS driven by an unknown control input ut can be represented
as:
xt = Axt-1 + But + vt (4.34)
Yt = Cxt + Dut + wt,
where vt - Kn(0, Q) and wt - AN(0, R). It is often appropriate to assume D = 0, as we
do herein.
Maneuvering Target Tracking
The methods for modeling a maneuvering target can be primarily classified into three
categories: (1) methods which approximate the non-random but unobserved control
input sequence U1:T as a deterministic unknown, (2) methods which model U1:T as a
random process, and (3) methods which use a set of dynamic systems to model typical
target trajectories. For a thorough survey of maneuvering target tracking, see [144, 145].
Inference on systems modeled with deterministic unknown inputs is computationally
complex, and thus modeling the control input as a random process is a common sim-
plifying assumption. The most basic of these models is to take the control to be white
noise. The constant velocity (CV) and constant acceleration (CA) models, with random
walks on velocity and acceleration, respectively, are contained within this class. An im-
mediate extension is to model the control input as a zero-mean Markov process [153].
A more realistic model is to assume that the input is a stochastic process with both
temporal correlation and a time-varying, non-zero mean, such as a switching Markov
process. Classical approaches, such as [119], rely on a fixing a finite set of mean values,
typically a discretization of the acceleration space, and setting the probability of jump-
ing between these modes. One can describe such a model of noisy, jump-mean control
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inputs by:
Zt 7rzt_
xt = Axt-1 + But(zt) + vt (4.35)
Yt = Cxt + Wt,
where
ut(k) - Af(~(k), (k)) vt ,A(O,Q) wt-NA(O,R). (4.36)
Equivalently, the state dynamics can be described as
xt = Axt- 1 + et(zt) (4.37)
et(k) N(BI(k), BE(k)BT + Q). (4.38)
This model can be captured by our HDP-SLDS formulation of Eq. (4.29) with a fixed
dynamic matrix and mode-specific, non-zero mean process noise. Such a formulation
can be viewed as an extension of the work by Caron et al. [24] in which the exogenous
input is modeled as an independent noise process (i.e., no Markov structure on zt)
generated from a DP mixture model.
An alternative formulation for capturing maneuvering target dynamics is that of
multiple models, which describes the targets maneuvers as switches between a set of
dynamic models, e.g. CV and CA. These dynamic models can capture more coherent
maneuver behavior than random processes and are well-suited to applications where
target dynamics have well-defined system models with known parametrization, such as
tracking civilian air traffic, tactical ballistic missiles, etc. However, for tracking hostile
or noncooperative targets, such as evasive manned aircraft, the strong maneuverabil-
ity and unpredictable behavior are challenging for multiple model methods which rely
heavily on prior knowledge for defining the models and mode-switching probabilities. In
this section, we examine the ability of the HDP-SLDS to track a highly maneuverable
target. Here, we assume that the dynamic matrix A is well-modeled by either a CV
or CA model, but the control input process is challenging to define. In scenarios for
which a good representative set of kinematic models have not been developed, such as
in tracking targets like ships and ground targets [145], the more general HDP-SLDS
that additionally learns a set of mode-specific dynamic matrices may be better suited.
An Alternative Sampling Scheme
In some applications, the control input might be much lower-dimensional than the state.
Harnessing the knowledge of the dynamics of the system and sampling the control in-
put instead of the state sequence can lead to dramatic improvements in the mixing rate
of the Gibbs sampler. One can sequentially block-sample (zt, ut), marginalizing over
the state sequence X1:T, the transition distributions 7r, and the dynamic parameters
0 = {p(k), (k)}. As with the direct assignment sticky HDP-HMM sampler of Algo-
rithm 9, this sampler relies on instantiating the global transition distribution 0. We
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jointly sample (zt, ut) because a change in assignment of the mode zt may induce a
significant change in the distribution over the input ut; sampling these variables inde-
pendently could result in different local modes between which it is very challenging to
move. For this sampler, we assume that the measurement noise covariance R is known.
Alternatively, one could interleave a step of sampling the state sequence Xl:T given Z1:T
and U1:T, and then sample R conditioned on this state sequence.
The derivation of the conditional distribution of (zt, ut) is outlined below, with
details in Appendix E. We specifically examine a sequential node ordering for the Gibbs
sampler to allow for simple updates, as will become clear in the following derivations.
Let 0 denote the fixed parameters {A, Q, R}. We begin by writing
p(Ut ,zt I Z\t, U\t, Y1:T, 8, 03, , , A)
= p(zt I Z\t, U\t, Y1:T, 0,13, a, , A)p(ut I Z]:T, U\t, Y1:T, 0, A). (4.39)
As derived in Appendix E, we can write the conditional density of ut for each candidate
Zt as,
p(ut I zt = k, z\t, u\t, Y1:T, 0, A) oc p(ut I {UIZT, = k,7 f t}, A)p(yl:T I Ul:T, 0)
cA N-A(ut; 1k + tk+ 1t + At). (4.40)
Given a normal inverse-Wishart (NIW) prior on {p,(k) (k) }, the posterior distribution
of ut given all other control inputs u\t is a Student-t distribution (see Eq. (2.87)),
which we approximate by a moment-matched Gaussian /(Ak, tk) (see Eq. (2.89)).
The information parameters 7t and At arise from marginalization of the state sequence
by once again harnessing conditionally linear dynamics. Specifically, conditioning on the
control input sequence simplifies the SLDS to an LDS with a deterministic control input
Ul:T. Thus, conditioning on Ul:t-l,t+1:T allows us to marginalize the state sequence in
the following manner. We run a forward Kalman filter to pass a message from t - 2 to
t - 1, which is updated by the local likelihood at t - 1. A backward filter is also run
to pass a message from t + 1 to t, which is updated by the local likelihood at t. These
updated messages are combined with the local dynamic p(xt I t-1, ut, 6) and then
marginalized over xt and xt-1, resulting in the likelihood of the observation sequence
Y1:T as a function of Ut, the variable of interest. Because the sampler conditions on
control inputs, the filter for this time-invariant system can be efficiently implemented by
pre-computing the error covariances and then solely computing local Kalman updates
at every time step. Of note is that the computational complexity is linear in the training
sequence length, as well as the number of currently instantiated maneuver modes.
We similarly derive the distribution on zt as
p(zt ZI \t, U\t, Yl:T, , 0, a, , A) oC p(zt = k \t , 1, a, K)Ck,
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(4.41)
where p(zt = k I z\t, 3, a, r) is as in Eq. (A.10) for the sticky HDP-HMM and
It 1 11/2
Ck = IIk
|k + At11/
2
exp i-  -1 T -1 1 -1k t) (4.42)
exp --- L2 k  Ik 7k + )(Ek k +(t)T(Ekk + ) (4.42)
The derivation of this constant is very similar to the constant that arises in the sequential
sampling of zt described in Sec. 4.1.2.
Results
We compare the performance of our Bayesian nonparametric target tracking algorithm
to that of a multiple model algorithm commonly used within the target-tracking com-
munity. Due to the exponentially growing mode-sequence hypothesis space with time,
online multiple model inference methods rely on various algorithms for reducing the
hypothesis space by using a cooperation strategy, which includes pruning, merging, and
selection. Thus, these methods are theoretically suboptimal, but work well in certain
situations. For each mode hypothesis, a conditional filter is run and the state estimates
are then fused. Overall, the multiple model method requires model-set determination,
a cooperation strategy, conditional filtering, and output processing. The standard in
state-of-the-art multiple model inference algorithms, which we use in the following re-
sults, is the interacting multiple model (IMM) method [20,115,145].
For our Bayesian nonparametric approach, we consider the HDP-SLDS of Eq. (4.35)
and take the fixed dynamic and control matrices to be:11
1 AT AT2 !AT 22 ]
A = 0 1 AT B = AT . (4.43)
0 1 0
Here, the state consists of the x-direction position, velocity, and acceleration and we
assume that we only have noisy observations of the position of the target such that
C = [1 0 0].
We compare this HDP-SLDS to a multiple model formulation using the standard
constant velocity (CV) and constant acceleration (CA) coordinate-uncoupled maneuver
models, with the state being x-direction position and velocity in the case of the CV
model and x-direction position, velocity, and acceleration in the case of the CA model.
The multiple model state space equations are,
xt = A(zt)xt-1 + et(zt) (4.44)
Yt = C(zt)xt + wt.
"
1 For this scenario, we take ut to be the control input integrated into the system over the time
window t - 1 to t. This parallels the IMM dynamics to which we compare our performance.
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The system matrices for these two models are given by
A(cV) 1 AT C(cv) [1 0]A(cv) = 0 1
cy1AT 3 1 2AT2
E(CV) = qV 3 2  AT(4.45)
AT 1AT2
8T3 2 P=i (4.45)(C A ) andCA 4 our3 HDP-SLDS. The CV-CA multiple model formulation attempts to
The IMM inference algorithm requires the definition of a transition matrix P defin-
ing the probability Pij of transitioning to model j given a current model i. We take
P = 1 - Pii I - pi (4.47)
since we have no prior bias towards the CA model versus the CV model. Additionally,
we assume that initially both models are equally likely.
Itrols important to understand the differences between the CV-CA multiple model
formulation and our HDP-SLDS. The CV-CA multiple model formulation attempts to
open up the bandwidth for maneuvers by incorporating a random walk on acceleration.
However, such a formulation cannot capture the abrupt jumps in acceleration charac-
teristic of highly maneuverable targets, whereas our formulation does. Specifically, the
HDP-SLDS model we have defined takes the acceleration to be a Markov jump-mean
process with a random walk noise component. Here, the parameter 11(zl) represents
the mean of this process at time t while E (zl) allows for mode-specific variation of the
control input realization ut. If we learn a mode with a mean of zero, our model reduces
to that of the CA model (i.e. zero-mean random walk on acceleration.) When, in ad-
dition, the learned covariance E (Zt ) and fixed process noise covariance Q are small, this
model adequately describes a non-maneuvering target. However, by having the flexibil-
ity of learning modes with non-zero means, our model can account for fast changes in
acceleration.
To compare the performance of the HDP-SLDS to that of the CV-CA IMM, we
generated two types of simulated observations of position versus time. The first sequence
(Scenario A) is a noisy version of a modulated sinusoid starting at a random phase point
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with measurement noise variance R = 5 * 105 . The underlying position sequence has
continuous derivatives so that velocity and acceleration vary smoothly. The second
sequence (Scenario B) was a noisy step function generated from a three-mode Markov
jump-mean model with 12 R = 5 * 109. The three modes of the model were defined
by means {-50, 0, 50} and variances {5, 1, 5}, respectively. The probability of self-
transition was set to 0.99 while transitions to the other modes were equally likely. By
considering both smooth and abrupt changes in acceleration, we show the flexibility of
the proposed HDP-SLDS model.
We set the HDP-SLDS and CV-CA IMM model parameters in the following manner.
We use an initial error covariance Po = 100 * 13 and step size AT = 1. For the CV-
CA IMM, we take qCA = qCV = 10, while for the HDP-SLDS, we use a small noise
covariance Q = 0.01 * 3 in order to encourage UI:T to capture the statistical properties
of the input process. For the HDP-SLDS, we place a conjugate NZIW(0.001, 0, 50, 1)
prior on the parameters {1 t(k), E(k)}.
In the following set of results we present two methods of using the samples provided
by the HDP-SLDS inference algorithm. One method involves learning the control in-
put sequence Ul:T from the observation sequence Yl:T and then calculating Kalman
smoothed state estimates given the learned input sequence. We take our estimate of
U1:T to simply be the average over 100 Gibbs samples. We refer to this method as the
HDP-SLDS smoother. The batch processing of data used by the HDP-SLDS smoother is
impractical in many applications. Therefore, we also present an offline-training online-
tracking approach to learning a set of dynamic models that can be used within the
IMM framework. Specifically, we run the HDP-SLDS sampler on training data until
it is well-mixed and then examine a set of 10 samples of (Ul:T, ZI:T). From each of
these samples, we infer a set of parameters {p(k), E(k) } and transition densities 7rk. The
resulting HDP-SLDS-learned IMMs consist of CA dynamic models with different noise
processes, both in terms of mean and covariance as determined by {p(k), (k)}, and
by the transition probabilities 7k. The results we present for this method are state
estimates averaged over the 10 parallel HDP-SLDS-learned IMMs, where the models
were trained on either sinusoidal data with random phase shifts for Scenario A, or
from observation sequences generated from random step function input sequences on
acceleration for Scenario B.
In Fig. 4.15(d) and Fig. 4.16(d) we plot the performance of the CV-CA IMM as
a function of the transition probability parameter pii. We see that the IMM exhibits
strong model sensitivity to pii, while the HDP-SLDS does not depend on presetting this
parameter. In the experiments for Scenarios A and B (shown in Fig. 4.15 and Fig. 4.16,
respectively), we fix Pii = 0.95 in order to consider a single "good" IMM for both of
these scenarios.
In Fig. 4.15(a) and Fig. 4.16(a), we show the track estimates of position versus
time for the CV-CA IMM, HDP-SLDS-learned IMMs, and HDP-SLDS smoother, as
12The large measurement noise setting is due to the large scale of the position observations depicted
in 4.16.
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Figure 4.15. Plots of (a) observation sequence (gray) with track estimates and (b) associated L 2
error for the CV-CA IMM (blue,-), HDP-SLDS learned IMMs (red,- -), and HDP-SLDS smoother
(green,.- ) on a modulated sinusoid (Scenario A). (c) Histogram of number of HDP-SLDS maneuver
modes over 1,000 Gibbs iterations on the training sequence for the learned IMMs. (d) Total L 2 error
versus self transition probability pii depicting the model sensitivity of the IMM as compared to the
HDP-SLDS learned IMMs or HDP-SLDS smoother, which do not depend on presetting this parameter.
well as the noisy observations. The associated average L 2 position errors versus time
averaged over 10 measurement realizations of the true target trajectory are plotted in
Fig. 4.15(b) and Fig. 4.16(b). These plots show the performance gain of the HDP-SLDS
methods over the CV-CA IMM. Relative to the CV-CA IMM performance, the HDP-
SLDS-learned IMMs have a 42% average decrease in total L 2 error in the modulated
sinusoid case and 52% decrease in the step function case while the HDP-SLDS smoother
has decreases of 78% and 75%.
One can analyze the complexity of the inferred HDP-SLDS model by looking at the
number of maneuver modes to which a significant number of observations are assigned.
We histogram those modes with more than 5% of the assignments over 1,000 Gibbs
iterations in Fig. 4.15(c) and Fig. 4.16(c). When the true control inputs are drawn
from a small finite set, as in the step function scenario, the HDP-SLDS describes the
data with fewer model components than the more complicated modulated sinusoid
scenario. These results emphasize the flexibility of the HDP-SLDS approach.
............
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Figure 4.16. Analogous plots to those of Fig. 4.15, but for a step function control input (Scenario B).
* 4.4 Discussion and Future Work
In this chapter, we have addressed the problem of learning switching linear dynamical
models with an unknown number of modes for describing complex dynamical phenom-
ena. We presented a Bayesian nonparametric approach and demonstrated both the
utility and versatility of the developed HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-HMM on real appli-
cations. Using the same parameter settings, although different model choices, in one
case we are able to learn changes in the volatility of the IBOVESPA stock exchange
while in another case we learn segmentations of data into waggle, turn-right, and turn-
left honey bee dances. We also described a method of applying automatic relevance
determination (ARD) as a sparsity-inducing prior, leading to flexible and scalable dy-
namical models that allow for identification of variable order structure. The utility of
this model was demonstrated on synthetic data and the honey bee dance sequences.
Following the presentation of the generic HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-HMM models,
we considered adaptations to specific forms often examined in the literature. Specifi-
cally, we developed Bayesian nonparametric variants of the Markov switching stochas-
tic volatility model and a standard multiple model target tracking formulation. For
the target tracking application, we derived a collapsed Gibbs sampler that efficiently
computes smoothed state estimates from noisy observation sequences by sampling the
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lower-dimensional control input sequence. We showed that the parameters inferred by
this sampler can be utilized in an online IMM filter and demonstrated significant gains
over the fixed model set commonly used in tracking applications.
The batch processing of the Gibbs samplers derived herein may be impractical
and offline-training online-tracking infeasible for certain applications. Due both to the
nonlinear dynamics and uncertainty in model parameters, exact recursive estimation is
infeasible. We can leverage the conditionally linear dynamics and use Rao-Blackwellized
particle filtering (RBPF) [29], an efficient sequential importance sampler (SIS). Here,
the particles represent samples from p(ol:t I Yl:t), where Ot = {A(zt), E(zt)}. Estimation
of p(xl:t I 01:t, yl:t) can then be computed using Kalman filtering. However, particle
filters can suffer from a progressively impoverished particle representation, especially
in the case of static parameter estimation. In our scenario, both the hyperparameters
and the HDP distribution over parameters qt are static. Thus, we could modify the SIS
methods, in a similar vain to resample-move [56] which interleaves Gibbs and particle
filter steps, so that potential new values for static parameters continue to be explored
over time. Another approach for an online implementation is that of decayed MCMC
filtering [114]. The decayed MCMC algorithm is similar to standard MCMC methods
except instead of uniformly sampling the state variables the algorithm concentrates
sampling activity to the recent past, since these states are the most relevant to the cur-
rent state. Decayed MCMC is guaranteed to converge to the true marginal distribution
given an appropriate decay function, and has provable rates of convergence.
Another direction of future research is to develop stronger sparsity inducing priors.
The ARD prior provides a simple quadratic, or L 2 , penalty on the columns of A.
Alternatively, one could examine the class of spike and slab priors [28, 73,182], which
place an additional spike of probability mass concentrated around the random variable
being exactly zero, and have been successfully applied to both regression and factor
analysis. Other examples include the Laplace prior, corresponding to the Lasso L 1
penalty [166], and the class of scale mixture of Gaussian priors presented in [23].
Overall, the formulation we developed herein represents a flexible, Bayesian non-
parametric model for describing nonlinear dynamical phenomena and discovering simple
underlying structures to describe time series. In the next chapter, we explore how to
transfer knowledge between multiple, related time series.
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Chapter 5
Sharing Features among Dynamical
Systems with Beta Processes
IN many applications, one would like to discover and model dynamical behaviors which
are shared among several related time series. For example, consider video or motion
capture data depicting multiple people performing a number of related tasks. By jointly
modeling such sequences, we may more robustly estimate representative dynamic mod-
els, and also uncover interesting relationships among activities. We specifically focus on
time series where behaviors can be individually modeled via temporally independent or
linear dynamical systems, and where transitions between behaviors are approximately
Markovian. Examples of such Markov jump processes include the hidden Markov model
(HMM), switching vector autoregressive (VAR) process, and switching linear dynam-
ical system (SLDS). These models have proven useful in such diverse fields as speech
recognition, econometrics, remote target tracking, and human motion capture. We have
presented Bayesian nonparametric approaches to learning such models in Chapters 3
and 4, and examined some of these applications. In this chapter, our approach envisions
a large library of behaviors, and each time series or object exhibits a subset of these
behaviors. We then seek a framework for discovering the set of dynamic behaviors,
or features, that each object exhibits. We particularly aim to allow flexibility in the
number of total and sequence-specific behaviors, and encourage objects to share similar
subsets of the large set of possible behaviors.
One can represent the set of behaviors an object exhibits via an associated list of
features. A standard featural representation for N objects, with a library of K features,
employs an N x K binary matrix F = {fik}. Setting fik = 1 implies that object i
exhibits feature k. Our desiderata motivate a Bayesian nonparametric approach based
on the beta process [67], which allows for infinitely many potential features. As shown
by Thibaux and Jordan [165], integrating over the latent beta process random measure
induces a predictive distribution on features equivalent to the Indian buffet process
(IBP) of Griffiths and Ghahramani [62]. The beta process, and its connection with the
IBP, are reviewed in Sec. 2.9.4. Given a sampled feature set, our model reduces to a
collection of Bayesian HMMs (or SLDS) with partially shared parameters.
One approach to a Bayesian nonparametric representation of multiple time series
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would be to consider an extension of the sticky HDP-HMM and HDP-SLDS models of
Chapters 3 and 4, respectively, in which the time series are tied together with the same
set of transition and emission parameters. However, such an HDP-HMM or HDP-SLDS
does not select a subset of behaviors for a given time series, but restrictively assumes
that all time series share the same set of behaviors and switch among them in exactly
the same manner. Another recent approach to Bayesian nonparametric modeling of
Markov-switching time series is the infinite factorial HMM [171]. The infinite factorial
HMM also does not solve our problem; it instead models a single time series using an
infinite set of latent features, which evolve via independent Markovian dynamics. Our
work focuses on modeling multiple time series and on capturing dynamical modes that
are shared among the series.
Our results are obtained via an efficient and exact Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) inference algorithm. In particular, we exploit the finite dynamical system
induced by a fixed set of features to efficiently compute acceptance probabilities, and
reversible jump birth and death proposals to explore new features. We validate our
sampling algorithm using several synthetic datasets, and also demonstrate promising
unsupervised segmentation of data from the CMU motion capture database [169].
E 5.1 Describing Multiple Time Series with Beta Processes
Assume we have a set of N objects, each of whose dynamics is described by a switching
vector autoregressive (VAR) process, with switches occurring according to a discrete-
time Markov process. For a review of switching VAR processes, refer to Sec. 2.7.3. As
we have seen in Chapter 4, such autoregressive HMMs (AR-HMMs) provide a simpler,
but often equally effective, alternative to SLDS. Let yti) represent the observation vector
of the ith object at time t, and z(i) the latent dynamical mode. Assuming an order r
switching VAR process, denoted by VAR(r), we have
(i) (i)
Zt '- (i)zt-'
yt W A . Yi) i) J ( ) A () )) A ei  (i)5.1)
j=1
where e i) (k) A/(0, k), Ak =[A, ... Ar,k, and (i) [ (i)T  T]t Ik rk I t-1 Yt-r
The standard HMM with Gaussian emissions arises as a special case of this model when
Ak = 0 for all k. We refer to these VAR processes, with parameters 0k {Ak, k}, as
behaviors, and use a beta process prior to couple the dynamic behaviors exhibited by
different objects or sequences.
Let fi be a vector of binary indicator variables, where fik denotes whether object i
exhibits behavior k. As in Sec. 2.9.4, we can define this feature vector by utilizing the
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beta process prior in the following specification:
B I Bo - BP(1, Bo)
Xi I B BeP(B), i= 1,...,N,
where fik are the weights associated with the Bernoulli process realizations
Xi = E fikOk. (5.3)
k
As discussed in Sec. 2.9.4, marginalization of the latent beta process random measure
B induces a predictive distribution on the features fik equivalent to the IBP.
Given fi, we define a feature-constrained transition distribution 7r (i ) = {r(i) }, which
governs the ith object's transitions among its set of dynamic behaviors. In particular,
for each object i we define a doubly infinite collection of gamma-distributed random
variables:
77 ) -, Gamma(" + a5(j,k), 1) (5.4)
Here, 6(j, k) indicates the Kronecker delta function. We denote this collection of transi-
tion variables by r(i)), and use them to define object-specific, feature-constrained tran-
sition distributions:
S(i) (i) f
7j -1 .(i) (5.5)Sj W
LkIfik-1 rljk
Here, 9 denotes the element-wise vector product. This construction defines 7ri) over
the full set of positive integers, but assigns positive mass only at indices k where fik = 1,
constraining the object to solely transition amongst the dynamical behaviors indicated
by its feature vector.
The preceding generative process can equivalently be represented via a sample - i )
from a finite Dirichlet distribution of dimension Ki = Ek fik, containing the non-zero
entries of x i)
i) fi 7 , Dir([y, . y, yI +K, ,... ]) (5.6)
(i)
The K hyperparameter places extra expected mass on the component of -rj) correspond-
ing to a self-transition rrj , analogously to the sticky hyperparameter of Chapter 3. We
also use the representation
r i ) I Dir([ 7,.. 7 + ,7 , .- ] ® fi), (5.7)
implying r(i) (i j(i) .. . with only a finite number of non-zero entries rFjk.
This representation is really an abuse of notation since the Dirichlet distribution is
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Bo-
N
Figure 5.1. Graphical model of the IBP-AR-HMM. The beta process distributed measure
B I B o , BP(1, Bo) is represented by its masses wk and locations Ok, as in Eq. (2.238). The fea-
tures are then conditionally independent draws fik I wk Bernoulli(wk), and are used to define feature-
constrained transition distributions r i ) f, y, r Dir([y,... , y, + n, y,...] 0 f,). The switching
VAR dynamics are as in Eq. (5.1).
not defined for infinitely many parameters. In reality, we are simply examining a Ki-
dimensional Dirichlet distribution as in Eq. (5.6). However, the notation of Eq. (5.7)
is useful in reminding the reader that the indices of -(i) defined by Eq. (5.6) are not
over 1 to Ki, but rather over the Ki values of k such that fik = 1. Additionally, this
notation is useful for concise representations of the posterior distribution.
We refer to the model described in this section as the IBP autoregressive HMM
(IBP-AR-HMM), with a graphical model representation presented in Fig. 5.1.
E 5.2 MCMC Methods for Posterior Inference
In this section, we develop an MCMC method which alternates between resampling
binary feature assignments given observations and dynamic parameters, and resam-
pling dynamic parameters given observations and features. The sampler interleaves
Metropolis-Hastings and Gibbs sampling updates, which are sometimes simplified by
appropriate auxiliary variables. We leverage the fact that fixed feature assignments
instantiate a set of finite AR-HMMs, for which dynamic programming can be used
to efficiently compute marginal likelihoods. To resample the potentially infinite set of
object-specific features, we introduce a new approach employing incremental "birth"
and "death" proposals, improving on previous exact samplers for IBP models in the
non-conjugate case [117].
~ ~ c -C - _ _ C I~ C-
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E 5.2.1 Sampling binary feature assignments
Let F - ik denote the set of all binary feature indicators excluding fik, and K; i be the
number of behaviors used by all of the other objects'. For notational simplicity, we
assume that these behaviors are indexed by {1,...,Ki}. The IBP prior differenti-
ates between features, or behaviors, that other objects have already selected and those
unique to the current object. Thus, we examine each of these cases separately. See
Ex. 5.2.1 for an example illustration of the steps below.
Shared features
Given the ith object's observation sequence y:, transition variables 7(i) K,1 :K,
and shared dynamic parameters 01:K-i
, 
the feature indicators fik for currently used
features k E {1,..., K+i } have the following posterior distribution:
(f~ -ik (i) (i):Ki a) op( - i  ( W(i) :K ) (5.8)
Here, the IBP prior described in Sec. 2.9.4 implies that p(fik = 1 I F-ik, a) = mk i/N,
where m' i denotes the number of objects other than object i that exhibit behavior k.
In evaluating this expression, we have exploited the exchangeability of the IBP [62],
which follows directly from the beta process construction [165].
For binary random variables, Metropolis-Hastings proposals can mix faster [45] and
have greater statistical efficiency [108] than standard Gibbs samplers. To update fik
given F - ik, we thus use the posterior of Eq. (5.8) to evaluate a Metropolis-Hastings
proposal which flips fik to the complement f of its current value f:
fik - p(f I f)6(fik, f) + (1 - p(f f))5(fik, f)i - }Sip(fik f F k ) (i) 01:K-i,)
p( ff) = min ,1 . (5.9)
P(fik= f f-ik y :T)  (i) 1:K , )
To compute observation likelihoods, we combine fi and r(i) to construct feature-
constrained transition distributions 7 i) as in Eq. (5.5), and apply a variant of the
sum-product message passing algorithm of Sec. 2.6.1 for AR-HMMs that accounts for
the direct correlations in the observations determined by the autoregressive process.
Unique features
An alternative approach is needed to resample the Poisson(a/N) "unique" features as-
sociated only with object i. Let K+ K;i + ni, where ni is the number of unique
features chosen, and define f-i = fi,1:K i and f+i = fi,K++1:K+. The posterior distri-
bution over ni is then given by
1Some of the K i features may also be used by object i, but only those not unique to that object.
See Example 5.2.1.
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)ie N
p(ni| fi, Y):Tz, r-() 1:Ki, C) OC N
JJ P(Yl If f +i= 1, n~, 0 1:K; i,+) dBo(O+)dH(q+), (5.10)
(i) and we recall that B0 is the
where H is the gamma prior on transition variables ljk, and we recall that B0 is the
base measure of the beta process. The set 0+ = OK i+1:K+ consists of the parameters of
unique features, and r+ the transition parameters k) to or from unique features j, k E
{Ki + 1 : K+}. Exact evaluation of this integral is intractable due to dependencies
induced by the AR-HMMs.
One early approach to approximate Gibbs sampling in non-conjugate IBP models
relies on a finite truncation of the limiting Bernoulli process interpretation of the Poisson
distribution [59]. That is, drawing ni - Poisson(a/N) distribution is equivalent to
setting ni equal to the number of successes in infinitely many Bernoulli trials, each with
probability of success
lim a/K (5.11)K--+oo a/K + N
G6riir et al. [59] truncate this process and instead considers K* Bernoulli trials with
probability (a/K*)/(a/K* + N). Meeds et al. [117] instead consider independent
Metropolis proposals which replace the existing unique features by ni n Poisson(a/N)
new features, with corresponding parameters 0+ drawn from the prior. For high-
dimensional models like that considered in this chapter, however, such moves have
extremely low acceptance rates.
We instead develop a birth and death reversible jump MCMC sampler [60], which
proposes to either add a single new feature, or eliminate one of the existing features in
f+i. Our proposal distribution factors as follows:
q(fi, 0+, rT+ I f+i, O+, -t7+) = qf(f I f +i)qo('+ 1f6-, f +i, +)qr+)
(5.12)
Let ni = Ekf+ik. The feature proposal qf(. | ") encodes the probabilities of birth
and death moves: A new feature is created with probability 0.5, and each of the ni
existing features is deleted with probability 0.5/ni. This set of possible proposals leads
to considering transitions from ni to n unique features, with ni = ni + 1 in the case of
a birth proposal, or nr - ni - 1 in the case of a proposed feature death. Note that if
the proposal from the distribution defined in Eq. (5.12) is rejected, we maintain nri = ni
unique features. For parameters, we define our proposal using the generative model:
q0(01+ 1 f4 I, 1 bo(+,ni+l) Hk=l1 0+,k (0 +,k), birth of feature ni + 1;
kfe 60+,k (+,k), death of feature £.
(5.13)
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That is, for a birth proposal, a new parameter 0' is drawn from the prior and
all other parameters remain the same. For a death proposal of feature j, we simply
eliminate that parameter from the model. Here, bo is the density associated with a-'Bo.
The distribution q,(. *) is defined similarly, but using the gamma prior on transition
variables of Eq. (5.4).
The Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probability is then given by
p(fi, 0+,+ '4I f+i) 8+, r+) = min{r(f~ i, +4 +  +i0+ +), 1}, (5.14)
with the acceptance ratio r(. I ") derived as follows. Let us first consider a birth move in
which we propose a transition from ni to ni +1 unique features for object i. As dictated
by Eq. (5.13), the first ni proposed components of 0' and q4 are equal to the previous
parameters associated with those ni features. Namely, 0' ,k +,k and = +,k for
all k E {1,..., ni}. The difference between the proposed and previous parameters arises
from the fact that 0'_ and 4 ' contain an additional component 0'+,n+l and ,ni l
respectively, drawn from the prior distributions on these parameter spaces. Then,
r(fi', 0+, ?I+I f+i 8+, +)
P(fi+'1± l:T 1:K+j1' 7(i)) q(f+i, 0+,l+ I f. 1, .5)
+ +(5.15)
p(f+i, 0+, 1+ f-i T 1 (i)) i q(f_,+ii, + 8+,r+)
P(Y(i) [f-i f'i ],I :K i, ,+ rl ) +)P(f(+Pi P)
P | [f -if+i I:K+i , 0+, 7'(i), 7+)P(f i)p(o+)P(,+)
qf(f+i I f _i)qo(O I f+i,f'-i,O')ql(,+ I f+ifr) 51+ (f Ii i +i i Il+) (5.16)qf(f+-i I f+i)o(+ I f+i, f+i,+) I f+i f+i, +)
Noting that each component of the parameter vector 0+ and r+ is drawn i.i.d., and
plugging in the appropriate definitions for the proposal distributions, we have
r(f+i, 8:' rl f+i, 8+, n+)
p(yl:T [ff-i 0l :K +,+ ,r(i) ,)Poisson(ni + 1;aI/N) n 1i+l p(+,k)(7+,k)
P(Yl:T [fi f+i] 1:K, 8+, r(i), +)Poisson(ni; a/N) -k-1l p(O+,k)P(Tr+,k)
qf(ni -- ni + 1) l1n O,k (0+,k)6_k (T7+,k)
qf(ni + 1 i)p(+,+1)P +,i+1) =1 0+,k (0+,k)+,k (+,k)
(5.17)
We use the notation qf(k <- j) to denote the proposal probability of transitioning from
j to k unique features. Using the fact that 0'+,k + ,k E 0 1:K and iT+,k = r+,k E r(i)
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for all k E {1,..., ni}, we can simplify the acceptance ratio to:
p(yi , [f-i (i 1:K+ 10/,ni+,1 (i), '7 ,ni+l)Poisson(ni + 1; a/N)qf (ni -ni + 1)
Y l:T I [f-i f+i], 01:K+, n(i))Poisson(ni; a/N)qf (ni + 1 -- ni)
(5.18)
The derivation of the acceptance ratio for a death move follows similarly. We compactly
represent the acceptance ratio for either a birth or death move as
(Y [fT f+ 01:K , 7 (i), 7) Poisson(n I a/N) qf (f+i I (fi)(5.19)
p(y: [f-i f+i], 01:K , r(i)) Poisson(ni I a/N) qf(f' I f+i)
where we recall that n = kff+ik. Because our birth and death proposals do not modify
the values of existing parameters, the Jacobian term normally arising in reversible jump
MCMC algorithms simply equals one.
Example 5.2.1. Assume we have a set of four objects, and that we have finished
resampling the features associated with objects 1 and 2. We also have the previous
sampled feature vectors for objects 3 and 4. Let us consider the case in which this
feature matrix is given by: 1101|000
F 1011 000
1110|111
0101|000
Then, when we resample the features for object 3 (i.e., the third row of the feature
matrix), we have K i' = 4 and K+ = 7. The separation between the set of shared
and unique features for object 3 is indicated by the dashed vertical line. For the shared
features k = 1, 2, 3,4, we resample f3k according to the Metropolis-Hastings proposal
given Eq. (5.9). For simplicity, let us assume that these features remain as they were in
the previous MCMC iteration. That is, the shared feature vector is f_ = 1 1 1 0].
After resampling the shared features, we consider the features unique to object 3. In
this case, we have f+i = [1 1 1] as the unique feature vector. The feature portion
of our proposal distribution, qf(. "), defines the probability of the following possible
moves:
1 1 1 1, birth of feature 8;
1 1 0 , death of feature 7;
f+i =[1 1 fi =
1 0 1, death of feature 6;
0 1 , death of feature 5.
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The birth move is proposed with probability 0.5 while each of the death moves has prob-
ability 0.5/3. The associated parameter moves are given by:
{0+,1, 0+,2, 0+,3, Of,4}, birth of feature 8;
, {0+,1, 0+,2}, death of feature 7;
S{0,, 0+,2+,3+,1,0+,3, death of feature 6;
{0+,2, 0+,3}, death of feature 5,
with 0'+,4 a draw from the MNIW prior. We also recall that 0+ {8+,1, 9+,2,0+,3 =
{05, 06, 7}, and in a birth move we set Os = 084. The transition parameter moves are
similarly defined.
N 5.2.2 Sampling dynamic parameters and transition variables
Posterior updates to transition variables r71(i) and shared dynamic parameters Ok are(i) for each object i. We treat
greatly simplified if we instantiate the mode sequences z:i for each object i. We treat
these mode sequences as auxiliary variables. Namely, these variables are sampled given
the current MCMC configuration. We then resample the model parameters conditioned
on the sampled auxiliary variables, after which the auxiliary variables are discarded for
subsequent updates of feature assignments fi.
(i)Mode sequences Zl:Ti
Given feature-constrained transition distributions rr(i ) and dynamic parameters {Ok},
(i) (i)
along with the observation sequence yl:T, we block sample the mode sequence z:T by
computing backward messages mt+l,t(z(i)) oc p(~ T(i)i),W (i) k}), and then
recursively sampling each zi)
z(i) z), y , (i) kt(i) )jV i); Az ,Ezi) mt+,t(zi)). (5.20)
t- 1  t t
This backward message-passing, forward-sampling scheme is identical to that derived
for the HDP-AR-HMM in Sec. 4.1.2, but utilizing the parameters and observations
specific to object i.
Transition distributions 7i)
We use the fact that Dirichlet priors are conjugate to multinomial observations z (l:(i) is(see Sec. 2.4.2) to derive that the posterior of 7jis
z('i) ,i , Dir([-y + n(') n y,...,7+@ _ +)  +n z.21 fi)
(5.21)
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Here, @(i) are the number of transitions from mode j to k in z:T i Since the mode
sequence z(:T was generated from feature-constrained transition distributions, i) will
be zero for any k such that fik = 0. Using the definition of 7 i ) in Eq. (5.5), one can
equivalently define a sample from the posterior of Eq. (5.21) by solely updating for
instantiated features:
(i) (i) 7, K ~ Gamma(7 + n5(j, k) + (i 1) k E { I fi = 1}. (5.22)
Dynamic parameters {Ak, Zk}
We now turn to posterior updates for dynamic parameters. As with the HDP-AR-HMM
of Chapter 4, we place a conjugate matrix normal inverse-Wishart (MNIW) prior on
{Ak, Ek}, comprised of an inverse-Wishart prior IW(no, So) on Ek and a matrix-normal
prior MNA (Ak; M, E 1, K) on Ak given Ek. We consider the following sufficient statis-
tics based on the sets Yk = lti) I i) = k} and Yk = i) i) = k} of observations
and lagged observations, respectively, associated with behavior k:
s(k) i) (i)T + K S) = y)i) +MK
Yt Yt +K E Yt
(t,i) lz )= k  (t,i)lz i)=k
t t (5.23)
S (k) (i) i) T + MKM S(k) = S) _ S) -(k) (k) .YY Yt Yt +M M y) Y .
It is through this pooling of observations across objects that we achieve enhanced learn-
ing of shared behaviors, especially in the presence of limited data. Analogous to the
derivation outlined in Sec. 4.1.1, the posterior can then be shown to equal
AkI k k MN Ak; S S-(k) -1 S) (5.24)
Ek I Yk - IW (Yk +no, S (k ) + So)
U 5.2.3 Sampling the IBP and Dirichlet transition hyperparameters
We additionally place priors on the Dirichlet hyperparameters 7 and K, as well as the
IBP parameter a.
IBP hyperparameter a
Let F = {f }. As derived in [62], p(F I a) can be expressed as
N
p(F a) c oK+ exp - a 1), (5.25)
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where, as before, K+ is the number of unique features activated in F. As in [59], we
place a conjugate Gamma(aQ, ba) prior on a, which leads to the following posterior
distribution:
p(a I F, a, b,) oc p(F I a)p(a I a, b,)
OC aK+ exp 1) a l a exp(-ba)
oc ac,±K+-1 exp -a b, + )
n=1
N
Gamma(aa+ K+, ba + (5.26)
n=l
Transition hyperparameters 7 and K
Transition hyperparameters are assigned similar priors 7y Gamma(ay, by) and K
Gamma(aK, b,). Because the generative process of Eq. (5.4) is non-conjugate, we rely
on Metropolis-Hastings steps which iteratively resample 7 given r, and i given -. Each
sub-step uses a gamma proposal distribution q,(- .) or q,(. .), respectively, with
fixed variance r2 or a , and mean equal to the current hyperparameter value. Since a
Gamma(a, b) distribution has mean a/b and variance a/b2 , these proposal distribution
settings are accomplished by taking
q( 7) = Gamma (2 q ( n) = Gamma . (5.27)
q y U 2Ga m m a Or 01 01 2 012
To update y given n, the acceptance probability is min{r(y' 7y), 1}, where the
acceptance ratio is given by:
r p(py' I , 7r, F)q(y I y') p(7r I y', , F)p(y')q(y y')5.28)
p(y , 7r, F)q(y' I y) p(-r I , , F)p(y)q(y' -y) (2
where we omit the hyperparameters ay, by, and r2 for simplicity of notation. Recalling
the definition of ) from Eq. (5.6) and that Ki Zk fik, the likelihood term may be
written as
Ki
p( 7, K, F)p( | 7, , fi) (5.29)
i k=1
(i+ K) (i)+K(k)-1 (5.30)
i k=1 K1 F (Y)) F(7 + ) j=1
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The ratio of the prior distributions reduces to
p(Qy' l a, ba) _ 'a-l exp{-y'b,} _ ' y a,-1p(7I a, b) 
--a-1 exp{-7b} = exp{-(y'-7)b-}. (5.31)p(et |a, ba= -a2  exp {--b-1 7
Letting 9 = -2 /2 and ' = y2/a2, the ratio of the proposal distributions reduces to
q( | 70', 2) F - exp{-7 } '- 1  (-') (5.32)
ly (,y/or2 ),9 01 ). (5.32)q(' 7, o-)=(/) )  ex )7
Defining f() A p(r I y, i,F), our acceptance ratio can be compactly written as
r(b' 7) f()f -, exp{-(' - y)b}o_(y -l'). (5.33)
The Metropolis-Hastings sub-step for resampling r given y follows similarly. In this
case, however, the likelihood terms simplifies to
r(yK +± )K, C p(r -y, n, F). (5.34)f( -- r(7 + )Ki ijj
i j=1
The resulting MCMC sampler for the IBP-AR-HMM is summarized in Algorithm 17.2
0 5.3 Synthetic Experiments
To test the ability of the IBP-AR-HMM to discover shared dynamics, we generated five
time series that switched between AR(1) models
i)= azi)y l + e) (i))5)
with ak E {-0.8, -0.6, -0.4, -0.2, 0, 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8} and process noise covariance Ek
drawn from an IW(3, 0.5) prior. The object-specific features, shown in Fig. 5.2(b),
were sampled from a truncated IBP [62] using a = 10 and then used to generate the
observation sequences of Fig. 5.2(a) (colored by the true mode sequences). Each row of
the feature matrix corresponds to one of the five time series, and the columns represent
the different autoregressive models with a white square indicating that a given time
series uses that dynamical regime. Here, the columns are ordered so that the first feature
corresponds to an autoregressive model defined by al, and the ninth feature corresponds
to that of a9 . The resulting feature matrix estimated over 10,000 MCMC samples is
shown in Fig. 5.2(c). Each of the 10,000 estimated feature matrices is produced from
an MCMC sample of the mode sequences that are first mapped to the ground truth
2 Note that Algorithm 18 is embedded within Algorithm 17
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Given a previous set of object-specific transition variables {7 q(i) (n-1), the dynamic
parameters {Ak, Ek} (n - 1), and features F(n - l ):
1. Set {r ( i ) = (i)}(n- l ) , {Ak, Ek} = {Ak, Ek} (n - 1), and F = F - l )
2. From the feature matrix F, create count vector m = [ m 1  m2 ... mK+ ],
with mk representing the number of objects possessing feature k.
3. For each i E {1,..., N}, sample features as follows:
(a) Set m - ' = m - fi, and reorder columns of F so that the K+f columns with
mj > 0 appear first. Appropriately relabel indices of {Ak, Ek} and {rq(i) }
(b) For each shared feature k E {1,... ,K}, set f = fik and:
i. Consider fik E {0, 1} and:
A. Create feature-constrained transition distributions:
B. Compute likelihood Cfik ( Ti) {AkA k} using a
variant of the sum-product algorithm described in Sec. 2.6.1.
ii. Compute
mk (i) T min{p*, 1},
P* = and set p(f I f) =N-m i nYd s min{1/p*, },
Nm(Y k  )l:Ti
iii. Sample fik (f f)(fik, f) + (1 - p(f I f))6(fik, f).
(c) Let
i.
f = 0;
f=1.
fi' = fi and calculate the number of unique features ni = K+ - K;'.
Propose a birth or death move, each with probability 0.5.
* Birth: sample {0+,,i+l1, 7r+,ni+l} from their priors and set fi,ni+l= 1
n i = ni + 1.
* Death: sample - uniform[K+ + 1 : K+] and set ff, = 0, n' = ni - 1.
ii. Compute likelihoods f$ (yj) and f,£ (Yl:T) of data under the
previous and proposed models, respectively.
iii. Keep (( = 1) or discard (= 0) proposed model by sampling:
ffi YT Poisson(N I | )qf (ni - ri )
Ber(p) p= min 1:T 1
SY(i) j Poisson(ni )qf(n <- ni)
(d) Set m = m - i + fi. Remove columns for which mk 0, and appropriately
redefine the dynamic parameters {Ak, Ek} and transition variables {r7 (i)}.
4. Resample dynamic parameters {Ak, Ek} and transition variables {qI(i)} using the
auxiliary variable sampler of Algorithm 18.
5. Fix {r(i)}(n) -= {r(i)}, {Ak, k k}() = {Ak, Ek}, and Fl" ) = F.
Algorithm 17. IBP-AR-HMM MCMC sampler.
Given the feature-restricted transition distributions -r(i) and dynamic parameters
{Ak, Ek}, update the parameters as follows:
1. For each i E {1,...,N}:
(a) Block sample z( as follows:1:T as follows:
i. For each k E {1,..., K+}, initialize messages to m T+,T(k) = 1.
ii. For each t {Ti,..., 1} and k E {1,..., K+}, compute
K
(k) =(>Yi )j) t+lt (j)"
j=1
iii. Working sequentially forward in time, and starting with transitions
counts n = 0:
A. Sample a mode assignment zti) as:
K+
i 7() (k)A i); Ak i) (i) 1t(k)J (i),k .ZYt  +l,t
k=l
B. Increment n(i)(i) t(i).
Note that x i)(k) is zero for any k such that fik = 0, implying that z ki) = 
will never be sampled (as desired). Considering all K+ indices simply allows
for efficient matrix implementation.
(b) For each (j,k) E {1,...,K+} x {1,...,K+}, sample
(i) - - Gamma(l, + 5(j, k) + n(i)).
2. For each k E {1,...,K+}:
(a) Form Yk = {yi) zi) = k} and Yk i= {(i) Iz) k} and compute S (), S ,
S and S() as in Eq. (5.23).
(b) Sample dynamic parameters:
Ak Ek MA r (Ak; S()S-(k) -1, S)
Algorithm 18. IBP-AR-HMM auxiliary variable sampler for updating transition and dynamic pa-
rameters.
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Figure 5.2. (a) Observation sequences for each of 5 switching AR(1) time series colored by true mode
sequence, and offset for clarity. Images of the (b) true feature matrix of the five objects and (c) estimated
feature matrix averaged over 10,000 MCMC samples taken from 100 trials every 10th sample. Each row
corresponds to a different object, and each column a different autoregressive model. White indicates
active features. Although the true model is defined by only 9 possible dynamical modes, we show 20
columns in order to display the "tail" of the IBP-AR-HMM estimated matrix resulting from samples
that incorporated additional dynamical modes (events that have positive probability of occurring, as
defined by the IBP prior.) The estimated feature matrices are produced from mode sequences mapped
to the ground truth labels according to the minimum Hamming distance metric, and selecting modes
with more than 2% of the object's observations.
labels according to the minimum Hamming distance metric. We then only maintain
inferred modes with more than 2% of the object's observations. Comparing to the true
feature matrix, we see that our model is indeed able to discover most of the underlying
latent structure of the time series despite the challenging setting defined by the close
autoregressive coefficients. The most commonly missed feature is the use of a4 by the
fifth time series. This fifth time series is the top-most displayed in Fig. 5.2(a), and the
dynamical mode defined by a4 is shown in green. We see that this mode is used very
infrequently, making it challenging to distinguish. Due to the nonparametric nature
of the model, we also see a "tail" in the estimated matrix because of the (infrequent)
incorporation of additional dynamical modes.
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One might propose, as an alternative to the IBP-AR-HMM, the use of an architec-
ture based on the hierarchical Dirichlet process of [162]; specifically we could use the
HDP-AR-HMMs of Chapter 4 tied together with a shared set of transition and dynamic
parameters. To demonstrate the difference between these models, we generated data for
three switching AR(1) processes. The first two objects, with four times the data points
of the third, switched between dynamical modes defined by ak E {-0.8, -0.4, 0.8} and
the third object used ak E {-0.3, 0.8}. The results shown in Fig. 5.3 indicate that
the multiple HDP-AR-HMM model, which assumes all objects share exactly the same
transition matrices and dynamic parameters, typically describes the third object using
ak E {-0.4, 0.8} since this assignment better matches the parameters defined by the
other (lengthy) time series. This common grouping of two distinct dynamical modes
leads to the large median and 90th Hamming distance quantiles shown in Fig. 5.3(b).
The IBP-AR-HMM, on the other hand, is better able to distinguish these dynamical
modes (see Fig. 5.3(c)) since the penalty in not sharing a behavior is only in the feature
matrix; once a unique feature is chosen, it does not matter how the object chooses to
use it. Example segmentations representative of the median Hamming distance error
are shown in Fig. 5.3(d)-(e). These results illustrate that the IBP-based feature model
emphasizes choosing behaviors rather than assuming all objects are performing minor
variations of the same dynamics.
For the experiments above, we placed a Gamma(l, 1) prior on a and y, and a
Gamma(100, 1) prior on n. The gamma proposals used o, = and ~ = 100 while the
MNIW prior was given M = 0, K = 0.1 * Id, no = d + 2, and So set to 0.75 times
the empirical variance of the joint set of first difference observations. At initialization,
each time series was segmented into five contiguous blocks, with feature labels unique
to that sequence.
* 5.4 Motion Capture Experiments
The linear dynamical system is a common model for describing simple human mo-
tion [69], and the more complicated SLDS has been successfully applied to the problem
of human motion synthesis, classification, and visual tracking [132, 133]. Other ap-
proaches develop non-linear dynamical models using Gaussian processes [179] or based
on a collection of binary latent features [159]. However, there has been little effort in
jointly segmenting and identifying common dynamic behaviors amongst a set of multiple
motion capture (MoCap) recordings of people performing various tasks. The IBP-AR-
HMM provides an ideal way of handling this problem. One benefit of the proposed
model, versus the standard SLDS, is that it does not rely on manually specifying the
set of possible behaviors. As an illustrative example, we examined a set of six CMU
MoCap exercise routines [169], three from Subject 13 and three from Subject 14. Each
of these routines used some combination of the following motion categories: running
in place, jumping jacks, arm circles, side twists, knee raises, squats, punching, up and
down, two variants of toe touches, arch over, and a reach out stretch.
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Figure 5.3. (a) Observation sequences for each of 3 switching AR(1) time series colored by true mode
sequence, and offset for clarity. The first and second sequences are four times as long as the third.
(b)-(c) Focusing solely on the third time series, the median (solid blue) and 1 0 th and 9 0 th quantiles
(dashed red) of Hamming distance between the true and estimated mode sequence over 1000 trials are
displayed for the multiple HDP-AR-HMM model and the IBP-AR-HMM, respectively. (d)-(e) Examples
of typical segmentations into behavior modes for the three objects at MCMC iteration 1000 for the two
models. The top and bottom panels display the estimated and true sequences, respectively, and the
color coding corresponds exactly to that of (a). For example, object 3 switches between two modes
colored by cyan and maroon.
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Figure 5.4. Each skeleton plot displays the trajectory of a learned contiguous segment of more than
2 seconds. To reduce the number of plots, we preprocessed the data to bridge segments separated by
fewer than 300 msec. The boxes group segments categorized under the same behavior label, with the
color indicating the true behavior label (allowing for analysis of split behaviors). Skeleton rendering
done by modifications to Neil Lawrence's Matlab MoCap toolbox [105].
From the set of 62 position and joint angles, we selected the following set of 12
measurements deemed most informative for the gross motor behaviors we wish to cap-
ture: one body torso position, two waist angles, one neck angle, one set of right and
left shoulder angles, the right and left elbow angles, one set of right and left hip angles,
and one set of right and left ankle angles. As with the speaker diarization application
of Sec. 3.5, we block average and downsample the data. The CMU MoCap data is
recorded at a rate of at 120 frames per second, and we use a window size of 12 in our
preprocessing. We additionally scale each component of the observation vector so that
the empirical variance on the concatenated set of first difference measurements is 1.
Using these measurements, the prior distributions were set exactly as in the synthetic
data experiments except the scale matrix, So, of the MNIW prior which was set to
5 - 12 (i.e., five times the empirical covariance of the preprocessed first difference ob-
servations, and maintaining only the diagonal.) This setting allows more variability in
the observed behaviors. We ran 25 chains of the sampler for 20,000 iterations and then
examined the chain whose segmentation minimized the expected Hamming distance to
the set of segmentations from all chains over iterations 15,000 to 20,000. This method
of choosing an MCMC sample is described in more detail in Sec. 3.5.
The resulting MCMC sample is displayed in Fig. 5.4. Each skeleton plot depicts the
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Figure 5.5. Hamming distance versus number of GMM clusters / HMM states on raw observations
(blue/green) and first-difference observations (red/cyan), with the IBP-AR-HMM segmentation (black,
horizontal dashed) and true feature count (magenta, vertical dashed) shown for comparison. Results
are for the most-likely of 10 EM initializations using Kevin Murphy's HMM Matlab toolbox [123].
trajectory of a learned contiguous segment of more than two seconds, and boxes group
segments categorized under the same behavior label by our algorithm. The color of the
box indicates the true behavior label. From this plot we can infer that although some
true behaviors are split into two or more categories by our algorithm, the IBP-AR-
HMM shows a clear ability to find common motions. Specifically, the IBP-AR-HMM
has successfully identified and grouped examples of jumping jacks (magenta), side twists
(bright blue), arm circles (dark purple), squats (orange), and various motion behaviors
that appeared in only one movie (bottom left four skeleton plots.) The split behaviors
shown in green and yellow correspond to the true motion categories of knee raises and
running, respectively, and the splits can be attributed to the two subjects performing
the same motion in a distinct manner. For the knee raises, one subject performed the
exercise while slightly twisting the upper in a counter-motion to the raised knee (top
three examples) while the other subject had significant side-to-side upper body motion
(middle three examples). For the running motion category, the splits also tended to
correspond to varying upper body motion such as running with hands in or out of sync
with knees. One example (bottom right) was the subject performing a lower-body run
partially mixed with an upper-body jumping jack/arm flapping motion (an obviously
confused test subject.) See Sec. 5.5 for further discussion of the IBP-AR-HMM splitting
phenomenon.
We compare our MoCap performance to the Gaussian mixture model (GMM) method
of Barbi6 et al. [7] using expectation maximization (EM) initialized with k-means. Barbi6
et al. [7] also present an approach based on probabilistic principle component analy-
sis (PCA), but this method focuses primarily on change-point detection rather than
behavior clustering. As further comparisons, we look at a GMM on first difference
observations, and an HMM on both data sets. In Fig. 5.5, we analyze the ability of
~ °;-;;;~ ;;;;;~
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Figure 5.6. Feature matrices associated with the true MoCap sequences (top-left), IBP-AR-HMM
estimated sequences over iterations 15,000 to 20,000 (top-right), and MAP assignment of the GMM
(bottom-left) and HMM (bottom-right) using first-difference observations and 12 clusters/states.
the IBP-AR-HMM, as compared to the defined GMMs and HMMs, in providing ac-
curate labelings of the individual frames of the six movie clips3 . Specifically, we plot
the Hamming distance between the true and estimated frame labels versus the number
of GMM clusters and HMM states, using the most-likely of 10 initializations of EM.
We also plot the Hamming distance corresponding the IBP-AR-HMM MCMC sample
depicted in Fig. 5.4, demonstrating that the IBP-AR-HMM provides more accurate
frame labels than any of these alternative approaches over a wide range of mixture
model settings. The estimated feature matrices for the IBP-AR-HMM and the GMM
and HMM on first difference observations are shown in Fig. 5.6. The figure displays the
matrix associated with the MAP label estimate in the case of the GMM and HMM, and
an estimate based on MCMC samples from iterations 15,000 to 20,000 for the IBP-AR-
HMM. For the GMM and HMM, we consider the case when the number of Gaussian
mixture components or the number of HMM states is set to the true number of behav-
iors, namely 12. By pooling all of the data, the GMM and HMM approaches assume
that each object exhibits the same structure; the results of this assumption can be seen
in the strong bands of white implying sharing of behavior between the time series. The
IBP-AR-HMM estimated feature matrix, on the other hand, provides a much better
match to the true matrix by allowing for sequence-specific variability. For example,
3 The ability to accurately label the frames of a large set of movies is useful for tasks such as querying
an extensive MoCap database (such as that of CMU) without relying on manual labeling of the movies.
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this ability is indicated by the special structure of features in the upper right portion of
the true feature matrix that is mostly captured in the IBP-AR-HMM estimated feature
matrix, but is not present in those of the GMM or HMM. We do, however, note a few
IBP-AR-HMM merged and split behaviors. Overall, we see that in addition to pro-
ducing more accurate segmentations of the MoCap data, the IBP-AR-HMM provides a
superior ability to discover the shared feature structure.
U 5.5 Discussion and Future Work
Utilizing the beta process, we developed a coherent Bayesian nonparametric framework
for discovering dynamical features common to multiple time series. This formulation
allows for object-specific variability in how the dynamical behaviors are used. We
additionally developed a novel exact sampling algorithm for non-conjugate IBP models.
The utility of our IBP-AR-HMM was demonstrated both on synthetic data, and on a
set of MoCap sequences where we showed performance exceeding that of alternative
methods. Although we focused on switching VAR processes, our approach could be
equally well applied to HMMs, and to a wide range of other switching dynamical systems
such as the SLDS of Chapter 4.
One area of future work is to develop split-merge proposals to further improve mixing
rates in high-dimensions. Although the block initialization of the time series helps with
the issue of splitting merged behaviors (analogous to the issues with splitting merged
speakers discussed in Chapter 3), it does not fully solve the problem and cannot be
relied upon in datasets with more irregular switching patterns than the MoCap data
we considered. Additionally, splitting a single true behavior into multiple estimated
behaviors often occurred, and is related to the issue of splitting a single true speaker
in Chapter 3. The root of the splitting issue is two-fold. One is due to the mixing
rate of the sampler. The second, unlike in the case of merging behaviors, is due to
modeling issues. Our model assumes that the dynamic behavior parameters (i.e., the
VAR process parameters) are identical between time series and do not change over time.
This assumption can be problematic in grouping related dynamic behaviors, and might
be addressed via hierarchical models of behaviors or by ideas similar to those of the
dependent Dirchlet process [61, 111] that allows for time-varying parameters.
Overall, the MoCap results appeared to be fairly robust to examples of only slightly
dissimilar behaviors (e.g., squatting to different levels, twisting at different rates, etc.)
However, in cases such as the running motion where only portions of the body moved
in the same way while others did not, we tended to split the behavior group. This ob-
servation motivates examination of local partition processes [37, 38] rather than global
partition processes. That is, our current model assumes that the grouping of obser-
vations into behavior categories occurs along all components of the observation vector
rather than just a portion (e.g., lower body measurements.) Allowing for greater flex-
ibility in the grouping of observation vectors becomes increasingly important in high
dimensions.
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Chapter 6
Contributions and
Recommendations
WE begin with a summary of the overriding themes and principal contributions
presented in the preceding chapters. Throughout the course of these chapters,
we developed a flexible Bayesian framework for learning Markov switching processes
to describe a wide variety of datasets; these models provide the foundation for many
other interesting extensions and analyses, which we highlight following our summary of
contributions.
* 6.1 Summary of Methods and Contributions
As we have demonstrated in this thesis, many complex dynamical phenomena, such as
human motion, the dance of honey bees, trends in stock indices, and conference audio
can be modeled via Markov switching processes. Due to uncertainty in the underlying
dynamics of these phenomena, it is often challenging to determine how many modes
should be used to describe the observed behaviors. By taking a Bayesian nonparametric
approach, we are able to make fewer assumptions about the underlying dynamics than
are required by a parametric approach, allowing the data to drive the complexity of the
inferred model.
The most basic of the Markov switching processes we considered in this thesis is
the hidden Markov model (HMM), which assumes that the data can be modeled as
independent given an underlying discrete-valued Markov sequence. In Chapter 3, we
examine a Bayesian nonparametric approach to learning HMMs with an unknown num-
ber of modes 1 , and demonstrate that the current state of the art-the HDP-HMM-
inadequately captures the temporal mode persistence present in our datasets of in-
terest. We then show how one can augment the model with a learned bias towards
self-transitions, resulting in what we refer to as the sticky HDP-HMM. One of the main
contributions of this chapter is the formulation of this augmented model in a manner
that integrates fully with Bayesian nonparametric inference. As a motivating example,
1Although Chapter 3 uses the terminology state, we switch to the mode terminology here to avoid
confusion with the latent continuous-valued state sequence introduced in Chapter 4.
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we consider the problem of speaker diarization in which the goal is to segment conference
audio into a set of speaker labels in the presence of an unknown number of speakers. For
this application, it is extremely unlikely that there are rapid transitions from speaker to
speaker, and we show that capturing this temporal mode persistence is key in obtaining
state-of-the-art speaker diarizations. Another key aspect of this application is the fact
that the speaker-specific emissions are very complex and multimodal. This motivates
our examination of a sticky HDP-HMM with Dirichlet process emissions; we show that
the sticky parameter is essential in being able to identify such a model. In Chapter 3,
we additionally present a blocked Gibbs sampler, relying on a truncated approximation
to the sticky HDP-HMM, that leads to dramatic improvements in mixing rates over the
previously proposed collapsed sequential Gibbs sampler.
Motivated by applications such as the dance of a honey bee, in Chapter 4 we develop
Bayesian nonparametric approaches to learning more complex Markov switching pro-
cesses in which each mode is endowed with conditionally linear dynamics (in contrast
to the HMM's assumption of conditionally independent observations.) We consider two
such Markov jump linear processes: the switching linear dynamic system (SLDS) and
switching vector autoregressive (VAR) process. We refer to our Bayesian nonparamet-
ric versions of these models as the HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-HMM, respectively. One
of the challenges of these models is defining an appropriate prior on the dynamic pa-
rameters. We analyze a couple of possibilities including the conjugate matrix-normal
inverse-Wishart prior (MNIW) and a sparsity-inducing automatic relevance determina-
tion (ARD) prior. Both of these priors require knowledge of the underlying model order
(i.e., VAR order or latent state dimension); however, by employing the ARD prior so
as to encourage sparsity in a very structured manner, we are able to make inferences
about possible variable-order structure.
Finally, in Chapter 5 we turn to the case in which one has multiple related time
series and would like to transfer knowledge among them. By jointly modeling the data,
we aim to improve parameter estimates and find interesting relationships among the
sequences. Following the theme of this thesis, we consider methods that allow each
sequence to have an unknown number of dynamical behaviors. We show that simply
tying together the parameters of multiple HDP-AR-HMMs is inadequate for our goals
since such a model assumes each time-series is performing the same set of behaviors in
the same manner. Instead of the global clustering induced by the Dirichlet process, we
demonstrate that a featural representation induced by the beta process (referred to as
the Indian buffet process or IBP) is more appropriate, encouraging sharing of behaviors
among objects while still allowing time-series-specific variability. To perform inference
on the resulting IBP-AR-HMM, we introduce a new method of sampling unique features
in the non-conjugate IBP case based on a birth-death proposal. The overall MCMC
sampler harnesses many efficiencies arising from the fact that based on a fixed set of
features, the model reduces to a collection of finite switching VAR processes.
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N 6.2 Suggestions for Future Research
We conclude by discussing a variety of open research directions suggested by our ap-
proaches to Bayesian nonparametric learning of Markov switching processes. Each of
the preceding chapters has presented a lengthy description of possible avenues for fu-
ture research as the culminating section of the chapter. In the following we primarily
point to important aspects from these sections, and highlight common themes that have
appeared. We additionally present a few new concepts not previously discussed.
* 6.2.1 Inference on Large-Scale Data
Split-Merge Proposals
In Sec. 3.6 and Sec. 5.5, we discuss a mixing rate issue common to both the sticky
HDP-HMM and IBP-AR-HMM when examining high-dimensional datasets. Namely,
if our samplers merge either two true HMM modes (in the case of the sticky HDP-
HMM) or two true behavior categories (in the case of the IBP-AR-HMM), splitting
this mode requires sampling a parameter from the high-dimensional prior distribution
that better describes the data than currently instantiated parameters that have been
informed by the data. Such occurrences are rare, leading to very slow mixing rates.
Here, we clearly see the tradeoff between: marginalizing the model parameters and
sequentially sampling the mode sequence, introducing strong temporal dependencies;
and block-sampling the mode sequence, but requiring instantiation of parameters that
must be sampled from high-dimensional priors. Clever initializations of the sampler
(e.g., a block initialization that is expected to oversegment the mode sequence) can
help with producing reasonable mode sequence samples by trapping the sampler within
a preferred mode of the posterior, but still do not lead to fast mixing over the entire
support of the posterior. In such cases, developing split-merge proposals similar to
those developed for the Dirichlet process mixture model by Jain and Neal [77] could
improve exploration between various modes of the posterior.
Variational Approaches
Although Gibbs sampling provides theoretical guarantees of accuracy, mixing rates
on large datasets can often be slow, as described in the preceding section, and are
in general difficult to characterize. Alternatively, variational inference [175] provides
a fast, deterministic approximation to posteriors with an optimization criterion that
can be easily utilized to assess convergence. The goal of the variational approach is
to minimize the Kullbeck-Leibler (KL) divergence between the variational distribution
and the posterior distribution with respect to the free parameter. This problem is
generally intractable and is then "relaxed", yielding a simplified optimization problem
that depends on multiple free parameters that are iteratively optimized. Variational
schemes have been developed for the HDP [164] as well as linear dynamic systems [9].
However, the nonparametric nature of the dynamic models considered in this thesis
raises new conceptual challenges in extending these previous works.
Online Learning
Another topic of keen interest in time series analysis is online estimation. The motiva-
tion for considering such algorithms is two-fold. First, and primarily, some applications
require inferences to be made sequentially as data arrive. Another motivation arises
from the fact that the batch processing algorithms developed in this thesis may be im-
practical for long time series datasets. Although the complexity of efficient algorithms
like the forward-backward algorithm grow only linearly with the length of the dataset
(versus quadratically with the dimension of the mode space), incorporating information
from distant data may not be well motivated. Due both to the nonlinear dynamics and
uncertainty in model parameters, exact recursive estimation is infeasible. As discussed
in Sec. 4.4, we can instead leverage the conditionally linear dynamics to develop efficient
sequential importance sampler techniques. The standard issue of a progressively im-
poverished particle representation, especially in the case of static parameter estimation,
introduces challenges that are interesting to explore. See Sec. 4.4 for further details.
Lower Dimensional Analysis
For some of the applications we examine, it is possible that the dynamics of interest
evolve on a lower-dimensional manifold. Methods for discovering such lower-dimensional
descriptions of high-dimensional time-series is an open area of research. A first step at a
lower-order description of the data would be to consider some dimensionality-reduction
technique such as principal component analysis (PCA) [84]. We attempted PCA analy-
sis of the speaker diarization data, but did not obtain promising results. Such techniques
have been applied to motion capture data [7], and it would be interesting to see if such
an approach would eliminate the step of hand-selecting gross motor measurements from
the full 62-dimensional observation vector in the task presented in Sec. 5.4.
0 6.2.2 Alternative Dynamic Structures
Semi-Markov Models
To address the temporal mode persistence issue in the HDP-HMM, we augmented the
model with a bias on self-transitions. Although such an approach is reasonable and
effective in many scenarios, maintaining the simplicity of the standard HMM structure,
in some applications the dynamics are probably better described as semi-Markov [46].
That is, each mode is endowed with a duration distribution and the generative process
dictates that upon entering a mode, a sojourn time within that mode is chosen from
this duration distribution. At the culmination of the chosen sojourn time, the next
mode is chosen from a transition distribution that solely depends upon the previous
mode. When the duration distribution is chosen to be geometric, the semi-Markov
formulation simplifies to that of a discrete-time Markov process. Various forms of
hidden semi-Markov models (HSMM), where observations are of a latent semi-Markov
mode sequence, have been proposed in the literature for finite mode spaces and are
reviewed by Murphy [122]. Considering an HSMM with an unbounded mode space is
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a tangible extension of the HDP-HMM, made even more intriguing when considering
each mode's duration distribution in a Bayesian nonparametric framework.
Time-Inhomogeneous Processes
The Markov switching processes we have considered in this thesis have assumed that
the parameters associated with each mode, including the transition distributions and
emission parameters, remain the same over time. An interesting direction for future
research is to consider methods for relaxing this assumption and instead allowing for
time-inhomogeneous processes. Take, for example, a person continually transitioning
between an apriori unknown set of gaits (e.g., "run", "walk", "jog"). The parameters
describing these gaits, and the relative frequency of each gait, may evolve in time. As
alluded to in Sec. 5.5, one could develop extensions of the dependent Dirchlet process
(DDP) [61,111] to such tasks. Previous applications of the DDP include modeling
changes in the firing of neurons [48] and document topic drift [156].
0 6.2.3 Bayesian Nonparametric Variable-Order Markov Models
In Sec. 4.1.1 we explored a method for inferring variable-order switching VAR process
by employing a sparsity-inducing prior on a fixed-dimensional parameter space. As
mentioned in Sec. 4.4, the ARD prior we used simply provides a quadratic penalty on
non-zero model parameters, and one could instead consider stronger sparsity-inducing
priors like the class of spike and slab priors [28, 73, 182]. Such priors might lead to
clearer analysis of non-dynamical model components since positive prior mass is placed
on these components being exactly zero.
A possibly more intellectually gratifying direction for future research in this area
is to consider a Bayesian nonparametric approach to learning variable-order models
in which the maximal model order is unbounded. This idea is related to the infinite
Markov model (iMM) [118] that uses prediction suffix trees (PST) to adaptively choose
a Markov order, but with the significantly more challenging problem of continuous
observations. A suffix tree stores strings of symbols at the nodes of a tree, and labels
edges with the unique symbols. Each node of a PST is additionally associated with a
distribution over the next symbol. A PST of depth n can be used for variable-order
Markov modeling with a maximum order n [22]. Such models are often utilized in
statistical language domains where contexts of varying length, such as "United States
of", make certain words, such as "America", more likely. The iMM allows for infinite
depth in an efficient manner by utilizing a stick-breaking process. However, this model
relies on a discrete state space for repetition of observed strings. This will not occur,
almost surely, with VAR processes. A promising first step is to consider variable-
order moving average processes where we cluster on the input sequences and allow for
additional noise. Extensions to VAR models is a challenging next step.
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* 6.2.4 Alternatives to Global Clustering
All of the models presented in this thesis (i.e., the sticky HDP-HMM of Chapter 3, the
HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-HMM of Chapter 4, and the IBP-AR-HMM of Chapter 5)
assume that the association of an observation with a latent dynamical mode occurs
based on every dimension of the observation vector. However, as we saw in the motion
capture task of Sec. 5.4, some subjects shared behaviors solely in the trajectories of
their lower or upper body. These differences resulted in splitting related behaviors
into separate behavior categories. Motivated by this effect, instead of clustering based
on global commonalities of dynamic parameters, one could consider clustering on local
commonalities.
As discussed in Sec. 5.5, this idea is related to the local partition process (LPP)
of [37]. The LPP assumes that the high-dimensional parameter vector describing one
subject's collection of observations might be related to that of another subject, but
only along certain dimensions of the parameter vector. A Dirichlet process prior on
the parameter space would, on the other hand, imply that if two subjects share any
component of the parameter vector, they share all components; this is unlikely to occur
in high-dimensional applications. The formulation of [37] specifically considers a random
effects model in the which the parameter vector is then referred to as a random effects
vector. The LPP uses a combination of global and local clustering to create an effect
where assigning two subjects to the same global cluster makes it more likely for the
subjects to have identical values for multiple elements of their random effects vector.
The closely related kernel partition process (KPP) [38] assumes that there is some
natural ordering or location associated with the elements of the random effects vector,
and incorporates the idea that if two subjects share a given component of their random
effects vectors, they are more likely to share "close by" elements as well. It would
be interesting to examine how to extend such processes to time-series models like the
IBP-AR-HMM. For the motion capture data, one could assume that the coordinates
of the parameter space are related via a distance metric based on the human body's
geometry.
* 6.2.5 Asymptotic Analysis
One element absent from this thesis is any sort of asymptotic analysis. As mentioned
in Sec. 2.9.1, assuming the data are generated by a finite mixture, the Dirichlet pro-
cess posterior is guaranteed to converge (in distribution) to that finite set of mixture
parameters [75]. In addition, for target distributions with sufficiently small tail prob-
abilities, Dirichlet process mixtures of Gaussians provide strongly consistent density
estimates [54, 55]. Posterior consistency results also considering fat-tailed distributions
like the Cauchy are presented in [168]. In [53], rates of convergence are established
based on an assumption of a twice continuously differentiable target density. This pa-
per also provides an overview of other convergence results based on various smoothness
conditions.
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The posterior consistency results above focused on density estimation using Dirichlet
process mixtures of normals. In more general settings, the asymptotic behavior is
more challenging to assess. Diaconis and Freedman [35] provide a scenario involving
estimation of a Gaussian distributed location parameter based on independent, noisy
observations where the noise distribution is unknown and given a Dirichlet process prior.
Here, consistent frequentist estimates exist [86], but it is demonstrated that a heavy-
tailed Student-t base measure may produce an inconsistent Bayes estimate. Other
examples, such as the Robins-Ritov paradox [180], validate that care must be taken
in analyzing the results produced by Bayesian nonparametric methods. Developing
theoretical asymptotic guarantees for the Bayesian nonparametric models presented
herein provides an important and challenging direction for future research.
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Appendix A
Sticky HDP-HMM Direct
Assignment Sampler
This appendix provides the derivations for the sequential, direct assignment Gibbs
samplers outlined in Algorithms 9 and 11. Throughout this appendix, we will refer to
the random variables in the graph of Fig. 2.13(b). For these derivations we include
the K term of the sticky HDP-HMM; the derivations for the original HDP-HMM follow
directly by setting , = 0.
* A.1 Sticky HDP-HMM
To derive the direct assignment sampler for the sticky HDP-HMM, we first assume that
we sample: table assignments for each customer, tji; served dish assignments for each
table, kjt; considered dish assignments, kjt; dish override variables, wjt; and the global
mixture weights, p. Because of the properties of the HDP, and more specifically the
stick-breaking distribution, we are able to marginalize the group-specific distributions
ir7 and parameters Ok and still have closed-form distributions from which to sample(since exchangeability implies that we may treat every table and dish as if it were the
last, as in Eq. (3.8).) The assumption of having tji and kjt is a stronger assumption
than that of having zji since zji can be uniquely determined from tji and kjt, though
not vice versa. We proceed to show that directly sampling zji instead of tji and kjt is
sufficient when the auxiliary variables mjk, fjk, and wjt are additionally sampled.
* A.1.1 Sampling zt
Recall the generative process of Eq. (3.1) using the sticky variant of the model given
by Eq. (3.3). Using the conditional independence statements encoded in the graph of
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Fig. 3.2(a), the posterior distribution of zt factors as:
p(zt = k I Z\t, Y:T,/ , a,l ) oc p(i a,i3, ) fp(z, iz, 1 )d
11 P(Ok jA)Jp(y I Oz,)o
k "
oc p(zt = k I z\, 3, a, ,)p(yt I y\t, zt = k, z\t, A). (A.1)
The term p(zt = k I z\t, 3, a, K), which arises from integration over 7r, is a variant of
the Chinese restaurant franchise prior, while p(yt I Y\t, t=k, z\t, A) is the likelihood of
an assignment zt = k having marginalized the parameter Ok.
The conditional distribution p(zt = k I z\t, /, a, r,) of Eq. (A.1) can be written as:
p(zt = k I z\t, , a, ) oc f p(t+ I rk)p(z = k I 7r_,)
II(p(7rj I ozQ,3,) II p(z, I 7ri))dir
i TIZ-- 1 =i,Tt,t+1
c J p(zt+l I 7k)p(z = k ir,_ 1 ) (A.2)
IP( i I {z, I z,_-1= i,T t,t+ 1},, a, K)dir.
i
Let zt-1 = j. If k = j, that is, assuming a change in state value at time t, then
p(zt = k I z\t, 1, a, /)
c P(zt+l Ik)P(7k I {z I z-1 = k,T t, t + 1}, , a, K)drk
J p(zt = k I -j)p(7j {z I Zl = jT t 1t,t 3,a,)dr
c p(zt+l {z I z-1i = k,7T t,t + 1}, 0, a, i) (A.3)
p(zt = k I {z( I ,_l 1= j, 7 0 t, t + 1}, 3, a, K).
When considering the probability of a self-transition (i.e., k = j), we have
p(zt = j z\t, 0, a, K) c p(zt+l ij)p(zt = j I j)
p(j {z I zi,_ = k,r, # t,t+1},/3, a, )drj
c p(zt = j, zt+i I {z, z,_l = k, 7 / t, t + 1}, 1, a, K). (A.4)
These predictive distributions can be derived by standard results arising from having
placed a Dirichlet prior on the parameters defining these multinomial observations z,.
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The finite Dirichlet prior is induced by considering the finite partition {1,..., K, Ak)
of Z+, where A = {K + 1, K + 2,... } is the set of unrepresented state values in z\t.
The properties of the Dirichlet process (see Theorem 2.9.1) dictate that on this finite
partition, we have the following form for the group-specific transition distributions:
i7j aI ,/0- Dir(a 3 1,..., apj + K,..., /aK, a 3 k), (A.5)
where 3k= Ci~- K+1 li. Using this prior, we derive the distribution of a generic set of
observations generated from a single transition distribution 7ri given the hyperparame-
ters a, 3, and r,:
p(z Z1 = } , , ) p(ri 0, a, )p({z Z-,_1 = i} ri)d i
K+1 K+1
)(1 k r(C4 + k6(k, i)) a+b(k,i)-1 nj
7ri k k + (k, i)) k=1 k=1
r(Ek a/k + K6(k, i)) Hk F(a/k + K6(k, i) + njk)
1k r(fk + K6(k, i)) F(Ek aOk + 6(k, i) + njk)
F(a + aF(a+ ) (a3k + a(k,i) + nj(A.6)
Fr(a + K + ni.) H r(Ok + n6(k, i))k
where we make a slight abuse of notation in taking /K+1 = Ok. We use Eq. (A.6) to
determine that the first component of Eq. (A.3) is
p(zt = {ZT ZT_1-- = j,T t, t + 1}, , a, ra)
p({z, I Z,_1 = j,T t + 1,z = k} , a,K)
p({ZT I z-1 = j, 7 t, t + 1} | , a, )
-k (A.7)
F(a + n-t + 1) F(a43k + nj) a+nt
Here, nj-t denotes the number of transitions from state j to k not counting the transition
from zt-1 to zt or from zt to zt+l. Similarly, the second component of Eq. (A.3) is derived
to be
p(zt+l = {Z I z,_1 = k,,7 -t,t + 1}, 0al ) = K+ nk (A.8)
a + r-+ nk-.
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For k = j, the distribution of Eq. (A.4) reduces to
p(zt = j, zt+1 {z,  _z zl =, T j, t,t + 1}, , a, K)
p({z7-1 z = ji} I 1, a,)
p({z I Z_l = j, T / t,t + 1} I ), O, K)
r(a++n-t) r(a,j++n.t+l) F(a3e+n-t+l)
r(a++nt+2) F(a+3j+n+ n t ) r(A+n- t)
= (a+n+n t ) r(a j+n+nt+2)
rF(a+n+n7.t+2) r(ej+n+nt)
(a+ n t+ntl)(a) W+n-.t)
zt+1 =(a ++n .t+ l)(a +n+n t) t
(acr,+n-t+1)(a+n+n-t
(aj1 + . + i -t)(ap + n -t + (s + 1)5(j, e))
(a + is + nt)(a + + n-t + 1)
Zt+1 =;
(A.9)
Combining these cases, the prior predictive distribution of zt is:
p(zt = k I z\t, 0, a, r)
(a/3k + s-t (zt-1, k))( zt, 1 +n~t +tn(k,zt+1)+6(zt-1 ,k)6(k,zt+1)
(3- nk. to+n+6(zt_ ,k) J
a+I
(A.10)
k = K + 1.
The conditional distribution of the observation Yt given an assignment zt = k and
given all other observations y,, having marginalized out Ok, can be written as follows:
P(Yt I Y\t, zt = k, z\t, A) cf p I Ok)p(Ok A) 11 p(y I Ok)dOk
zr=k,C7 -t
SJ p(yt I Ok)P(Ok I { -= k, - t},A)dOk
OC p(yt I {YI zT = Z k,7 t}, A). (A.11)
There exists a closed-form distribution for this likelihood if we consider a conjugate
distribution on the parameter space E.
Assuming our emission distributions are Gaussian with unknown mean and covari-
ance parameters, the conjugate prior is the normal-inverse-Wishart distribution (see
Sec. 2.4.3), which we denote by AJZW((, t, v, A). Here, A = {(, V, v, A}. As described
in Sec. 2.4.3, via conjugacy, the posterior distribution of Ok = {I k, Ek given a set
of Gaussian observations yt ' AF(pk, Ek) is distributed as an updated normal-inverse-
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Wishart ANYW((k,0, k , Ak), where
Ck = + I{ys I zs = k,s €t}l ¢ + IYki
Vk = + IYk
kk = ( 9 + S Ys
Ys6 Yk
ysEYk
Ys EYk
Marginalizing Ok induces a multivariate Student-t predictive distribution for Yt as given
by Eq. (2.87):
P(Yt {YT IYT zT = k, T ( t},, ,vA) = tkd-, (Y t; k, (k+ 1) A k)
tak (yt- Pk, Ek).  (A.12)
U A.1.2 Sampling 3
Let K be the number of unique dishes considered. We note that for the sticky HDP-
HMM, every served dish had to be considered in some restaurant. The only scenario
in which this would not be the case is if for some dish j, every table served dish j
arose from an override decision. However, overrides resulting in dish j being served
can only occur in restaurant j, and this restaurant would not exist if dish j was not
considered (and thus served) in some other restaurant. Therefore, each served dish had
to be considered by at least one table in the franchise. On the other hand, there may
be some dishes considered that were never served. From this, we conclude that K > K.
We will assume that the K served dishes are indexed in {1,..., K} and any considered,
but not served, dish is indexed in {K + 1, K + 2,... }. For the sake of inference, we will
see in the following section that K never exceeds K, the number of unique considered
dishes, implying that K - K.
Take a finite partition {O1, 02,... ,O
, 
OR, } of the parameter space O, where Ek =
E\ Uk=1 /Ok} is the set of all currently unrepresented parameters. By definition of
the Dirichlet process (once again using Theorem 2.9.1 combined with the fact that
Go , DP(y, H)), Go has the following distribution on this finite partition:
(Go(01),..., Go(Ok), Go(O)) I y, H ~ Dir(yH(01),..., yH(OR), -H(OE))
Dir(0, . . . , 0, ), (A.13)
where we have used the fact that H is absolutely continuous with respect to Lebesgue
measure.
For every currently instantiated table t, the considered dish assignment variable
kjt associates the table-specific considered dish WOt with one among the unique set of
dishes {01,..., OR}. Recalling that mjk denotes how many of the tables in restaurant j
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considered dish 0 k, we see that we have fn.k observations 0t8 ~ Go in the franchise that
fall within the single-element cell {Ok}. By the properties of the Dirichlet distribution,
specifically as given by Eq. (2.74), the posterior of Go is
(Go(01),... ,Go(Og),Go(Ok))0*, 7 - Dir(m.,..., m.k, 7). (A.14)
Since (Go (0),... , Go (0), Go(ek)) is by definition equal to (1i, ... , 3, pj), and from
the conditional independencies illustrated in Fig. 2.13, the desired posterior of 3 is
(31, .... O, Pk;) I t, k, k , :T, Y, 7 Dir(m., ... , m g, 7), (A.15)
where here we define /P3 = Z -R+I lk. From the above, we see that {f.k}=l is a set
of sufficient statistics for resampling P3 defined on this partition. Thus, it is sufficient to
sample imjk instead of tji and kjt, when given the state index zt. The sampling of injk,
as well as the resampling of hyperparameters (see Appendix C), is greatly simplified by
additionally sampling auxiliary variables mjk and wjt, corresponding to the number of
tables in restaurant j that were served dish k and the corresponding override variables.
* A.1.3 Jointly Sampling mjk, wjt, and fmjk
We jointly sample the auxiliary variables mjk, w j t, and mjk from
p(m, w,i I Z:T, 0, a, ) = p(mn I m, w, zl:T, 0, a, r)
p(w I m, Z1:T,/, a, )p(m I I:T, , , r). (A.16)
We start by examining p(m I Zl:T, 3, a, r). Having the state index assignments Z1:T
effectively partitions the data (customers) into both restaurants and dishes, though the
table assignments are unknown since multiple tables can be served the same dish. Thus,
sampling mjk is in effect equivalent to sampling table assignments for each customer
after knowing the dish assignment. This conditional distribution is given by:
p(tj = t I kjt= k, tV, kJt, Y1:T /, a, ,
c p(tji tjl,... ,tji- , tji+l,... , tjTj, a, )p(kjt = k I , , )
it , t {1,... T}; (A.17)
apk + K(k, j), t = Tj + 1,
where is the number of customers sitting at table t in restaurant j, not counting
yji. Similarly, t - j i are the table assignments for all customers except Yji and k - j t
are the dish assignments for all tables except table t in restaurant j. We recall from
Sec. 3.1.1 that Tj is the number of currently occupied tables in restaurant j. The form of
Eq. (A.17) implies that a customer's table assignment conditioned on a dish assignment
k follows a Dirichlet process with concentration parameter a/Pk + K5(k, j). That is,
tji I kjtji = k, t- j i, k -jt iii, Y:T, 0/, a r, - ',
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i' - GEM(ariP + n6(k, j)). (A.18)
Then, Eq. (2.218) provides the form for the distribution over the number of unique
components (i.e., tables) generated by sampling njk times from this stick-breaking dis-
tributed measure, where we note that for the HDP-HMM njk is the number of customers
in restaurant j eating dish k:
p(mjk = m I ik, 0, ai) = (Ok (k, s(njk, m)(a+(k + k)(k,j)).
F(aPk + K6(k, j) + njk)
(A.19)
For large njk, it is often more efficient to sample mjk by simulating the table assignments
of the Chinese restaurant, as described by Eq. (A.17), rather than having to compute
a large array of Stirling numbers.
We now derive the conditional distribution for the override variables wjt. The
table counts provide that mjk tables are serving dish k in restaurant j. If k : j, we
automatically have mjk tables with wjt = 0 since the served dish is not the house
specialty. Otherwise, for each of the mjj tables t serving dish kit = j, we start by
assuming we know the considered dish index kjt, from which inference of the override
parameter is trivial. We then marginalize over all possible values of this index:
K
p(wjt I kit = j, 0, p = E p(kit, wjt k jIt = j, ) + p(kit = K + 1, wit I kit = j,0)
kjt=l
K
oc E p(kjt = j kIjt, wjt)p(kjt I 3)p(wjt I p)
kjt=-1
+ p(kjt = j I kit = K + 1, wit)p(kjt = K + 1 | 3)p(wit I p)
0j(1 - p), wjt = 0; (A.20)
p, Wjt = 1,
where p - is the prior probability that wijt = 1. This distribution implies that
having observed a served dish kit j makes it more likely that the considered dish kjt
was overridden via choosing wit = 1 than the prior suggests. This is justified by the
fact that if wjt = 1, the considered dish kjt could have taken any value and the served
dish would still be kjt = j. The only other explanation of the observation kjt = j
is that the dish was not overridden, namely wit = 0 occurring with prior probability
(1 - p), and the table considered a dish kjt = j, occurring with probability Oj. These
events are independent, resulting in the above distribution. We draw mjj i.i.d. samples
of wjt from Eq. (A.20), with the total number of dish overrides in restaurant j given
by wj. = Et wjt. The sum of these Bernoulli random variables results in a binomial
random variable.
Given mjk for all j and k and wjt for each of these instantiated tables, we can now
deterministically compute rnjk, the number of tables that considered ordering dish k
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in restaurant j. Any table that was overridden is an uninformative observation for the
posterior of njAik so that
mnk M j k (A.21)Smjj-wj., j =k.
Note that we are able to subtract off the sum of the override variables within a restau-
rant, wj., since the only time wjt = 1 is if table t is served dish j. From Eq. (A.21), we
see that k = K.
U A.2 Sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions
In this section we derive the predictive distribution of the augmented state (zt, st) of
the sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions of Sec. 3.3. We use the chain rule to write:
p(zt = k, st = j I z\t, \t, Y1:T, , , o , n,A)
=p(st = j Izt = k, z\t, S\t, Y1:T, -, A)
p(zt = k I z\t, s\t, Yl:T, 3, a, , ,A). (A.22)
We can examine each term of this distribution by once again considering the joint distri-
bution over all variables in the graph of Fig. 3.2(b) and integrating over the appropriate
parameters. For the conditional distribution of zt = k when not given st, this amounts
to:
p(zt = k I \t, S\t, Y1:T, 01 ,K,, A) oc( a, ) , n p(z I z,- 1)d7r
ZJ nP,1P('a 1 0')JHJP (s. 'r diJH(i I A)1p(y-. Oz, s)dO
oc p(zt = k I z\t, 0, a, r) (A.23)
Zp(st {s, I z,= k,r 7 t}, o)p(yt I {T I z, = k,st,T #t, A).
St
The term p(zt = k I z\t, 3 , a, ,) is as in Eq. (A.10), while
k , j {1, K
p(st = j I {s, z, = k, 7 4 t},r) = t+nk. }; (A.24)
u+nk
which is the predictive distribution of the indicator random variables of the DP mixture
model associated with zt = k. This can be derived directly from the Chinese restaurant
process predictive distribution of Eq. (2.216). Here, n't is the number of observations
--~~~~~~---; ~;-~i~~,~:~~~~~~~;~~
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y7 with (z, k, s, - j) for T t, and K' is the number of currently instantiated
mixture components for the kth emission density.
We similarly derive the conditional distribution of an assignment st = j given zt = k
as:
p(st = j Izt = k, z\t,\t Y1:T, A) O( p(st = j {ST I =, t}, )
p(yt {Y I z, = k, st = j, T t}, A). (A.25)
The likelihood component of these distributions,
P(Yt {Yr I z, = k, st = j,7T t},A), (A.26)
is derived in the same fashion as Eq. (A. 12) where now we only consider the observations
y, that are assigned to HDP-HMM state z, = k and mixture component s, = k.
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Appendix B
Sticky HDP-HMM Blocked Sampler
In this appendix, we present the derivation of the blocked Gibbs samplers outlined in
Algorithms 10 and 12.
* B.1 Sampling /3, ir, and
The order L weak limit approximation to the Dirichlet process mixture model gives us
the following form for the prior distribution on the global weights 0 (see Eq. (2.225)):
/37 -- Dir(-/L,..., 7y/L). (B.1)
Using the sticky HPD-HMM generative model of Eq. (3.3), Theorem 2.9.1 informs us
that on this finite partition, the prior distribution over the transition distributions is
Dirichlet with parametrization:
7j I a,n, ~ Dir(aif,... ,aoPj + KI,...,aPL). (B.2)
Recalling that kit / f and zt 7 Z,,_,, the standard Dirichlet-multinomial conjugacy
results of Eq. (2.74) imply that the posterior distributions are given by:
13 1 i7, y Dir(y/L + r. 1,..., y/L + n.L) (B.3)
7j I Z1:T,a,, - Dir(at1 + nj1,..., aj + + njj,...,aL + njL),
where we recall that njk is the number of j to k transitions in the state sequence Z1:T
and mijk is the number of tables in restaurant j that considered dish k. The sampling
of the auxiliary variables mrjk is as in Appendix A.
For the sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions of Sec. 3.3, an order L' weak limit
approximation to the DP prior on the emission parameters yields the following posterior
distribution on the mixture weights '/k:
1:k I Zl T, 81:T, U - Dir(a/L' + n',... ,/L'+n'kL'), (B.4)
where n', is the number of observations assigned to the Cth mixture component of the
kth HMM state.
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* B.2 Sampling Zl:T for the Sticky HDP-HMM
To derive the forward-backward procedure for jointly sampling Z1:T given Yl:T for the
sticky HDP-HMM, we first note that
P(Zl:T I Y:T, 7r, O) = p(zT I ZT-1, Y1:T, 7r, 8O)(ZT-1 I ZT-2, Y1:T,7r, 8)
... p(z2I Z1, Y1:T, T, O)P(Z I Y1:T, 7, O).
Thus, we may first sample zi from p(zl I Yl:T , 13, 0), then condition on this value to
sample z2 from p(z2 I1, Y1:T, Ir, 6), and so on. The conditional distribution of zl is
derived as:
p(zl Yl:T, 7, O) c p(zI)p(y1 I zi) Z Jp(zt I 7rz- 1 )p(yt I z )
Z2:T t
oc p(zi)p(yI IO) p(z 2 zI )P(Y2 I Z2 )m3,2(z2)
Z2
cx p(zl)p(yi I Oz1)m 2,1(z1), (B.5)
where mt,t-1(zt_1) is the backward message passed from zt to zt-1 and for an HMM is
recursively defined by (see Sec. 2.6.1):
mt-1(z-1) 0c zt Izp(zt  zt-,)P(yt I Oz,)mt+1,t(zt),t < T;
1, t = T + 1;
c p(yt:T I Zt-1,r, 0). (B.6)
The general conditional distribution of zt is:
p(zt I Zt-1, Y1:T, Ir, 6) c< p(zt zI Trt_ )P((t I Oz)mt+l,t(zt). (B.7)
So, to block sample Zl:T, we pass messages backwards and then recursively sample zt
forwards (i.e., for t = 1,..., T) from the distributions defined in Eq. (B.7) and Eq. (B.5).
* B.3 Sampling (Zl:T, S1:T) for the Sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions
We now examine how to sample the augmented state (zt, st) of the sticky HDP-HMM
with DP emissions. The conditional distribution of (zt, st) for the forward-backward
procedure is derived as:
p(zt, st I Zt-1, Y1:T, Ir, 4, 6) oc p(zt 7rz_)p(st I /)zt)p(yt I Ozt,st)mt+,t (zt). (B.8)
Since the Markovian structure is only on the zt component of the augmented state, the
backward message mt,t-l(zt-1) from (zt, st) to (t-1, t-1) is solely a function of zt-1.
These messages are given by (see Sec. 2.6.1):
m,)t-1(zt-1)
,c Ezt p(t z I7z_)P(st I z,)P(Ut Iz,, )mt+1,t(zt), t T; (B.9)
1, t = T + 1.
~'~-?'i-----i-;i-- :-;r;l: --: ;r --*~i= ---- -i::: i ~ir-i :i~~i*::--;- '--  ~:~~~~-;; r-r; i;.i -,;-
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More specifically, since each component j of the kth state-specific emission distribution
is a Gaussian with parameters Oj,k = {Pk,j, Ek,j}, we have:
p(zt = k, st = j 1zt-l, Y1:T, ir, , O) OC 7Ztl (k)Ok(j).A(yt; /k,j, Zk,j)mt+l,t(k)
L L'
mt+l,t(k) = E 7rk (i)bi(f)A r(Yt+l; Pi,f, Ei,f)MTt+2,t+1
i=1 £=1
mT+,T(k) = 1 k = 1,...,L. (B.10)
* B.4 Sampling 0
Depending on the form of the emission distribution and base measure on the parameter
space E, we sample parameters for each of the currently instantiated states from the
updated posterior distribution. For the sticky HDP-HMM, this distribution is:
Oj I zI:T, YI:T, A - p(O {Yt I zt = j}, A). (B.11)
For the sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions, the posterior distribution for each Gaus-
sian's mean and covariance, Ok,j, is determined by the observations assigned to this
component, namely,
k,j I Z1:T, S1:T, Y1:T, A p( t I (Zt = k, st = j)}, A). (B.12)
* B.4.1 Non-Conjugate Base Measures
Since the blocked sampler instantiates the parameters Ok, rather than marginalizing
them as in the direct assignment sampler, we can place a non-conjugate base measure
on the parameter space O. Take, for example, the case of single Gaussian emission
distributions where the parameters are the means and covariances of these distributions.
Here, Ok = {Pk, Ek}. In this situation, one may place a Gaussian prior Nj(Po, EO) on
the mean Pk and an inverse-Wishart IW(v, A) prior on the covariance Ek.
Conditioned on the state sequence Zl:T, we may examine the set of observations
assigned to state k, which we denote by Yk = {Yt zt = k}. The posterior distribu-
tions over the mean and covariance parameters of that state are then derived from the
standard inverse-Wishart and Gaussian posterior distributions of Sec. 2.4.3 to be:
Ek IPk IW(OkAk, Pk) (B.13)
Ik Ek - A(ik, 2k),
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where,
Vk = V+lY k
T/k A = 71 + 1: (Y- 11)(Y - Y)
teYk
2k = (-01 JIY kkl )
- 1
9k = Pk 0 o + k : Yt)
The sampler alternates between sampling kk given Ek and Ek given Pk several times
before moving on to the next stage in the sampling algorithm. The equations for the
sticky HDP-HMM with DP emissions follow directly by considering Yk,j = {Yt zt =
k, st = j} when resampling parameter Ok,j = 1{1k,j, Ek,j}.
Appendix C
Hyperparameters
In this appendix we present the derivations of the conditional distributions for the
hyperparameters of the sticky HDP-HMM of Chapter 3. These hyperparameters include
a, c, -, a, and A, where A is considered fixed. Many of these derivations follow directly
from those presented in [40, 162].
We parameterize our model by (a+c) and p = i/(a+K); this simplifies the resulting
sampler. We place Gamma(a, b) priors on each of the concentration parameters (a + i),
y, and a, and a Beta(c, d) prior on p. The a and b parameters of the gamma hyperprior
may differ for each of the concentration parameters. In the following sections, we derive
the resulting posterior distribution of these hyperparameters.
E C.1 Posterior of (aF + ')
Let us assume that there are J restaurants in the franchise at a given iteration of
the sampler. Note that for the HDP-HMM, the number of restaurants is equal to the
number of unique states in zl:T 1 . As depicted in Fig. 2.13(b), the generative model
dictates that for each restaurant j we have irj GEM(a + n), and a table assignment is
determined for each customer by tji - -rj. In total there are nj. draws from this stick-
breaking measure over table assignments resulting in mj. unique tables. By Eq. (2.218)
and using the fact that the restaurants are mutually conditionally independent, we may
write:
p( + r, I mi.,... mJ, l.,. .. ,nJ.) C( p(a + )p(ml.,..., ,mj. I a'+ ;, n .,... ,n .)
J J+ K)
cp(a + ) fI p(m. Ij a + ,, j.) oc p(a + K) fJI s( j., mj.)(a + F)'+)
r(a + + nj.)j=1 j=1
J
c p(a-f+r)(a +) m - r(a + /) (C.1)
r( + r, + nj.)j=1
1One must account for the fact that the initial state is drawn from a special initial distribution, and
the value of ZT does not create a new restaurant.
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Using the fact that the gamma function has the property F(z + 1) = zF(z) and is related
to the beta function via P(x, y) = F(x)F(y)/F(x + y), we rewrite this distribution as
p(a + , I mi.,..., mj., nl.,..., nj.)
m. (a + , + nj.),3(a + K + 1,nj.)0c p(a + r)(a + ) )(nj.)
Sp(a + )(a + )m.. (+ n j r+K(1 - rj)nj--ldrj, (C.2)
j=1
where the second equality arises from the fact that 3(x, y) = fo t-l 1(1 - t)Y-ldt. We
introduce a set of auxiliary random variables r = {ri,..., rj}, where each rj c [0, 1].
Now, we augment the posterior with these auxiliary variables as follows:
p(a + n, r mi., . .., mj., nl., . . , nj.)
oc p(a + n)(a + K) m '" 1( + -n ) r (1 -
j=1
oc (a )+ a+m.. -e1 -(a+)b H + r+( - j) n j .- I
j=1
= (a + )a+m..-le-(a+K)b s n ) ±jK+(1 - rj)n j -I1 (C.3)
j=1 sj {O,1}
Here, we have used the fact that we placed a Gamma(a, b) prior on (a + K). We add
another set of auxiliary variables s = {sl,...,sj}, with each sj E {0, 1}, to further
simplify this distribution. The joint distribution over (a + r), r, and s is given by
p(a + , ,rs mi.,... , m., nl.,. .. , n.)
oc (a + )a+m-le-(a+n)b JJ (j +(1 _ rj)nj.-1 . (C.4)
j=1
The conditional distribution of a -+ K given the auxiliary variables is:
p(a +K I r,s, mi.,... ,mJ.,ni.,... , n.)
OC (a + K)a+m..--EJ Jlog r)
J J
= Gamma(a + m.. - E sj, b - logrj), (C.5)
j=1 j=1
""
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while the auxiliary variables have conditional distributions:
p(r I a + n,r\j,s, mi.,...,m .,n1.,...,nJ.) c r O (1 - rj)
n j
.
- I
= Beta(a + r + 1, n.) (C.6)
P(Sj I a + ,r,s\j,ml.,..., J.,nl.,...,nj.) 
°  ( -  - )
= Ber n. (C.7)
U C.2 Posterior of y
We may similarly derive the conditional distribution of y. The generative model de-
picted in Fig. 2.13(b) dictates that 3 - GEM(y) and that each table t considers ordering
a dish kjt - P. From Eq. (A.21), we see that the sampled value mjy. represents the total
number of tables in restaurant j where the considered dish kit was the served dish kit
(i.e., the number of tables with considered dishes that were not overridden.) Thus, mn..
is the total number of informative draws from 3. If K is the number of unique served
dishes, which can be inferred from zl:T, then the number of unique considered dishes
at the informative tables is:
K K
S= 1(im.k > 0) = K - E l(mf.k = 0 and mkk > 0). (C.8)
k=1 k=l
We use the notation 1(A) to represent an indicator random variable that is 1 if the
event A occurs and 0 otherwise. The only case where K is not equivalent to K is
if every instance of a served dish k arose from an override in restaurant k and this
dish was never considered in any other restaurant. That is, there were no informative
considerations of dish k, implying m.k = 0, while dish k was served in restaurant k,
implying rnkk > 0 so that k is counted in K. This is equivalent to counting how many
dishes k had an informative table consider ordering dish k, regardless of the restaurant.
We may now use Eq. (2.218) to form the conditional distribution on y:
p(7 I K, m..) oC p(~)p(K y,m..)
cx p(y)s(m.., K)yK .
p(5),K/ (Y + in..)/3(y + 1, fn..)
cx yr(m..)
cx p()yK-)l(y + I (_ _( r()..-ld. (C.9)o(1
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As before, we introduce an auxiliary random variable r c [0, 1] so that the joint distri-
bution over y and r can be written as
p(7, I,fn..) c p(y)7yK-l(y + ..)r(1-r)l.. - I
C 7ya+K-2(y + -.. )e-(b-1og ) _ )..- (C.10)
Here, we have used the fact that there is a Gamma(a, b) prior on y. We
indicator random variable ( E {0, 1} as we did in Eq. (C.4), such that
p(7, T1, KR, in..) C) ak-I (-) e -'y(b-log) ( n.."-1
The resulting conditional distributions are given by:
p(y 71, f,K, ..) c 7a+K-l-(e-y(b-logq)
= Gamma(a +K - , b - log r)
p(7l7, !, K ..) c q (1-ri) -  =  Beta(-y+ 1,..)
p(( 17, (,, ..) oc Ber (. .
Alternatively, we can directly identify Eq (C.10) as leading to a conditional
on y that is a simple mixture of two Gamma distributions:
p(7I , K, ?..)
OC + a+K-2( _ , n..)e -y (b- l og 77)
oc 7rfGamma(a + K, b - log r)
+(1 - w r)Gamma(a + k - 1, b - log T)
oc 77(1 - ])rin..-1 = Beta(y + 1, 7..),
may add an
(C.11)
(C.12)
(C.13)
(C.14)
distribution
(C.15)
(C.16)
a+.. (b K-
rm..(b - log r) (C.17)
The distribution in Eq. (C.3) would lead to a much more complicated mixture of gamma
distributions. The addition of auxiliary variables sj greatly simplifies the interpretation
of the distribution.
M C.3 Posterior of o
The derivation of the conditional distribution on o is similar to that of (a + r') in
that we have J distributions Oj - GEM(). The state-specific mixture component
index is generated as st - 0zt implying that we have nj. total draws from 4j, one
for each occurrence of zt = j. Let Kj be the number of unique mixture components
where
I
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associated with these draws from Pj. Then, after adding auxiliary variables r' and s',
the conditional distributions of a and these auxiliary variables are:
p(( | r',s',K .,...,K 1.,nl.,...,nj .)
oc (O)a+K'.- 1 -  s e-(a)(b-E J logr}) (C.18)
p(r', , s', Kg.,.! . ., K'., n.... ., n.) c r7(1 - )nj.-1  (C.19)
P ( ri Ior, r7 \4, S ,K 1. ,.. " IK .,n ..... ,n.) oc r j .7 ( l - r ( .'9
(C.20)
In practice, it is useful to alternate between sampling the auxiliary variables and
concentration parameters a, y, and a for several iterations before moving to sampling
the other variables of this model.
N C.4 Posterior of p
Finally, we derive the conditional distribution of p. We have m.. = Ek m.k total draws
of wit - Ber(p), with Ej wj. the number of Bernoulli successes. Here, each success
represents a table's considered dish being overridden by the house specialty dish. Using
these facts, and the Beta(c, d) prior on p, we have
p(p w) oc p(w I p)p(p)
c m.. p ) ( p)m..-Ej j. F(c d) - p)d-1
SEj w. F(c)F(d)p(1-
oC pEj wj.+c-l(1 p) m..-ZEj wj.+d-1
oc Beta ( w. +c, m.. -E w.+d). (C.21)
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p(s 1 o, r', s ,K' ., K. , n., -.. ,nj.) oci (!U L)~j
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Appendix D
HDP-SLDS and HDP-AR-HMM
Message Passing
In this appendix, we explore the computation of the backwards message passing and
forward sampling scheme used for generating samples of the mode sequence zl:T and
state sequence X1:T in the HDP-AR-HMM and HDP-SLDS models of Chapter 4.
* D.1 Mode Sequence Message Passing for Blocked Sampling
Consider a switching VAR(r) process. To derive the forward-backward procedure for
jointly sampling the mode sequence Z1:T given observations YI:T, plus r initial obser-
vations Y1-r:o, we first note that the chain rule and Markov structure allows us to
decompose the joint distribution as follows:
p(Zl:T I Yl-r:T, 7r, O) = p(ZT I ZT_1, Yl-r:T, Tr, O)p(ZT-1 I ZT-2, Yl-r:T, 7r, 0)
S... p(z2 Z1, Yl-:T, 7r, )p(z1 Yl-r:T, -r, 6). (D.1)
Thus, we may first sample zi from p(zi I Yl-r:T, r, 6), then condition on this value to
sample z 2 from p(z2 I z 1 , Y-r:T r, ,), and so on. The conditional distribution of zl is
derived as:
p(zl I Y1-r:T, ir, ) oc p(zl)p(yl | Oz, Yl-r:O) E Jp(zt I zt-1)P(Yt I Ozt, Yt-r:t-1)
Z2:T t
cx p(zl)p(yl 8Oz, Yl-r:O) P(Z 2 I rzl)P( 2 I z2 1 Y2-r:l)m 3 ,2 (z2)
Z2
C p(zl)p(yl Ozi, Yl-r:o)m 2 ,1(Z), (D.2)
where mt,t-1(zt_1) is the backward message passed from zt to zt-1 and is recursively
defined by:
1( zt p(zt I izt)P(Yt I Ozt, Yt-r:t-1)mt+1,t(zt), t T; (D.3)( 1, t=T+ 1.
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The general conditional distribution of zt is:
p(zt I Zt-1, Y-r:T, ir, 6) Cx p(zt I rz,_ 1)P(yt Ozt, Yt-r:t-_l)mt+,t(zt). (D.4)
For the HDP-AR-HMM, these distributions are given by:
r
p(zt= k I Zt-1, Y-r:T, 7r, ) cc rzt_ (k)N(yt; EA k)yi, (k))mt+l,t(k)
L r
mt+1,t(k) = E 7k (j)A(Yt+1; AJyi, E(j )mt+,t+(j)
j=1 i=1
mT+1,T(k) = 1 k = 1,... , L. (D.5)
U D.2 State Sequence Message Passing for Blocked Sampling
A similar sampling scheme is used for generating samples of the state sequence Xl:T.
Although we now have a continuous state space, the computation of the backwards
messages mt+l,t(xt) is still analytically feasible since we are working with Gaussian
densities. Assume, mt+l,t(xt) oc n-l (xt; Ot+l,t, At+1 ,t), where N-l(x; 0, A) denotes a
Gaussian distribution on x in information form with mean p = A-10 and covariance E =
A- 1 . Given a fixed mode sequence zl:T, we simply have a time-varying linear dynamic
system. Using similar derivations to those of Sec. 2.7.5, the backwards messages for the
HDP-SLDS can be recursively defined by
,t-(xt-1) Oc p(x tlxt1, zt)P(yt jxt)nt+t(xt)t)d. (D.6)
For this model, the state transition density of Eq. (D.6) can be expressed as
p(xtitl, zt) c exp - (xt - A(z)xt- - L(zt))T-(zt)(xt - A(zt)xt- - z)
(D.7)
oc exp 1 [ ] A(zt) T -(zt)A(zt) -A(zt)'-(zt) -1
2 xt -E-(z)A (z t )  E- (zt )  Xt
+ Xt]t-[1 -A(Zt)TE-(Zt)Z
(t )
xt E-(zt)A (z ) "
I II_ iii;i __; i l;;i;;l_ ;i_ iiTi~ii~i___i__;______r___ie_~_ ~~..i.-illi-..ilTI. Il~..l~ i -i~--.
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We can similarly write the likelihood in exponentiated quadratic form
p(yt xt) oc exp - (yt - Cxt)TR-l(yt - Cxt) (D.8)
1 Xt-1 0 0 Xt-1
exp {-2 xt 0 cT R-1C xt
st- 1  0
X t CTR-lyt
as well as the messages
mt+l,t(xt) oc exp {- xAt+i,txt + XTOt+,t (D.9)
1 Xt-1 0 0 Xt-1 + Xt-1 0
0( e 2 xt 0 At+l,t Xt Xt Ot+lt
The product of these quadratics is given by:
p(xtxt-l, zt)p(ytlxt)mt+l,t(xt) cx
exp 1 t1 A(z)T-()A (z) T -(zt)  -A(zt) T E-(zt) Xt-1
exp 2 t -E-(zt)A(zt) E - (zt) + CTR-1C + At+l,t Xt
_+ Xt
-
1 -A(zt) T E-(Zt ) (D.10)
Xt cTR-lyt + E-(zt)p(zt) + Ot+,t
Using standard Gaussian marginalization identities we integrate over xt to get,
mt,t-l (t-1) oc A-l (xt-1; Ot,t-l, At,t-1), (D.11)
where,
Ot,t- = -A(zt)TE-(zt)P(zt) + A(zt) T E-(zt)(E - ( zt) + CT R- 1 C + At+l,t)-
. (CTR-lyt + E-(zt)p(zt) + Ot+l,t)
At,t- = A(zt)T E-(zt)A(zt) - A(Zt)TE-(zt)( - ( zt) + CT R-C + At+,t) - 1 E - ( zt)A(zt)
(D.12)
The backwards message passing recursion is initialized with mT+I,T - '-I(xT; 0, 0).
Let,
A t = CTR-1C + At+,t
(D.13)
obt = CTR-ly t + Ot+,t-.
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Then we can define the following recursion, which we note is equivalent to a backwards
running Kalman filter in information form,
Ab lt_ = CTR-1C + A(zt)TE-(zt)A(zt) (D.14)
_ A(zt)T E-(z)( -(zt) + CTR-1C + At+i,t)-E-(zt)A(zt)
= CTR- 1C + A(zt) T -(zt)A(zt) - A(zt) T -(zt)(-(z) + Att)-1-(zt)A(zt)
tb-t -1 = CTR-lytI - A(z±)T Z-(z)) + A(zt) T -(zt)(-(zt) + CTR- 1C + At+l,t)- 1
. (CTR-lyt + -(zt),l(Zt) + Ot+l,t)
= CTR-lYt-_ - A(zt) T E-(Zt)P(zt)
+ AZt) T  -i(z) (-(zt) + +t))
We initialize at time T with
AbT = CTR-1C
(D.15)
oT = CT R-1y T
An equivalent, but more numerically stable recursion is summarized in Algorithm 19.
After computing the messages mt+l,t(xt) backwards in time, we sample the state
sequence X1:T working forwards in time. As with the discrete mode sequence, one can
decompose the posterior distribution of the state sequence as
p(Xl:T I Yl:T, Z1:T, = p(XT X mT-1, Yl:T, Z1:T, O)p(XT-1 I XT-2, Y1:T, ZI:T, O)
S''p(x2 x 1 , Y1:T, Z1:T, O)P(X Y1:T, Zl:T, 0). (D.16)
where
p(t I Xt_, Yl:T, Z:T, z ) C p(Xt I t-, A(zt), (zt), (zt))p(y I x, R)mt+l,t(xt).
(D.17)
For the HDP-SLDS, the product of these distributions is equivalent to
p(xt I -, Y1:T, Z1:T, ) oc N(xt; A(zt)xt - 1 + t(zt), E(zt))Ar(yt; Cxt, R)mt+l,t(t)
oc A(xt; A(z)zxt-1 + P(zt), E(zt))Af-1(xt; b t, Ablt )
oc A-l(xt; E-(zt)(A(zt)xt 1 + p(zt)) + bt, t)
(D.18)
which is a simple Gaussian distribution so that the normalization constant is easily
computed. Specifically, for each t E {1,... , T} we sample xt from
xt ' A/(xt; (E - (zt) + A)-(-(ZA(Zt_ + -(Z(Z + lt), (-(Z Alt)( )
(D.19)
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1. Initialize filter with
ob = CT R-C
TIT YT
2. Working backwards in time, for each t E {T - 1,...,1}:
(a) Compute
Jt+1 = At+llt+ l(A+t+ i -(zt+l))-l
Lt+l = I - Jt+l.
(b) Predict
At+l,t = A(zt+l)T (Lt+1 A 1 t+lLT1 + ,t+E-(zt+1) T l)A(zt+l)
-il _ +b i0(zt+l) Jt
Ot+1,t = A(zt+l )T L t + l( o lIt + l - t+lt+l1)
(c) Update
At = At+l,t + CTR-1C
ob = Ot+1,t + CT R-lyt
3. Set
Ab00 = A1,0
0b0 = 01,o
Algorithm 19. Numerically stable form of the backwards Kalman information filter.
U D.3 Mode Sequence Message Passing for Sequential Sampling
A similar sampling scheme to Carter and Kohn [26] is used for generating samples of
the mode sequence zl:T having marginalized over the state sequence X1:T. Specifically,
we sample zt from:
p(zt = k z\t, Y1:T, 7r, ) oc p(zt = k I \t, Tr)P(Y1:T I Zt = k, z\t)
Oc 7rzt_ (k)7Tk(Zt+l)p(Y1:T I Zt = k, z\t). (D.20)
We omit the dependency on 7r and 0 for compactness. To compute the likelihood for
each zt, we combine forward and backward messages along with the local dynamics and
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measurements as follows:
P(Y1:T I Zt = k, Z\t) c. .fx mt-2,t1 (Xt-)p(t- 1 I xt-)P(xt t-1, t = k)
P(Yt Ixt)mt+,t (zt)dxtdxt-1 (D.21)
oc /t mt-2,t- (Xt-1)p(t-1 xt-1)p(x t- , Zt = k)dxt- 1
P(yt I xt)mt+i,t (xt) dxt, (D.22)
where the backwards messages are defined as in Appendix D.2 and the forward messages
by:
mTt,t(Xt) ocx p(xtlxt-l, zt)p(ytllXt-1)mt-2,t-1 (xt-)dxt-1 .
To derive the forward message passing recursions, assume that
mt-2,t-1 (Xt-1) OC J-1 (xtl; Ot-2,t-1, At-2,t- 1 )
and zt is known. The terms of the integrand of Eq. (D.23) can be written as:
p(xtlxt-1, zt) = A(xt; A(zt)xt- 1 + tp(zt), E(zt))
o1 Xt E-(t) -- (Zt)A(z) i
c exp -2 xt-1 -A(zt) T Y- (zt) A(zt) T E-(t)A(zt)T
(D.23)
(D.24)
(D.25)
Xt
Xt-1
mt-2,t-1(Xt-1)P(Yt-1 Xt-1) c Jr(xtl; Ati, f Af (D.26)
oc1 2Xt [0 0 Xt at 0OC exp 2 Xt- 0 A t_1 xt- + xt-1 T  fll
0 t-1-1
-1 t-11t-1
where, similar to the backwards recursions, we have made the following definitions
Of = Ot-l,t + CR- 1 yt
(D.27)
At = At-,t + CTR-1C.
Combining these distributions and integrating over xt-1, we have
mtl,t(Xt) Oc JA- 1 (xt; Ot-1,t, At-1,t) (D.28)
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with
0t-1,t = E-(zt)p(zt) (D.29)
+ E-(Zt)A(zt)(A(zt) T - (zt)A(zt) + At 1  1 - A(zt)TE-(zt) (zt)
At-l, t = E- (zt) - E-(zt)A(zt)(A(zt)E-(zt)A(zt) + Afllt- 1 )1A(zt)
T
-(t)
or equivalently,
Ot-l,t = At-l,t(z(zt) + A(zt)Af Ollft-ltltl
At-,t = (E(zt) + A(zt) Atlt-A(Zt) T )-1(C(Zt) tA-ilt-I
(D.30)
Assuming xo - N(0, Po), we initialize at time t = 0 to
0-1,0 = 0
A-1,o = Po-'. (D.31)
An equivalent, but more numerically stable recursion is summarized in Algorithm 20.
However, this algorithm relies on the dynamic matrix A(k) being invertible.
1. Initialize filter with
Ao,0 = Po8 10 -0
0olo = 0
2. Working forwards in time, for each t E {1,..., T}:
(a) Compute
Mt = A-(zt+l)T A-fA-(t+)tit
Jt = Mt(Mt + E-(zt+l))- 1
Lt= I - Jt.
(b) Predict
At-1,t = Lt-IMt-ILt-1 + Jt-iE-(zt)JtT 1
Ot-lt Lt-A - (zt )T (Of + of A-(zt) (zt))
i-lit-i t-lt-1
(c) Update
At t = t-i,t + cTR-1C
Oft = Ot-l,t + CTR-lyt
Algorithm 20. Numerically stable form of the forward Kalman information filter.
We now return to the computation of the likelihood of Eq. (D.22). We note that
the integral over xt-1 is equivalent to computing the message mt-l,t(xt) using zt = k.
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However, we have to be careful that any constants that were previously ignored in this
message passing are not a function of zt. For the meantime, let us assume that there
exists such a constant and let us denote this special message by
mt-l,t(xt; zt) c c(zt)jN-(xt; Ot-l,t(zt), At-l,t(zt)). (D.32)
Then, the likelihood can be written as
P(Yl:T I t = k, z\t) oc x mt-l,t(xt; zt = k)p(ytxt)mt+,t(xt)dxt (D.33)
(D.34)
Combining the information parameters, and maintaining the term in the normalizing
constant that is a function of k, this is equivalent to
P(Yl:T I zt = k, z\t) c c(k)lAt-l,t(k) 1/ 2 exp - t-l,t(k)TAt-l,t(k)-lOt-l,t(k))
exp (- T(At-,t(k) + Abt)xt + X± (t1,(k) + Od dxt (D.35)
To compute this integral, we write the integrand in terms of a Gaussian distribution
times a constant. The integral is then simply that constant term:
P(Yl:T Zt = k, Z\t) oc c(k)IAt-l,t(k) 1/ 2 exp -I Ot-,() A t ( k) -l t l ,t ( k ) )
jAt-I,t(k) + A ltI - 1 /2 exp (Ot-1,t(k) + Olt)T(At-1,t(k) + A b) (It-j,t(k) + Ot)
It J- 1 (xt; Ot- 1,t(k) + Obt, At-1,t(k) + Ab1 )dxt
oc c(k) IAt-,t(k) 11/2|At- 1,t(k) + A t 1±/2
exp - Ot-l,t(k)T At-lt(k)-1Ot-j,t(k)
-+ -(Ot- ,t (k) + Ab t)l (Ot-l,t(k) + t )
Thus,
p(zt = k I \t, Y1:T, 7r, 0) oc zt, (k)k(z+l)c(k) k) 1/2 A(k) + Ab i-1/2
exp 2 t(k) At-k)O(Ok) k) Ob T ) A It)1(k) + o) (D.36)
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We now show that c(zt) is not a function zt. The only place where the previously
ignored dependency on zt arises is from p(xt I t-1, zt). Namely,
exp(- 1 ,(zt)T -(zt).(zt))
p(xt I Xt-1, Zt) = 2 I(zt) 1/2 exponentiall
= l (zt) - exponential1  (D.37)
where exponential, is the exponentiated quadratic of Eq. (D.25). Then, when compute
the message mt-l,t(xt; Zt) we update the previous message mt-2,t-l(xtl) by incor-
porating the local likelihood p(yt-i zI t-1) and then propagating the state estimate
with p(xt I t-1, zt) and integrating over Xt_ 1. Namely, we combine the distribution of
Eq. (D.37) with the exponentiated quadratic of Eq. (D.26) and integrate over xt-l:
mt-l,t(xt; zt) o(Cl(Zt) J exponential .- exponential2dxt1, (D.38)
where exponential2 is the exponentiated quadratic of Eq. (D.26).
Since mt-2,t-l(Xt-1) OC p(xt- 1 Y1:t-2, Zl1:t-1), and the Markov properties of the
state space model dictate
p(Xt-1 Yl:t-l,zl:t-1) = P(Yt- llXt-1)P(Xt-1 Yl1:t-2, Zl:t-1)
oC p(yt-1 Xt-1)mt-2,t-l(Xt-1), (D.39)
then
p(xt-1 I Yl:t-1, Zl:t-1) = c2 - exponential 2.
We note that the normalizing constant c2 is not a function of zt since we have only
considered z, for T < t.
Once again exploiting the conditional independencies induced by the Markov struc-
ture of our state space model, and plugging in Eq. (D.37) and Eq. (D.40),
P(Xt, Xt-1 I Y1:t-1, ,Zl:t) = p(xt_ 1 I Xt-1, zt)p(Xt-1 Yl:t-l, l:t-1)
= (cl (zt) exponentiall)(c2 " exponential 2)
= cl(zt)c2 " exponential1 - exponential 2. (D.40)
Plugging this results into Eq. (D.38), we have
mT 1I,t(Xt; Zt) X ci(zt) p(,(t)2 P xt-1 Yl:t-1, zl:t)dxt-1
1
Cx -p(xt I Yi:tl ,Z:t). (D.41)
C2
Comparing Eq. (D.41) to Eq. (D.32), and noting that
p(xt Yl1:t-, zl:t) = A (/-(xt; 0t-l,t(zt), At-l,t(zt)),
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we see that c(zt) = 1 and is thus not a function of zt.
Algebraically, we could derive this result as follows.
mTt-1,t(xt; zt) oc cl (zt) / - 1
- Cl(Zt)c3(zt) Ji-1
exponential, - exponential2 dxt_ 1
Jt lAF([a Xtl] ,,, A.zy1(z) t-1
where O(zt) and A(zt) are the information parameters determined by combining the
functional forms of exponential, and exponential 2 , and
cl(zt)C3(Zt) =
exp{- 1j(zt) T y-(zt)t(zt) } exP(0(zt)TA(zt)-l(zt)}
IE(z) 1/2 IA(zt) 1/2 (D.43)
Computing these terms in parts, and using standard linear algebra properties of block
matrices,
IA(zt)l = IE-(zt) (A(zt) T E-(zt)A(zt) + Ai_l-t_ 1) - A(z) T z-(zt)A(zt)
(D.44)SE-(zt)|A _lltll
(E-(zt) - E-(Zt)A(zt)A(zt)-lA(zt) T E-(zt)-fA(zA(zt) T
E(zt) + A(zt)A-f llt A(zt) T
Af A (z t )T
A(Zt)A _t1t--1|- I
A-t-ilt-I I
1 A(zt)Af
t-lit-1
(A(zt) - A(zt)T E-(zt)A(zt))-1
, (D.45)
where A(zt) = (A(zt)TE-(zt)A(zt) + A ltl) and we have used the matrix inversion
lemma in obtaining the last equality. Using this form of A(zt) - 1, we readily obtain
O(zt) T A ( z t ) - O ( z t ) = ,(zt)E-(zt) /(zt) + Of' tAt-f of11t 1 .t--llt--l t--lit--l t--llt-i- (D.46)
Thus,
Cl (t)C3(Zt) =
exp{ Of T  A-f Of
exp2ll t-I t-1t-l1t-lt-1
Al 1/2
which does not depend upon the value of zt.
(D.42)
(D.47)
------ ~;---; ;; -;--- --------; --- - - ---- ; -I~-;~;~I;i ~ ~-~;~~~,a, - JI:
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Appendix E
Derivation of Maneuvering Target
Tracking Sampler
In this Appendix we derive the maneuvering target tracking (MTT) sampler outlined
in Sec. 4.3.2. Many of the derivations follow directly from those of Appendice A and D,
and we refer to sections of that appendix as appropriate. Recall the MTT model:
Zt  7 rZtl
Xt = Axt-1 + But(zt) + vt (E.1)
Yt = Cxt + Wt,
where
ut(k) ~ A(p (k), (k))  vt ~ , (O,Q) wt ~ - (O,R). (E.2)
As described in Sec. 4.3.2, we are interested in jointly sampling the control input
and dynamical mode (ut, zt), marginalizing over the state sequence Xl:T, the transition
distributions rr, and the dynamic parameters 0 = {t(k), (k)}. One can factor the
desired conditional distribution factorizes as,
p(u u\tZt Z\t, U\t, Y1:T, /, a, i, A) = p(ztlz\t, u\t, Y1:T, 3, , n, A)p(utlzi:T, \t, Y:T, A).
(E.3)
The distribution in Eq.(E.3) is a hybrid distribution: each discrete value of the dynam-
ical mode indicator variable zt corresponds to a different continuous distribution on
the control input ut. We analyze each of the conditional distributions of Eq. (E.3) by
considering the joint distribution on all of the model parameters, and then marginaliz-
ing X1:T, 7r, and Ok. (Note that marginalization over Oj for j 7 k simply results in a
constant.)
p(zt = kz\tu\tY:T,, nA) oc T13,,r)p(
/j p(Ok 
l
) h p(uTIOk)dOkJ fp(xXT-Ix, UT)P(YTIXT)dxl:TdUt. (E.4)
t Iz,=k T
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Similarly, we can write the conditional density of ut for each candidate zt as,
p(utlzt = k,z\t, \t, yl:T,A) oc P(Ok I A) p(UTOk)dOk
TIz,=k
(E.5)
In the following sections, we evaluate each of these integrals in turn.
* E.1 Chinese Restaurant Franchise
The integration over 7r appearing in the first line of Eq. (E.4) results in exactly the
same predictive distribution as Eq. (A.10) of the sticky HDP-HMM. Namely,
p(zt = k I z\t,/3, a,r)
(ack + nzt;k + K~(zt-1, k))
oq3t+ ++n-t , +x5(k,zt+j)+J(z-1 ,k)6(kz+j)
a+n-t+. +6(zt-,k)
a2/3ezt+l
a+n
N E.2 Normal-Inverse-Wishart Posterior Update
ke{1,...,K} (E.6)
k= K+ 1.
The marginalization of 0 k, appearing both in Eq. (E.4) and Eq. (E.5), can be rewritten
as follows:
Jp(9kIA) 1 p(u k)dOk P p(Utk)p(k ) J7 k)dk
Tjz,=k Trz =k,Trt
oc P (ut Ik)P (Ok I UIZ = k,r # t}, A)dOk
= p(ut I{u,-Iz, = k,7 t}, A). (E.7)
Here, the set {u, z, = k,7 7 t} denotes all the observations u, other than ut that were
drawn from the Gaussian parameterized by Ok. When 0k has a normal-inverse-Wishart
prior AfN W(n, O, v, A), we use the results of Sec. 2.4.3 to derive that
p(ut{u7- = k, 7 t},K,,VA) N , i  _(Ut; j 1 ) ~ N(ut; Ak,~k),
(E.8)
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where
= + {uszs = k,s f t}
= V+ j{usz = k,s Z t}l
= + us (E.9)
Usc{Us zs=k,sft}
vTv + &V
U+ e{u + Kz=kst}
Here, we are using the moment-matched Gaussian approximation to the Student-t pre-
dictive distribution for ut induced by marginalizing Ok*
* E.3 Marginalization by Message Passing
When considering the control input ut and conditioning on the values of all uT, T = t,
the marginalization over all states Xl:T can be equated to a message passing scheme
that relies on the conditionally linear dynamical system induced by fixing uT, T k t.
Specifically,
Ix JIP(XTX-_, uT)P(YxT)dx
oc p(yi:TlUt; \t), (E.10)
where we recall the definitions of the forward messages mt-1,t(xt) and backward mes-
sages mt+l,t(xt) from Appendix D.2. For our MTT model of Eq. (E.1), however, instead
of accounting for a process noise mean p(z,) at time T in the filtering equations, we
must account for the control input UT. Conditioning on UT, one can equate BUT with
a process noise mean, and thus we simply replace p(z) with BUT in the filtering equa-
tions of Appendix D.2. Similarly, we replace the process noise covariance term E(zT)
with our process noise covariance Q. (Note that although u,(z,) - N(A (z ' )r, (z-)), we
condition on the value u, so that the MTT parameters { (z'), E(zr)} do not factor into
the message passing equations.)
* E.4 Combining Messages
To compute the likelihood of Eq. (E.10), we take the filtered estimates of xt-1 and
xt, combine them with the local dynamics and local likelihood, and marginalize over
xtl and xt. To aid in this computation, we consider the exponentiated quadratic form
of each term in the integrand of Eq. (E.10). We then join these terms and use stan-
dard Gaussian integration formulas to arrive at the desired likelihood. The derivation
of this likelihood greatly parallels that for the sequential mode sequence sampler of
Appendix D.3.
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Recall the forward filter recursions of Appendix D.2 in terms of information param-
eters
{Ot-l,t, At-l,t, Oft, At},
and the backward filter recursions in terms of
{Ot+1,t, At+1,t, Ob t, Abt}
Replace /(zt) with But and E(zt) with Q where appropriate. We many then write
mt,t+l(xt) updated with the likelihood p(yt_lz t_-) in exponentiated quadratic form
as:
mt-1,t-2(Xt-1)P(Yt- 1 xt-1)
c exp{ 12
Xt-1
Xt
CTR-'C + At-l,t-2
0
0
0
Xt-1
Xt
SXt-l1
The local dynamics n similarly be written as
The local dynamics can similarly be written as
cTR-lyt-1 + Ot-1,t-2
0
p(t Ixt-1, ut) oc exp
T11 u
2 Xt-1
xt
BTQ-1 B
ATQ-1B
BTQ-1A -BTQ - 1  Ut
ATQ-1A -ATQ - 1 I Xt-1
-Q- 1A Q- 1  Xt
ut 0
+ xt-1 0 .
Xt 0
Finally, the backward message mt,t+l(xt) updated with the likelihood p(ytlxt) can be
written as
00
0
CT R- 1C + At,t+1
+ [ xt-1
st
t-- 1
Xt
0
CTR-lyt + 0t,t+1
Using the definitions
I .
t = CTR- 1 C + At+1 ,t
0 b CTR-1
tlt Yt + Ot+i,t
Aftt = CTR-1C + At-l,t
t CR Y + Ot-1,t,
I .
p(ytixt)mt,t+l(xt) oc exp { 1 [t_1
2 st
i ---- -;I - ;- ;--- ;- ;; -- -- ~ ~ u;rr ~ - -- -- ; - - ; -
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we may express the entire integrand as
mt-l,t-2(Xt-1 )p(yt- t-1)P(XtlX /t-1, ut)P(Ytl Xt)mt,t+l(Xt) oc
Ut F BTQ- 1 B BTQ-1A
exp - t-1 ATQ-1B ATQ- 1 A + A-t-1
xt -Q-1B -Q-1A
ut
t Xt-1
-BTQ-1
_ATQ - 1
Q-1 + Ab jtit
T
Ut
xt-1
Xt
t-1 i-1
0b
Integrating over xt, we obtain an expression proportional to
wt-1 1 ith-
with
[ut BTQ 1B
A t1 ATQ 1B
BTQ-1A
ATQ-1A + t-llt-1
TQ - 1 (Q-1 + Al 1t)l Q- 1B Q- 1A
BTE tB BTE lA
ATE tB ATEtlA
Sx of ATQ-1 tIt
o + AT Q- 1 (-I _ bt -o
t- t-1 + AT t
Here, we have defined
Et = Q-' +Q-1(Q1 + t) = -1+ Q-'KQ- 1.
Finally, integrating over xt-1 yields an expression proportional to
(uT ;O(ut), A(ut)),
with
A(ut) = BTElB - BTEtlA(ATE 'A + Ait_-1) AT B
O(ut) = BTQ- 1K 1 to
- BTE tA(ATEt A + Af -)'( - + ATQ- Kt
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* E.5 Joining Distributions that Depend on ut
We have derived two terms which depend on ut: a prior and a likelihood. Normally,
one would consider p(utOk) the prior on ut. However, through marginalization of this
parameter, we induced dependencies between the control inputs u, and all the u, that
were drawn from a distribution parameterized by Ok inform us of the distribution over
ut. Therefore, we treat p(utl{uTIz, = k,7 T t}) as a prior distribution on ut. The
likelihood function p(y1:TUt; U\t) describes the likelihood of an observation sequence
Y1:T given the input sequence ul:T, containing the random variable is ut.
We multiply the prior distribution by the likelihood function to get the following
quadratic expression:
p(ut I{u = z k, , t})p(Y:TIUt; U\t)
S(21r)N/21k1/2 exp - (Ut - t k) I (Ut - k)
- (ut - A(ut)-l0(ut))TA(ut)(ut - Aty-(ut))}
(2)/ k exp 1/2 + A(ut))ut - 2uT (t k(27)N/21Ik1/2 e - 2 [ -1
+ O(ut)) + ij tk l O(ut)TA(ut)-10(ut)
(27)N/2 (k1 + A(ut))-1 11 / 2  { 1[T O(
(27r)N/21k 11/2 exp 2 k i k+ t) 
(Ut ) - O (~t)
(k -k + -(Ut))T(tk1 + A(ut))- 1 - 1tk + (t)
-,Af(ut; (t1 + A(ut))-l( t-lk + O(ut)), ( +k  A(ut)) 1 )
'( u -k A-i -1
k - + A (ut)) Lk O(Ut)), (k I + A(ut))-), (E.11)
where we note that the defined constant Ck is a function of zt = k, but not of ut.
* E.6 Resulting (ut, zt) Sampling Distributions
We write Eq. (E.4) and Eq. (E.5) in terms of the derived distributions:
p(zt = kl \t, U\t, Yl:T, 0, a, ,i, A) oc p(zt = k I z\t,, , a, r)
fu p(ul u,z , = k,7 t})(yl:Ti;u\t)dt, (E.12)
p(utlz = k,z \t,U\t,Y1:T,A) oc p(utl{urz, = k,7 t})P(Y1:TIUt;U\t)) (E.13)
i 
_ ._ _ ;/;~i~/_ _i ____ll~~ Ii ;;
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Thus, the distribution over zt, marginalizing ut, is given by
p(zt = klz\t, u\t, Y1:T, , a, ,K, A)
oC p(zt = k I z\t, 0, a, K)
SC -A(ut; ( 1 + A(ut))(k I k O(ut)), (1 + A(ut))-)dut
oc Ck p(zt = k I z\t, Q, a, z). (E.14)
and the distribution over ut (for zt = k fixed) is
p(ut Izt = k,z\t
, 
U\t, Y:T,7A)
= N(ut; ( + A(ut))' k - - O(ut)), (k I - h(ut))-). (E.15)
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Appendix F
Dynamic Parameter Posteriors
In this appendix, we derive the posterior distribution over the dynamic parameters of
a switching VAR(r) process defined as follows:
Yt = ( z) t-i + et(z) etI E ~ (((k) ) (F.1)
i=1
where zt indexes the mode-specific VAR(r) process at time t. Assume that the state
sequence {zl,..., ZT} is known and we wish to compute the posterior distribution of
the kth mode's VAR(r) parameters A k) for i = 1,..., r and E(k). Let {tl,..., tk}
{tlzt = k}. Then, we may write
[Ytl Yt 2 " YtNk
Ytl-1 Yt21 
... YtNk -1
[(k) A(k) ... A] Yti-2 Yt 2 -2 ... YtNk -2 + [e et 2 ... tNk
LYtl-r Yt2-r • YtNk-rJ
(F.2)
We define the following notation for Eq. (F.2):
y(k) = A(k)Y(k) + E(k), (F.3)
and let D(k) = {y(k) (k)}. In the following sections, we consider two possible priors
on the dynamic parameter. In Appendix F.1, we assume that p(k) is 0 for all k and
consider the conjugate matrix-normal inverse-Wishart (MNIW) prior for {A(k), E(k)}.
In Appendix F.2, we consider the more general form of Eq. (F.1) and take independent
priors on A(k), Z(k), and p(k).
* F.1 Conjugate Prior - MNIW
To show conjugacy, we place a MNIW prior on the dynamic parameters {A(k), (k)}
and show that the posterior remains MNIW given a set of data from the model of
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Eq. (F.1) (assuming u(k) = 0). The MNIW prior is given by placing a matrix-normal
prior MN (A(k); M, (k), K) on A(k) given E(k) (see Eq. (2.94)):
p(A(k) (k)) IKid/2121rE(k) Ir/2 exp
and an inverse-Wishart prior IW(no, So) on E(k) (see Eq. (2.95)):
- tr((A - M)TE-(k)(A - M)K)) (F.4)
( ISo ln/ 2 1(k) -(d+no+1)/2
2nod/ 2 Fd(no/2) (F.5)
where rd(.) is the multivariate gamma function and B - (k) denotes (B(k)) - 1 for some
matrix B.
We first analyze the likelihood of the data, D(k), given the kth mode's dynamic
parameters, {A(k), E(k)}. Starting with the fact that each observation vector, Yt, is
conditionally Gaussian given the lag observations, yt = [yT1-. yT-_,rT, we have
p(D(k)A(k), E(k)) - 2 (k)1 Nk/2 exp(
1 I
2 2E(k)")Nk/2 exp tr(
12,E(k) lNk/2 exp -2tr((
1 E (Yt, - A(k)yti)TE-(k)(yti - A(k)y9t
-(k)(y(k) - A(k)Y(k))(y(k) - A(k)y(k))T))
Y(k) - A(k)y(k))T -(k) (y(k) - A()(k)(k)) )
(F.6)
To derive the posterior of the dynamic parameters, it is useful to first compute
p(D(k), A(k) I Z(k)) = p(D(k) I A(k), (k))p(A(k) I (k)). (F.7)
Using the fact that both the likelihood p(D(k) I A(k), E(k)) and the prior p(A(k) E(k))
are matrix-normally distributed sharing a common parameter E(k), we have
logp(D(k),A(k) I (k)) + C
I tr((Y(k) - A(k) (k))T-(k) (Y(k) - A(k)V(k))
+ (A(k) _ M)TE-(k)(A(k) - M)K)
= ~-tr(Z-(k){((k) - A(k)(k) )((k) - A(k)Y(k))T
+ (A(k) - M)K(A(k) 
- M)T})
S--tr (-(k){A(k)(k)A(k) T - 2 S(k) A(k)T + S(k) })2 tr(-(k){(A( )  (k) (A() () (F.8)
= -- tr (){(A()- S (A()- S 71)S (F.8)
2 Y9 99 .99 Y9 99 Y19
;
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exp Itr(E-(k) SO))(_2
- N ( (k); A(k)- (k) (k), I) .
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where we have used the definitions:
1 IKI
d/ 2
C -log 127rE(k) INk/2 127rE(k)lrNk/2 S (k)= S(k) Sk)S(k)S (k)yy19~ YY YY YY YY
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Conditioning on the noise covariance E(k), we see that the dynamic matrix posterior
is given by:
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Marginalizing Eq. (F.8) over the dynamic matrix A(k), we derive
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which leads us to our final result of the covariance having an inverse-Wishart marginal
posterior distribution:
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N F.2 Non-Conjugate Independent Priors on A(k), E(k) , and M(k)
In this section, we provide the derivations for the posterior distributions of A(k), E(k),
and p(k) when each of these parameters is given an independent prior.
* F.2.1 Normal Prior on A(k)
Assume we place a Gaussian prior, J(IA, EA), on the vectorization of the matrix A(k),
which we denote by vec(A(k)). To examine the posterior distribution, we first aim to
write the data as a linear function of vec(A(k)). We may rewrite Eq. (F.1) as
t-1
Yt A (k) Yt-2 + et Vtlzt = k
A A(k) t + et(k). (F.12)
Recalling that r is the autoregressive order and d the dimension of the observation
vector Yt, we can equivalently represent the above as
yt = et(k)
a(k)
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Here, the columns of yt are permutations of those of the matrix in the first line such
that we may write Yt as a function of vec(A(k)). Noting that et(k) - N(p((k), r(k)),
logp(D(k), A(k) E (k), (k))
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which can be rewritten as,
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Conditioning on the data, we arrive at the desired posterior distribution
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M F.2.2 Inverse Wishart Prior on E(k)
We place an inverse-Wishart prior, IW(no, So), on E(k).
1,2,... , T}. Conditioned on A(k) and p(k), the standard
sented in Sec. 2.4.3 imply that the posterior of E(k) is:
p(E(k) I D(k), A(k), P(k)) =
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N F.2.3 Normal Prior on p(k)
Finally, we place a Gaussian prior, AN(po, Eo), on /(k) . Conditioned on A(k) and E(k),
the results of Sec. 2.4.3 provide that the posterior of / (k) is:
P( (k) I D(k), A(k), E(k))
r-i ((k) 01Eo 0 + E -(k) (Yt - A(k)yt), CO1 + Nk E - (k )
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(F.18)
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We iterate between sampling A(k), E(k), and pj(k) many times before moving on to the
next step of the Gibbs sampler.
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